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ABSTRACT
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industry classification scheme is presented to increase the
meaningfulness of the tertiary.sector, which'previously has been a
residual category. Tte'six sectors are extractive,ttransformative,
distributive services, producelr services, social services, and
personal services. Attention is centered on these issues: (1)

:Edentifying ihe industry struCture and tracing its transformation,
(2) who is employed 'in what sectors and.industries, and (3) important
consequences ofsectoral transformation. The first issue is addressed
.in the chapters on long-term trends (1870-1970) of the sectoral ,

transformation (II) , work scheduling and stability of employment
age structure and industry change (IV) and the interrelation.
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of industry and ocdupation (V). The
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second issue takes up the
industry.position of females (VI) , and the position of Blacks and
Mexican Americans in comparison with Anglos'in industry and
occupational structure (VII) . The third issue is covered in the
discussion of earnings ileequality and the relative merits 6f ihez:.,
sector.model and the human capital model (VIII). The final chapter'
(IX) addresses'a number Of sociological implications.of the movement
to the service econom. Some policy implications of this research are
included. (NTISYTA)
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SUMMARY-OF REPORT

.01apter I: INTRODUCTION

Two great trends characterize the sectoral transforMation (inter-industry
shifts) of the U.S. labor force during the last century: the movement out of agri-
culture and thelfgrowthof sepices. While.this report covers all inter-industry_
shifts, particular attentionis siven to the expansion of §ervices, both because of
,the telative recency of this:thange and because fhe causes and consequences of the
move have been relatively neglected and therefore are not well understood.

Generally, the sectoral ti .)rmation has been analyzed by using The famous
Fisher-Clark tri-partite divisinr (agriculture, mining:fishing, and
forestry).; secondary. (manufac ing, .,ruction and utilities); and tertiary
(transportation, comMunication, and services)... Clark saw ecOnomic develop-
ment as involving the movemenk qut o the primary sector into the secondary sector
and then from the secondary to the tertiary sector. Essentially, the forces behind
these shifts were productivity gains (movement from lower to higher.product.Slrity
industries) and the risirs'per capita income.that stimulated.the deMand for-a ---
variety of servites:L

Although the three-sector stheme c9ntinue3 to'be used, its value.has pro-.
gressively become weakened because the tertiary sector, which includes services', has
increased.much in relative importance but has become at the'same time, because of the
heterogeneity of services, more and more a residual category. It is difficult to
speak meaningfully of the tertiary, when it includes"banking and barbering, .domestic
and medical service, accounting and postal services. To attack this problem, a new
sectoral allocation sch'eme is presented in this report, one that breaks down the
tertiary into more Meaningful sectors. The six-sector scheme.is as follows:

I., Extrdctive (identical with primary sector)
-

2. Transformative (identicaI.with setondary sector)

3e Distributive Services (transportation, cOmmunication, wholesale and
retail trade, excepting eating and.drinking)

4. Producer Services (financial, insurance, engineering, law And business
serviCes)

5. Social Services (health, education, welfare andgovernment)

6., Personal Servites (domestic, lOdging, rePair and entertainment)

Distributive and Producer services are "goods-oriented". services"because they cater
to goods or matters related to,property. They Are als.o intermediate between,the
first two "prOduction"-'sectors and the laSt.Awo "consumption" S'ett?rs. Social ser-
vices are newto the extent that their mass consumptian historically is relatively

...;,-,,,recent.,and-the_.fends_fo_r_their
_government revenues/ Personal,services are more heterogeneous, but they have in
coMmon an orientation to the individual: consumer and the size of estabiishment is
relatively small.

10'
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The Browning-Siagelmann classification scheme was developed heuristically,
based on a dissatisfaction with the Fisher-Clark scheme.,;It therefore does not
purport to be a thedry of development nor even'of.sectoral transformation. There
is a similarity of approach with two other sector allocation schemes (Katouzian-
and Singer) derived independently, suggesting a move in the same direction. In
any event, recognizing that even the six-:sector scheme has considerable within-
sector variability." most af the tables.i,n the report provide figures on-37 indus-
tries within the six sectors., The main source of data ts the U.S. Bureau of the
Census 1% Public Use Samples for the oensus years of 1960 and 1970. Taken at the
national level, they provide the most flexible means of analysis.

Chapter II: CONTEXT OF THE SECTORi! TRANSFORMATION, 1870-1970

Mot of\the report i devoted to the 1960-1970 deca e, based ppon'the 1/100
sample of the 1960 and,-.1970.censuses. This decade should no be.seeh in isblation,
however, but in the histrri.cal context of a century of change even the coverage

y.cannot do justice to the complexity of earlier period's,

In,1870, 52.3% of the U.S. labor force was'inthe Extractive sector. Tifty
4years later in 1920-it had deClined to 28.9% and by.1970 it had further declined to'.
a mere 4.51. The Transformative (secondary) sector for-the same periods rose from
nearly a quarter (23.5%) of the labor force to nearly a third (32.9),-but then
changed reaatimely little over the next fifty years, ending at 33.1% in.i:)70.. Of
'course, output in agriculture and manufacturing, esplly in the last fifty years,
have-had,astounding gains, due.to greatly increased uctivity. Zlearly, the number

.,or proportion of persons emplcved ii a sectcr does it 2cessarily reflect the
magnitude of -n putput,

Tun- to services, the importance of- diSti-.iishing.among the sectors and
even the'ind: ---ies becomes necessary, for altho s-- e as a whole increased
for., ever); de, the gainswere very uneven, a d in c :.11poriant industry exception,
there .was a 1 -,:ge decline. (Domestic service wa 7.41 the.total labor force in
1870 (nearly third of allservices), but bY 1970 it Lad dropped to 1.796 Distrib-
utive services had its greatest relative gain during the period 1870-1920) with
transportation experiencing a strong expansion. ,Since 1930,:however, the syStem.of
transport has been able to.move goOds and people with proportionally fewei- workers.
Trade, on the otbr-hands has increased slowly but steadily :through the centliry,
doubling-its' share of the- labor force. Producer serVices Were so small they were
included trade until,J010, but in the last half century they have had an4 impressive sur1:---±,going from 2.8% lo 8.2% of the total labbr force While sbme
industries in 1--rscnal services grew,. .the impact of the de0j.n6 in domestic service
has meant a_r-uit- no change for the century (9.3% in 1370tO, 10:0% in 1970).

1

lly impressive change among-services oo.:.-iuLred,in Social) services,
f.or the seuar7 ncreased in every.decade from just 3.4% 0, 1870 to 21..9% in 1970,
the gain beLig reatest_during_thejqss
jumped 6:6M T to e.g%i;etween 1950 and Ism; whereas government--often maligned i

for "bloated' -_-owth--increaffed from 3.7% to 4.6%.

-
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All the above-Lnoted changes ocCurred in a country that witnessed-many
'other basic stnuctural transformations'. The percent urban increased from about
one-quarter to three-quarters of the populatiop, the white-collar component of
the roccupational distribution grew from 18% iri-1900 to 49%-in 1970, and the
4emale participation rate more than doublet during the latter periOd: from 20.4
to 43:4.. These changes were closely relatedsto the .séctoral transformation.
Although this sectoill transformation has had its greatest shift'since,l940.; the
trend had begun much earlier.in American hitory.

'Chapter III: LABOR INPUT AND WORK_CONTINUITY.

The:trend to the'service ' Lors has been very pronounced in terms of
employment but it is not necessari,y true Oat theremhave been compatabre changds
in-terms of labor input. That is, the -!istribution of workers among industries ,
will not necessarily,coincide with th, ist4hution of labor as measured-by thr
yearly hours worked. Attention has beca caigTai.Vto the .fact.that services arc char.:.
acterkzed by a high proportion of part-timeeiployment, so it may be that the
shift to the services is a good deal less impressive if one uses input rather than,
employment as the standard.

4
Taking the 40-h wc the sta7.aard for employment, TransfOrmatv,,

and Social Services have figure3 (each approximately one-half)'w.th
male and female4showing 1 c ::77ference. Extractive and'Personal services h ve
the lowest proportions (an.. it ,Tne-luarter), With Distributive and Producer sc,- ices
intermediate. Oilth Weeks - Lhe sex difference widens considekably, with
three-quarters of males -52 weeks.in 1969 compared to 54% 'for female.
It is possible to combine ho.- per week and weeks.per year iiito an overall'index
of yearly hours per workeT. F the'total male.labor force it was 2002 hours,
while th,:- female labor forc -=. waL, t'r.ree-fourths this total, at 1521 hours, and were
lower iT all six sectors.

In comparing the 1r-ionse'by employment and hours, ,it is true that.
service sectors as,a-who: 7:aye jss hourly than employment representation., but
this differenoe iS in 1ar part ,_!e to the female distribution,. Three inklustries
account for the female patter=: retail, education,.and domestic service; togethcr-
they 'account for -4.5% in 1'11117: a3 compared to employment.

It is known that settors in total have exr. adedcbut It is not
'known how this shift has

. Wasthe expansion broui:, abofff--mostly by people
movini from ExtTactive 'an -ranrmat-rve sectors in se-rv es, 9r:did services
grow largely because of n- force entri,es? Th s ques'Ami.can only be:answer-
ed wholly satiSfactorily ed work hi tories, ,]put th...;:" is not possible wlth

'sus data'. liowever, the 1T umsus had a question.that, ;..3ked the industry a
person was.employed-in 1965., , the qu,, tion was aSked (-1. all persons,_ it in-,
eludes people-who were not t-1 abor for,r-e in 19'70, but: did work, in 190"5,(as
well as those who werp not, ,1-..t.Le...La.bor.,,,forc:e..,in-19.652.but-who-were-emfiloyed-Fn-------c--
0- 7 6.
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Generally, the dataAindicate that the sectoral transformation of the

labor fort:e has been theJresu:.t of persons having left other industry sectors'fow
employMent in Social and Producer servi'ces. It,,can be concluded, therefore, that
the growth is mainly due.to persons not Previously in the labor force who enter
these particular services in d sproportionately large nuinbers.

0

Chapter IV: AGE AND SECTORAL TRANSFORMATION

its

Age is a Variable worthy-of consideration in its own rights rathZr than
simply as a.control variable., as is sp often done. In terms of the age distribution,
the Distributive,'Personal and Producer serviAps are more likely tb be entry sectors,
while the Extractive sector has its Strongesf lepresentation in the older age
categories. The age-sex pyramids for sec ors and industries reveal the considerable
variation,shat exists. 0/111, a few pyY display similar configurations fOr the
male, and female sides; the sexual division oflabor s strikingly apparent at a
glance.

While a comparison of age-sex distributions for the 1960.-1970 period is
\valuable, what i's needed is a standard by which to evaluate the Change during the
\ecade. The familiar practice of foi-mulating an expected change and then comparing
it with the actdal change is our point of departure (in this insfance the "shiff" ,

tethnique is used). For five age categories the growth rate for the decade of'the -

total employed popula ion is taken as the siandard or expected change. 1t,can

.).'

then be compared to t e change for specific secpms and industries. the difference
'between the two sets Of figures indicates the extent to which age categories for
each sector and industry-grew More or less rapidly than expected: "The shift analy- .

sis separates.the aCtual-chaallge into two components: the expectedrchange and the
net shift:- The expected change (the,growth rate of all perspni id the age category)
reflects such factors.as_changes inage and ex,specific participation rates, changes. .

'in age-of entry and of retirement, etc. The:assumption is that,all 'such factors' A

affect the groups equally withip each sector and each'industry. The net saft
component is assumed to ick up changes caused by. i&tersectoral Movements of members'
continui g in the 1abor force, as well as the differential patteins of the incor
tion of entry cohorts iiity specific industries apd sectors.

./'
. It is'difficult to summarxze the diversity of findintgs that the variable

of 4eassumes, but it is very clear that therp is nothing mechanical or indeed
dbvibus' about the way's through which age operates in the transfoimative process.
.0ne of the featureS of:the net shift.resul:ts is the pattern of sign Consistency:

A With only a fewlexcepiions, the signs çor the five age groups within sectors and
industries go,in the same direction; They are eAher positive or negative. This

-pattern could have been anticipated f r industries that grewauch less than expected
(e.g., Asriculture) Or.much More (e.g., eduCation). but its presence in other indus-

( tries is-TIther a,surprise. An additi nal generaliwzable feature is the relatively
narrow range that the net shift displays as a percentage of the 1960 size. ff.ene .

.age group isgrowing much more rapidly than expected then the others_will also, and Avice versa. ThiPproportion of the total positive and net shift accounted for by
....-,...Socia1 services is remarkable: 76.815 for total7 58.5% for male and 81.9%,for fe-

\

male, Thd. last figure'is especially impressive; for the net -hifttechniqUe son-
trols for the increase"in labor force participatiop 11of women ring the 1960-1970
.decAe. i
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the Hui.)grading- of_the ocLupational distribution within industries,.the result-will
hu a greater competition for higher status positions' and'lower upward social mobility.

Chapter FlAJ11.fiS IN 1111: LABOR FORcE

One of the more striking features of the sectoral transformation is-the
growing importance,of females in the servite sectors. En 1970 o,ver 78 percent
all women were employed in services, as compared to 47 per -t ,' ' males. iiL not
all services are equally female-oriented. Wo6r r L ..,ed in Personal
services (save for repair services). and Social, services, whereas they account for a-,

relHLI sare of'employment in transportation and.wholesale'trade. Related
to the cc-Icentratic,n of wojileh ih service.industries is their, occupartional distribution:
in1970 two-thirds Of all eMployed women had professional, clerical, or service occupa-.
tions. By Liontrast, males'were relatively.more concentrated in the blue-collar
oecupatiems of opt=ratives and cra7:tsmen, _together accounting for two-fifths of total
male employment ip 1970. .

C-
_n -.oth 1960 and 1970 l'emales Were more .likely to have a professional

occupation thai--: were males. This finding,must be.takelwith. caution, however,.since
women professionals in generpl occupy predoMinantly the lower:status positions of
prdmary and secondary teacpers anTi nurses. Nearly nine of,every ten,femalesprofession-
als in 1970 isre:-e employed&n education,- medical services andJloSpitals.

1

,the sex-typing -: occupations is well known, the sm-typing indus-;
'tries is also apparent. Industry sex-tYping occurs when'one industry is domiOted by
either sex, independent of ies occupational distributio
industry se-typing it is assumed that theTercent fema
is tenstant among industries. Thus, if a certain kndus

. To analyze thet..amotint of
-e in-each Octupa'tional'ca-tegory
ry has a high demand for crafts-,

men, it can be.expected that fethales are less represented in this industrY than in the.
.total labor force, for there arTe ver' few-ctaftswomen. ,By- comparing the number of females
in a given industry that could. be ex?ected on ihe basiS of
tional distribution with the act6l number.of.females tha

.

industry sex-typing chn be deteriy.ned. If an absolutediffex e. of 10 percentage
points between the actual and the exaected number is set as th $riterion for sex-
typing, the following indUtries were found to be female.dominated in 1970 (in,decreas-.
ing order): domestic service, textiles, laundry, hospitals, medical services and .

educatilin. The 1lowing industries.were male daminated'in,1970: postal. services,
engineerip, transportation, mining, utilities, Wholesale ttade, real estate, chemic4,
acceuntim: and government. It should be noted that the listinIg of industries that /
were sex-yped in l97n is verY similar to those that were sex-typed in.1060.

In 1):-;-c, the physical tequirements 'of work-has oftenf'been cited as -
contributlng to the'di-:ision ofr labor 4 sex. In.a service-dqminated labor force,,
howeve.r, has.jos-,_- most of its demands fetheavy.musalar effort; thus proving
at least the 6pportunity !Or men and-womenAo work in COMparable'positions.

he industry-specific occupa-
indlistry, the degree of

.r-j
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Chapter NII:\cjil LT! f.`..;

! n 1 i e .-1 l'S i.. ,, 1 ', 0 I- l i...--. ._''. ',p I ..
i1 ev(., I Arf.. ;o1:11').;14,:: . i ii .; 1,1 :-:'..;'011,.1 -p;4 I i -' ;-;:.

Mexi can Ameri -;i:e., i r. 'dile t,.) ,dat.1 I L!'l !

Mexi clan Am/2 -ri (-NAL,. o 1-i 1.,- fr,r :7he
carr 1 I

..d. otir only :II: 1 Llte veg i on:i : I ev._'1.

;.1..;i:!,.-..,:.. :Ind whites o:: itiona 1
...ha 1..---.' is ex tended iclii/le

'.ereat. of di,. i I

-: .. i , h ; S anal.....s. - can ;Hs

During the ,:.;()':-,; the i lidust ry rtic t-;) re t, -.I bla( ,1)10yment changed more
that di ../.. that o f wlii.:',-:, Trla ei"j. nia 1 Os n:-1 : L '. e ',:' agri i tore and Porsona 1 ser- ,.
V i CC . .(..;i1.( C)i- tht !H1', .:.; r 1 lr:Vi! Crt:11.-;..:C'S ,.-! p-onounc. decreasing share of
b I a . zrem;. H. omp loyme: .. -) be, found in Pe i

! . . .-z.,:.---,-1/..es [1.1 1960 this one sector
,,a ..:. .ated fc.ir over One-half a f.- all emp loy-. b.i...i.-.:; 4'elilles itit tr.in (1,970 the corre- ,.,sl--c _ling figure .was on : y 29 percent . As ',,;i esul, Of ,,4 e ,-.,:. Li ange.s.,-:black. and whit.;w_ - ,',-s C;) I both l,,e:w - ere illore etiOalTy dis riboted ftin

-. ;I'. true ten; years earlier.
1.\

' ;iesp i t e Lilt, a cl.e. as iflg simi I ::i r I -,ly hetween h , ack.- and whites withaegard to
.ii ';.'cq !; ru,:t41-1,,,, a -- :Xis tan.ti.al gap s t. i I.1 rel;;;.i_n::,/ in 't,_-..1\1:; of occupational status

..

income: -No2third,-- of bl(ack males in 1-,?. 70 .-ere.' emplo\-ed ::_,7 ope t atives', semice
wc ers dahoreys, or fa-On wi.rkers , whi.ch I's tvi',. Cie..ce the sli. for whi e males 2 Blackfe-- les also shbwed a 'higher concentration i n .these QccUptions than di d whi te fe-

, ,,n-w. .s, but 'tlie .1i ffercnce betwe'en 1)1 acic). and whit-e females was not as 'large as, that
be ,een b lack `aad.1whit.: males . In cnera l ,blac.1:. femai 'Os .-ompare more favdrablzt i 01wh te fema leS Clan iicVbn ek males w-i N'n WI ite Ma les , he i-t- i3O terhis of ed cat ionikl../

- nc bwor thy , For, ,ii _1970 the medi an inrAli,..y ef bloc!. !'ema les W'as highex 4J-han liat of

v\
at------ai nment, oc,;.:0; n t-odl status, or inPO:Tie-. , The da'. 71.fr)r i ncome were par 'icuVrly

...i'tl..hte fema les A n 14 -inius tri es , All -Or. T hes ,-.. i_11,i,.is t T o:; ex.c.ept one...We-re -serYlces
. Of one kind or ;;;,.-_,-4-4.14,-, w,i,th most o;f the ten b,:,:ionging t-o the Social services sector.,lIf should beTho--, -,Jo, i-,Vwelier, that ,bi ack, women on the ayerage also worked more hours

4 per year than di...i 1,-.h te ,iomen, pait'zicui;,--.:_y Hi Si, .'.111_. ;3. Personal services , Whi.A3would increase tOr., 1- .;.:arnifig5 ri-Alltive to wh i to
. . i

)
'There: .`:ii-,- 1.cli. '.- I °lc, t re-asohs ;dr; hi *. . \ .-1.,,-.'i 1 (2Y-; kav c; al better, relativepo4t, on titan 11,;,r,,_ci.. mal,: . I'c one irn i ng, ;.r:i.:,1_, ....a 3encra-j_ Ir e in less favoredposi'tioins than'Nifq-1-1 L.- ....:_rnus ',,.. o;Ice ttic -;0.>, di Ffe3-ol.Li :1 : ri ?I tunn:=, of the lar-torsituation ,is Cori -,:o yrjd Co r , I mc...:h add ii:7:,a : di s c rimina-c ion exists: Moreover,

black fema1es 11:1.-e. ; h.i gher !ii.iol.- fori.-:_f jrtia I ('. ia Li.c,1) r:-.I <21 than . whi te females . ,.

iincc.. 'con t i nu i ty of; embioyiner,at
! 7,, vo,si Li yelf 1.'.-,'.-;*:;.-i.atel:: ,/i...ch, iricome.; black ferThales

.A.

should be expEr L.i to do :;s, w: . 2 I. L. :-,s , If not bei; .-,c-r-- than, 'white females ...
..... .-

' 11'n ,thc/sec.ohd pni:t oF Chapter \. i.I li.e., :.,;;;rh Ar;leiN.c:.n.;:. are -inclu-ded in .tlicnal.ys is. kes,-;.- -; 'the in te ros.t.- ir e:Vitti t:iTig ti:e la
).

-o-,- ffoe situation o f the second
.. ar gest mi no rft:- ,f,rt:Ei i n "cile coim t d (-c..C.41z,ni with blacks . not much in`folrmat ioneXists about Nkt.. ,::. an AeYi cans ),..., 'tile i no ! n'sti r. of Mexi -:ili AmerrcaYs pert-its: t he-)mpari son o F the work 5-3i tua t i r)n a i'-' the 1 t ,, ;;:%'H-arii c..; '. ..1 h en cli i- .Iiier. The f Ind-ags show _tiat a I !Hc `. :1-.'x i can, Itii.1.,:V'ic,.alls H. . i 000 -( it4::It 'canal it tainment than

i ;aci- s, they occuo y ii i ;r-,..^ .--.:,:: t-..;.it, ))(:)-;i7t on., . This fi Tiding cast. serious ',doubt on..iine,,,i-.ssumpt ion .t-:id., LOrn1l I y held ila-i >i:1-fe. d --wer gbccupational stp--,--.us of blacks j_n
L Dmp .1-..i. son -t.4.D. ',..ih-i tes is , by ond ,l.;, r-g. : a -' --,r --iueeel of thei r loW-Jedilcat 1 on::1....74...--i, : .-0-,f.t,1,-,--,-. !..-tb--1-1.!-!----*.-

-1-:7;C-77r.7--:----:.&1^--77--- -1T1"-"O'cralp1t-1-:Nrial- cr3t-..-sZ.'atindt"-15e-,---
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tWo differvnt levels of analysis must he '.inguished. While./Aigher
eiucational attainmen' n,li..dual member: qinority Ap,. a general
increase in educatio among all black not 1r ateriplly
their ag,.gregate labor in relation .,es. The uat, thus
sugest that the lowei ocLyt o tu5 of black. , while partly result of
their lower 'eclucatiOnal attainmenT, alo results -.:Hom discriminatory employment
practices. The easo, wny this does not apply to Mexican Americans to the same
extent is the .iaCt that as a minority group they axe less readily identified than
blacks (the Buieau of the Census, while recently providing muCh-more informatioh
on the Spanish origin population, 'still classifies Mexican AMericans as wilite).
As a group, Mexican Americans are less subject to discrimination than are blacks.

0 Chapter VIII: EARNINGS'DISPERSION AND'LTHE SECTORAL PATTERN OF-EMPLOYMENT

In a very fundamental sense, earnings. (and since we are dealing with the
labor force'it is earnings ,:ather than income that cOncerns us) represent an exttemely
significant."outcome" of the various factors, as reviewed in prior chaptersOhat
affect the Sectoral,and industry distribution. Given the macro drientation of this
study, however, the concern is not-with linking tWe earnings of 'individuals with
other personal characteristics,..but with.the distribution oi'dispersion of eamings
by'sector and industyry_. Within this context, the sectoral approach to earnirigs'
distribution can be Ontrasted with the'human capital approach. In essence, the
'former as"series that ,t,lw .distribution of earnings within each sector is regarded as

an intriVi.7., unchanging characteristic,iwith the pattern-of final demand for goods
and sery,ce..; determining the sectoral pattern of employment. jn contrast, the
latter is a supply-side theory of the earnings distribution, which is a,reflection,
of the skill-mix of the lahor_force and:the rates at which these skiAls are rewarded.
Thus el-ranges in the distribution of earnings are regarded-principally as changes in
the 'distribution oflahor force skills:3 An evaluation of these two approadhes is
made empi.rically by comparing how well-they predict the changes in the dispersion
of earnings-in the U.S.A. hetwee4-199 and 1969. Inaddition, the sectoral and
humai2. capital approaches can be combined into a single model.

100

The data applyonly;to-white and bldck males siiice thy cenSus-data' are .

poorly wited for an analysis o:f the earnings distKihution arring women in the human
capital framework. Principally this is" because of,difficulties in measuring labor.
for.ce.exprience Yor females because Of their often.intermittent patterh of labor
force participation. The measure used to summarize the'earhings distribution is

'

. the variance.of the-natural logari':-.hmof earnings, chosen uver other measures.
:rincipally because it is a relaIlve measure"of.dispersion. ProPortional changes

-,
in earnings will hal.re no effect on this statistic.

./.
. . . . c

..

° II predicting changes in .the earnings dispersion in the U.S. between 1959
,t and 1969, it waaffound that the Simple assumptton that the °variance in earnings

1
. within each .eutor was constanii'hetween 1959 andi1969 and the mean levels of earnings
inscreased proportionally (the sector model) resulted in a rather gpod prediction.

:
A In contrast; the human capi.tal model, which assumes that rewards tc eduCation and

experience of the labor force remain fixed in relative terms.ovetr -L7.he decade leads
, .

i

xxi
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lo poor.predictions ot tile change in,the 'earnings distributions of both white and
nonwhite maleSI The combined model Was outperformed by the sectoral model 1)), a
large margin. Further research is needed,on how the parameters of the human
capital model are likely to change over time, but it'is fzfir to say tlit there is
no macro theory,of human capital and little is known about the determinants of
the model's parameters.

Chapter IX: TM] ',ECTORAL TRANSFORMATION.AND THE NATURE OF WORK ,IN A SERVICE SOCIETY

,

Given Ie key role of the Extractive sector during the 1870-1970 periOd, -
it is unlikely tit there will be comparable future shifts in,the sectorsf,simply,

Lg.
because no one sTctor'can pro ide the source of Change as.did the Extractive Sector,'
Aen it droPped -r.'rom 52% to 4 the labor,force. The secial and economic conse-
quences of the sectoral.transformation axe not easy to identify, partly because so
muCh of the change has ocrnyred within the last decades. But if it is probable that
the.greatest part of the sectoral transformation of the U.S.A. al,ready is behind it,
ihit does not mean

,-.. therefore, that we have experien'ced all the.social,and econbmic....,,

..

consequences of the transformation. Institutional adaptation is likely to develop
,

more slowly-than the labor force change. For example, the fact that with a few
prominent exceptions, e.g. transportation, services are much less unionized than
industries,of the Transformative sector does:not mean necessarily that this is all..
unchanging relationship. 'In future decades it is entirely possible that the differ-
ence.'will narrow considerably.

Sociologically, the secteral transformation can be examined dn terms of its
effects on work. In general, the shift out of the Extractive 'Sector and into the
service sectors has meanta reduced reliance on physiCal6strength to perform taskg.
Compared to the Transformative sector, services do.hot Itommand the advamtaget,of
scale, of:continuous, routinized output, and thseygenerally cannbt be Stored. This
means that many services can-have a greater flexibility in 'work scheduling than is the
case in other industries. This may or may not result in'greater. work Satisfaction,
and the reason why thit is so-is by no means.clear. 'Certainly, it warrants more
attentionithan has been devoted to 'the problem. the fiotiOn of alienation, whether.
conceptualized,in social psychological terms,or alonemore,structural and Marxian
lines, is gerMane. The fact that-most tervices do not'produce a tangible product
conceivably may create even.more- alienating conditIons, for jabor and product become
one, as in the case of the salesperson:

r The reirltionship of.sectoral transformation'tosocial stratification and to
social classes hnd their dynamiesstill is obscure. The largest sector in services
isScial serVices and'here emploYment isjargely concentrated in the public'sector.
The impli,eations of this for,-say, political action are problematircaf. Interest
groups may le.expected t& emergeout of the configurations:of occupation and industry,
jointly consit-6/red. Because of the lack of'agreement about.the consequences of the
sectoral transformation, or even as to what are tfie proper questions° to' be put-to
this problem, the athors of, this report, aS did Victor FuChs'iAi.his'earjier influ7
ential book, The Se.77vice Economy, ai-e driven to conClude'that much. more --i'search
needed on services atoL indeed, on all industry sectOrs as they become transformed:

f

-"
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

It is inevitablethat in the.course of a country's growth and development
the labor force must be transformed. There are many'facets of this transformatien.
Moore (1966) has identified the following: 1) the "creation" of the labor force in
the technical:'sense of the separation of work from other activities (still an impor-
tant consideration for the activities of women); 2) the "upgrading" of the labor
force as a consequence of higher skill demands and incteased.edvcational attainment,
including intra- and intergenerational mobility; 3) the inereasingly complex divisim
of labor that calls forth much gleater'occupational specializatiOn;.and 4)'the sectpral,
relocation of manpower from the standpoint of industry allocation. In this s udy our
point of departure will be the settoral allocation of the labor force and its trans-
formation, but. soMe attention will be given.wthe other features.

First of ally 'however, an important distinction must be made. Because

occupation and indWrY as labor force categories continue to be persistently con-
fused in.the literature, the difference between themshould be'made explicit. Most

simply put, ocCupation is the kind of work one performs while industry is the kind of
placewhpre.one works. To illustrate, one's'occupation aybe as a secretary, but
the place of work may range from a gigantic steel mill to a small Office of'an insur-
ance agent. The growing specialization in our society has made it impossible to
(101.1 diirectly with specific jobs or specific places of work, Rven though the U.S.
.Bureau of th? Census identifies thousands of occupations and hundreds of industries.'
In this stt '7 relatively gross industry and occupatiohal categories will be used, but
we-believe this practice will not seriously affect our findings:

Anyone who attempts to Make'sepse of the ;ectoral transformation orthe
labor force in both developed and deyeipping countries must be impresed by the two
'great master trends Of the 20th century. 'The .first and best known is the shift of

manpower out of the "primary' sector (chiefly agriculture, but including mining,
A. forestry', hunting-and fishing). For many developed countries this moveMent has beefl .

going on vittually uninterrupted during.the last 70 years or more. Indeed, it has

gone'much farther than most would have believed possible. In the United Kingdom and
the U.S.A, for example, employment in agriculture hasTdrOpped'below 5 pertent: of
the total labor force, arid the decline still continues. In.nearly all developiUg
countries 4 relative decline of 'eMployment in agriculture-has been observable in the
last 30years, but only in a few/countries has an absolute decline,in agricultural
employment been observed. The mOvement out of agriculture is- assumed to_ beam
integral part.of the devklopment.process and generally it is agreed-that the remark- .

able increases in productivity/in the agrarian Sector, when combined.With a relatively
low.elasticity of demand for atricultural as compared to manufactured.preducts, have
.permitted thy decline in agrieultural employment.

The second master trend is the, shift into the tertfw or service secte-r.
"'This has been a more,recent phenomenon and has not had the.impact,,atleast
noW, of the shift out of the primary sector, but the trend is a strong One and

_ _

appearS to be irreversible and of truly-universal dimensions. In recent study of
labor force changes in ten industY.ialized Countries_(Sorrentino, 1/971), all have
experienced increases in service employment siAce 1950, and in six countries= the

1
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service sector now acch.,1,. o i ital employment. In the U.S.A.,
service i54t4s-cries r rr 3abbr force in 1970, and by about
1980 we can expe'ct ts-ie of eve'cy thvec :persons ;() be employed in a service industry
of.one kind.or anothe-r.. !le. trend to the service sector also
isunmistakable, a1uhugh heu th:, same levels as in the developed
countries. "1

The purpose oF Li) :2xamine the sectoral transformation Of the
labor force of the U.S.A., wiCh spel htuehtion given to the'shift to service emp-
loxment. Although-a brief survey of the.,71;1-term trends from 1870 to 1970 is pro-
vided, the bulk of the analysi.s is devot,;51 to the 1960-1970 period, drawing extensively
upon the '1% Palic Use Samples available from,the 1960 and 1970 censues".

Before:we set foyth the content of this monograph, how'ever, it is necessary
,to place the matter of sctorai transformation in somewhat broader- perspectiVe;'es-
pecially the growtiI oF the seics, and to justify why We bqiieve this process to
be an important aspect of socioaconomc 'change.. Unlike,the movement out of agriculture,
there isono general consensus on the cause,s and con3equences of this phenomenon, nor,
for tfiat Ratter, a clear understandin'g of how this process occurs. In.part, this
can be attvibuted to tire relative.recency of the growth of services.. But this i
inadequate to account for the relative neglect of industry structure and process as

' it is.linked to economic groAh.

Let us con'sider the srltuAion5 iE economic and sociology as a way of
accOun,ting for this n',!glect. Econdmis.probably the one discipline where .we
'should exp&ct to,find most aT_tentLon given to industry sectorS and.therrtransfor-
mation because of their close reitionship to economic dev.elcipment. The rpcord, how-
ever, is,at best spotty. Among notable economists, perhaps it is.Simon Kuznets in'
recent y6ars who has.stressed, within an international context, the impbrtance of
industry as an analytical.variane. As he states in his Modern Economic Growth .

(1966:153):

The 'illdusl.ria1 .srucl.();.- na!iraI euput and productive resources is,
a key aspect of an ec;)uomf in the pro3 of=growth because it p.ermits
gis to observe the impu c"..: t'he ,,,,iiince in technological knowledger the
differential revonse oi\ denond to increased pr'oductive capacity arid rise-
in per caplvl lncow!, ah6 the shlfts_in the,siz,e. and location of groups in
societyassocio ,led wth (Il i criFfevent dustries. Industries are distinatishe
froia each othhr2 by c..h!: raw materi..,. they use, by the productive process
in which they nrta! ..cri,,i ,cnce by the technological .00nstraint on size
of plant), by .::..: :,i,JA. 1.:1:, ol t;.e l'abor forec, 'by the capital intensitY,
eto.,,imposed by the specific production processes employed,,and by the
finihed pApd:Ac, :ind Ilchc. c by th7c mar}cel, that is beiRg .servd1d. Indeed,c
an induStry is. dei7ined by these characteristics of materiai, process, ahd

,,.

product;, and a marke6 changet.in Dile, often but not necesSarily accompanied,
by changes in the others, is usually a.basis for distinguishing and defining
a riew indusITy. '. /
. .

ut -Kuznets was int,erested in the broad characteristics of the sectoral
.teransforr tion.and.h(,-; clic-i'r:ot ply paiTicplal:.atteintion tO the service sector. It was
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Victor Fuch!i, first in a number of articles and then in his, monograph The Service
Economy (1)68) who provides what still remains as the best single discussion of

. the nature of services in the U.S.A. In his opening paragraph (1968:1) he put'it
as follows:

The United States is now pioneering in a new stage of economic development.
During the period following World,War II this country became the world's
first "service economy" -- that is, the first nation in which more thari.
half of the employed population is not involved in the production of food,
clothing, houses, automobiles, or other tangible goods.

u

In spite of the fact;that services Steadily has been becoming more 'impor-
---__tant in the U.S.A., this sector still- has not received from American economistsmuch

attention, especially in comparison to that lavished on agricultural and manufacturing.
changes: Fuchs (1968:1g) explains this neglect due to a nuMber of factors:

...The greater attention that has been gijven by economists to the primary
and secondary industries might be exp1air4ed by mapy faCtors: (1) Tertiary
employment becomes of major importance on y when'high leliels of income per .

capita are.reached. (2) Someearly economists, notably Adam Smith, believed
. that only the-primary and secondary sectors-were "productive;" _and that

the other industries were in some sense "parasitic." (3) ,It is usually
much more difficult to obtain data for the.service indUstiies, many of
which are charadterized by small-scale operations. This is also true of,
agriculture but, in that case, at least the output terids to be.Standard-
ized and thus more easily measured. (4) Much tertiary production is non-
profit; economie analysis has concentrated on market activities.

If the-above reasons suggeSt why the services have not recei-ved,their due
from the economists, the general neglect by sociologists of the dimension of industry
position and of services must be sought on other grounds. In brief, the reasons
appear to be that sociOlogists have been mestherized by occupation, as witness the.
huge literature on social-stratification and social...mobility. The few-studieS of
industry position (e.g., Duncan, 1959) have attracted littlecattention.. It is true
that Daniel Bell, :in'his The Coming of the Post-Industrial Society ,(11973), thakes
the movethent into services one of hjs key indicators ("A post-industrial society ds-
bdsed,on services."), but he largely ignores it as an analytical variable in'his
subsequent discussion..

inteL,-'We conclude that in both economics and sociology the relative.lick of
st in industry .sectoral transformation, while due to a variety, of factors,

has in common the absence.ef a clearly,and compellingly formulated statement of the
theoreticaleimportance of this process. In the currently fashionable terminology
of Kuhn, there is no !!paradige for the sectordM transformation that serves to
attract attentipn and to encourageand legitimize research on the subject.

gut what is*there that is significant about the sectoral transformatiA
and especiall.the- movement into Services that merits our attention? Can it be
said that we now are in or on the verge,of being.in a Service Revolution that

2 6 .
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compares in-importance to Wel Agricultural Revolution .and the Industrial RevOlu-
-J

tiOn? Probably not. The latter two transformations broughtaboUt extensive and"
innovative changes-in settlement..patterns, in the spatial links -between home and work,
in the productivity of labor, in-the emergence of identifiable social classes,.and
in the-configuration of poWer relation's related to access to technology and the
accumulation of capital.,As yet,_we are unable to pOint to any distinctive way in
which services have brought about changes in-the dimensions mentioned alyave.... Ser-
vices, like manufacturing, ate conCentrated mainlx but not exclusively4n_urbari
areasLmoSt:Service employment involves the separation 'of home and workplace; ser-,
vices-have not Atroduced any'quantUm leaps forward in the'produCtivity of labdrp
services haVe not brought into being clearly identifiaizle social classes that are
differleint from those of earlier societies (e.g., loi4s ald, peasants in-'the Agricul-
tural Revolution and tapitalists and pioletariat in the Industrial.Revkaution);A
luid services are not clearly identified With any new'or Old bases of technology or'
power.

t-
But the emergence of serVices as the-dominant-form of employment does

alter society in some important yet not well understood ways. Many of the current
trends are contradictorY, which makes it even more difficult to identify.and tb
interpret concrete changes. Tor one thing, .the majority of services are betomiklg

increasingly.capitalistic, eapital spreads,to more and,more service industries
,and the work in services becomes increasingly that,of wage labor., However, Social
Services are,emong the most'raPidly growing of all service industries, and'most of
it belongs to the public sector. There is a heoretical difference.between wage-
labor.in a priyately_owned, profit;-oriented industry and that in" a government in-

t.
diistry w ch is nonprofit. .

_

. .,-7--
A-second major change,takes plaCe n the relationship between the worker.

his or:her. lal2or. As we.noted above, st services do not produce a tanible
_good. Associated. With'this situation iS the continuous decrease of hlue-collar_,

nel

,Wotk requiring much.physical exertion. As we shalOelaborate later on; the sch d.-0-
: uling of Work in many services,is_quite different fibm that in post manufactur" g:
7"TheorstiCtelly, at'ke t, the nature of work in Services...tan bertailored much re

tT o the prefe ces ari .needs ok the.employees.and Workers than would. be possiSle---in\, J-
,

goods-producing-,iqust 'es. it must be pointed-out, however, that a substantial
part of woik in services is repiititive and of low status, aRd is.far from being the
creative Wdrk that some have envisioned,as a.-.charaCteristic of employment in a
service-dominated fUture. .

. .

There,are other, less concrete, changes associated with the groWth-of
.

,.

service empfoymnet. The close linkage.between the production of a serviceaAnd its"
cons

-'11-(I

ption and the related contact between the producef-and the consumer provides
for a ifferent work situation.as compared to morkisolated productfon settings.
Many employeeshave to relate to their employers Ind to their custemers, Indeed,
many services (whether buYing a4ress, conSulting a physician, or filling out a
government form) require close cooperation between those whosprovide the service
and those who consuMe it. This three-way:relationship (employer-employee-customer)

- has the-potential for various conflicts of interest.
_

Other problems arise wh .n weexaMine the transformative process and the
growth of services at the national level, particularly the relationship of the
"tertiarizatidn" process.to econdmic development. Here we find, that tertiarizatioh

4
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is appraised -rather differently.dn
p
developing countries and developed couni-iies.

Generally,'in the latter the trend toward concentration of employment in tertiary
aCtivities has been viewed positively; as a concomitant of economic growth. Fuchs
(1968) makes it quite slear that "The dramatic'shift to services has occUrred in
employment--not in outAlt." .In other words, this is no zero-sum game, in which an
increAse in serVice or tertiary employmenenecessarily would bring about a reductioa
in.output in the primary and secondary sectors. The technological advances in

.n

these sectors' means that production increases muxe rapidly than employment. Rising I,

per capita income creates a'démand for a host of services and the economy can absorb y
an increasing shart,of fhe:labor forcein)service employment.. It 'should be noted,
however that witknearly two-thirds of..,the labor now in service eMPloyment, there
noW if"Nme appreherision thateproductifily inci:eases are more difficult to bring-'

,
..., abouti'rbecause of the concentration in'this sector. .

,
-"i.-......,.

4- . ,

-In contrast, the growthi6T_the.tertiarY sector in dcyelopNecountries has .
been eCialuated negatively; indeed"tertiarization" as it is sometimes called; is

. considered a sign of mal-development. It.is argued;that the relative grolsth of
c---- services is unheAlthy because it reflects the lack of economic development, as pop-.,
\

. ulation pressures inducypeople-to leave the unproductive primary sector. They
Migrate to the cities but cannot be absorbed into the secdndary or manufacturing

-
sector. Consequently, ,they must become street peddlers, domestic servants or

. other jobs Orlow productivity characteristic q the tertiary sector. While the
y

thebretical and empirical aylequacy of this conception of tertiarization can be
questioned (Browning, 1972), undoubtedly there are significant differences between. ,0
developed ,'d developing countries in the nature of the movement into the Service
sector:. W introduce this diversion fram the discussioncf, the U.S.A. tco show that
there is noqnvatiant "evolUtionare sequence for the develOpment of services. Even
though they are increasing as a proportion of the labor force in virtually all ,

countries, there are important difference in'dlow they develop.

What has been said in the liast several pages shRuld have made sufficiently
'clear the fact that our understanding of the nature of the transformative process
and the'emergence'of services as the.predominant form of eMployment ig imperfect
at beSt. We.have only a general idea of the sources or causes of this transformation.
Unfortunately, relativeln few persons have elected to follow up the leads that
Kuznets opened in his/gerieral_cOMparative.tudies,.and we lack detailed and rigorous
analyses ofthe various,facets of the prd'aess.

' Even more, we are unclear as to what are the important consequences'of the
transformative process. -Because of the recency of the emergence of the service ecc-:
namy and service society, it is not alWays eaSy to recognize and properly interpret
the various consequences. One.might expect.a good deal of help,from the futurist

: literature, but as a whole it has not been Very illuminating, exceptsin the most
general.way. We suspect 'there are important consequences,thatc we still have.not
"seen" as yet, and when they are recognized the importance of services will be mom
fully appreciated.

In addition to the uncertainties about the causes and consequences, we
still don't comprehend,Well the mechanics of the:transformative piocess itsetf,
this happens and the forms it takes. The greater-part,of this report is taken up'
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with this problem. Little attention is given to the causes of the transformatiari---____

or to its consequences, although in the final chapter we shall briefly review some

',of the effects of the process.
r

THE PROBLEM OF SECTORAL ALLOCATION OF'INDUSTRIES

Before we proceed;further, it is neressary to confront a perennial problcm

that bedevils all effort5 to,deal with sectoril transformation: ,:th_e allocation of

.
specific industries to specific sectors. Any classification scheme,- to be sure,

should not be considered as.an end in and of'itself, but rather as a means toward

some goal:" In this case, hailtever,.thc sectoral allocation scheme iS verylimportant

becaUse ofitts.effect upon subsequent analyses. Ibis is particularly so becaUse

' !there exists Ile consensus, derivable frOm'a theoretical base, on how industries-

should be ailScated. Fuchs (1968:15) notes,that "The two criteriamost frequently

mentioned are closeness,to the consumer and the presence or absence of a_tangible

prGductibut he,immediately comments on the difficulties rofr-applying these criteria.

SerAces ought to be cLosest tb the consumer, yet many activities-generally 'classi-

sfied asserVices'(e:g., advertising, wholesale.trade, bulk transportation, andsome-
,

government serVices) do nOt:deal directly with the"consumer. And not all forms af

,gerxices (shoe repair Or a dental brace) are intangible.
.

In order to condUct the analyses reported in subsequent chapters of this

monograph, some sort of parsimonious industry classification scheme is-required.-

Preferably, this scheme should be formulated "so as' to be consistent with interpreta=

tions,of sectoral transformation and economic develoriment. The most familiar of

existing scheme's is the Fisher-Uark three-sector model. Mhile the idea ofla. tripar-

tite- division of.industries can-bp traced back as far as the Swig-g\eensusof 1888

(Menz, 1965),,it was the scheme advanced by A.G.B. Fisher (1935) and'Colin Clark

(1940) that became widely dissemipated. The Fisher-Clark classification is-made

up,of the following three sectors:

.1. Primary industries (agriculture, mining, fishing and forestry).

2. Secondary induitries (manufacturing, construction and utilities).

3. Tertiary industries (commerce, transport, communication'and services).

The Fisher-Clark formulation is more than a clasgification scheme; it is

also a model of development. In the weiegs of Postan (1971:86), "In Clark's formu-

lation the tripartite ordee"of sectors was tran.7formed from a mere classification

into an itinerary of eConomic progress. -The jesson he taught was that economic

progress had been achieved in the past and was to be achieved in the future bY

transferring 'resources fi-rst from primary occupations to secondary ones and, finally,

from secondary to tertiary ones.Ly;Fundamentally, the motor that drives the trans-

formative process is prodlcrctivity. Thus; the key feature is the transfer of employ-

ment from industries with low productivity tothose with high productivity--namely,
from the-primary sector to the secondary sector, or mainly from agriculture to man-

ufacturing. However, the-movement from secondary tn-tertiary employment is not a

consequence of the higher productivity ofAhe latter.' Rather, it is theshigh level

of per capita income that manufacturing generates that-makes passible the demand

for a variety of services.
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.sher-Clark thesis has 4een snbjected various criticisms; i.e.,
: is not always 1O'in productivity, nd the seque-ice uf erm
always frem primary secc, fro7 prLmary t- -er

--e-, 1951 --)d "7,1 riante , 1953, is, :1-wever, o-
:Itral to :5k ' devel 1)ing a ::_catic -. scheme;
vities c: .dthin ne,tert -tor. long a.;:; :he
small in sizy t u1d r tolerat witls. 2..7-e-half Cr

:ce in th:s one r the inadequa:-
)m, and m.c!re ins- .--rable. Consider

7.service, betwpe7- medical-and healt
I tween,accol_:ating and entertainment.

ndustries differ along 9any dimensid.7
-2nt, educational attainment 7)f. those
:ries' are p--sitiv, y associrLed with
tive association. Clearly, services
tegory.

cf the t-nr.-ee-sector

y The differences be:weer
rv:_ces, mnd barer and
t do the_se servces .;:ave
be it 7,,,:-.7Ltal requirF-ment

.7,yed them', etc. tfnile

Per car:ta income,
incTeasingy become

Despi the many.critici::::s the Fisher-Clark model has rece_ved, it con-
tinues to be muc used, once again testifying to the adage that-criti.j.sm in itself,
however telling, does not brik about th* replacement of one conceptual sc:leme by
another., ?To cite only,a few...of the recent examples of the usage of-thethree:sector
model: Kuznets l97f)_and Fuchs (1968) in, economics, Millex in demography 1(1972),
and Bell (1973) :n sociology.

The sectoral allocation scheme developed by Browning and Si\ngelmann (n.d.)
arid used in tnis monograph is pre,sented not as a solution to alJ of the theoretical
problems inherent in such a--taskf\but.eimply. as an advance over the FisherIClark
formulation. Thereforeit de-riberately is a modification and refinement,'rather
than a,,completejy new formulation. It has been eevelOped with data of the U.S.A- and
therefdre may not be as universal as one made up for countries' of markedly different
development or of different polftical systems. It is a six-sector scheme, designed
to preserve some of the advantages of dealing with a limited number of aggregate
categories. (Surely the population of the old three-sector scheme was dut in part
to its #mplicity;) , However, in.recognition of the importance of within-sector
variation, particularly since this is a relatively untried scheme, most of the
analyses to follow break the six.sectors doWn into 37 more detailed industries that
allow much greater homogeneity of category.

The primary intent
,
of the six-sector scheme of 131-owning and'Singelmann, cs

presented in Table T-1, is to differentiate the Tertiary sector into more homogeneous
units. Consequently, the first two sectors, here called Extractive and Transformative,
are the s* as the Primary and Secondary sectors of the Fisher-Clark scheme, even
thoUgh some changes could haveJpeen made. For example, it IS arguable that-mining
should be shifted from the Extractive to the Transformative sector, for in many res- j

pects (stke of enterprise, capital Lnvestment, unionization; etc.) mining enterprises
more cfosely approximate the organizational features of productive units in the
Transformative Sector:N, And within the latter sector, construction presents diffi-
culties, because' its mode of organization differs from"the factory:form that is
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AUG,

I. Em=trli/E
1) kgricult
2) Mining

TRANSFORM4T7VE
3) Construc'
4) Food
5) Textile
6) Meta/

Pt;

SECTOkS AND INZUSTRIES

nd Forest-7y

7)

8)

9)

10)

Machiner
Chemical
Miscellar,.

Utilitie:

5 ,;,

DISTRIBUTIVE SF
11) Transport.: .sn

X2) Communim
13) Wholesale ra414

14) Reitil Tra

IV. PROD(JCER SERVICE_
15) Banking, Lrzit,
16) Insurance
17) Real Estate
18) Engineerrn; mr.t. .....chitectural Services

19) Accounting ="...:A Bockkeeping
20) Miscellaneous. Business Services
21) Legal Servicc,

,T=spt Eatirg and Drinking Places).

cld Other Finatial Services

V. SOCIAL SERVICES
22) Medical anc Perri
23).Nospitals
24) Eaucation
'25) Welfare and Ftaz.:_-_. 'LI= Services

26) Nonprufit
27) Postal Services
28) Government
29) Miscellaneoui

VI.

7=rofell5 ional and Social Services "

PERSONAL SERVICES
30) Dotestic Services
31) Motels and Ledging Placef
32) Eating and Drinking Places
33) Repair.Services
34) Laundry and nr7 Cleaning
35) Barber mmd Bem=m7 Shops
36) Entertainment met Recreational Services
37) ki_noellanecnos Persona.: Services

4

S

MOTE: See Appendix ; .16r the identification df the 37 industries

from the 1/1C Use Samples of'1960 and 1970.
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typical in le Thi:..sformative se: ':or. Since it doesn't fit -etter any
other secito it :a: left in- the .ransformatiVe sector.

The ri-s: of the four tectors that make up the oli ary se r is
istr-butiv, sector. it is the last of a three-st ge .equenc.

tract_m-Transfo-mation-Distribution) t.7.at signals the proces in of goodL from
their 7lost undif7.erent'iated "primary" form to their distribut 'r 1 the uitimate
consum,.:r. Char.cteristically, this sequence is not a'compic_. or.:), for
communlcaticn rat-Ay deals with a tangible,product.) The remali! three, sectors
cannot be lInkec to the sequence of the first three sectors, frcor __ley offer gener-
allY "intangible seviices eithertto productive organizations it. a . other sectors or
to the genera?: public and ab,they cannot be ordered to fixrm a sence in their own
right.

Th e-. fourth sector,,Producer, .5-.irvices, is made up mal:1_ . if nct
-of indUstries that provide services'.to -)roducers of goods or to 71.1ividua1s con-
cernd with various forms of property. Producer services hast* s;rowing very
rapidly in recent d,ecades, partly because it did Se from an ini __Ay small base.
As pointed out by Fuchs (1968), activities such as accounting and- advertising once
were performed within firms, most often those in manufacturing. The emergence of
.these activities as Separate.industries is a reflection of the increasing dfvision
of labor.. It also is linked,to economies of,scale, external economies, and in
general.to the greater degree of interdependence characteristic of a metropolitan'-'
domdnated form of economy.

Both Iiistributive and Producer services can be characterized as "goods-
oriented" services, because they cater largely to goods or property as such pr to .

matters related to property. They also _Jan be characterized as "intermediate".sec-
tors, between the first two -"production" sectors and the last two "consumer' sectors.
The last two sectors, Social and Personal services, are very predominantly "consump-
tion-oriented." As such, they cater principally to the individual in some fashion,
but it is precisely the different forms through which these services are rendered
that necessitates their differentiation into two sectors. The !fifth sector, Social.
services, includes. 'health and medical, education, and.government as its principal
components. These services are "new" to the extent that their mass ccnsumption is
a-relatively recent phenomenon, and the funds for their operation an_ depeacient to a
considerable degree on government revenues. In one form or another ::untries
thrDughout the world, whatever their level of development, have restied to the
exigencies of the welfare state by increasing the range and depth cf their Social

As.such, this sector has largely a collective focus.

The last s,--ctor; Personal services, is the most heterogenc_s. of all sec-.
tors and'the,most 1dke a residual category, but the services in-thi!: sectc-r have
in 'comnon an orientation to the individual consumer, and they are mere re7ponsive
to supply and demand factors than are Social servicesn Generally, t'ie sire of
establishment is relatively small, much more sa,than far Social ser-,!1'..:es:

The Browning-Singelmann classification'scheme was developed heurraatically,
for it was not derived from Some theory of development, but rather from a. _Lissatis-
faction with the Fisher-Clark scheme. 'It was.generated the better to unc=stand
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es, . France, Italy :apan) in

: :475) and Olive: 973) ir

.etro-p(. area (Mex-ico Ci- . a dev-

There i basis o appra the ..11.71g-Singelmann Recently,'

z.,nd completely two researcers in :-.Ler 7,arts oE the wc -lc atouzian

ii England and Si, Brazilformulated sec-t-7a1 LlIocatiom scheme., it,atouzian

-(1970) entitled hi ar:1:le "The Developmen--: of Ser7ice Sector: A Nproach, '
and he too was le:. to categorizataon 'zy his :_:_ssatisfaction with tne

scheme and its falure tc differentiate t7le tertaary sector. But Katouziol maintains

tha7 the new classifie-,ttion can illuminate ,he de,Telormental process. He divides the

ter-.Aary into three sectors: 1) complementry services; 2) new services, nd .3") old

services. The "complementary" services int:ude banking, finance, transporta.iion,
Wholesale and retail trade. Historically, Latouzian (1970:366-367),sees cl7r:71ementary
services as closel7 linked to-the rise in manufacturing following the lndustrial Rev-

olution:

These services have been crmplementary to the growth!cf trig

production in two ways: as complementary.factorS tO urbanizatic7, and as

necessa7-/ links to -he. process of round-about or capitalistiz rrcc.ction.

The groing demad fc labour_in industrial centres attracte:: mi=ants to
urban .a:7eas, anzi factory production nectessitated a high degree o urbanitta-

tion. The grow-Arof round-about producr.ion increased the ranc.- ad complexity

of inte7mediate goods and (with theuntherlying specialization -rocess tht
was taking place) helped the conversion of lOcal markets intn a ..zn-tfied

national market and expanded foreign trade--all demanding includel

in this zategory. Therefrre, as the rate of growth of industri.1 rroductim
increased, So did the rate of grvwth of these 'services, and

The "new" services include education, health and entertaimmerz. They are

termed "new" because they reflect tne mass consumrp:aon in industrial'ccuntries.

The demand.for tese servttes is highly snsitive to the growth of per_
capita incomes, and it is also an increaszang function of the amourr- of-
per capita leasure-time (.:specially if thv, community curve of zne :listri-

butiorr-bf letsure time is not lopsided). (Katouzian, 1970:366'

Finally, rhe "old" servi:.L.- are those tht. "flourished before industriali:a--
tion and whose impertance and ccr=outi-.7r haS almost continuously ,iecli:ted since.'
Katouzian specific,z-lly includes .=.7q-stic eryice b=t is quite vague on L4nat other in-

dustries are to be inclwied. It is !-Ifdt he, has in-mimd what we call Persona.'

services.

Paulo Singer working within tLe ,:ntext of a developing COUri777- has pro-

vided a fiamework ror sectoral analysis i his Forf.-- de trabalho c empr,l.ap no Bras'.

1920-1969(1971). He sz-resses the need for a'broard interpretative apprach-(struc-
tura14st-:historical" as it now is known in Latin America) to understand hhanges in
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_Singer .10%,

perioa Jf

those : the

half a Al..D.recotnlzing the neea to deal
f- of the ter_c..1-:1 'iactor, Singer divic t inta three sectorl,:

_ Sefvices oiim e, trL.nsportation, communication, ware-
,71C: !

Consumitic-7 7ices ( overnment, health, education and
sbcial service

_ iai Con.5umption __ vices (liberal professiOns, domestic ser-
reDalrs and othe- -)ersonal services).

-r

tertl sec]: :

t,:( three

ana,--7-sis of Brazil that each of these sectors had
strength and decLdne and like,Katouzian he links these changes t,o

InLt,- productive trt re.

us that thei-e a: geeral similarities in the breakdown of -che
lteu:_an, Singer ,cd 3rowning-iingelmann. The labels differ
_fir:at-ions can be rked as follows:

i .

Produce7 Sei-vic-as

3

Singer

ProdUcer Services ,

Se-virtes Aqlective
ConsUmptiop-SeTvleest.

Individual
Consumption Services

:a.touzian

Complementary Ser-,-i.o.1_

rew ServiCes

&d Service's,

Recalling thes- al ications ,,E7.-e made completely independently of one another,
it is enc7=--iging to fin( 3uc 2 1milarity in ap-aroach, even though there are differ-
ences allocation svc: :C industries io the sector'

.ile i is 7ind others headed in The came direction, the
best . utility ir_ng:-Singelmann classification is how well it
work: c:-i t d to a.1-ti;a1 :jari. in the pages that,follow the reader wi:l'have

-.:pc-71=al to ju:Ige. for Limself how discriminating the scheme is when'applied
, to t,le and hccsi uset:.: it is in permitting meaningful interpretations of

the

7:-.

tn-3 labor ifc-7.1te

an economic 21-1--

Althou2h
question ci
some industrie:

0

LRGANTIZATION-OF THE STUDY

-=peztile acz:7M1 in this analysis of the sectorai transformation of
irom demographic and,sociological origins and not from

,,xcept it pertains to the analysis'of the income distribution.
ne touche-u upon from time to time, particularly in Chapter II, the
the secto-ral transformation occurred as it 4idwhy some sectors and
grew whilt others decLaned--cannot be.a central.theme of this
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.a.tion. To do so w.-uld take us mor L.. iy into -zhe realM Jt7 economics and
cons..,:eration o:: such fa:to-1's as privatc :ublic se'ctor in e.:trrent allocation,

z re of technology, of productivity, la deman sup y , and so on.

Thes_ are -_,ry i:Tportant mat-. Aot ones we are competent tc .de-
th. r, for thal_ matter, is the na i f -__c main sour7:-... -of da_ta app::::or: ate
)r s ..1C... a tas;. We depen:1, to a very ,a-. , -)n t- _ J. S. I-- '-2au c f

::.,.nsu_5 1% Public Us., Sampl-...s for the c , 1970. They are popu--
_atich -census :=Ind :seS of ir ThereCort we have r ind ators ('f
:.nstment_ on outpu.: but only of the foc-ce.

. But what ..an be done ,,,ith t.. c force? great we hope to
cemonstrate. Fuchs expressed it a: fo... -.:s (1968:185): tA mil: :in dollar's
v,orth f capital ir- ut 'ca .-. be said .tc :lave much economic significuhoe as a mi.:1-;
do1lar' worth cf L.: -r in:jut. But labor human and physical capita: not; it
is a.F.,7-opriat-e, the'.-efore, to give labor pc:ary attention in any, brc.-ad study Con-
cerned bvitn total sc.:a.-Lal Cevelopment.'

This cepo.-ct is orgahized to c_ons-__:.er a se-_--ies distihct Cut interrelated
questions: 1 How, is the sectorAl a11czatic7.: to be mac 2) Ho,: Ls thek long-term
(1870-1970) and shbrt-term (1960-197:Y) secral transformation t: be deficted?
3) ',That iE the re.lationshi-r-. between :_nduStrs and occutions? 4) Which characte-,..-
istios of the labor forca primarily ae, :se and ethnic:. status) are associated
with which sectors and industries an_ how 11,--._vF.E their patterns changed
anc. 1970? Finally, 5) What are some f* the --nsequences allocatLion an(I
se ctoral changt, specifical; v, .071C -cribution on a:he C-1.2 and the nature
of work and its meanin n th r

Perhaps tilt, be. 1-.-.ay to ex:
to show how they will be tre.dted jfl qu- nt chapters th s r-aport.

on L:.ne poin-cs rais.ed by :.nL-se :uestions _

-Chapter II -.2.ef1 y istoa1 conte: for 7-7.=
an;,lysis of the period. cne .)es back time :le uti
.factory the data become, )ut it _b_ .the dic-Trihut:_cn of the

sectors for one hdr yea: W i 7.his record we can show -:-e c:ovenent out (

the-- primary sector (al-Tceady -7way b 1_70 and to show when tht.J r7-wth of the s
vice sectors real.ly We in L.lso relate these trends the relevant
chmiges in urbanization, output tmalc employment. In this wa, stme cf the
questions raised by Kateuzi_Ln an. Siru--;er can De put to the U.S. er:-rlence.

Chapter _II ta_:es up thE, pr_ -;ent-LHiy situation as reflect 'd in the 1960
a..d 1970 data. First, -we im.L:t address an important question that re Jites 'to the
s.,:otoral- transformation, es:eeCially, into that of services. It has of-:-_en
noted that services are characterized generally by more part-time v -7- than
sectors. Conceivably, therc-fore, the large shifts into the service cc
leading, for while thers impertRnt changes in employment, t.iese chL-__:.1;es- may



sa.

greatly be reduced if the actual. labor input i takith into accour.-7. This can be
done by deriving the Yearly 7.ours per worker, a .ination of hort --ier week and

- 1-eeks per yetar. This is computed for the six se zto-r...s arid for th.,: 37 _sub-industries.

The second part of Chtpt::7 Ili' takes 1; different tonic but" one, like

the question of employment versus 1 abor input, 7--1,7.-.7 is relevant to material in sub-

sequent 'chapters. Is the sectoral transformatic- -7rimarily a change ,.ihereby people
move from one industry sector to azother, or is _7 mainly the 're:Fult f a larger

proportion of .new labor force entries going intc rather thar ,_--.17.-er industries?

Unfortunately, census data do not metaidt a full of this mat-i:er, but the questions

new -to the 1970 census ari what the '..n.-2ividua1 wa., ....zing five years ago provide some.

-findings that bear on the problem.

Chapter IV, like the tr\.:-..ze-ding twc., is c:-.-.cenied a structural feature
of the industry sectors and thea -ransformation. The primar- objective is to
determine.how the 196G-1970 ,,as achieved thr)ugh specific age groups, Age

distributions for the two perioc.s ILZ-'2 examined. azd age-sex pyramis ilra.phically in-
dicate the many forms the age dtrirzution can tak' . but the r.]: technique is net

shift analysis, which permits czmparason of .expect:-.± versus age group changes.

As with the inter-employment to =ce cont.=1 for the growth

of 'the entire labor force in every oe of the ag-: whe7ner -he proportionate

growth of some of the service sec:tors is accompl_aheld t:Le young entrants

or whethep it is diffused througirput all age -:rott-:

Chapter V is the final c: .a.rzer in r.tie 5tt1act=a1 of the report.

Here ,,ie take -up the difficult problJelt a.-± the -7...ht..17--.,..atior. o f and.occupation.
It is strange that so lattle attertimr :7.as b-aen .7:c the -77n..__em. for it would

appear obvious that chariges .7.tru_-t-turTzr.s -;hoz.d .be L7teJ in occupational
structures and vice ven-:a,but; ex;cep- : for a , try and occupational
structures are . 9onsidered separatei ratr.,.er the lead of
Palmer and Miller (194.9; the &Lange -the co rn-pc.:_i from 1960 to

1970 is decomposed into three :omr.-.777,77-.7.s: attributaa1.1:-_-_ t- growth of the total

labor force (were the 1..C.60 occopatizi comp- hoL: l'!"70); 2) that

attributable to the indu_stry shift daaff--=ential de.zai--:, for occupations

by industries growing at different ra-L-..es); occupaton;:.- shift effect (the

-changing occupational requirements . This app7 which is a

\variation of the shift stare approac used in Chupter IV, does nr. exhaust- the subjtect,

tut it is 'believed to be a step in tae right :di -.-ecti:m.

The first five char-ers 17r,nze-rn t::te7se- -- -D a ai

nature of the sectoral allocatz7.,7 a-.. ," tr=is
argely descriptive in nature the nc descr

tial that we know how a thing we are oe=e to =der:
ships and its consequences. The 7-lext two .-.:hart:-.7-s are cancer-

features orsectors, the "who" aspect:

Chapter VI takes up the sexual division
contemporary concern and one especially important
will be shown, female employment is large:y concern
the Producer, Social and 'Personal sectors. Partiza..:

e -.rent with the

'They are

for it is essen-
tar- its interrelation-

with the compositional

f labor by zi es, a topic of much
.zr the ana..ys of services. As
....ated in rvs., Particularly
_ar attentaon 12. devoted to the



qdestion of wheTher the increasing concentration of uomen in service industries
has provided g7eater opportunities for entry into higher-status occupations: The
distinction bc:v,een occupational and industry sex-typing is made and the consequences .

for women's werk is drawn: .

The icllowing-chapter on minorities (VII) continues the crucial matter

addressed to females: to wfiat extent does the sectoral transformation of the labor
force improve the work status of minorities? The main analysis is carried out for
black-white reia.-:ionships by sex, but at the end of the chapter a comparison of twc
minorities who aTe of rOughly comparable socioeconomic status, Blacks and Mexican
Americans, is made. This last examination is limLted to the five Southwestern states,
because these are the states where Mexican Americans mainly are found and.where data
for them are available.

"17 eighth chapter addresses a most important problem: the extent to
which the st ift of emPloyment towards Social and Personal services and its accompany-
ing changes in terms of occupational structure and the position of females and minor-,
ities in tIP- labor force are reflected in the distribution.of earnings. First, the
change in earni:-.;s inequakity between 1959 and 1969 will be described. Second, the

relative mel-_-_its f the human capital and the sectoral approaches as competing explan-
ations of the"o"73erved changes are assessed. Finally, we will analyze the differences

in the-returns the variables in the human capital model as applied to industries
by. sex and'race

Like :hapter VIII, the final chapter of the'report, IX, is concerned mainly
with some cf th consequences of the sectoral transformation. Rather than attempting

a summary f wlit has gone before.in the first part, we'elect to reconsider some of
the more iroortzznt findingS in terms of their implications for manpower pplicies.

A seccnd Section of Chapter IX is frankly speculative in nature, for it
moves morr2 oompletely into a sociological, consideration of the sectoral transformation
of the emergence of the service society, a consideration that necessarily goes beyond
the data of the report. As such, it is intended to show the possibilities of relating
industry sectors with social structuresthrough such factors as the nature of social
interaction when consumers must cooperate in the production of a service;'the impact
on the class structure when two-thirds of the labor force are in services; and the
wasting of alienation within the context of a service society.

14.
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Chapter II

THE HISTORICAL CONTEXT OF THE SECTORAL TRANSFORMATION,
1870 to 1970

Social and economic changes are general phenomena of all countries and
all times but they do not automatically occur within convenient time-spans such as -

census intervals. Thus, while it is useful tO examine certain changes for a giv.en
time period, these changes often have started at an earlier time and,do nrpt alwars

terminate at the end of the period that is under investigation. The purOose of,

this chapter is the discussion of the labor force changes during t4e laSt one
hundred years in the context of which the 1960-1970 dedade can be teen. This is

not to say that every change that occurred in the structure of, the labor force

during the 1960's began toward the end of the last century. That certainly woull

be an erroneous assumption. The point here is that the ten-year period which we
put' under the magnifying glass of our investigation should not be seen in isolation
but rather in its historical context. To this end, we shall sketch a general out-
line of the changes which the labor force has undergone, primarily in terms of its

industry and occupational structure. In addition, other aspects related to these
shanges, such as urbanization and the -increased labor force participation of women,
win briefly be addressed. This is not the plaee, however, to account for the
reasons for the way_in which the structure of the labor force became transformed.
This in itself would be an investigation in its own right, but more important, we
do not think that our tools cpuld satisfactorily accomplish that task. Instead,

the reader is referred to,studies that have addressed this subject (e.g. Kuznets,
1966; 1971; Abramovitz, 1956; Bain, 1966; Denison, 1967; Fabrieant, 1942; and
Kendrick, 1961),

Before turning to the analysis of the sectoril transformation of the
labor force between 1870'and 1970, a word of caution must be said about the nature
of the labor force dhta reported in Table 1. Census data for the industry
allocation of the labor force prior to 1920 are very general and do not provide
information on the level of detailed industries. The best time series for the
distribution of the labor force by industry prior to 1920 has been reconstruct
by Salomon Fabricant and it forms the basis of Table II-1. Even these data,

'however, are too crude to permit an exact differentiatidn of the labor force into
the six industry sectors used throughout this study. But they at least indicate
th.e magnitude of most industry sectors for the 1870-1920 perioC

_
The sectoral transformation of the labor force. In just one hurldred years

the labor force of the United States changed from an agricultural basis to a service
.basis. In 1870 one-half of the labor force worked in agriculture, but a century
later services together accounted for almost two-thirds of total employment. How,
did thiS transformation occur? The description of these changes is the subject
matter of this section.

By 1870, stimulated by the Civil War, the industrialization of the
economy was well under way. The expanding rail transportation network had opened
up additional territories and facilitated excimnges between the states. A national
banking system was created permitting a less restricted flow'of capital. As
Bagwell and Mingay (1970: 165) pointed out, however, it was most of all improval

3 8
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technologies and their applic,Ition to the ,'.-ast natural resources of the nation
than propelled the growth of erie U.S. econoMy during the last third of the
nineteenth century.

The mOve out of agraculture is One of the most, striking features
revealed in Tablec it-1 and II-2. Once it began, it continued unabated through-
out the century, and actually has accelegated since 1940. By 1970 only 3.7
percent of the ri:Ition's labor force was engaged in agricult6.-(e.- ConSidering the
fact that these 2.7 mill.ion-people n.ot only provide food for 205 million
Americans, but also for persons living in many other countries-, the decline in
the need.for ag.ricul,tural labor must remain one of the greatest achievements
in economic developMent. It'demonstrates how mechanization, innovations in
fertilizers and seeds, crediv-and concentration of land ownership have enabled
continuous, increases, in productivity to take place.

In contrast to some other countries in Western-Europe, such as Belgium
or Germany, the labor force insthe United,States has never been dominated by the
Transformative sector. At no time since 1870 did, the Transformative sector
account for more employment thq the service industries taken together. In fact,
the ratio-of service employment to.Transformative employment increased substan-
tially, from i.03 in 1870 to- 1.56 in 1970.

In general, the shAre of total employment in manufacturing expanded
, during eaCh, census year since 1870, although the growth was hot always substan-
tial. During the 1960's, however, employment in manbfacturing industries has'
increased less rapidly than the total labor force. Since Oils trend already
started in Canada during the 1950's, there is reason to beDieve that around 1960
,
manufacturing reached its largest sharecof total pmproyment. From now on
manufacturing'is likely to account for a slightly decreasing proportion of the

;labor force.

But the changes in the share of employment in the Transformative
sector reveals only half of the story. The data 'In-Table 11-3 demonstrate that
manufacturing production-has increased much more remarkably since 1870 than
manufacturing employment. Moreover, the rate of increase in manufacturing-.

jproduction during the 1960's exceeded that of the previous decade,,despite the /-

fact that the growth rate of manufacturing employment declined during that peri011.
Aitheugh the emphasis of this project is en the changes in employment, the. data '

for manufacturing prodUction suggest that output and 1roduc4vity trends of a
articular,indusy are not always exactly refle-cted in employment trends: As

was note/in the-case Of agriculture, the nuMber of persons employed in a giver(
indut--e5, does not always correspond to the magnitude of its outputs.

/-

We now turn to the discussion of the,growth ef serviCes and their
cferentiation during the last one hundred years-. In 1870 domestic service
as the largest single service industry; it employed twice as many persons as did

all Social servites together. Over the decades, however, the structure of service
employment underwent fundamental changes..

We rioted in the first chapter that Katouzian (1970) viewed DistribUtive
and Producer services (the "complementary services" in his terminology) as being
closely linked to the production industries of the Extractive and Transformative
sectors; These services are, for the most part, of an intermediate nature
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ARCNTAGE DisiRINTION OF GAINI;.:., INDUSTRY SECTOID

MAjOR INDUSTRY GROUPINGS: 6N11'Ert "s'IATF,S, 1870-1920 .

Industry Sectors an

Major Industry Groupngs
1870

4 52.3

Agri.oul,ture Forestry {, Fishery 50.8

ning
1.6

II. TRANSFORMATIVE
23.5

Construction
.5.9

Manufacturing
17.6

III, DISTRIBUTIVE SERVICES 11.5

Transportation &,Public Utilities 5.0

Trade
6,5

IV. / PRODUCER SERVICES

Finance, and Real Estatt

V. SOCIAL SERVICES

Education

Government

Other Professional Services

VI, PERSONAL,SERVICES

Domestic Service

Personal Services

TOTAL

1)

3.4

1.5

0.8

1.1

9.3

7.4

2.0

AD

1880 1890 1906 1910

t1

1920

52.4 45.2 40.7 35.0 30.6

50%6 43.2 38.1 32.1 27.6

1.8 2.0' . 2.6 2,9 3.0

23,3 ',26.3 27.9 29.1 31.7

4.8 6.1 5.8 6.4 S.3

18.4 20,2 22.1 22,8 26.4

12.1 1'4.9 16.9 18.2 20,0

5.0 , 6.5 7.3 8.8 10.2

,7,1 8.4 9.6 9.3 9. 8

1) ,1) 1) 1.4 1.9

1) 1), 1) 1.4 1.9

3.8 4.5 5.1 6,1 7.7

1.9 2.2 2.3 2,5 2.8

0.8 0.8 1.0 1.5 2.2

1.1 1,5 1.7 2.1 2.6

8.4, 9.2 9.4 10.2 8.1

6.3 6.5 6.1 6.0 4.1

2.1 2.7 3.4 4.2 4,0

100.() 100.0 100,0 100.0 100.0

1) The percentage for "finance-and real estate" is included in "trade" for the period 1870-1900.

SOURCE:--X-difrom U.S.: Bureau of the Census, Historical Abstracts of the.United States: .From Colonial Times

..

.
,

to 1957, 'Washington, D.C., 1960: Table 05771.
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1ABLt 11-'2

PERCEVFAG dISTRIBUTION OF THE LABOR FORCE BY INDUSTRY SECTORS
A/b INTIRMEDIATE INDUSTRY GROUPS, 1920 - 1970'

N\

Sectors and Industrie!:

I. EXTRACTIVE
1) Agriculture
2) Mining

II. TRANSFORMATIVE
3) Construction
4) Food
5) Textile
6) Metal
7) Machinery
8) Chemicel
9) Misc. manufacturing
10) Uti/ities

III. 'DISTRIBUTIVE SERVICES
11),Transportation
12) Communication
11) Wholessale
14) Retail

IV. PRODUC'ER SERVICES

15) Banking
16) Insurance
17) Real Estate
18) Engineering
19) Accounting
20) Misc. business serv.
21) Legal services

V. SOCIAL SERVICES
22) Medical services
23) Hospitals
24) EduCation
25) Welfare
26) Nonprofit
27) Postal services
28) Gollernment
29) Misc. social serv.

VI. PERSONAL SERVICES
30) Domestic services
31) Hotels
32) Eating E, drinking
33) Repair
34) Laundry
35) Barber f beauty shop
36) Entertainment
37) Misc, personal serv.

TOTAL LABOR FORCE

1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970

.)
28.9
26.3
2.6

32.9

32.9

18.1

7.6

11.1

2.8

2.8

8.1

8.7

C 8.2

8.2

100.2

25.4 21.3
22.9 19.2
c 2.5 2.1

31,5 29.8
6.5 4.7

2.3 2.7
4.2 2.6

2.9
7.7i

2.4

1.3 1.5

9.0 11.8
0.6 1.2

19.6 20.4

6.0 4.9
1.0 0.9

.2.7
12.6

11.8

3.2 4.6

1.3 1.1

1.1 1.2

0.6 1.1

---

--- 13
0.1

---

I} .

9.2 10.0
---

---
2.3

--- 3.5

--- ]0. .9
---

0.6 0.7
2.2 2.6
6.3 . ---

11.2 14.0

6.5 5.3
1.3

/ 2.9
2.5

--- 1.5

1.0
0.9 ---

0:9 0.9
1.6

100.1 100.1

14.4

12.7
1.7

33.9
6.2
2.7
2.2

3.6

3,7

1.7
12.3
1.4

22.4

5.3
1.2

3.5

12.3

4.8

1.1

1.4
1.0
0.2

0.2

0.6
0.4

12.4
1.1

1.8
3.8
0.7
0.3
0.8
3.7
0.1

12.1

3.2

1.0

3.0
1.7

1.2

---
1.01

1.2'

10O.0

8.1

7.0
1.1

35.9
6.2

3.1

3.3
39
7.5

1.8
8.7

1.4

21.9

4.4
1.3
3.6

12.5

6.6

1.6

1.7
1.0

0.3
0.3
1.2
0.5

16.3
1.4

2.7
5.4
1.0

0.4

0.9

4.3
0.2

11.3

3.1

1.0
2.9
1.4
1.0

0.8
0.8'
0.4

100.1

4.5
3.7
0.8

33.1

2.0

3.0
3.3
8.3

-, 1.6
7.7
1.4

22.3

3.9
1.5

4.1
12.8

8.2

2.6
1.8
1.0
0.4

0.4
1.8
0.5

21.9
1.2
3.7
8.6
1.2

0.4
1.0
4.6
0.3

10.0
1.7
1.0
3.3
1.3'

0.8
0.9
0.8
0.3

lo0.0

SOURCES:

1920: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census. 14th Census of the United
States, 1920. Volume IV, Table 2.

1930: U.S. Department of Commerce. Bureau of the Census. U.S. Census of Population,..

1930. Volume V - General Report on Occupations. U.S. Government Printing
Office, Washington, D.C., 1933. Chapter 7, Table 1.

1940: U.S. Department of Commerce. Bureau of the Census. U.S. Census of Population,
1940. Volume III, Part 1, Table 74. Washington, D.C.: Govern nt Printing
Office, 1943.

1950: U.S. Department of Commerce. Bureau of the Census. U.S. Censu.of Population,

1950. Volume IV - Special Reports, Part 1, Chapter 0: Industrial Character-

istics. Table 1. U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C., 1955.

1960: U.S. Department of Commerc6. Bureau of the Census.. U.S. Census of Population,

1960. Subjects Reports:, Industrial Characteristics. Final Report PC(2)-7F,

Table 2. U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C., 1967.

1970: 1/100 Public Use Sample.
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Table II -

INDEX OF MANUFACTURING PRODUCTION AND PER CAPITA NATIONAL INCOME,

1870 TO 1970

Year
Manufacturing-
Production
(1947-49=100)

Income
(1960 dollars)

1870 4 340.

It;80 7 499

1890 12 592

1900 17 757

1910 29_ 927

1920 39 1,050

1930 48 ,1,170

1940 66 1,364

1950 113 k,836

1960 163 2,132

1970 262 3,002

Sources: Manufacturing P7g5duction

1870-1950 U.S. Bureau of the Census. Historical Statistics
of the United States -.Colonial Times to 1957.
Washington, D.C., 1960. Series P 11-13.

1960 U.S. Bureau of the,Census. Historical Statistics
of the United States. Continuation to 1962 and
Revisions. Washington, D.C., 1965. Series P 11.

1970 Economic Report of the President, 1973.
Table C-34 (adjusted to 1947-49 base years

National Income

1870-1960 Puchs, 1968: 30.

1970 Economic Report of the President, 1973.
Table C-14 (adjusted-to 1960 dollars).
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(Greenfield, 1966; Machlup, 1962) . They primarily cater to establishments of
other industries and do not serve the individual consumer directly. It must be'

noted, however, that this characterization fits some Di§tributiVe and Producer
services (such .as transportation and.advertising) better than others (e.g.
retail trade).

With the expansion ofthe manufacturing sector, the demand.fot these
services increased as well. Consider'the example of transportation. A good
transportation network has often been mentioned as a necessary condition for
successful industrialization (e.g., DaVis, et al.., 1972; Easterbrook and Aitken,
1956; Dillard,,1957). But the increased demand of manufacturing industries for
transportation to move their products was a strong impulse for expansioh. To

that extent, then, the growth of\employment in transportation during the 1870- .
1920 period reflects the extension of the transportation network as well.as the
increase in the demand for transportation by the new and expanding industriesp.rimari
within the manufacturing sector.

But, as Table 11-2 shows, transportation did not continue ts relatiwa
growth in employment during the 1920-1970 period. While the first fifty years
(1870-1920) saw a doubling of transportation's.share of the total labor force,
the next fifty saw a large, if uneven, decline. Two reasons can be given for
the decline. For ane, the last fifty years brought with them a drastic change
in the nature of transportat,ion. It was during this time that the automobile
became the,favorite mode of getting from one place to another. As a result,
the transportation of persons by public means became less important. Second,
once a comprehensive transportation netwOrk is'created -- this is particularly
true for railroads -- It is capable of 14hdling large increases in demand without
correspondingincreases in,employment. This is to a large extent the result of
:technological advances, which permit various economies, thereby increasing pro-
ductivity many times (see Cottrell's article (1951), "Death by Dieselization,"
as a gooa eXample for the influence of technology on transportation). .

1

The'relationship between the Ttansformative sector and the various
DistributiVe and Producer services is quite complex and differs from one industry
to the next, although in general their,groWth is linked to the development of
Transformafive industries. Communication industries, for example, have increased
their proportion of the labor force continuously, but owing to their being a
high capital-intensive industry, labor is relatively unimportant.

The growth of employment in trade, rising from about 6% in 1870 to
17% in 1970,.is one of the more impressive changes in`Tables II-1 and 11-2. The
reasons for this proportionate gainis not immediately obvieus, since it could
be assumed that trade,. would simPly maintain its relative share of the labor force
but would not nearly triple its share.' s

'The century under consideration witnessed the full emergence of the
U.S.A. as a mass consumer society and trade has been the means by which the'
enormous growth of production in both the Extractive 'and Transformative sector
has been delivered to the consumer: This linkage between trade and the pro-
duction of goods indicates that it Must ndt necessarily be labor that is related
but it often is output. As long as goods are produced, they neep to be sold.
In this sense, it matters relatively little how many persOns th& Transformativc
sector employs. As we pointed out above, the proportionate' decline of e,aployment
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in the Transformative sector during the 1960's, for example, has not meantthat
output during that time declined.

Although the data for Producer services are very limited for the time
_

prior to 1920, its development nevertheless is most interesting, for it points
to an additional aspect of the sectoral transformationof the labor force: the
division of labor. A great deal of witk,that now is perfOrmed by the various
PrcAucer services originally was carried out within goods-producing industties
themselves. Advertisement is a good example. In the early part of,the
industrialization process, firmslwho wanted to advertise used their own employe-3s
to do so. As advertising became more important, both in terms.of itl impacton'
sales and as proportion.'4f the firm's budget,-it also had to become more
specialized. Once.the deland for this service could guarantee a certain volume,
advertising was established ..as an independent industry.' Other Producer serviceI
such as accounting_and bookkeeping fit the example of advertising very well..

Mot impressive, however, was the employment growth of Producer services
during the 1950-70 period., In these two decades alone, they increased their
share of the total,Jabor force by over 80 percent. This impressive growth rate,
in part, was due to the expansion of banking and insurance servicc d their
aggressive attempts.to gain as many customers as posible. Fifty ye=s ago few
people had personal checking accounts and the famthar "charge-it-on-your-credit-
card" was not ye: part of zhe American way of life. It thei*e--...:re is not

surprising that ,iccording to Greenfield's (1966) estimate, ove7-i-:alf of the
employment in banking and insurance serves individual consumer:7 4hereas the
remaining er-71c7ment caters to other establishments. Again, t ontimued
expansion of al_ Producer services during the 1960's occurred wi_de employment Ln
the Transfor7ative sector decreased in proportionate terms. The growth of
employment i. the Producer services seqpr is,. as in the case of tia.de, not
dependent on the share of emploftent in the Transformative sector. In effect,
part of the proportionate decline of Transformative employment could be the
result of.the division of labor that has favored the expansion of Producer
services. 0-

Remarkable as was the growth of Producer services after 1950, it is
surpassed by the expansion.of Social services., The trends of these two service
sectors are very simi.lar: although they increased their share of) total employ-
ment during each decade over the past one hundred years, their main growth came
during the 1950-70 period. In 1970 Social services accounted for 22 percent of
the total labor force and by 1980 one of every four emploYed persons can be
expected to work in this sector.

The four largest industries in the Social services sectcr are, medical
and health services, hospitals, education, and government. It was point'ed out
in the introductory chapter that Social services correspond to Katouzian's
(1970) "new serVices." These services are new in the sense that they have
become available to most parts of the population._ This does not mean, however,
that all population groups have equal access to health services.and education;
socioeconomic differentials still preVail. But in earlier times these services
were available only to the privileged classes, and-the vast majority of the..
population was excluded. As Table 11-2 shows, the big expansion of.medical,
health; and educational services is-very recent; it was during the,1950's and
1960's that they became access,ible to more and more people:. Social welfare
legislation growing out of the New Deal, the Great Society programs of the
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Kennedy and Johnson Administrations, and the Civil Rights legislation, all have
contributed to the expansion of-employment in these services. .

A

Besides these mere centrally directed and planned influences on the
growth of Social services, a very important factor has been the rising per capita
income of the United States population (see Table 11-3). As per capita increased,
the disposable income of individuals became larger which enabled people to spend
larger proportions of their budget on items guch as health care and education.
This situation is not specific to the United States, but exists in the, indus-
trialized countries in general.- For example, it was found in a study.of seven
industrialized countries that the proportion of total employment in Social
serVices is positively related,to per capita income (Singelmann,.1974). As per
car-..4-a income continues to grow, we can expect the demand for Social services
to -Acrease also, although it is not likely (if only because of technological
advances in the Social services themselves) that the share of total employment
in Social services wild expand beyond thirty percent for some time.

Finally, Personal serv the services" in Katouzi-n's (1970)
schemeexnerienced ve:y rates :airing the _1st hundre_ years. Bul

this situa:Lion -rimarily is the -esult of the decline of domesIdc service from
7.4 to 1.7 -3erc2nt of the total _abor force. In contrasl., the remalnder of the
Personal sector expande in almost all decades of the 1870-1970 period.
Thus, Katc iar.s (1970) stateme that in the course of economic growth the
share of t: labor force in old .ervices declines, mainly pertains to domestic
services (L_Though some other peTsonal service could be included) . But two
Personal Sc7 ices differ from this trend: hotels and lodging places, and
eating and arinking places. Both service industries increased their share of
total employment from 2.9 percent in 1930 to 4.3 percent in 1970. By 1970 they
accounted for almost one-half of all employment in Personal services, excluding
domestic service.

Hotels and eating places respond similarly to increaseS in per capita
income as do SOcial services. Once the disposible income of individuals
Teaches a certain level, the service of preparing food, for example, can be
afforded especially food sold through quick-order.outlets. In that sense, the
'emergence of these Personal services reflects the continued division of labor
whereby less and less work'is performed in the household itself, and more labor
is done within formal organizations.

The preceding discussi not only showed how t'he labor force during
the.past One-hundred years have ,'come overwhelmingly non-Extractive, but it
was noted that among the non-Ext:_ctive industries, important changes took
place. By far the most dynamic _-.:Idustries in that time period were the Social
and. Producer.services. Since thi.-3 trend is a relatively recent one, it,can be
expected that it will continue through.1980 at least, although the rate of
expansion is likely to slow down as compared with the 19501970-period.

The occupational strUcture. The complex and sweeping changes in the
industry structure of the labor'force during the'past one hundred years have
brought with them fundamental Changes in the type of work that people do. This
is not theiplace to elabdrate on the nature of the interdependence of the
industry structure and the occupational structure (that discussion is the subject
of Chapter V in this-report). The following examples may'therefore suffice fo5 a
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demonstration of how changes in the industry structure.can be related to
occupational, changes. As a consequence of the continuous decline of agriculture,
fewer and fewer farm.u.s and farm laborers were needed in the labor force._
Similarly, as Social and,Producer services expanded,in this century, profes-
sional, clerical, and service occupations also experi,enced a disproportionate
rate of growth. This Section examines the changes in the occupational structure
of the labor force since 1900. The discussion should help to put the analysis
of the relationship between.industry and occupation within its hist6rical
conte:ct. .

In Iscrip farm workers made up almost two-fifths (37.9 percent) of the
_abor for,_ (Table 11-4). One-third (35,8 percent) of the labor force consisted \ -
of danial workers. White-collLr occupations made up only 17,6 percent of total \

employmenc. Particularly noteorthy;was.the small share of employment (only
3.0 percent) in clerical occupations in,1900.

Within seventy years :he character of the labor force changed frOm
the domir_ation'of blue-collar :ind farM occupations to a concentration of 4'

employme7: in white-collar positions. Consider the following changes: farm
worker2,,as proportion of total employment decreased by about 90 percent; pro-
fessional.; almost qua4rupled; and clerical occupations increased ix times,to
become ti-le single largest occuoational category,. The.only Occupational category
Outside white-collar work that increased its share of.total employMent dontina,
ously during the past seventy years was,service workers other than private house-

-
hold, and this category is found mostly,in Personal and Social services. In

1970'white-collar occupations for the first time employed more persons than
manual and service occupations combined; almost one-half of total employment was
in professional,managerialo-sales and clerical positions.

Manual occupations,,in contrast,'have been growing more slowly than
total employment since 1950. The proportionate decline of laborers is the
clearest; their share pf total employment has decreased steadily since 1900;
there were fewer laborers in 1970-than 70 years earlier. -With the growth of
employment in the Transformative sector unti1 4he sixties, craftsmen and
operatives grew more rapidly than total employment.

Although the foregoing discussion clearly shOws that the growth of
services contributed significantly to the expansion of white-collar oceupations,
.there are also occupational changes within industries that,are reflected in the
overall changes in the occupationalistructure. Certainly, the occupational
requireMents of a certain industry change over time, for examPle in response
to technological advances., . -

Wbanization. One of the most pervasive consequences of the sectoral
transformation from agricultUral to service employment is urbanization, ,As
agricultural work declined, people left the farms and migrated to the cities.
This Movement is clearly, reflected by the'data in Table II-5: the percent urban
'of the total population increased from about onequarter to three-quarters, of
the population.

The subject of urbanization is too broad a topic to be'discussed here
in all its dimensions, and much valuable ,information about it is readily
available (e.g., Taeuber and Taeuber, 1971): However, one aspect needs to be
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TABLE 11-4

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF THE LABOR FORCE BY MAJOR
OCCUPATIONAL GROUPS, 1900-1970

Occupational Groups 1900 1910 1.=23 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970

White Collar Workers 17.6 21.3 2479 29.4 31.1 36.6 42.2 48.8
Professional, tech-
nf.cal, and kindred
workers ' 4.3 4.7 5.4 6.8 , 7.5 8.6 11.4 15.3

Managers, officials,
and proprietors ex-
clept farm and mine 5.8 ,6.6 5.6 7.4 7.3 8.7 8.5 8.5
Clerical and kin- .

dred workers 3.0 5.3 3.0 8.9 9.6 12.3 15.0 18.0
Sales workers 4.5 4.7 4.9 6.3 6.7 7.0 7.4. 7.3

Manual arid Service
Workers 44.9 47.7 43.1 .49.4 51.5 51.6 51.5 48.2
Manual 35.8 38.2 43.2 39.6 39.8 41.1 39.7 35.5
Craftsmen, foremen',
and kindred work-
ers , 10.5 11.6 L3.0 12..8 12.0 14.1 14.3 13.8

Operatives and kin-
dred workefs 12.8 14.6 15.6 15.8 . 18.4 20.4 19.9 17.3
Laborers, except

.

farm and mine '12.5 12.0 11.6 11.0 9.4 6.6 5.5 ,4.4
Service 9.0 9.6 7:51 9,8 1/.,7 10.5 11.8 12.7
Private househol'd
workers 5.4 5.0 3.3 4.1 4.7 2.6 2.8 1.4

Other.tban pri-
vate household 3.6 4.6 4.5 5.7 7.1 7.9 9.0 11.3

Farm Workers 37 9 30 27.0 21.i 17.4 11.8 6.3 3.1

Farmers and fall.
managers 19.9 16.5 15.3 12.4 10.4 7.4 3.9 1.8
Farm Laborers and
foremen 17.7 14.4", 11.7 8.8 7.0 4.4 2.4 1.3

Tbtal 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

SOURCES: 1900-1960 Taenber and Taenber, 1971;182.
1970 1/100 Public Use Sample.

,
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Table L1-5

'URBAN POPULATION IN THE UNITED STATES: 1870-1 70
"

Year Percent Urban

1870

1880

1890

1900

,1910

1920

1930

1940

1950

1960

1970

2S 7

.1 .1

45.7

51.2

56.2

n.)

64.0

6. 9

'SOURCES: ,1870-1920: Ward, 1971:6.
1930-1960: Taeuber and Taeuber, 1971:46.
1970:, U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1973:Table 189.

Note: The definition of "urban" changed in 1950.
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addressed here and that is the urban character of services. Services, even

more ,than Transformative industxies, are concentrated in,urban areas. The
urban character of services is, to a large extent, due to the fact that

services generally cannot be stored and transported. Although manufacturing
industries, too, prefer to be located so as to have access to consumer markets,
the cost of transportation is only one factor among other considerations, such
4s availability of labor, resources, and tax laws. ,In the case of services,

most of these considerations do not apply. Due to the intangible nature of
most services, they must be consumed at the moment of production, as in the
case of education or medical services. (There are certainly exceptions to this
generalization, the case of insurance companies being one of.them, but on the
whole this characterization fits.) With an increasing population, many services
become.specialized. A city needs a certain population site.before an airport
becomes viable. While Small communities at the most have a_general hospital,
larger urban centerscan support more specialized medical serviees such as a
burn-treatment center. Education'in general follows a similar rule. The main
exception to this is the location of some state universities, which often are
located'in relatively small places, such as Bloomington, Indiana or Boulder,
Colorado. But in many of.these cases, the decisibn td locate a university in a
certain community has been politically determined, and does not always reflect
the interplay of supply and demand.

...

in the labor force. The last,years have seen a Iremendous
increase in the number of studies on women in the labor force (see Chapter VI
for-a more detailed discussion of this subject). Many of these studies un-
doubtedly had been motivated by the fact that the percent female of'total
employment has increased very remarkably during the past fifty years (Table II-6)
The fact of the increased labor force participation touches upon the sector'al
transformation insofar as women are much'More concentrated in services than in
any other industries. It is not only in Personal services that the percent
female of total employment exceeds that for the entire labor force; the same

-is true for Social and Personal services. Moreover, the conc ntration of women
in services has increased rather than decreased over time. e reasons for this
are not all that clear, particularly since,this high concen ration is not to be
found in many other industrialized countries (Singelmann, 1975). As Fuchs
(1968) noted, services are characterized.by a higher degree of part-time work
thanTransformative industries. Since women account for a disproportionately
high share of part-time work, they might prefer to work in seryices. On the, -

other hand, following the reasoning of the dual labor market theory, one coulc:
argue that women are channelled into serviceS owing to the perceptions employt-IS
have of women. Whatever the reasons, the concentration of women in. service ,

industries is impressive, and it will be discussed in detail in Chapter VI.
4.

Before turning to'the various aspects of the sectoral transformation

r

of the.labor foice during th\e decade from 1960 to 1970; as outlined in the
.

, introduction, we need to add ess one additional question: To what extent were
the 1960's an exceptional period? This has an important bearing on the extent
to which the findings of.tfiis study can be generalized. 0

. ,

By and large, the economy fared.well during the 1960-70 decade. 1The
.Consumer Price'Index increased at-an average rate of 3.1 percent during th
1960's as compared to 2.1 percent in the previous decade. .Unemployment also as

,relatively low. The average unemployment rate'between 1960 and 1970 was 4.8
percent, slightly up from 4.1 percent during the 1950's. As Table 11-7 shows,
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?I'able II-6

RATES OF FEMALE LABOR FORCE PARTICIPATION AND PERCENT FEMALE OF
TOTAL LABOR FORCE, 1890-1970

Vear
Participation

Rate
Percent
Female

1890 18.2 17.0

1900 20.4 18.1

1910 25.2 20.9

1920 23.3 20.4

1930 24.3 21.9

1940 25.4 , 24.4

1953 29.0 27.5

1960 34.5 32.5

1970 43.4' 37.8

SOURCE: Participation Rates:
1890 Bancroft, 1958:Table D-1.
1900-1960 Oppenheimer, 1970:3.
1970 U.S. Bureau of the Cencus,

Percent Female:

1971..

1890-1900, 1920-1950 Bancroft,
1910 U.6. Bureau of the Census , 1943:Table 8.
1960 U.S. Bureau of'the Census , 1967:Table 2.
1970 U.S. Bureau of the Census , 1973:Table 32.
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Table 11-7

UNEMPLOYMENT RATES AND ONSUMER PRICE INDEX, 1950-:19.70

Year

:

Unemployment
Rates

Consumer
Price Index
(1967 = 100)

1950 5.3 72.1

1951 3.3 77.8

1952 3.0 79.5

1953 2.9 80.1

1954 5.5 80.5

1955 4.4 :80.2

1956 4.1 81.4

1957 4.3 84.3

1958 6.8 86.6

1955? 5.5 87.3

1960 5.5 88.7

1961 6.7 89.6

1962 5.5 90.6

1963 5.7 91.7

1964 5.2 92.9

1965 4.5 94.5

1966 3.8 97.2

J 1967 3.8 100.0

1968 3.6 104.2

1669 .3.5 109.8

1970 4.9 116.3

SOURCE: .1973 Economic Report of the' President. Tables C-26 (Unemployment)
and C-44 (Price Index).
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the unemployment rate went down from 6.7 percent in 1961 to 3.5 percent in
1969, which approximately corresponds with the build-up.,of the Vietnam War.
By 1970 unemployment was up again to almost 5 percent. jn sum, the data
suggest that on the basis of the two economic indicators, unemployment and the
Consumer Price Index, one can conclude that the economic trends during the
1960's were more or less a continuation of those of the 1950-60 decade.

More changes haypened politically. Largely as a result of our
. involvement in Vietnam, fn.::: population became very-divided in terms of political

attitudes. Universities saw frequent demonstrations and various coalitions were
formed to oppGse the foreign policy of the Johnson Administration. At the same
time, attention was caned to the domestic problems of poverty and discrimination
(Harrington, 1964). Several important social welfare programs were passed during'
the Kennedy-Johnson administrations (see Piven and Cloward, 1973). This
legislation in conjunction with the various Civil Rights actsmeant a significant
progress in the situation of the nation's poor. It was'also during the 1960's
that the cities experienced tremendous unrest which,made the need for social ,

reforms all the more pressing.

These events are clearly unique to the 1960's. But in an sense, when
is history not exceptional? Compared with many of the previous decades, however,
the 1960's could be considered as relatiliely "normal." The 1920's were in-
fluenced by the-consequences of World War I, the 1930's were the decade of the
Great Depression; World War II dominated the 1940's, and its aftermath -- the
Cold War -- the 19g0's.

The sectoral transformation of the labor force during the 1960's
represents, in its various manifestations, the continuation of a trend that had
already started earlier. In that sense, then, we consider the decade from 1960
to 1970 as a useful time period'for our Purposes.
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Chapter III

LABOR INPUT AND WORK CONTINUITY

There are many different forms of employment. Some persons, for example,
work full time throughout the year, whereas others work intermittently for only
part of the year. A third group still may work part time but continuously and,
finally, there are those who only work part time for a few weeks out of every
year. Moreover, a full time worker who is employed during the entire year does
not necessarily work in the same industry for that time period but could well be
employed in a number of different industries.

While the decision to work a given amount of time often is made by the
worker, there are also requirements on the part of the industry. It is the
purpose of this chapter to examine the differences -between sectors and industries
in terms of labor input and continuity of employment. More specifically; the
chapter is divided into tWo parts: Part I examines the nature of work scheduling
and labor,input, and Part 2 analyzes the movement of employment among industry .
sectors for the 1965-1970 period.

'PART I: LABOR INPUT AND WORK SCHEDULING

The sectolcal transformation of the labor force during the past one
hundred years has meant a profound change in the kind of work that is required.
Half of the labor force worked in agrieulture one hundred years ago, but in 1970
this industry accounted for a mere 3.7 percent of total employment. In contrast,
almost two of every three persons employed today work in a service industry of
one kind or another. While this trend is very'clear in terms of employment,
there has been some implicit doubt about the magnitude of this change in terns
of labor input. In other words, the distribution of workers among industries
will not necessarily correspond with the distribution of labor as measured by
the number of yearly hours worked. The reason for this lies in the fact that'
industries differ in their utilization of labor. Some industries such as
domestic Service are characterIzed by a large proportion of part-time workers,
whereas other industries require- nostly full-time employment, as do most durable
goods industries.

n In particular, attention has been called to the fact that services are
'characterized by a high proportion of part-time employment. For this reason it
is assumed that there is less of a concentration of hours worked in services than
is the case of employment. Adam Smith, for example, noted that employMent in
manufacturing was much more "industrious" than that in services, referring largely_
to the number of hours worked (Smith, 1937.: -78). According' to Fuchs, services
differ from goods-producing industries in Part by the higher incidence of persons
working 35 hours or less per week (1968: 193). And throughout his book, The
Peripheral Worker, Morse (1969) alludes to the "peripherality" in the service
sector.

These findings imply that despite the shift of employment towards
service industries the input of labor has not followed suit to the same e:-.tent.
Since this, consideration has been largely dis,egarded in most studies dealing
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Nith long-term changes in the industry structure of the labor force, this

chapter examines the following two aspects: (i) the different work scheduling

among indus'cries, anC (2) the relationship between employment and input of

labor.

Work Scheduling

Morse (1969) has noted that there are many kinds of employment other

than full time. In particular, it is important to differentiate between hours

worked per week am.: weeks worked peryear.

Usually, reference is made only to hours. To that end, a certain

number of hours worked per week (e.g., less than 35) are chosen to distinguish

between part-time,and full-time work. Rut full-time workers, i.e., those

working at least 35 weekly hours, may not work the entire year. Therefore, one

needs to make an additional distinction on the basis of weeks between "continuous"

employment (50-52 weeks per year) and,- to use Morse's'(1969) term, "intermittent"

employment (less than 50 weeks) . On the basis of these two dimensions, one could

argue that only persons who work 35 hours or more hours per week throughout the

entire y qualify as full-time employment. Besides_this group, then, there

exiSt many other types of employment (see Table III-1 for some combinations of

hoUrs and weeks). Table III-1 certainly is not exhaustive, for more sub-

categories could bc formed by differentiating further the number of hburs.

For the purposes of the first part of this chapter, however, we will

treat separately hours and weeks woiked. In the second part these two dimensions

of work scheduling will be combined to arrive at the total labor input.

Part-Time vs. Full-Time EmplOyment. The incidence of part-time employ-

ment can be viewed from two different perspectives. On the one hard, some people

might ptefer to work only part of the regular hours because of other commitments

such as schooling. This consideration is most likely to account for the high

proportion of part-time employment in retail trade, particularly food stores, and

eating and drihking places.

It also has been frequently mentioned in the literature that many women

prefer part-time work due,to other demands (children and household) on their time.

In the case of women, however, the voluntary nature of part-time employment is

less clear. Given the strong existence of sex stereotyping in the labor force,

the eXplanation of the higher incidence of women working part time may well be an

ex post facto explanation. Since the decennial census data do not include any

questions concerning voluntary and involuntary part-time employment, this aspect

cannot properly be addressed here, despite'its unquestioned importance. (The

only ray, at this point, to circumvent thelinadequacyof the data would'involve ,

estimates from the Current Population Surveys.)

The other viewpoint concerns-the scheduling requirements of production.

Certain industrieS arp less conduc:i.ve to part-time employment than others.

Production proces4es that require.a high degree of formal,organization would be

less likely to employ persons on a part-time basis. One example of 'this is the

assembly line. Particularly those industries that require a large amoun't of

capital equipment and which operate on a two or three shift basis are most lik,Ay

to favor full-time employment, as in petrochemicals. Most manufacturing indus

tries fit this characterization.
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Table III-1

TYPES OF PERIPHERALITY

Type Civilian Labor Force in 1965

(in milliOns)-

Slightly Peripheral

40-49 weeks, over 35 hours

Moderately Peripheral

27-39 weeks, over 35 hours
50-52 weeks, 35 hours or less
40-49 weeks, 35 hours or less,

Severely Peripheral

6.6

4.7
5.4
1.5

14-26 weeks, over 35 hours 4.3
27-39 weeks, 35 hours or less 1.8

Extremely Peripheral

26 weeks or Jess, 35 hours or less
13 weeksor less, over 35 hours

8.8
4.8

Total 37.9

Aaapted from Morse, 1969:43.
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In contrast, many services permit a muh higher degree of part-time
work. The extreme example is; domestic service. .lost domestic servants are

hired on a part-day basis and therefore they need more than one employer to
come up with at least a-moderate am:)unt of total work. But many other services,
although to a lesser extent, do nJt Ucnd on full time work either. Retailing,

for example, can efficiently use part-time help, especially during nights and
weekends. The same situation exists for eating and drinking places.

To a large extent, part-time work is-related to the absence of an
even and confinuous level of production. In the case of services,an even level
oft'en is difficult to maintain, for theY cannot he stored. Thus, if demand is
uneven during the cOurse of the day, so is production. Consider the example of
eating and drinking places. The demand for these services is much higher
between 11:00 am to 2:00 pm and 5:00 pm to 8:00 pm than at any other time.
Establishments therefore can be expected to hire add.itional part-time help
during these peak hours of production. Those considerations are.much less
relevant in manufacturing, because.their goods can be.stored and-no direct lin',

exists between production and consumption. On the other hand,,there are many
services that require a much higher proportion of full-time work. Examples of
this include banking and government, both of which are formally organized
bureaucracies.

In general, however, it can be expected that services are more flexible
in their work schedules and therefore permit a higher degree of part-time work
than the Transformative sector: Among services, Personal services and trade
(mostly retail trade) are more likely to have part-time employment than Producer
and Social services.

The question of flexibility in the schedule of work raises another
aspect which as yet has been largely ignored. In addition to part- and full-
time employment there are many persons who work more than full time. Although
this is found in many Transformative industries, particularly in construction,
the greater flexibility of many services make iV easier for them to accommodate
people who work more chan full time. In particular, it is expected that indus-
tries with a high degree of self-employment also will have a substantial pro-
portion of persons working more than a standard number of hours; primarily in
retailing, personal services, and eating and drinking places. On the basis of
the preceding discussion, three employment categories will be 'examined across
industries: (1) perspns working less than 30 hours per week, (2) those who
work 40 hours, and (3) those working more than 48 hours.

For the first group, Tables ill-2 and 111-3 show that women are twice
as likely, to work less than 30 hours per week than are males. This situation
exists in all 37 industries, +1though the differences are less pronounced in
some industries than in other(s.

What is striking in these tables, however, is the fact that for the
relative position of industry sectors in terms of pirt-time work, sex does not
make much of a difference. For males as for femalc, the Personal services
sector has the highest share of part-time employment. This is mostly due to
domestic service, but Personal services are characterized by a high pro-
portion of part-time employment. As was expected, part-time employment is very
pronounced in agriculture and retail trade. For retail trade, this reflects the
fact that many of the young employees are still in school and that the demand for
'retailing peaks at certain hours.
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j Table 111-2

HU(BER OF HOURS WORKED PER WEEK BY INDUSTRY SECTOR
AHD INTERMEDIATE INDUSTRIES, 1060-1970: MALES

(in pe:cent)

Sectors ood Industries

1-29 30-39
TO-6-67-975

40 41-48
49 and
Over

1960 1970 1960 1970 1960 1970 1960 1970

I. EXTRACTIVE 15.5 14.3 8.6 7.6 17.6 22.7 12.6 13.0 45.6 42.5

1) Agriculture 16.6 16,6 8.5 8.1 13.5 17.4 11.8 11.0 49.6 47.0
2rMining 4.5 4.4 9.6 5.0 44.1 46.4 17.7 21.6 20.1 22.6

II. TRANSFORMATIVE 6.4 6.0 8 1 10.2 54.8 53.4 .18.8 17.7 11.9 12.7

3) Construction 11.4 .9.8 10.7 12.2 47.2 51.4 18.0 14.8 14.7 11%9
4) Food 5.3 4.8 7.4 9.5 40.6 42.8 24.0 22.5 22.8 20.5
5) Textile 4.8 11.2 12.0 47.6 45.8 25.0 24.2 11.4 13.6
6) Metal 3.0 3.3 6.3 8.0 66.7 58.9 15.7 18.4 8.4 11.4
7) Machinery 2.4 3.2 4.7 9.9 63.7 57.2 18.2 17.5 11.0 12.2
8) Chemical . 2.1 2.4 4.9 8.1 68.3 62.0 16.0 16.3 8.7 11.3
9) Misc. manufacturing10.0 9.1 11.4 11.3 47.5 47.7 19.5 18.8 11.6 13.1.
10) Utilities 3.3 5.2 3.0 5.0 69.2 66.0 16.0 15.3 8.5 40.6

III. WSTRIBUTIVE SERVICES 9.7 12.0 5.2 6.8 33.8 34.4 22.9 21.2 18.5 25.6

11) Transporta.tion 6.8 7.8 5.3 6.6 49.2 44.7 18.9 18.3 19.8 22.6
12) Communication 2.9 3.4 9.1 8.9 61.3 48.8 17.2 22.0 9.5 17.0
13) Wholesale 5.5 5.6 6.2 7.0 36.3 40.0 27.8 24.4 24.2 23.2
14) Retail 13.2.17.4 4.4 6.7 22.9 26.1 23.7 21.1 35.8 28.8

IV. PROD(JCER SERVICES 6.5 8.2 14.2 13.9 35.4 36.5 23.0 20.4 21.0 11.0

15) tanking 5.6 6.8 20.7 19.2 38.9 40.1 22.1 21.0 12.7 12.8
16) Insurance 4.3 5.1 16.9 18.7 31.6 32.6 24.2 20.9 23.0 22.7
17) Real Estate 10.0 12.8 9.0 9.0 33.5.'35.8 22.7 18.4 24.9 24.1

18) Engineering 4.8 6.1 8.2 7.9 44.6 47.5 22.3 20.8 20.1 17.8

19) Accounting 5.0 6.4 12.5 9.2 24.4 25.8 20.2 18.0 38.0 40.6

20) Misc. business 8.9 11.4 11.3 11.7 42.1 49.4 21.3 19.0 16.4 17.6

21) Wel srvices 4.7 5.9 12.5 11.5 20.9 19.2 30.4 27.5 31.6 35.9

V. SOCIAL SeRldICES .3.6 11.5 7.0 9.4 46.1 47.4 11.9 13.8 20.5 18.0

22) Medi1 services 7.0 9.6 8.7 11.8 21.9 26.3 21.7 16.9 40.7 35.5
23) Hosp.tals 6.5 9.7 3.8 6.6 55.1 55.8 17.3 11.6 17.4 16.2
24) Education 15.7 20.0 11.5 13.0 33.3 38.1 21.4 14.2 18.1 14.8

25) Welfare 15.2 14.3 5.6 8.4 17.8 25.8 .14.5 12.5 46.9 39.1
26) Nonprofit 17.2 16.6 9.2 11.7 31.7 33.7 19.6 18.1 22.4 19.9
27) Postal services 4.4 7.6 4.7 7.1 61.3 59.3 15.7 14.7 13.9 11.3
28) Government 3.6 4.0 4.7 6.5 60.4 61.0 15.7 12.9 15.7 15.7
29) Misc. social serv. 6:6 .9.4 10.6 11.8 44.8 46.7 18.8 14.9 19.2 17.2

VI. PERSONAL SERVICES 15.9 22.2 6.5 8.0 25.2 06.6 22.7 18.0 29.7 25.3
30) Domestic services 41.9 54.7 0.9 9.2 25.3 21.4 13.0 7.8 9.9 6.9
31) Hotels 12.3 17.9 6.9 7.9 29.9 32.5 24.4 18.0 26.7 23.7
32) Eating & drinking 15.5 31.4 5.9 9.2 22.6 18.7 19.4 13.4 36.5 27.4
33) Rnpair 10.0 11.6 5.0 6.4 26.7 33.2 27.5 23.7 30.8 25.1
14) Laundry 8.9 11.7 5,8 7.0 29.6 32.3 25.2 20.2 30.5 28.7
35) Barber & beauty 9.3 10.1 5.1 6.1 23.4 26.4 27,3 23.6 35.0 33.8
36) Entertainment 27.1 30.2 9.8 10.0 22.0 26.5 19.0 14.9. 22.2 18.4
37) Misc. personal . 11.2 13.4 6.2 8.4 23.4 24.9 22.7 20.5 36.5 32.9

TOTAL LABOR FORCE 9.1 10.1 1.6 9.2 41.7 41.9 19.5 11.1 22.2 20.0
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Table 111-3

NUMBER CF HOURS hORKED PER WEEK BY INDUSTRY SECTOR
'AND INTERMEDIATE INDUSTRIES, 1960-1970:

(in percent)
4.7

FEMALES

1-29 30-39 40 41-48
49 and
over

Sectorti ;ma Industries 1960 1970 1960 1970 1960 1970 1960 1970 1960 1970

I. EXTRACTIVE 34.9 19.3 16.7 15.0 20.6 28.5 9,3 9.0 18.5 18.3

1) Agriculture 37.2 32.7 16.8 14.5 16:8 23.1 9.4 9,2 19.7 20.5

2) Mining 9.9 9.2 15.7 18.2 62.3 59.7 7,6 7.9 4.6 5.0

II. TRANSFMATIVE 11.0 10.5 18.3 19.6 59.3 59.0 9.4 8.4 1.9 2.5

3) Construction 19.7 20.2 '17.7 16.1 47.5 52.7 10,4 7.0 4.8 4.0

4) Food 19.0 14.6 19.8 22.3 46.5 49.8 10.9 10.2 3.8 3.1

51. Textile 11.5 11.7 25.5 25.6 51.0 51.8 10.8 9.1 1.3 1.9

6) Metal 7.9 7.9 12.2 15.6 69.9 65.0 8,1 8.8 1.4 2.7

7) Machinery 6.1 6.2 10.6 14.5 73.3 68.8 8,5 8.0 1.6 2.5

8) Chemical 6.4 6.2 17.0 19.8 67.9 66.0 7.0 5.8 1.8 2.2

9) Misc. manufacturing 12.0 12.0 19.3 20,0 38.0 57.2 8.9 8.4 1.9 2.5

10) Utilities 7.4 6.9 9.7 14.6 75.0 70.2 6,7 5.1 1.2 3.2

III. DISTRIBUTIVE SERVICES 2!.4 28.6 15.2 19.2 41.4 39.6 13.6 8.0 6.5 4.7

11)1-ransportation 17.5 26.4 13.1 14.0 54.9 46.3 9.8 8.6 4.8 4.8

12) Communication 6.9 8.6 19.4 21.0 63.6 60.8 8.1 7.6 2.0 2.0

13) Wholesale 17.3 15.4 19.5 19.0 48.8 52.4 10.7 9.6 3.8 3.6

14) Retail 27.3 34.0 14.1 19.6 35.7 33.6 15.2 7.7 7.8 5.2

IV. PRODUCER SERVICES . 14.7 16.8 32.4 30.9 41.8 42.5 8.1 6.6 3.1 3.2

15) Banking 81 10.8 33.5 31.6 48.8 49.8 8.2 6.6 1.5 1.2

16) Insurance 11.1 13.0 41.4 41.3 40.8 39.8 5.3 4.5 1.5 1.5

17) Rcll C,tate 24.0 26.4 21.6 20.3 32.0 35.0 11,8 8.8 10.7 9.5

18) Engineering 17.3 16.8 18.5 22.0 55.2 51.9 7,6. 5.3 1.5 4.0

19) Accounting 25.2 20.6 2.1.5 19.6 29.8 35.1 13.8 13.6 9.7 11.1

20) Misc. business serv. 24.9 25.4 24.4 23.6 39.3 40.6 8.4 6.8 3.0 3.6

21) Legal services 16.3 18.4 35.0 36.8 36.2 35.7 9.6 6.2 2.9 3.0

V. SOCIAL SERVICES 19.7 24.0 18.4 19.0 44.8 46.7 11.5 6.8 5.8 3.5

22) Medical services 19.2 24.2 14.9'17.0 37.8 44.1 17,6 10.0 10.5 4.8

23) Hospitals 14.7 17.5 7.4 10.2 60.2 62.8 13.4 t.9 4.3 2.7

24) Education 23.9 30.1 27.3 24.7 33.5 35.2 10.2 (.4 5.2 3.6

25) Welfare 33.6 30.6 16.2 21.4 27.1 36.6 11.1 5.9 12.0 5.6

26) Nonprofit 23.6 29.1 28.3 30.3 35.0 30.8 8.7 6.1 4.4 3.8

27) Postal services 32.5 27.4 10.7 13.8 33.0 45.3 17.1 9.6 6.7 2.9

28) Government 10.5 11.0 14.2 15.7 62.7 65.8 .8.4 5.0 4.3 2.5

29) Misc, social serv. 28.8 30.2 18.0 20.7 42.4 38.7 6.6 6.4 4.2 4.0

VI. PERSONAL SERVICES 34.2 37.8 13.9 16.9 24.5 26.6 15.4 10.3 12.0 8.5

30) Domestic services 46..8 50.4 13.2 14.5 19.9 22.4 10.1 7.8 10.1 6.8

31) Hotels 20.6 25.2 13.0 16.0 27.7 32.3 19.8 13.8 18.9 12.8

32) Eating drinking 25.7 37.9 13.8 16.9 23.9 23.2 '21.0 12.2 15.7 9.9

33) Repair 27.1 25.0 1540 19.3 39.0 37.8 11.7 8.7 7.2 9.3

34) Laundry 16.5 22.2 15.7 23.8 38.3 38.9 21.3 10.2 8.2 4.9

35) Barber 6 beauty shop 25.4 29.2 13.6 18.3 30.2 31.7 20.1 12.9 10.7 8.0

36) Entertainment 41.4 45.4 18.0 16.8 23.6 23.3, 10.3 8.5 6.7 5.6

37) Misc, personal serv. 37.8 42.1 16.6 14.8 25.3 26.4 9.7 8.9 10.6 7.9

TOTAL LABOR FORCE 21.2 23.5 18.0 20.0 42.6 44.2 11.8 7.9
\

6.3 4.4.
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Manufacturing industries and utilities show the lowest proportion
that works part time. The,same situation exists for communication. Even for
females, only 8.6% of total employment in communiCations worked less than 30
hours in 1970. Moreover, among manufacturing the three most modern and capital
intensive industries (metal, machinery, and chemical) employed relatLvely fewer
persons on a part-time basis than the remaining manufacturing industries. This
supports our earlier statement that industries with a high degree of formal
organization and a high capital-labor ratio are less likely to employ part-time
workers than are the remaining industries.

The data in Tables 111-2 and 111-3 show, moreover, that by and large,
part-time employment as proportion of total employment increased during the
1960s in most industries, more so for males than for females. But again,
service industries were more likely to have higher proportions of part-time
employment in 1970 in comparison with 1960 than Were manufacturing industries.

Concerning the second group, we noted earlier that industries with a
high capital-labor ratio and a high degree of formal organization tend to have
more full-tine employment than those industries the-production of which is less
structured and depends less okcapital equipment. Using 40 hours per week as a
standard for full-time work eieh day during the week, we can see in Table 111-2
that the data are consistent with this postulated relationship. (The assumption
made here is that persons who work 40 hours per week are employed throughout the
week. ', There is no way to confirm this assumption with available census data.
It could be that SOTO persons with 40 reported weekly hours work only three or
four days, but they are not likely to be a significant share of the total.

For most industries, 40 hours per week is the modal category; this
situation characterizes female employment slightly better than male employment.
As expected, agriculture, retail trade, and Personal services have the lowest
shares of employment working 40 hours per week. In addition, relatively few
males work these hours in accounting and bookkeeping,legal services, and medical
services. But in these cases of the latter three industries, the low proportion
of malesworking 40 hours per week is due to the fact that more males worked over
48 hours

The Transformative sector had the largest proportion of employment
working 40 hours per-week. But, again, it is primarily the capital-intensive

,

industries that have the highest proportion of employment working 40 hours:
metal, machinery, chemical, utilities, and communication. Only males in the last
industry have become less likely to work 40 hours per week during the 1960,s.
Two other industries also tend to employ workers for 40 weekly hours: postal
services (more for males than for females), and government. Work-in both of
these industries is highly bureaucratized, and "production" is separated largely
from consumption. Moreover, in contrast to retailing establishments, for
example, which cater to the demands of the consumer, most governmental agencies
fix their own schedules and office hours to-which the client has to adjust.
Given this more regulated level Of "production," the high proportion of employ-
ment working 40 hours per week in government is not expected.

Finaliy, the term full-time work'commonly is used to distinguish this
group from persons working only a small number of hours per Week. But the
concentration on the part-time/full-time dichotomy has ighored the fact that in
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many indutries N significant part of the work force are employed for substan-

tially longer hours than the standard 40-hour week. This is. important for an

und,.r!.tanding of the work situation within services, since their generally
greater flexibility in the organization of work might also permit them to emploLj
more persons for a large number of hours per week than other-industries. It

thus could be hypothesized that among industries, the greater the proportion ofl
employment working part time the higher the proportion of employed persons
working more than a standard work week. To examine this relationship, we shall
focus on those categories working less than 30 hour per week and more than 48
hours per week.

In 1970 the rank-order correlation coefficients for 37 industries
between the percent employe& less than 30 hours and the percent employed more
than 'A.) hours are .380 (p. > .05) for males and .728 (p. > .001) for females.

These results show that industries which are characterized by a large share of
part-time employment also tend to have a large proportion of workers with more
than 48 hours per week. This relationship is stronger for females than for
males.

It was noted earlier that self-employed workers in general work more
hours than persons who arc employed (see Table 111-4 for the variation of self-
employment by industry) . Thus, among industries, the higher the percent self-
employed, the higher the percent working more than 48 hours. Again a rank-ordof.

correlation for these two variables was performed with the 37 industries, using
the 1970 data. The coefficients are .748 (p. > .001) for males and .778

(p. > .001) for females. The results thus reveal that among industries a stron;:
correlation exists between the percent self-employed and the proportion of
employment working more than 48 hours.

These 4ndings suggest that the previous focus on the high incidence
of part-time work in services has been somewhat misleading. Although it is
true that services are more likely to employ workers on a part-time basis, they
:also are more likely to employ persons for more than the average.number of hour:1.
It thus can be expected that the per capita total number of hours worked is not
much lower in services than in goods-producing industries.

Continuous versus Intermittent Employment. In the previous section the
focus of the analysis was on the number of hours worked per week in order to
evaluate the employment pattern among industries along the part-time/full-time
dimension. In.this section we are concerned with the stability of employment
over time, in this case for one year. The reader needs to be reminded, however,
that the term continuous employment refers to his labor force status and not to
job tenure. In other words, someone who is employed throughout the year may have
changed jobs a number of times. Similarly, those working only one-half of the '
year are not very likely to be idle the other half; rather, they can be expected
to have worked for a number of limited time periods during the entire year. In

this sense, the following analysis is somewhat restricted, but the use of census
data offers no other choice.

The data in Tables iII-5 and 111-6 show that for the total labor fore:,
more persons worked during the entire year (50-52 weeks) in 1969 than in 19S9.
But as was the case with hours, males are much more likely to work 50-52 weeks
per year than are females. In 1969,-three-fourths of al,' males were continuously
employed throughout the year as compared to only slightly-one-half (54.4 percent)
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Table 111-4

PERCENT SELF-E14PLOYMENT BY INDUSTRY SECTOR, INTERMEDIATE
INDUSTRY CATEGORY, AND SEX: 1970

Sectors and Industries male Female

I. EXTRACTIVE
1) Agriculture
2) Mining

TRAMSFORMATIVE

45.27

55.11
2.77

4.14

21.01

24.14
2.54

0.80
3) Construction 13.79 5.33
4) Food 1.40 0.63
5) Textile 1.50 0.45
6) Metal 0.70 0.21
7) Aschinery 0.79 0.17
8) Chemical 0.48 0.44
9) Misc. manufacturing 3.16 1.20
10) Utilities 0.90 0.08

III. DISTRIBUTIVE SERVICES 9.22 4.53

11) Transportation 5.17 1.75
12) Communication 0.33 0.14
13) Wholesale 6.71 2.01
14) Retail 13.00 5.90

IV. PRODUCER SERVICES 15.53 3.24

15) Banking 2.90 0.27
16) Insurance 9.34 1.29
17) Real Estate 19.48 8.94
18) Engineering 15.33 2.40
19) Accounting 53.64 9.18
20) Misc. business serv. 11.78 6.48
21) Legal services 66.96 2.89

V. SOCIAL SERVICES 4.96 1.73
22) Medical services 53.77 4.46
23) Hospitals 1.Z8 .53
24) Education 0.79 1.83
25) Welfare 8.76 1.53
26) Nonprofit .... ....
27) Postal services ...-

28) Government --... ---
29) Misc, social serv. 24.71 24.20

VI. PERSONAL SERVICES f0.54 9.43
30) Domestic services 2.63 0.99
31) Hotels 9.85 13.61
32) Eating El drinking 14.66 6.33
33) Repair 27.18 12.46
34) Laundry 21.22 4.75
35) Barber 4 besuty shop $2.99 33.81
36) Entertainamnt 10.39 7.32
37) Misc. personal serv. 33.42 37.95

TOTAL LABOR FORCE 10.1 5.6
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Table 111 -

WEEKS WORXED PER YEAP BY IN:TS1RY SECTOIS AND INTERMEDIATE
INDUSTRIES, 1960-1970: MALL5

(in per.:ent)

1-39 40-49 50-52_

Scctors :Ind Industries 1960 1970 1960 1970 1960 1970

EXTACTIl'E 18.8 14.2 15.1 11.3 66.2 74.5

1) Agriculture 18.5 15.5 14.6 10.9 66.9 73.7

2) Mining 20.8 8.9 18.1 13.3 61.1 77.8

II. TRA.NSFORMATIVE 14.0 9.2 17.3. 14.7 68.7 76.1

3) Construction 22.2 14.9 26.9 22.9 50.9 .62.2

4) Food 9.6 8.8 12.1 1146 78.4 79.7

5) Textile 12.2 9.8 16.0 13.2 71.8 77.0

6) Metal 21.3 7.0 16.0 13.2 62.7 79.8

7) Machinery 9.6 6.4 16.0 13.2 74.4 80.4

-8) Chemical 5.7 5,1 8.7 9.6 85.7 85.4

9) Misc. manufacturing 13.0 9.9 16.4 12.7 70.7 77.5

10) Utilities 6.2 5.8 7.8 8.9 86.1 85.4

111. DISTRIBUTIVE SERVICES 13.0 1.7 12.4 12.0 74.6 75.4

11) Transportation 11.9 8.9 16.7 15.4 71.4 75.7

12) Communication 4.6 7.0 5.3 8.1 90.2 84.9

13) Wholesale 9.2 7.7 10.6 10.0 80.2 82.3

14) Retail 15.7 17.1 11.4 11.6 72.9 71.3

IV. PRODUCER SERVICES 9.5 9.3 10.4 10.7 80.2 80.0

15) Banking 7.9 8.1 8.5 9.0 83.7 82.9

16) Insurance 6.3 5.8 8.3 8.7 85.3 85.8

17) Real Estate 12.4 10.9 12.6 13.2 75.0 75.9

18) Engineering 11.7 9.6 10.5 8.8 77.9 81.6

19) Accounting 9.3 11.3 9.3 8.8 81.5 80.0

20) Misc. business serv. 13.4 13.4 12.9 13.2 73.6 73.4

21) Legal services 5.1 5.1 11.2 11.3 83.7 83.6

V. SOCIAL SERVICES 11.5 12.2 \13.0 14.6 75.5 75.3

22) Medical services 6.2 7.9 20.6. 21.1 73.3 71.1

23) Hospitals 13.6 13.3 11.2 12.3 75.3 74.5

24) Education 20.7 21.1 23.9 24.1 55.5 54.8

25) Welfare 12.4 11.4 9.0 9.1 78.6 79.5

26) Nonprofit 16.3 16.9 10.9 12.4 72.9 70.8

27) Postal services 5.7 4.3 7.5 9.3 86.9 86.4

28) Government 6.5 5.4 6.7 6.8 86.9 87:8

29) Misc. social serv. 10.3 11.1 12.6 11.4 77;2 77,.6

VI. PERSONAL SERVICES 20.4. 22.0 14.6 14.3 65.0 63.7

30) DOmestic services 41.1 47.0 14.8 13.5 44.2 39.5

31) Hotels 22.0 21.8 , 15.6 16.8 62.5 61.4

32) Eating & drinking 21.1 30.7 14.7 15.2' 64.2 54.2

33) Repair 15.2 13.7 14:0 13.5 70.7 72.8

34) Laundry
.

13.2 11.2 11.5 10.2 75.4 78.5

35) Barber & beauty shop 12.0 9.3 17.8 14.3 70.2 76.4

'36) Entertainment 29.6 27.6 15:1 16.0 55..3 56.4

37) Misc, personal serv. 13.2 13.3 13.5 10.8 73.4 76.0

TOTAL LABOR FORCE 14.2 11.7 14.8 13.5 71.0 74.8
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Table 111-6

WEEKS WORKED PER YEAR BY INDUSTRY SECTOR AND
INDUSTRIES, 1960-1970: FEMALES

(in percent)

INTERMEDIATE

1-39 40-49 50-52

c.ctors :10 Industries 1940 1970 1960 1970 1960 1970

I, EXTRACTIVE

1) Ag,,Iture
2) Mining

54.4
55.8

18.9

30.6
,33.2

16.2

12.5
12.7
10.4

11,7
11.9
11.0

53.1
51.5
70.1

57.6
54.9
72.9

11, TRANSFORMATIVE 15.9 19.6 19.1 17.9 57,0 62.5

5) CDnstriction 26.6 18.4 15.1 14.6 60.5 67.1

4) Food 29.6 25.3 16.8 18.0 53.7 56.7

5) Textile 26.3 21.5 26.5 22.4 47.2 56.1

6) Mtal 22.1 17.3 15.4 16.1 62.5 66.6

7) Machinery 21.4 17.4 17.2 17.1 61.4 65.5

8) Chemical 17.4 16.8 11.4 13.7 71.2 69.5

9) Misc. manufacturing 23.4 20.4 18.3 17.0 5-8.3 62.7

JO) Utilities 15.3 -11.5 7.7 8.0 79.0 80.5

111. DISTR/BUTIVE StRVICES 22.7 27.4 13.9 15.1 57.4
,

57.1

.11) Transportation 23.0 25.3 14.5 15.8 62.6 59.9

12) Communication 16.9 19.8 11.4 13.6 71.8 66.6

13) Wholesale 25.2 21.9 12.5 14.9 62.3 63.2

14) Retail 31.5 30.4 14.5 15.2 54.0 54.3

IV. PROVUCER SERVICES 13.5 12.5 11.5 73.4 65.1 64.1

15) Banking 21.1 19.0 10.2 12.8 68.8 68.2

16) Insurailcc 21,) 26.4 9.8 11.9 69.2 67.7'

17) Real Estate 22.8 22.6 13.8 15.5 63.4 62.2

18) Engineering 23.1 21.5 12.2 13.6 64.8 65.0

19) Accounting 28.8 29.7 14.4 12.8 56.9 57.5

20) Misc. business serv. 35.2 31.0 14.1 15.2 52.7 53.3

21) Legal services 21.1 18.4 13,5 14.0 65.4 67.4

V. SOCIAL SERVICES 353 31.8 19.1 10.1 47.1 48.1

22) Medical services 27.1 25:5 16.1 16.4 56.9 58.1

23) Hospitals 25.4 22.1 15.4 15.6 59.2 62.3

24) Education 47.8 44.3 26.9 27.5 25.3 28.2

25) Welfare
26) Nonprofit
27) Postal services

25.6
265
24.4

22.5
27.3
18.6

15.2
12.1

10.2

13.8
15.2

14.0

59.2
61.4
65.5

63.7

5677::

28) Government 19.2 17.7 9.1 10.3 71.8 720

29) Misc. social sexy. 26.3 29.3 17.0 14.8 56.7 55.9

VI. PERSONAL SERVICES 31.9 35.6 11.3 17.9 44.8 46.4

10) DOmestic services 43.5 39.4 17.1 18.6 39.4 42.0

31) Hotels 30.5 32.5 15.4 17.1 54.1 50.5

32) Eating,6 drinking 38.1 40.4 18.1 17.4 43.8 42.2

33) Repair 28.0 23.4 14.7 14.6 57.3 62.0

34) Laundry ,

26.6 P.4.4 15,9 17.0 s S7.5 58.7

35) 8arber 4 beauty shop 28.6 25.3 21.0 20.5 50.4 54.4

36) Entertainment 42.0 39.4 15,9 17.4 42.1 43.2

37) Misc. personal serv. 35.4 32.4 17.8 ___ 18.4 46.8 49:3

TOTAL LABOR FORCE 50.4 28.0 16.9 17.6 52.8 54.4
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of all females. Moreover, among females not working the entire year, the majority
works under 40 weeks, whereas among males with less than 50-52 weeks, most work
40-49 hours.

Some of the inter-industry 'differences in the Stability of employment
ar,, noteworthy (although'the data.for males show a remarkable similarity among

industries). Tables 111-5 and III76.reveal, for example, that agriculture, in
contrast to its high proportion of part.,time employment, has a high share of
employment working throughout the entire year. For both males and females,
education, domestic service, eating.anddrinking places, and entertainment axe
characterized by a substantially lower proportion of employment with(50-52 weeks.
We already have alluded to dorristic serviceand eating and.drinking places. The
erratic nature of entertainment employment islobvious and the summer vacation-
schedules and substitute teachers, in education account for the situation in that
industry.

For Personal services, the hic-'1 share of intermittent employment is
due more to persons having either one job for a relative short time'period or
having several jobs during the year with significant amounts of unemployment
between these jobs. It is interesting to note in this.context that in all but
one Personal service, relative more males worked less than 40' Weeks in 1969 than
they worlsed 40-49 weeks. The high prevalence of intermittent employment in
Personal services is not very surprising, since these services ,include mostly
low-skilled and low-wage occupatiens. Most positions in Personal, services do
not lead to a career, nor do\,4hey offer job security thrOugh seniority. Thus,

many of the positions in Personal services are tempbrary and, moreoVer; they
do not offer many incentives forthe jdb holders to stay in them.

Finally, construction perhaps fits the example of a Seasonal, industry
best, but it applief only v71. males, for female'employment in construction usually
is concentrated in clerical occupations, which are not exposed to the same
conditions as on-site construction work. But the'figures in Table III-5 show
that construciion increasingly becomes continuous emplOyment. Similarly; in
1959, only one-half of employment in agriculture was at work for 50-S2 weeks,
,but in 1969 this proportion had increased to 62.2 percent. As Morse (1969: 82).

described this change:

To the extent that ih the past q-large'part of construction
activity had to take place at the site itself and could not
be carried on in unseasonable weather, the Construction
industry was also in the grip of the seasors. One of the
major'shifts in this industry Ilas taken the form of the
dévelopment of techniques which make it possible to employ
a good part of the labor inputs which ultimately will go
into the finished structure in offsite locatibns protected
against inclement weather.

Thus, with more implementationjof new technologies, construction work will more
resemble work in othe7 industries in terms of its work schedule throughout the
year, a1though it is nots,likely to completely overcome the vagaries of weather.
and scheduling.
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This. part of the chapter has examined the nature of work scheduling
in terns of two dimensions: full time vs. part time and continuous vs: inter-
mittent employment. The first dimension was discussed by focusing on the number
of hours worked per week, whereas the other dimension concerns the scheduling
of work during the year in terms of weeks. Although some industries, such as
domestic service, are characterized by equally high proportions of part time
and intermittent,work, this is not the case for many industries. Therefore, the
two dimensions-should be treated as analytically distinct ones, since the
requirements for'the scheduling of work during the day are not necessarily the
same as those for the entire year.

Employment and the Input of Labor

The discussion in Chapter II demonstrated how the various service
industries, in particular Social and Producer services, steadily increased their
share of the total labor force during the past ane hundred years. We noted
before, however, that the sectoral transformation of the labor force towards
service industries does not necessarily imply an equal shift of labor input
towards services. If workers in services work substantially shorter hours and
weeks than in goods-producing industries, for example, the distribution of total
labor input among industries would be quite different from that of employment.
Although the shifts of employment in themselves are significant, the growth of
services becomes even more importantif it includes actual labor as well. lhe
following section thus examines the relationship between employment and labor
input.

To address this relationship, data for the total number of hours per
year were computed for each of the 37 industries. This was done by multiplying
the number of hours per week with the number of weeks worked per year for each
employed person in a given industry. (Since we are not dealing here with.the
scheduling of work, but rather with the total input of labor, the two dimensions
can be linked in this case.)

Two methodological shortcOmings must be mentioned, however. One concerns
the assumption that the number of hhurs v:orked in a given week is the same for all
weeks worked.. This is not very likely to be the case, although it should hold
better for industries in which the employment is fairly regulated. The other
handicap is thit the data for:weeks are given fdr the years preceding the 1960 and
1970 censuses, 1959 and 1969 respectively. Thus, the number of weeks reported for
1969, forexample, could have been for an industry other than the one reported
in 1970. This is an inherent problem quite common with census data, and it will
be encountered again inthe discussiun of earnings. It is not believed, however,
that the two assumptions made here will involve a systematic bias, apd the da1::;
therefore should be considered as fair approximations of the actual situation:

In Table III-7 we present the number of yearly hours per worker in 1969
for each of the 37 industries. These data show that on thetaverage a person in
the Fxtracttve scctor works themost hOurs, whereas the Personal service sector
accounts for the smallest number of hours per worker. Workers in the Transformative
sector are employed for the second largest number of yearly hours, followed by
Distributive, Producer, and Social services.
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7able III 7

MEAN NUMBER OF TOTAL YEARLY HOURS PER WORKER BY INDUSTRY SECTOR,
INTERMEDIATE INDUSTRIES, AND sExr 1970

Sectors and Industries

MALES FEMALES TOTAL

Means Rank Means Rank beans Rank

I. EXTRACTIVE 2173 1 1586 5 2117 1

1) Agricul. 2184 3 1548 24 2121 1

2) Mining 2124 9 1796 2 2098 2

II. TRANSFOZgAT:._ 1984 4 7696 7 1917 2

3) ConstrLetIon 1872 32 1631 15 1858 19

4) Food 2091 13 1609 17 1967 13

5) Textile 2002 24 1649 10 1780 23

6) Metal 2026 21 1758 S 1989 8

7) Machinery 2031 20 1761 4 1972 12

8) Chemical.. 2060 16 1764 3 1998 6

9) Misc. manufi-...:turing 1950 29 1678 9 1873 18

10) Utilities 2050
s

18 1838 1 2022 3

III. DISTRIBUTIVE SERVICES 2044 3 1486 ; 4 1859 3

11) Transportation 2079 15 1574 21 2008 5

12) Communication 2093 11 1716 7 1913 16

13) Wholesale 2129 8 1647 11 2019 4

14) Retail 1988 26 1414 32 1755 27

IV. PRODUCER SERVICES 2048 2 1607 2 1851 4

15) Banking 1995 25 1679 8 1817 21

16) Insurance 2129 7 1631 14 1887 17

17) Real Est?ste 2014 23 1589 19 1855 20

18) Engineering 2052 17 1642 12 1987 9

19) Accounting 2246 2 1601 18 199_3 7

20) Misc. bus,-Iess serv. 1942 30 1453 29 1750 28

21) Legal serd.ces 2259 1 1623 16 1965 14

V. SOCIAL SERVICES 1158 5 1479 5 1692 5

22) Medical services 2184 4 1541 26 1739 29

23) Hospitals 1952 28 1640 13 1713 31

24) Education 1733 34. 1299 35 1464 36

25) Welfare 2154 S 1484 28 1804 22

26) Nonprofit 1895 31 1452 30 1692 33

27) Postal services 2018 22 1550 23 1926 15

28) Government 2092 12 1734 6 1978 11

29) Misc. social serv. 1983 27 1424 : 31 1773 25

V!. PERSONAL SERVICES 1851 6 7343 6 7570 3

30) Domestic services 1066 37 1132 37 1125 37

31) Hotels 1869 33 1547 25 1684 32

32) Eating & drinking 1712 35 1338 33 1494 34

33) Repair 2032 19 1575 20 1980 10

14) Laundry 2089 14 1566 22 1776 24

35) Barber & beauty shop 2142 6 1514 27 1723 30

36) Entertainment 1631 36 1212 36 1487 55

37) Misc. personal serv. 2105 10 1313 34 1772 26

TOTAL LABOR FORCE 2002 1521 1825
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Rut, again, the situation changes when we diffJrentiate the labor
force by sex. For the total labor force, the average woman works about three-
fourths as manY hours per year as the average man (1521 and 2002 hours per year,
respectively). . Another difference occurs in the relative 'positions of industry
sectors between males and females. For males,,the Extractive sector accounts
for the highest number of yearly hours per worker, whereaslfemales.work the
most hours in the Transformative sector." Both males and females work the second
most hours in the Producer services sector, while Personal service account for
the least number of hours per worker.

It can be noted from the data in Table 111-7 that the differences
bCtween Sectors are much smaller among males and aMong females than for the total
labor force. For example, there is a differente of 447 yearly hours per worker
between'the highest and the lowest sectors, Extractive and Personal servicot,
respectivejy. In contrast, the difference between the two er.trgilies iS only 322
hrNirs-for males and 35311014'S for females. This situation is the-zesult of the
different industry structure of male and female employment and /6717.fact that
females work fewer hours than males. Since women are more con

s.

entrated in
Producer, Social, and Personal services, their fewer yearly ho t ean that the

-..,

average number of yearly hours per worker is lower in these.three sectors when
compared to the others.

Although this discussion implies that the growth cf service employment
has beenfaster than the growth of service labor input, the difference does 't)-t

appear to be very large. To assess the magnitude of this difference more exactly,
the percentages of the total namber-of hours worked during 1969 were computed for
the six industry sectors and for'each of the 37 industries. These data
(Table III-8) reveal-that among industries the difference between the percent of
total employment and the percent of total labor is minimal indeed. For the total
labor force, Social'and Personal service§ account'for smaller proportions of total
emploYment than of total labor, while the share of total-labor exceeds that of
total employment the most inthe Transformative sector. A very similar situation
existsrr. Males and for females, although the differences between employment
and labor among industries are more pronounced for females.

The most striking difference between males and females in terms of
employment and labor involves the Transformative sectoi For males, this sector
accounts for a.higher share of total employment than of total labor, whereas
this difference is reversed for females. The propprtion of total labor in the
Transformative sector exceeds that of total female -cmplOyment in this sector
by two to ix percentage points. This finding is 'Significant for it suggests
that the relatively higher proportion of part-time and intermittent work of
females as compared with males is mostly cOncentrated in Social and Personal
services. This.result thus serves as further support of the assertion-made
earlier in this chapter that the process of production in Transformative indus-
tries is not'very conducive to part-time an&intermittent work.

The,data,forthe 37 industries,bir. and, large show the sathe pattern a§
the sectors. Two industrieg stick put, however: education and dchsfstic service.
In bbth of these industries the share of total employment much exceeds thesharc

----' of tOtsal labor. These two industries therefore are mainly responsible for the
fact that the Social and Personal service sectors account for relatively more
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Table III - 8

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTIONS OF TOTAL YEAR-HOURS AND OF TorAL EMPLOYMENT,

BY INDUSTRY SECTORS, INTERMEDIATE INDUSTRIES AND SEX: 1970

Sectors :Ind Industries

Males NeMales Total

Employ- Differ- Employ- Differ- Employ- Differ-

ment Hours ence ment Hours once . ment Hours enca

I. EXTRACTIVE 6.5 7.1 .6 1.2 . 1.2 4.5 5.3 .8

1) Agriculture 5.3 5.8 5 1.0 1.0 3.7 4.3 .8

2) Mining 1.2 1.3 .1 .2 . .2 .8 1.0 .2

11. TRANSFORMATIVE 40.5 40.2 -.3 20.9 23.5 2;6 33.1 35.1 2.0

3) Construction 8.7 8.1 -.6 .9 1.0 .fl. 5.8 5.9 .1

4) Food 2.4 2.5 .1 1.4 1.5 .1 2.0 4102.2 -:.2

5) .Textile 1.7 .1.8 .1 5.1 5.6 .5 3.0 2.9 .1

6) Metal 4.5 4.6 .1 1.2 1.4 .2 3.3 3.6 .3

7) Machinery 10.4 10.5 .1 5.0 5.8 .8 8.3 9.1 .8

8) Chemical 1.9 2.1 .2 .9 1.1 .2 1.6 1.8 .2

9) Misc. manufacturing ,8.8 8.6 -.2 5.9 6.5 .6 7.7 8.0 .3

. 10) Utilities 1.9 2.0 .1,
,

,

.5 .6 .1 1.4: 1.6 .2

111. DISTRIBUTIVE SERVICES. 23.6 24.1 .5 20.1 19.7 -.4 22.5 22.7 .4

11) Transportation 5.3 5.5 .2 1.5 1.6 .1 3.9 4.2 .3

12) Communication 1.2 1.3 .1 2.0 2.2 .2 1.5 1.5

13) Wholesale 5.0 5.4 .4 2.6 2.8 .2 4.1 4.6 .5

14) Retail 12.0 11.8 -.2 14.1 13.1 -1.0 12.8 12:2 -.6

IV. PRODUCER SERVICES 7,2 7.3 .1 9.9 10.6 .7 8.2 8.3 .1

15) Banking 1.5 1.5 3.2 3.7 .5 :2.6 2.1 -.5

16) Insurance 1.5 1.6 .1 2.4 2.6 .2 / 1.8 1.9 .1

17) Real Estate ,
1.0 .1.0- 1.1 1.1 -- / 1.0 1.0

18) Enkinecring % .6 .6 .2 .2 -- / .4 .4

19) Accounting .4 .4 .4 .4 --/ .4 .4

20) Misc. business serv.1.7 1.6 -.1 1.9 1.8 .1./ .-1.8 17 -.1

21) Legal services .5 .5 .,- .4 .7 .5 .5 .6 .1,

/

V.. SOCIAL SERVICES 15.2 14.9 -.3 32.9 31,9 -1.0 21..9 20.1 -1.8

22) Medical services 1.0 1.1 .1 4.0 4.0 i -- 2.2 2.0 -.2

23) Hospitals 1.3 1.3 -- 7.6 8.2 ' .6 3.7 3.4 -.3

24) Education 5.1 4.S -.8 14.3 12.0 /-2.3 8.6 6.7 -1.9

25) Welfare .9 1.0 A 1.7 1.7 -- 1.2 1.1 -.1

26) Nonprofit .4 .3 .1 -5 .4 .4 --

27) Postal services 1.3 1.2 -.1 .5 .5 /1 -- 1.0 1.0 --

28i Government 5.0 5.2 .2 4.0 4.61 .6 4.6 5..0' .4

29) Misc. social serv. .3 .2 -.1 .3 .2, -.1 .3 .7 -.1

.

Vl. PERSONAL SERVICES 7.0 6.3 -.7 15.0 12.8 -2.2 10.0 8.3 -1.7

30) Demestqc services .3 . .1 -.2 4.0 2.8 -1.2 1.7 1.0 -.7

31) Hotels .6 .5 .-..1 1.5 1.4 -.1 1.0 1.0 --

32) Eating & drinking 2.1 1.8 -.3 5.2 4.3 -.9 3.3 2.6 -.7

331 Repair 1.8 1.8 -, .4 .4 -- 1.3 1.4 .1

34) Laue..1ry .5 .4 -.1 1.2 1.2 -- .8 .7 -:.1

(35) Barber & beauty shop .5 .5 -- 1.6 1.6 .9 .8 -.1

\S6) Entertainment .9 .6 -.3 .8 .6 -.2 '.8 .6

37) "Misc. personal serv. .3 .2 -.1 .3 .2 ,..1 .3 .2 -.1
P

TOTAL LABOR FORCE 100.0 99.9 100.0 99.7 100'10 99.8
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employmk:nt than labor. Aside from these two industries, however, the differences

between employment and labor are negligible. In sum, the results demonstrate

that the sectoral transfoTmation of the labor force moving towards a concentra'7icn

of employment in service industries has been accompanied by an equally tmpressi

concentration of labor input in service.

PART II: INTER-INDUSTRY MOVEMENT OF EMPLOYMENT

Up to this point the analysis has been concerned with the changes in

the industry structure of employment between 1960 and 1970. We have been able to

show in Chapter II that the labor force in the United Stat:. .I.Preasingly has

become concentrated in service industries. Not all service isylustrieshave ex-

panded, however, and it is the growth of Social and Producer c!..2,fices in particular

tnat is noteworthy. But the analysis did not show how this shift of employment--
i.e., the sectoral transformation of the labor force--has occurred. Was the ex-

pansion of services due mostly to people mcving from Extractive and Transformative

industries into the various service industries, or did serviCes grow largely be-

cause of new labor force entries? This is an important consideration, for it can

shed light on the transferability of employment from one.industry to another. If

the employment in a given industry decreases, for example, what possibilities

exist for,people employed in that industry to move elsewhere? And where do they

move? It is this set of questions that can now be addressed. (It must be kept

in mind that this section does not deal with the reasons for the sectoral trans-

formation of the labor force, but rather'with the mechanism by which it.occurs,)

Before entering the analysis, however, a few limitations must be dis-

cussed.- Since this study concentrates on the sectoral transformation of the labor

ferce between 1960 and 1970, the changes of employment from one industry to

another shOuld be examined for the same period. Unfortunately, the census ques-

tionnaire only permits an analysis for the 1965-70 period. AS we noted in the

preceding chapter, the 1960's were not an unusual decade in the sense that its

labor force changes are the result o: conditions and events specific to that

period. The same is true of the 1965-70 period. We therefore believe that the
inter-industry shifts of employment between 1965 and 1970 are representative'of

any five-year period during the pa.t twenty.years,

In the 1970 Census', a question was asked concerning the industry a
person worked in back in 1965. It is the information from-this question which

forms the basis for the present analysis. It is important to note that the
question concerning the-1.965 industry was asked of all persOns in the particular

sample of the census, regardless of the4 work status in 1970. The sample thus

includes people who were not in the labor force in 1970 but who did work in

196S, as well as those who were not in the labor force in 1965 but who were ,

employed in 1971).

The second major) limitation of this part of the analysis,concerns the
fact that we are dealing here exclusively with industries. In order to assess
the meaning of the transfer of employment from one industry to the next, however,
we would also want to know the kind of work--occupational structure--within a

given industry. It iS quite clear that different occupations have different
clegrees of transferability. Lawyers, for example, can be employed in.a large
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variety of different industries, whereas certain specialists, e.g:, an aerospace
enginee.:, ,,.nnor readily transfer their skills to other industries. On the other
hand, thi .

alysis pf inter-industry shifts of employment is,/to our knowledge,
the first attempt to understand on the national level the changes of the labor
force from one industry to another. It therefore must be regarded as largely
preliminary; once we know more about how industries are related to each other in
terms of exchange of employment, additional variables that are important, such
as occupation and class of worker, need to be introduced.

Of particular interestis the examination of the three industry sectors
whose share of employment decreased between 1960" and,1970: Extractive, Transfor-
mative, wid Personal services. Three possibilities can be identified to.account
for the proportionate decline of employment in these sectors: (1) a shift of
employment to the other industry seCtors; (2) the exit of persons employed in 1/4,

these sectors from thr labor force as such; and (3) a disproportionately Small
number of new labdr fl.;:rce entries employed, in the three sectors, such as to
reduce the proporticrate share.

To analyze these different possibilities, it should_be_hoted'at the
outset that different population groups vary substantially In their labor force
behavior. The most important difference in th1S-respect is thaf-between males
and females, both in terms of their distributions among industries, and their
patterns of labor force entry and exit. For these reasons, separate analyses will
be carried outfor males and females. Moreover, inter-industry movements of
employment are likely to differ by age. A large proportion of persons over
sixty years of age can be expected to leave the laborforce, whereas this is
less likely for persons under 30. Middle age workers should be expected to
exhibit the highest propensity to remain in a given sector, as persons'usually
reach the zenith of their work careers between the ages of 35 to 45. Since the
age structure of employment differs from one industry to another, the analysis
in this section will be controlled for age, using the following age categories:
under 30 years of age, 30 to 45, and over 45.

Because of the differentiation by sex and age; the sample size does not
permit an examination of detailed industries. Many industries have a relatively
small employment size to begin with", and once separate age groups, differentiated
by sex, are Aistinguished, the. frequencies become too small to permit a. meaningful
analysis. This problem is made more Severe because we have to rely on the 1/1000
sample for this part of the analysis, in contrast to the use of the 1/100 sample
tapes for the rest of the study. But even with the larger saMple, it is doubtful
that the analysi-s of inter-industry shifts of employment could have been carried
out on the level of the 37 detailed industries. Therefore, the results will be
presented for the six industry sectors.

Male labor force. The data in Table 111-9 show that 60 to 80 percent of
employment in a given sector in 1965 remained in that sector in 1970. Of the
three sectors whose share Of employment declined froEt1960 to 1970, Extractive
and Personal services show the least continuity of employment during the 1965-70
period. On the other hand, Social servioes and Transformative are characterized
by the highest degree of employment stability: in the Social services four of
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Table III - 9

PERCENT OF MALES EMPLOYED IN 1965 WHO REMAINED IN THE SAME INDUSTW1
SECTOR IN 1970, BY AGE CATEGORIES OF 1970

Industry Sector Under 30 30-45 Over 45 Total

Extractive 46.0 70.18 65.4 64.0

Transformative. 68.2 83.8 75.9 76.2

Distributive Services 51.2 79.1 75.2 71.1

Producer Services 60.4 77.3 75.8 72.9

Social Services 52.8 85.2 80.0 79.2

Personal Services 36.2 67.6 66.7 60.4
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every Five males employed remained in that sector, as d d three of every four

males in. the Transfonnative sector.

When a control is provided for age, however, the situation changes
somewhat. Among males under 30 years of age, the Transformative sector reveals
much the highest degree of euntinuity in its employment over the 1965-70 period.
This shows that, regardless of age., 'once males enter the Transformative sector
they are unlikely to leave it (at least in this five-year period). On the other
hand, only slightly more than one-half of males under 30 years of age who worked
ia Social services in 1965 remained there until 1970. This ttyloTortion is sub-

stantially smaller than the.degree of continuity for total male employment in
the Social services sector. This is due largely to the low degree of continuity
oF employment in hospitals, welfare and religious services, and miscellaneous
professional services. As males in medical' 'Services and education are much
more likely to remain in a Social service industry, it is likely that these male
who are leaving the Social services s,3ctor have occupations other than professional
Ones, since both education and medical services employ a large number of profes-
sionals. Any definite statements about this relationship, however, must await
the inclusion of occupational data in a later analysis.

The low degree- of employment continuity in the Extractive and Personal
services sectors that was noted for total employment in these two sectors also
exists for all three'age grouPs wIrm compared to the remaining industry sectors.

Regardless of the industry sector, the following pattern of stability
of employment by age emerges: males between 30 and 45 years of age are the most
s.table, ranging from .a low of 67.6 to a high of 85.2 percent. This finding thus
is consistent with the expectation that males in the mid-range of their careers
are most likely to temain in the same type of work. The second most stable 'Fdgures

are accounted for by males over 45 yeals. Males under 30 years were least likely
to have continued in the same industrysector in 1970 in which they had been
employed in 1965, butthe range for this age category is quite broad, from a low
of 36.2 percent in,Personal services to a high of 68.2 percent in Transformative.

The foregoing discussion demonstrates that at least 60 percent of total .

employment in a given industry sector non e expected to remain there over a five-
year period, although this proportion differs significantly by ageigroup. On the

oth6r hand, a sizeable proportion of employment does leave each particular industry
sector within that same relatively short time period. Where do these people go?
To answer that question, we shall divide.the group of males leaving their respective
industry sector into two sub-groups; (1) those moving to' a different industry
sc:ctor, and (2) those leaving the labor force entirely.P.,Since the age groups of
45 years and over includes many males near retirement age, this age grotip must be
expected to have a larger proportion of people leaving the'labor force than enter-
ing a different industry sector. Among the age groups of less than 30 years, most
males leaving their industry sector can be expected to move to.another sector.
With respect to the age group in the middle, the proportion of persons moving to
a different sector also should be higher than that leaving the labor force, but
the difference should be smaller in comparison te.the youngest age group.

The data in Table I11-10 basically support these expectations. In all

industry sectors, a larger proportion of males over 45 years left the tabor corer:
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Table III - 10

PERCENT OF MALLS EMPLOYED IN 1965 WHO CHANGED SECTORS Ok'LEFT
THE LABOR FORCE BETWEEN 1965 AND 1970, BY AGE

CATE6ORJES OF 1970

1965

Industry Sector

Changing Sectors 1965-1970 Leaving Labor Force 1965-1970

Under 30 30-45 Over 45 Under 30 30-4 Over 45

Extractive 35.8 23.3 10 18.2 5.9 21.9

Transformative 20.4 12.1 7.1 11.4 4.1 17.1

Distributive Services 33.5 17.1 9.2 15.3 3.8 15.6

Producer Services 32.2 20.1 11.0 7.3 2.6 12.8

Social Services 33.8 11:8 7.0 13.4 3.0 13.0.:.,

Personal Services 44.4 25.Z 15.5 19.3 7.1 17.8
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than moved to a different sector. For the other two age groups the reverse

pattern held, as wo;s expect d. _Some featurcs of Table 111-10, however, deserve

special attention. lor one thing, the proportions of males leaving the labor

force do not differ all that much between the youngest and the oldest age groups,

although it could haVe been expected that the older age group would have much

higher labor force exits. Indeed,- younger males left the labor force.from Social

and Personal services in larger numbers than older males. The only secters where

older males left the labor force in appreciably larger proportions than younger

males are the Extractive, Transformative, and Producer services sectors.

Although the available census data do not offer much help-in explaining *

this situation, one might want to speculate about possible reasons for the high

proportion of young males leaving the labor force. Perhaps the most important

reason is.their decision to go back to school. Particularly in the case of In,

dustries in which the job structure does not offer many career possibilities,

.such as in retailing or in eating and drinking places, young males could be expected

to obtain additional education in order to find bette7.- positions. Military ser-

vices is another reason, since members of the armed forces are excluded from our

sample.

Concerning the oldest age category, 45 and over, it does,not appear thot

the reason for their leaving is not due to age alone. The two industry.sectors

with the highest proportion of males Over 45 whri left the labor force, the Extrac-

tive and Personal services sectors, also have the higHest proportions of males

over 65 that continue to be employed (see,U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1973:Table,

237). Similarly, we did not find that .self-employment is related to the proportion

of older males leaving the labor force. .0ther variables that might be considerec

in this context include unionization,-new technologies, and the demand for labor

in certain industries. Whatever the reasons may be, it is imPortant to note that

the proportion of males under 30 years of age who left the labor force between

and 1970 comes close to that of the oldest age group and is up tc four times the

figure for males aged 30-45 who left the labor force during that same time periae.

Tlie data in Table 11I-10 show fal er that in all six industry sectors

males under 30 years of age have the highest proportions of inter-sector chaEges,

followed by males aged 30-45. By the time a male worker reaches the age of 15 and

over, he is more likely to lei.-e the labor force ,7ntirely rather than move to a

different sector.

One of the mwt interesting findings is the extremely higli proportion cf'

males under the age of 30 who left the Personal services sector: 11107e males lefi

than remained,in these industries. This indicates that Personal services are

viewed by many young males as only a temporary work setting. Although the shard

,of inter-sector shifts of employment for the Personal services sector is lower in

the other two age groups, this sector nevertheless accounts for the highest prop(r-

tions relative to the other industry sectors in all three ;?ge groups. The secon(

largest shares are accounted for by the Extractive sector. ft thus can be sqbn

that the two sectors Which were identified in Table 111-9 as having the loweS,t

proportions of employment remaining in the same sector also account for the highl:st

proportions af employnent moving to a different sector as well as leaving,the'

labor force entirely.
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'llie final question to be addressed in this part is, Where did the

men go who changed industry sectors between 1965 and 1970? The answer is given

in Table 1lI-1i. Of all sectors, Transformative industries received the majority

of employment that came from other industry sectors. This pattetm is particularly

strong for males under 30 years of age, but it is also prevalent among males aged

AMong the oldest of the three age groups, however, some other sectors re-

ceived larger shares of employment than the Transformative sector. Six percent

of total employment in Personal services in 1965, for example, went to the Distri-

butive sector by 1970, compared to only 3.4 percent for the Transformative sector.

The second largest proportions of employment leaving other industry

sectors are accounted for by the Distributive services sector. The flow of employ-

mLffit to the remaining sectors is relatively small,'with only few exceptions. It

is particularly noteworthy that very few males moved into either the Extractive
Obmiously, these sectors are not very attract've

to persons already employed and therefore depend for their employment almost ex-

clusively. bn new labor force entries-.

In Table 111-12 the total share of employment that left each indst-y

sector is proportionately divided among the receiving sectors. For example. ',;

percent of all males who left the Extractive sector between 1965 and 1970 wei.c te

the Transformative sector. These data show that for all three age groups males

who left the Extractive and Distributive services sectors were mu01 more likely to go

into Transformative industries.than were males from the remaining service sectors.

Moreover, males who left the Transformative Sector entered Distributive services

to a greater extent than males from other industry sectorr (except in the case oi

the oldest age group in which the share was the second largest).

,
TheOata in Tables I1I-11 and 111-12 do not suggest that the sectoral

transformation of the labor force has been the result of persons having left other

--industry sectors for employMent in Social and Producer services. It seems likely,

therefore, that the growth of employment in these two,industry sectors is mainly

due to persons not previously in the labor force who enter these particular ser-

vices in disproportionately large numbers.

Female labor force. Women in the labor fi.rce are much less likely to

continue work in the same iriclustry sector over a five-year period than are men

(see Table III-13). The proportion of total female -employment remp.ining in the

same industry sector 'irom 1965 to 1970 .ranges from about two-fifths to two-thirch,

compared with a range of about three-fifths to four-fifths for males. Despite ti.e

fact that women have lower levels of employment continuity in all industry sectois,

the differences among the sectors in terms of employment continuity are very

similar for males and females. As in the case of-moles, for example, females are
,most likely to continue work in the same industry sectcr in the Social servicer

arui Transformative sectors, with the Extractive and Personal service's sectors being
characterized by the lowest degree of employment stability. Among the six industry

sectors, continuity of female employment appears to be positively aStociated with
.ti-e 1960-1970 increase in employment as a proportion of the total female labor force.
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Table III - 11

INTER-INDUSTRY' EMPLOYMENT SHIFTS OF MALES BETWEEN

1965 AND 1970. BY AGE
(Percentages based on 196,5 labor force)

1965
Industry
Sector

1970 Industry Sector Intra-

I II III IV V YI Sector
Shift

Under 30 yrs. of age

I. Extractive 20.3 8.3 1.0 3.2 3.0 0.5

II. Transformative 1.5 -- 10.5 2.6 3.4 2.4 16.7

III. Distributive
Services 1.2 19.3 4.5 5.9 2.6 6.5

IV. Producer
Services 0.0 13 4 104 -- 6.1 2.1 6.1

V. Social
Services 1.0 16.5 5.7 8.0 -- 2.C.' 4.3

VI. Personal
Services 0.9 18.1 14.3 4.2 6.9 3.1

30-45 Tzs. of age

I. Fxtractive 14.1 5,1 0.6 2.4 1.1 0.7

II. Transformative 1.1 5.3 1.9 2.5 1.3 11.4

III. Distributive
Services 0.9 10.6 2.1 2.1 1.4 5.4

IV. Producer
Services 0.6 8.4 4.7 4.6 1.8 6.9

V. Social
Services 0.8 4.8 3.7 1.5 1.0 5.5

VI. ?ersonal
Services 0.8 10.3 9,0 2.3 2.9 6.7

Over 45 yrs. of age

I. Extractive 6.0 2.6 0.9 2 1 1.4 0.2

II. Transformative 0:6 2.4 1.0 1.9 1.2 5.2

III. Distributive
Services 3.8 1.3 2.3 1.3 5.8

IV. Producer
Services 0.6 3.4 2.4 3.5 1.1 3.0

V. Social
Services 0.3 2.8 1.7 1.5 0.7 2.9

VI. Personal
Services 0.8 3.4 6.0 1.7 3.6 2.3
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Table III - 12

PERCENT OF TOTAL INTER-SECTOR SHIFTS OF MALE EMPLOYMENT
BETWEEN 1965 AND 1970, BY AGE

1965

Industry Sector

1970 Industry Sector
so.

III IV V VI Total

Under 30 years of age

I. Extractive 56.7 23.2 2.8 8.9 8.4 100.0

II, Transformative 7.4 51.5 12.8 16.7 11.8 100.2

III. Distributive
services 3.6 57.6 13.4 17.6 7.8 100.2

IV. Producer services 0.0 41.4 33.1 -- 18.9 6.5 99.9

V. Social serxiCeS 3.0 48.8 16.9 23.7 -- 7.7 100.1

VI. Personal -_,rvices 2.0 40.8 32.2 9.5 15,5 100.0

30-45 yearsoLue

-- 60.5 21.9 2.6 10.3 4.7 100.0, Extractive

II. Transformative 9.1 43.8 15.7 20.7 10.7 103.0

III. Distributive
services 5.5 62.0 12.3 12.3 8.2 10C.1

IV. Producer ,.ervices 3.0 41.8 23.4 -= 22..9 9.0 100.1

7: Social services 6..8 40.7 31.4 12.7 -- 8.5 100.1

VI. Personal services 3.2 40.7 35.6 9.1 11.5 100.1

Over 45 x5i=.--, cif ue

I . Extractive -- 46.2 20.0 6.9 - 16.2 10.8 100.1

II. Transform?l-ive 8_.', 33.8 14.1 26.8 16.9 100.0

III. Distributive
services 5.4 41.3 14.1 25.0 14.1 99.9

IV. Producer services S.4 30.9 21.8 31.,8 10.6 99.9

V. Social services 4.3 40.0 24.3 21.4 10.0 100.0

VI. Personal services 5.2 21.9 38.7 11.0 23.2 100.0
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Table III 13

PERCLNI OF FEMMJ:S EMPLOYED IN 1965 REMAINING IN THE SAME INDUSTRY SECToR
IN 1970, BY AUL CATEGORIES OF 1970

Industry Sector Under 30 30-45 Over 45 Tctal

42.3 42.4Extractive 32.1 51.6

Transformative 43.2 64.0 69.9 -=)6.1

Distributive Services 29.5 60.2 64.3 5').5

Producer Service:i 36.1 56.8 64.7 53.9'

'Social Services 47.1 71.4 72.6 67.6

Personal serviCes 29.8 54.8 58.9 52.3
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Ihe Ftractive and Personal services sectors have the lowest degree of continuit\
of employment and they also experienced a decline in their proportion of total
employment during the 1960-70 period. In the same vein, the two industry sectors
with the largest increase in proportional employment between 1960 and 1970, Social.
and Producer services, -also account for higher degrees of employmen,t stability.
Ihe only exception to this relafionship is the Transformative sector which had
the second highest proportion of females continuing work in that sector, yet it
lost 2.6 percentage points of its share of total female employment between 1960
and 1970.

The relative position of industry sectors in regard to employment.stabi-
lity does not change much when age is inzroduced as a control variable. Again, this
finding is consistent with the situation of male employment. Social services and
Transformative sectors, for example, are characterized by the highest shares of
female employment continuing in the same sector in all three age groups. The only
significant difference is the extremely low proportion of females under 30 years
ot age tnat remaine-din se-ctor between,1965 and 1970, as compared
with the proportion of female employment in th other two age groups that continued
work in Distributive services. Within the yq4ngestage group, however, Distributive
services are not that much different from Personal services and Extractive in
regard to employment continuity: in all thtee sectors, less than one-third of
female employment continued in its respect/ive"sector during 1965-70.

In contrast to.males, however,/who maintained the highes levels of
employment stability in the age group 30H45 years, females are the more likely to
continue in the same industry sector in' the oldest age group (over 45 years). The
only exception to this pattern is the Extractive sector.

Given the low proportion of females that remained in their respective
industry sector between 1965-70, it is even more mandatory than in the case of
males to ask: Where did those Wothen go? Do women move tq other industry sectors
in greater proportions than men, or are they more likely to leave'the labor force
as such? Based on the findings from previous studies about female labo: force
participation (e.g.,. Bowen and Finegan, 1969; OppenheiMer, 1972; Youssef, 1974),
it is expected that women will leave the labor force in larger numbers than males.
This should hold for all age groups, although for different reasons The youngest
age group (under 30 years of age) includes the ages.when women have the majority
of their children. It therefore should be expected that this age group has the
highest proportions of women leaving the labor force.

In a recent article Valerie Dppenheimer examined the "interaction of,
men's occupational and family life cycles" (1974). Her conclusions, included the
statement that "For many American families...increases in the 'husband's earnings'
over time that are typically associated with changes in his'occupational life-cycle
stage do not really seem to parallel increases in the cost of living associated
with a more advanced stage of the family ,life cycle" (Oppenheimer, 1974:244). It
is during the time when the wife is between 30-35 and 45-50 that the needs of addi-
tional income are the.highest. Assuming a close relationship of the female labor

.

force participation and the liA:e cycle of the family (Wtlich has been demohstrated
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in different contexts by Cain, 1966, and Sweet, 1973, among others), we can expect
that women between the ages of 30 mid 15 enter the labor force in rlatively
numbers to provide the.needed supplement to family income. Once this.life-cycle
squeeze is over, however, a large proportion of married women can be expected to
Jeave the labor force again. For this reason, the proportion of women aged 30-45
that leave the labor force is expected to be very similar to that for women over'
45 years of age.

An inspection of Table 111-14 confirms these expecta'tions. In all industry
.sectors for all three age groups females leave tbe labor force in much higher pro-
portions than do males. Moreover, women under 30 years of age have the highest
proportions of labor force exits. Finally, not much difference exists between the:,
other two age groups, as was expected. In general, about one-fourth of those
employed in a given industry sector in 1965 had left the labor force by 1970.
This patt.rn is quite different from that observed for males who are very unli.kely
to leqvt. the labor force during the ages of 30 to 45 years.

The other iMportant difference.between male and female employMent is the
fact that in all six industry sectors, regaraless of age, the number' of females !

changing hidustry sectors is much smaller than the number ocfetales leaving the
labor force. Por males this pattern exists only for the,age group.over 45. More-
over, fentles also are less likely than males to change-industry sectors. This
finding.is somewhat surprising, for very large propo-rtions Of females are to be
found in clt:rical, service, and operative occupat-ionS. Many of these Occupations, (.

such as secreta-ies, involve skills that woufd seem to be easily transferable so it
could have been expected that women would change industry sectors in larger propor-
tions than males. ln sum, the data in Table 111-14 suggest that the smaller pro-
portion of females 1,emaining in the same industry sector is primaril the result
of women leaving the labor force.

The final question to be addressed in this chapter is, *iere da those
women gc whc leave a given industry sector and remain in the labor rce? In con-
trast to tha male labor force, which is most kikely to change to Trgrisformative
industries, Social services absorb the largest proportions of femaleS changing
industry sectors. Table 111-15 shows further that hardly any women move into
Extractive industries, the highest proportQon being 0.3 percent of employment in
any given industry sector.

In order to.compare the relative proportions of inter-sector shifts f
emploment among industry sectors, Table 111-16 shows the percentage distribution
of all females in a given sector'who had left that particular sector by 1970 Be-
sides demonstrating even more clearly that Social services absorb the largest pro-
p6rtions of inter-industry shifts of employment, these data Yeveal some.additionai---
features. Consistent ,A.th the male pattern, females over 45 years'of age/are /es;
likely to enter Transformative industries than younger females. ii3ut most intere-§ting
is the finding that women who left thc Extractive.sector are more likely to enter
Transformative indlistries than Social services, This pattern is particularly
striking for the age group 30-45 years, fdr which only 8.6 perCent of all women
who left the Extractive sector between 1965 and 1970 for anothei: industry sector
went to Social services by 1970. Furthermore, a disproportionately large number
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Table 111-14

PERCENT OF FEMLES,-EMPLOYED FN 1965
OR LEFT THE-LABOR FORCE BETWEEN

BY AGE CATEGORIES OF

WHO CHANGED SECTORS
1965 AND 1970,
1970

1965
Industry Sector

'Changing Sectors 1965-1970 Leaving Labor Force 1965-1970

Ulder 30 30-45 Over 45 Under 30 30-45 Over 45

Extractive 30.8 24.3 18.6 37.0 24.2 39.1

Transformative 14.8 11.1 5.9 -41.8 24.9 24.2

Distributive Services 24.7 ...3.7 9.2 45.8 24.4 26.6

Producer Services 20.1 18.0 12.4 4 3.8 24.6 22.8

Social Services 11.5 7.1 4.4 41.4 21.9 23.0

Personal :-;ervices 27.6 17.9 10.7 42.4' 77.3 30.4
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Table II1-1S

INTER-INDUSTRY EMPLOYMENT SHIFTS OF FEMALES BEWEEN 1965 AND 1970, BY AGE
(PERCENTAGES BASED ON 1965 LABOR FORCE)

1965 1970 Industry Sector
In6ustry I II -III IV V

Sector

Vi
Intra-
Sector
Shift

Under 30 yrs. of age

I. Extractive 7.4 4.9 1.2 9.9 /7.4 0.0

II. Transformative 0.2 -- 4.4 4.5 3,5 /2.2 8.3
III. Distributive 0.3 7.6 -- 5.9 8.3 2.6 4.1
;V. Producer 0.2 6.1 5.1 -- 7.0 1.7 6.1
V. Social 0.3 3.7 2.2 2.7 -- 2.6 7.0
VI Personal 0.3 8.3 5.6 4.4 9.0 -- 3.8

30-45 yrs. of age

I. Extractive 9.5 3.2 1.1 2.1 8.4 0.0

II. Transformative 0.3 -- 3.6 1.3 3.8 2.1 7.4
(III. Distr4butive
'IV.

0.0 4.4 -- 3.2 5.1 3.0 3.1
Producer 0.2 4.2 5.2 -- 7.2 1.2 2.7

V. Social 0.1 2.8 1.8 1.2 -- 1.2 7.4
VI. Personal 0.2 5.7 4.7 1.5 5.8 -- 4.2

Over 45 yrs. of age

I. Extractive 4.5 3.6 0.5 4.1 5.9 0.0

II. Transformative 0:1 -- 2.0. 0.8 2.0 1.0 5.3
III. Distributive 0.1 2.4 -- 1.7 3.3 1.7. 1.2
IV. Producer 0.0 2.5 2.9 5.4 1.6 2.5
V. Soclal 0.1 , 1.1 1,0 '0.7 -- 1.5 ..4.8
VI. Personal 0.2 2.0 2.7 1.1 4.7 -- 2.9
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Table 111-16

PERCENT OF'TOTAL INTER-SECTOR SHIFTS OF FEMALE EMPLOYMENT
BETWEEN 1965 arid 1970, EY AGE

1965 1970 Industry Sector

Industry Sector IV V VI Total

Under 30. Years Of Age

I. Extractive 24.0 15.9 3.9 32.0 24.0 99.8

II, Transformative 1.4 . 29.7 30.4 23.6 14.9 100.0

III., Distributive Svcs. 1.2 30.8 23.9 33.6 10.5 100.0

"IV. Producer Services

V. Social Services

1.0

2.6

30.3

32.2

25.4

19.1 23.5

34.8 8.5'

22.6

100.0 ,

100.0

VI., Personal Services 1.2 30.1 20.3 15.9. 31.6 100.1

30-45 Years of Ale

39.1 13.2 4.5 8.6 34.6 100.0I. Extractive

II. Transformative 2.7' 32.4 11.7 34.2, 18.9 99.9

I ;

III. Distributive Svcs.

IV. Producer Services

0.0,

1:1

28.0

23.3 28.9

20.4 T7:5

40.0

19.1

6.7

100.0

100.0'

V. Social Services 1.4 39.4 25.3 16.9 16.9 99.9

VI. Personal Services 1.1 31-.8 26.3 8.4 32.4 100.0

Over 45 Years of Age

24.2 :9.4 2.7 22.0 31.7 100.0I. Extractive

II. Transformative 1.7 33.9 13.6 33.9 17.0 100.0

III. Distributive Svcs. 1.1 26.1 18.5 35.9 .' 18.5 100.1

IV. Producer Services 0.0 20.2 23.4 43.6 12.9 100.1

V. Sociar'Services 2.3 25.0 22.7 15.9 34.1 100.0

VI. Personal Sel-vices 1.9 18.7 25.2 10.,3 43.9 fbox
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of females who had been in the Extractive sector moved into Personal services.
Although at this point female employment in tractive industries,does not ac':quet
for a sizeable proportion of total female employment, one could ask if this same
pattent existed when women.were- mere numerous in Extractive industries.

The foregoing analysis of inter-industry shifts of employment suggests,
for males as well as females, that the sectoral transformation of the labor force
towards Pfeducer'and Social services has not been mainly brought about by persons
moving into these two sectors from other industries'. It is trie that females die
move to Social services in larger numbers than to any other industry sector, but
it ulso must be kept in mind that for females Social services are the most impor-
tant sour'ce of employment. It therefore is exp.l!cted that this sector receives the
largest propc tions of total inter-sector shifts.

How then did the growth of employment in services come about? ihe way
by which the sectoral transformation of the labor force takes place is a complex
process. Various movements occur simultaneously, ,7.me of which have been already
discussed. Drawing in part upon the earlier discussion, we now can fully identify
the various mechanisms of the sectoral transformation cf the labor force. Mangos
in the number of persons employed in sector X during the time period To TI can be
separated into the following components:

(1) the number of persons employed in sector X in T who remained in
0sector X by T

(2) the number of persons employed in see.tor X in
ent sector by T1:

. (3) the n'imber of persons employed in sector X in T
0

who left the labor
force by T

1;

who moved to a differ-

(4) tlie number of persons empl
sector X by T.

(5) the number of persons not in the labor force in T who Were employed
0

in different sectors in T
0

who entered

In :;ector X by''.-T

procedure demonstraTes that we must examine the 1965'and 1970 dahor force
simultaneously to show how inter-industry shifts and the sectoral transformation
of the labor force are related.

The main shortcoming of this approach is the fact that it s restricted to
two points in time. It would be preferable, to be sure; to have anuual data, since
in a given time perio3 changes take place that are reflectej neither.in the,data at
the beginning of the time.interval, nor in the data at,the end of the interval. Foie
example, it is possible that a person who was employed in'the Social services sector
in 1965 and 1970 worked in, the Transformative sector from, 1966 to 1969. Ais prob-
lem, however, is,a general.one whenever census data are used. Richard Sten&Ni (1975:-
.253-300), for instance,,noted that inflealing with the changes of a populatihn
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,_l_zring a specific time interval census data y.ield no information about persons who
art2 born after the initial date but who die before the closing of the interval, cr
about persons who enter and leave the country duri;.g this time period. On the
other hand, the great amount of informAtion contained in census data, and its
1ar.ge sample size, as in the case of the Public Use Sample tapes, have advantages
that most surveys do not offer.

The identification of the different components by which an industry
..ector ,:hangt,s its employment during a given ir. period permits us to examine
1.he extent tc, which inter-sector shifts of ur,,,1) lent contributed to the changes
in the ditribution of the labor force by 1 sectors. For each sector we
know the 11,1mber of persons .:rmployed in 1965 .70. The difference between the
two numbers is the result of: (a) persons mov. from ole industry -sector to.
another; and (b) persons entering and leaving the labor force. For example, some
persons who were employed in a certain industry sector in 1965 leave thi.'s sector
by 1970. During the same time this sector receives persons by 1970 who had been
employed elsewhere in 1965.. The same situation exists for,labor force entries and
exits. Some persons who were employed in an industry sector in 196b left the
labor force by 1970, while the tota: employment in that sector in 1970 includes
persons who were not in the labor force in.).965. For these reasons, it is net
entries and the net sector shifts of employment which produce changes in the number,
of persons employed in an industry sector during a gliP3ri time. Thus,

N. N. = (LE. (SE.11970 119-35 11970 LEXi1965) 11970 SEXi1965)

where;..._1,Lis the number of persons in-the -ith sector,

LF is the number of prsons in the ith sector in
1 --970

who were net in the labor force in 1965,

LEX
1965

is the number of persons in the ith sector 4n
_

left the labor force by 1970,

SE
1970

is the number cf persons in the ith sector who
in a different sector in 1965, and

SFX
196S

i3 the numberaf_pe-rson-S in the ith sector in
went to another sector by 1970.

1

1970 who

196E who

ha(' been

1965 who

These datawere oomputed induStry sectors and the net entries and net sector
shifts..are presented in Table 111-17 for mAes and Table III-18 for females. Negative
net entries refer to the situation in which.a sector experienced more labor fOrce
exits than entries during the 1965-70 period. Negative net sector'shifts occur
when the number of persons leaving one sector for anotheris larger than the number-,
of perons enteringthat sector from a different sector during 1965-70.

Male employment in the Extractive sector (Table III-17) will serve as an
explanatjen of the nature of tliese tables. ,The Extractive sector experienced a de
cline in i.bsolute numbers of employed mEles between 1965 and 1970,.the differen'e
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Table 111-17

COMPONENTS OF EMPLOYMENT GRO1'T11 IN INDUSTRY SECTOPS,

MALE LABOR FORC:i, 1961,-1970

Industry
Sector

1965

Labor
Force
(1)

i?70

Labor
Force

(2)

Difference

(3)=(2)-(1)

Net
Entry
(4)

Net

Sector
Shift

(5)

Net

Difference Entry
(0 ';) (7)=(4)/(3)

Net

Sector
Shift

(8)=(5)/(3)

ExtraLtive 3,116 2,769 -347 -31 -316 100.0 8.9 91.1

Transformative 16,326 17,174 848 895 -47 100.0 105.5 -5.5

Distributive
Services 8,561 9,877 4,316 1,332 -16 100.0 101.2 -1.2

Producer
Services 2,521 3,100 579 393 186 100.0 67.9 32.1

Sucial

Services 5,077 6,43.1 1,355 990 365 100.0 73.1 26.9

Personal

Services. 2,691 3,039 348 522 -174 100.0 150.0 -50.0

8 7
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COMPONFNTS OF 1:-'fli.C,'MENT GROWTH IN I NDUSTRY SECTORS ,
FFM,A LE ABOT FORr, 965-1970

Indu_stry
Sector

1965

Labor
Force

(1)

1970
Labor
Force
(2)

Difference
(3).(2)-(1)

t:

Net
Entry
(4)

Net

Sector
Shift
(5)

Difference
(6)=(3)

Net

Entry

(7)'(4)/(3)

Net
Sector
Shift

(8)=(5)/(3)

Extractive 396 331 -65 - 7 100.0 10.8 89.2

Transforr ye 4a58 5592 734 633 101 100.0 86.2 13.8

Distributive
Services . 4149 5024 875 996 -121 100.0 113.8 -13.8

Producer
Services 2027 2465 438 41 20 100.0 95.4 4.6

Social Ser-
vices 623 8501 2218 1931 287 100.0 87.1 12.9

Personal Ser-
vices 3503 3982 479 708 -229 100.0 147.8

NOTE: Figures based on 1/1000 Public Use Sample

8 8
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bein 71- (ColiL711 71. 1:cite that these numbers re dravn from "th )) 1))

rnthe.r tha- the) 1/10 Public Uso 1)'.ample.) 1,abor force exits lf()::: tho

were iahr foroe hy 31 J1c1.,m.:', 1;

the total amount of males leaving the Extractive sector during 196S-710 ahothcr
sector excee.ded the number of males entering the Extractive sect-r from other
industries bv 310 (Colimm 5). Columns 7 and 8 respectively, reiel the prorortion
that net ent-tUes and net sector shifts account of tho difference in employment be
tween 1963 and 1970 (Column 3) for each sector.

The data in Tables 1II-17 and 11I-IS show that net sector lifts rccourt
:or ar.uind 90 percent of the t.)tal decline of males and females the hx-ia,:tive
sector. This sector lost more employment to other sectors than it received during
196S--0. Also, fewer workers entered Extractive industries than left in -Inat
perLLI, contributing further to the decline of employment in sector.

Aside from the Extractive sector, howev-;r, net entries accounted for lar-
1.:er pmportions of the employment differences as compared to net sector shifts ir

ail other Hdlustry soctors. The patterns are qiiite similar for males and females,
but the iTlanitudes of the proi.ortions'-vary somewhat. It is noteworthy -hat for
males :,11 industry sectors but the Praucer and Social services have negative net
sector shifts of employment. Thus, these two service sectors were sole bene
ficiaries of the inter-sector s-hifts of employment. But even for these sectors,
net entries account for a larger share of the increase in employment between 1965
and 1970 than net sector shifts.

For temales the importance .)f net entrns for the g:owth of employment in
Producer and Social service is even morc pro,counced. As in the case of males,
female labor force entries by far outnumber exits in Distributive and Personal
services. These two sectors, however, increased their employment less than could
have been expected from the net entries, since they lost many more females to
other sectors than they received. The only sector besides Producer and Social
services with a positive net sector shift were Transformative industries.

Y,11):le The data presented in Tables III-17 and 111-18 eyplain the growth
of thy ind, y sectors in absolute numbers, they do not yet permit us to evaluate

rthe elative importance of net entries and net sector shifts as sources for the
secroral trans:armatiou of the labor force. Since the tota: labor force expanded
between 1965 and 1970, it can he expected that each sector increased in numbers as
well. As a result, net entries arc more important than net sector shifts for the
absolirte growth of employment in industry sectors.

but 'the -ctoral transformation of the labor force is due to the fact
that in some , mploymont will increase at a faster rate than tho tptul laior
force, whereas 1. increase m6re slowly or even may decline in other sectors.
For this reason, i growth og employment in each industry sector must he related
to ;he growth or total employment. Thus, in order to assess the importance of net
entrIcs in each sector independent of the growth of total eirlployment, we mir:t assume
that nach sector increases in numbers at the same --te as the labor force. This is

done by muftiplying the number of persons emploved n each sector in 1965 (sec

8 q



11!-17 oi.J 1:1-iSi by th,2 growth factors of the male and female labo- forses,
rho Liiffserenee between the expected nuAber of persons employed in a

- Rn? ef .,er5ons employed in tLc seCtr in 1D6D
eipectei ;cewth. We then computeuche differenco betl,een the actual growth and

:rowth of employment in each sector, which we call net shift. Positivt-:
het shifts indicate that the employment in that sector :A-lc:eased faster than expected,

ile he,:ative net shift '. indicate a slower growth than exoected.

ince m2 assume that eriaployment in each sector shows the same rate of
h as the labor force, the expected growth in each sector is due entirely to

Fnr this reason, the expected growth is subtracted from the net entries
Col.t4n I in Tables 111-17 and 111-18), and this difference. is called ne:

L.,ntry sniCts. Positive net entry shifts indicate that the actual net entries exced
tle expected net entries, and negative net entry shifts are obtained when the num:Der
of ex;)ected net entries is la-ger than the number of actual net entries.

The procedure outlined above permits us to evaluate the relative importance
)t net entry shifts and het sector shifts fcr the sectoral transformation of the
labor force. The results are presented in Table 111-19 and 111-20.

The case of males in Social services will serve as an exr.mple for the inter-
pretation of the tables. Table 111-19 shows that the actual growth of males in
Social services exceeded the expected growth bY 812 (Column 3). Column 4 indicat2s
that the actual number of net entries in Social services were larger than the e,Tected
net entries by 417; the net entry shift therefore accounts for 55 percent (Column
of the net shift in Social. services. Similarly, Social services received 365-more
males from other sectors thr it lost to those sectors between 1965 and 1970 (Column
5); the net sector shift thus is responsible for 45 percent of the net shift (Col-
iumi 8).

The results show for males that the net entry shifts w.ore more important
for the proportionate changes of.employment than the net sector shifts in all industry
Sectors except Producer services, but this difference was only moderate in the
LyLractdve and Social oervices sectors. Of particular interest is the case of
Personal :;ervices. This sector peceived many more net entri,,:s than expected, but
due to the large negative net sector shift, the proportiona e growth of employment
in Personal servies was only slight.

1

The pat/terns for females resemble the situation for males io the Extractive
and Social servies sectors. For example, the proportionate growth of the employment
of females in Social services was mainly due to the fact that the net entries of
females into this Sector were larger than expected;.net entry shifts therefore ex-
plain about two-thirds of the net shift of employment in Social services.

In the four remaining sectorS, however, the relationship between net 'entry
shifts and net_ sector shifts is different for females and males. The proportionate
decline of female employment in the Transformative sector is due enti-:.sly to the
deficit in net entry shifts. Indeed, had not mare females entered Traisformative
industries from other sectors than left during the 1965-70 period, the p7portionate
decrease of the Transformative sector wciild have been even more sevtne.//

9 0
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Tat) le III-10

COWONEN'TS OF -CHLORAL TRANSFORMATION OF THE MALE LABOR
FORCE, 1965 1970

Actual Expected Net
Indistry Growth Growth Shift
Sectar

Net Net
Entry Sector Net
Shift . lift Shift

Net

Entry
Shift

Net
Sector
5hift

Extractive -347 334 -681 -36S -316 .0.0 53. 46.4

Transformative 848 1,748 -900 -S53 -47 100.0 94.8 5.2

Distributive
Services 1,316 916 400 416 -16 100.0 104.0 '-4.0

Producer
Services 579 270 309 123 186 100.0 39.8 ^ 60.2

Services 1,355 543 812 A47 365 100.0 55.0 45.0

Personal

Services 348 288 60 234 -174 100,0 390.0 -290.

1970 Male Labor ForceFactor: 42 391
1.1070458Growth

1965 Male Labor Force 38,292

NOTE: These fiures are based on the 1/1000 Public Use Sample, 1970.
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I - 2f,)

COMFONIS 1E SECTORAL TRANSFORMATION CF THE FEMALE LABOR FORCE, 1965-1970

Set Net Net NetActual 11xpected Set Entry Sector Net Entry Sectorindustry C:Awth Growth Shift
. Shift Shift Shift Shift ShiftSector. I.Hi C21 (3)=(1)-(2) (4) J.5) (6)=(3) CafltaLL-D (.8)=C_SY(3)

Extractive -6S 37 -152 -94 -58 100_1 61.8 38.2

Transformative 754 1071 -337 -4_; 101 100.0 130.0 -30.0

Distributive
Servicei, 875 925 -40 , 81 -121 100.0 -202.5 302.5

Producer
Services 438 447 -9 -29 20 100.0 522.2 -222.2
Social

Services 2:!18 1386 832, 545 287 100.0 65.5 34.5

Personal
Services 5 479 776 -297 -68 -229 100.0 . 22.9 77.1

Growth Factor:
1970 Female Lapor Force 25,87

k1965 Female Labor Force 2: 't6
= 1.22 1411

NOTE: Ille flgures are based on the 1/100C 1c Use Sample, 1970.
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lthough both males and fer-,:dles had positive net entry shifts in Je
:;ervices sector, it was much smaller for f.em:iles. On the other hand,

fe-les had lar.zer ne:iative net secnr shifts than males; aS a result, the 77flr--
1yeat fe:iles in Ditributive services declined het«en 1.93

1.. reds It increds-2(1 for males.

Finally, the data show that the net entries of females in Personal ser-
vices were les: than expected, whilejhe reverse was true for malds. Since tho
deficit of net sector shifts was even larger, the proportionate employment of
females in Personal ser7ices-de::lined.

e conclude from the results that net entry shifts are a T. Hportant
.source for the sectoral transformatim, of -be labor force thaa net secl.or shifts,
although the latter have a moderate :t the Proportionite changes of employ-
ment in most sectors.

3
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2h.e)ter

AM) !Tr-D9RA:. Ir.A.NSTOR

Age seldom has been given the actention it deserves in soeiai science

research. All too often it is relegated to the status of a "control" variable,
introduced into an analysis only so that the relationship between two other
variables can be more clearly speeified, as for example in the relationship
netween occupation and voLing behavior. Laiely, however, age is coming to b-
conceived ef as worthy of consi_deration in its own right (see, for example,

three volume 5:]..ries on Aging aad Society, especially Vol.3, A Sociology of
Stratification, Riley, Johnson arl Foner, 1972).

In the field of population age always hz.s beeu a certral variable,

:rue: fc,I. the very existence of-the population model. As Ryder (1964: 449)

aptly puts it:

-Age is the central variable i the demographic model. It

identifies birth cohort membership ... It is a measure of
zhe irerval of time spent within the population, and thus
6f exposure to the risk of occurrence of the event of leavieg

'-e.tne population, and more generally is a surrogate for the
expelit.nce which causes changing probabilities of behavior
of various kinds

This project, and the census data on which it is based, does not permit

a full e1 boration of.the potential of aee as a variable, but :it can contribute

impor,tar:ti our knowledge of tpc structure and transformation of the labor
force. 1, latter continually is being altered as a consequen,..7e of entries and

e;its of persons with different background characteristics who occupy different
work )osllions. addition, persons already in the labor force continually
shift from one jot) ,.c1 another. Thesfi Myriad movements in the aggregate constitute

the labor force transformation. As already has been seen in Chapter an

ime)ortant characreristic of this transformation is the age component.
\

In Table IV-1 the sectoral and industry distributions for the tu .

labor force are presented by ten-year age intervals from 15-64. (This Dmits a

few youngsters of 14 and a good deal more people 65 and over, but their absence
does not sigecantly affect the discusSion to follow.) The distributiogs arc
provided for :Lie() and for 1970.

Let ds first look at the pattern of distribution by age; since.the
relationships do not vary greatly from 19,6o to 1970 we shall discuss only 1970.
It is no surpriSe that the age category w,ith the highest share of the total labor
foree in the Extractive sector is the oldest one, 55-64, for agriculture has been
declining absolutely tiid relatively for several--decadese The other five sectors
all have their pea', percentage in the youger age categories: Distri,butive and

Personal services in the youngest category 15-24, and Transformative, Producer,
and Social services in the 25-34 category:

Another examine the age distribution is to look at the direction
or change in rel.ativL ize from the.youngdst to the oldest age category. In

<1
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0NTRIBUT101, OF AC1,1 C,ROUPS BY SECTOR AND InSI-BY,
TOTAL LABOR FORCE, 160 AND 1970

Scctors J:1,1 Inj.:strics 15-24

AGZ GROUPS

25-34 17)-44 45-54 55-64
1960 1970 1960 1970 1960 1970 1960 1970 1960 1970

I. EXTZA2Y1'..E 5.1 3.7 6.3 ').5 6. 4. t 8.2 4.6 9.- 6.1
Agr'.c.u1t1.:re 74 3.2 5.1 7.6 := .6 3,1 7.0 3.6 S. 5.2

2) '711:11ng .7 .5 I.:: .9 1.2 .9 1.2 1.0 1.0 .

TRANSFCR,1tATTE -1.4 27.5 39.7 36.6 39.0 36.1 35.6 35.3 32.3 32.4
3) Constructio., 4.7 e..0 6.5 6.3 6.7 6.6 6.2 6.1 6.7 5.9
4) rbod 2.5 1.7 3.4 2.1 3.3 2.2 3.1 2.2 7.5 2.2

3.2 2.7 3.3- 2.9 3.7 3.1 3.8 3.3 3.2 3.4
6; Metal 2.' 2.4 4.1 3.4 4.2 3.6 3.7 3.5 3.3 3.5
7) '-!ac.-inery 6.3 6.9 3.6 10.2 9.4 9.2 7.7 8.9 6.6 7.1
8) Chemical 1.2 1.2 2.3 1.9 2.2 1.9 1.9 1.8 1,6 1.5
9 rnisc. waaufacturing 9.4 7.6 8.6 8.2 8,0 8.1 7.8 7.0 7.7
10% Utilities 1.1 .9 1.7 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.4 1.5 1.7 1.5

TII. 0'iSTRIB,0711/E SERVICES 25.2 26.3 2: 1 20.6 21.5 21.5 21.5 21.6 21.4 21.5
11) TransportitIon 2.7 2.6 4 5 4.2 4.5 4.3 4.5 4.4 5.5 4.3

1 121 Communica:un 1.9 2.2 : 1.8 1.2 1.7 .9 1.2 .9 .8
11) Wholesale 3.2 3.4 J.9 4.4 3.8 4.5 3.6 4.3 3.4 4.0
14) Retail 17.5 18.1 10.8 10.3 11.6 11.0 12.2 11.8 11.7 12.5

IV. PROOUCER SERVICE.: 7.6 8.7 7.3 9.2 6.1 8.0 5.9 7.3 6.5 7,1
15) 8ani,in7 :71.7 3.0 1.9 2.6 1.3 2.0 1.3 1.6 1.4 1_6
11,1 Insurance 2.3 .2.2 2.1 2.0 1.7 1.8 1.5 1.7 1.4 1.5
I'l Real Earate .4 .6 .7 .8 1.0 1.1 1.3 1.5 1.5
18) Engineoring .3 .4- .5 .6 .3 .5 .2 .4 .2 .3
19) Ac,'ounting .2 .4 .3 .5 .3 .4 .2 .3 .2 .3
20) Misc. busi7ess serv. 1.3 1.9 1.4 2,1 1.3 1.8 1.1 1.6 1.1 1.4
21) Legal services ,4 ,4 .5 .7 .4 .5 .4 .5 .5 .5

V. SOCIAL SERVICES 14.3 20.5 26.1 22,5 1.4 22.2 1-.3 22.1 17.4 22.2
22) Medical services 1.0 2.0 1.2 1.8 1.5 2.2 1.6 2.3 1.7 2.3
23) Hospitals 3.6 1.3 3.0 3.9 2.4 3.5 2.6 3.4 2.6 3.6
34) Education 5 6 9.3 5.5 9.5 4.9 8.4 6.0 7.6 6.0 8.3
25) Welfz,re .7 .9 .8 1.1 .8 :.2 1.0 1.1 1.3 1.5
26) Nonprofit .4 .4 .3 .4 .4 .4 .5 .5
77) Postal services .4 .5 .5 . 1.2 1:2 1.0 1.5 .9 1.1
28) Government 2.4 2.9 4.6 4.7 . 5.1 5.1 4.5 5.6 4.3 4.7
2C) Misc. social ser,.. .i .2 .2 .3 .2 .3 .1 .2 .1 .2

VI. ...ESO".;AL SERVICES 13.4 13.3 9.2 7.6 10.. 8.2 11.5 9.1 12.8 10.7
301 Dc.me7,tic services 4.0 1.7 1.9 ,8 2.3 1.1 4.1 1.6 4.2 2.7
31) Hotels .9 .9 .6 .7 .5 .8 1.1 .9 1.5 1.3
32) Eating & Ortnking 3.8 6.0 2.6 2.4 2.9. 2.7 3.0 2.7 2.8 2.6
33) Repair 1.4 1.3 1.5 1.3 1.1 1.3 1.3 1.2 1.2 1.2
34) Laundr; .9 .6 .9 .5 1.1 .7 1.1 .9 1.1 1.6
35) 'Barber & beauty shop .8 1.1 .7 1.0 .9 .7 .8 .8 .8 .8
36) Entertainment 1.4 1.3 .7 .7 ..6 .6 .7 .6 .8 . .8
3'7' Misc. personal ,ery. .2 .3 .2 .3 .2 .4 .3 .5 .4

TOTAL LAEOR FORCE 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 1.00.0 100.1 100.0 100.0 p0.1 500.0
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Extractive it moves fairly regularly upward, from 3.7 to 6.1%, but for Trans-

formative there is a jump from 27.5% to 36.6% in the 25-34 category, after which

it declines 'to 32.4% in-the oldest interval. The pattern for the Distributive

-sector is quite different, falling frol 26.3% in the 15-24 category to 20.6% in

the next oldest-one, after which thereis little an e. This steep drop is Ape

almost entirely to the influence'of retail trade, whic drops,from 18.1% (nearly

one-fifth of the entire labor force) to 10.3%.

.

The profile for Producer services shows a slight rise to 9.2% in the

.25-34 categorY, followed by a todeSt decline to 7.1% in'the oldest category.

Social Services has.the flattest of-all profiles, with two percehtage points- '

encompassing the range. Personal services begins highN(13.3%), then drops

sharply (to 7.6%) in the 25-34 category, after.whiCh it rises teadily.

In terms bf the age distribution, the Dist:ributive settor in particular;

as Well as 'Personal and Producer'servkces, are likely to be entry.sectors, whilc

the other-sectors have their strongest representation in the next older category,

save for Extractive, which reflect,s its declining importance within the total.

Jabor,force by its age distribution.

Tables IV-2 and provide the same distributions for male and fema:e,

_and we need not go over them in the detail that wasgiven for the total pOpuiation.

Tht sex effect mainly is sharpened,t.especially for the male§. For the latter,

.
the Distributive declines much more, with retail having a remarkable drop from

20.5in the 15-24 category to 10.3% in the,25-34 category, after which it'leve.S

off. Similarly, Persolit services drop from 11.3% to 5.3% for the comparable

categories. The major Vifference betWeen the sexes is in Producer services where

the-male gain over the age range Is countered by a sizeable female decline, from

12.7% in 15-24 group steadily doWnto 7,4% in-the 55-64 group. Personal servics

also differs, in that femalts have somewhat higher percentages in the oldest age

category than the youngest one:

The intercensal changes ate more pronounced by sex than for the total

labor force. Many df the sectors And industries sloW relatively little change

for the I960-1970. period, but after all a decade is not viery long a time for sUch

changes to happen. Distributive Services'for males'.is exceptionally stable, and

Transformative also is quite stable. The decline for males in Extractive between

1960 and 1970 occurs for virtually all age categories and the same is true for

.the increase in Social services. por female the decline in Transfprmative.is

important for the first three age groUps but-after that the last two show .1.ittle

change. The pronounced decline in Personal Services is present for all age

categories. Social services have the widest gains for females, present in all age

categories.
"\

.There is another way to present Vhe ageAiStribution by sex: a graphic

presentation by age-sex pyramids. In Appendix C each of the sectors and indus-

tries, used till now, are given for 1960 ancl 1970,for the five agt.catcgories

15'-64, plus the-65 and ovdr group. The presentation is in percentage rather than

absolute terms, so the volume of each pyramid in 1960 equals that in 1970.

In gkancing through these 88 age-sex pyramids, it iS immediately apparent

how much i/ariation there is in the sector and industry distributions. The thin

band representing females in he Extractive and Transformative-sectors
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Table IV-2

.PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTiON OF AGE GROUPS BY SECTOR AND INDUSTRY

TOTAL MALE LABOR 1ORCF,.1950 AND 1970

5ectors and Industrtcs

1. EXTRACTIVE
1) Agriculture
2) Mining-

II. TRANSFORMATIVE

3) Coktruction
4) Food
5) Textile
6) Metal
7) gachinery
8) Chemical k

9) Misc. manufacturing
10) Utilities

o

III. 9ISTRIBUTIVE SERVICES
11) Transportation
12) .Communication
13) Wholesa1e
14) Retail

IV. PRODUCER SERVICES
15) Banking
16) Insurance
17) Real Estate

.18) Engineering
19) Accounting

. '1

20) Misc. business serv.
21) Legal services

V. SOCIAL SERVICES
22-) Medical' services,.

4 23) Hospitals
24) Education
25) WelfdYe
26) Nonprofit
27) 4)03t3l services
28) Gove,.nment

( 29) Misc, social serv.

VI. PERSONAL SERVICES
30) Domest.ic serv:ces
31) Hotels
32) Eating & drinking*
33) Repair
34) Laundry
35) Parber & beauty shop
36) Entertainment
37) Misc. personal serv.

/ '

TOTAL LABOR FORCE

15-21 2534 35-44 45-54 55-64

1960 1570 1960 1970 1960 1970 1960 1970 1960 1970

12.1 5,9 7.9 4.7 8.9 5.6 11,1 6.7 12.8 8.9

11.1 5.1 6.3 3.5 7.2 4.3 9.4 5.2 11.4 7.5

1.0 .8 1.6 1.2 1.6 1.4 1.7 1.5 1.4 1.3

38.1' 35.6 44.7 43.5 44.6 43.2 41.9 42.7 38.3 39.9

7.3 6.8 9.1 9.0 9.4 9.7 8.9 ' 9.2 8.6 8.8

3.4 2.2 3.3 2.5 3.5 2.5 3.5 2.5 . 3:1 2.5

2.3 1.9 1:9 1.6 1.6 2-2 1.7 2.1 2.0

3.5 3.6 5_0 4.5

.2.0
5.4 4.8. 4.9 ..5.3 4.3 5.0

7.4 8.7 11.0 12.4 11.0 11.2 9.4 11.0 8.3 9.0

1.3 1.5 2.7 2.3 2.7 2.3 2.5 2:4 2.0 1.9

11.8 .9.6 9.3 9.1 8.6 9.0 8.7 3.4 7.6 8.5

1.2 1.3 2.1 2.0 2.0 ' 2.1 1.9 2.2 , 2.3 2.1'

27.4 29.3, 22.2 22.6 22.2 22.4 22.2 22.3 22.2 22.1

3.4 3.4 5.7 5.3 6.5 -5.9 '6.7 .6.4 7.4 6.1

.9 1.4 1,5 1.6 1.1 1.5 .7 1.0 .7 .6

3.6 4.1 4.5 5.4 4.5 5.4 4.3 5.3 .4.0 4.9

19.5 20.5 10.5 10.3 10.2 9.6 10.6 9.7 10.2 10.5

-4.1 5.3 6.5 8.1 5.6 7.4 5.5. 4.6. 6.4 6.9

1.1 1.4 1.4 1.9 .9 1.4 1.1 1.1 1.4 1.4

.8 .9 1.9 1.7 1.6 1.8 1.4 1.6. 1.3 1.3

.4 .5 .6 .6 .8 .9 1.1 1.2 1.7 1.6

.3 .5 .6 .7 1.4 .7 .S .3. .4

_2 .4 .-5 .3 .3 ..2 .3 .2 .3

1.1 1.7

...3

1.4 1.2 1.8 1.0 1.5 1.1 1.4

.1 .1 .4

.20
.6 , .4 .5 .4 .4 .5 .5

8.6 12.6 12.7 15.7 12.6 16.1 11.9 15,8 11.9. 15.3

.3 .5. .7 .7 ,1.0 1.2 1.0 1.2 1.1 1.2

1.2' 1.6 1.3 1.5 1.0 1.1 1.0 1.2 1.1 .. 1.3

3.5 6.2 6.2 2.7 5.0 2.8 3.9 3.0 4.4

.6 .6

.3.8

.7 .8 ...7 1.0 .8 .8 1,0 1.1

.3 .3 .2 ).3 .2 .3 .3 .4 14 .4..5

.6 .7 1.1 .9 1.6 1.5 1.3 2.0 1.0 1.4

2.5 4.7 ' 5.0 ,5.2 5.7 4.6 6.2 4.2 5.1.2.0
.2 .2 .3 .2 .3 .1 .3 .1 .2

9.8 11.3 6.0 5.3 6.1 5.3 7.4. 5.9 8.4 7.0

1.2 .5 .3 .1 .3 .1 .6 .2 .7 .3

.8 -.8 .4 .4 .5 .4. .7 .6 1.1 .8

2.6, 5.3 1.3 1.3- 1.5 1.4 2.0 1.5 2.1 1.7

2.1 2.2 2.0 41.8 1..9 1.7 1.9 1.7 1.6 1.6

.7 .6 .3 .6 .4 .7. .6 .7. .7

. .4

..4

.3 .5 .5 .4 .6 ,..4 .7 .6

1.6 1.6 .6 .5 :6 .6 .7 .6 .9 .9

.3 .3 .3 .2 .3 .2 .3 .3 .4 .4

100.1 100.0 100.0 99.9 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.1
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. Table IV-3

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF AGE GROUP5 BY SECTOR AND BY INDUSTRY.

TOTAL FEMALE LABOMFORCE, 1960 AND 1970

.majindust ries
15-24

1960 1970

25-34

1960 1970

35-44 45-54

1960 1970 1960 1970

55-64

1960 '1970

J. EXTRACTIVE 2.1 1.1 2.2 1.1 , 2.3 1,3 2.5. 1.2 2.9 1.3

1) Agriculture 1.9 0.9 1.9 0.9 2.1 1.1 2.3 1.0 , 2.8 1.2

2) Mining 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2- .0.1 0.1

II, PRANSFORMATIVE 21.2 17.8 26.9 22.8 27.2 23.3 23.5 23.0 19.1 19.5

ST.Construction 0.9 0.7 1.0 1.1 1.0 1.1 0.9 0.9 0.9

4T Food 1.8 1.1 V.4 1.4 2.8 1.6 2.4 1.6 2.2 1.5

5) Textile 4.6 3.7 6.8 5.4 7.1 5.7 7.0 5.8 5.7 5.7

6) Mceal 1.6 1.0 1.8 1.3 1.7 1.4 1.3 1.4 1.0 1.0

7) RachInery 4.6 4.7 6.1 -5.7 6.1 5:4 4.4 5.5 2..8

8) Chearical 1.2 0.9 1.3 1.1 1.1 1.0 0.9 0.9

.3.7
0.7 0.8

9) Misc. manufacturil:
10) Utilities ,

5.7

0.9

5.1

0.5

6.7
0.8

6.4
10.5

6.6 6.6 6.0_, 6.2

0.5 0.4 0.57 0.5

5.2 5.4

0.5 . 0.4

III, DISTRIBUTIVE SERVICES
./

21.9 22.6 18.4 16.8 19.9 19.7 20.3 20.4 19.5,-20.3

11) Transportation 1.5 1.6 1.5 2.0 1.3 1.5 1.2 1.3 1.2 1.0

121, Communication 3.5 3.2' 2.9 2.1 1.. 1.9 1.5 r.3 1.0

13) Wholesale 2.5 2.6 2.5 2.5 2.3 2.7 2.2 12.6 -2.0 2.3

14) Retail 14.4 15.2 11.4 10.2 14-:-6) 13.5. IkL,.:1 15.7 15:0 15.8

IV. PRODUCER SERVICES 13.0 12.7 9.3 11.2 7.3 9.1 6.6 8.3 6.5 t 7.4

15) Banking 5.1 4.9 3.4 3.9 2.2 3.0 1.7 2.3-- 1.5 1.9

16) Insurance 4.6 3.7 2.6 2.5 1.8 1.9 1.8 1.9 1.5 1.7

17) kcal Estate 0.6 0.6 0.6 0,18 0.9 1:1 1.1 1.3 1.5 1.4

18) Engineering .
0.2 0.2 0.2 0:3 0.1 0.2 0:1 0.1 0.1 0.1

19) Accounting 0.2 0.4 0.3 0.5 0.3 0.5' 0.2 0.4. 0.2 .0.3

20) Misc, business serv: 1.6 2,2 1.0 2.3 1.5 1.9 1.1 1.7 1.1 1_4

21) Legal services 0.7 0.6 0.9 0.5 0.5 0 4 0.5. 0.5 0.6

V. SOCIAL SERVICES 22.9 30.0 -25.7 ,35.9 24.4 33.2 27.7 32.5 .29.4 34.3

22) Medical"services. 2.2 3.8 2.6 3.9 2.5 4.0 .7 4.0 3.0 .4.3

23) Hospita)s 7.2 7.5 7.2 . 8.7 5,4 7. 5.7 7.0 5.8- 7.5

24)-E1ueation 8.7 13.0 9.6 16.2 9.4 14.4 1213 13.7 12.7 4.9

25) Welfare 1.0 1.3 1.1 1.7 1.1 1.5 1.3 1.8 2.2 T,2.1

26) Nonprofit d.s 0.5 0.5 .5 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.6 -0.6

A
27) Postal. services 0.1 0.4 0.3 .6 0,4 0.6 0.5 0:6 0.6

28) Government 3.1 3.3 4.2 4,0 4.8 4.2 4.5 4.7 4.
,29) Misc..social serv. 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.2

a

VI, PERSONAL SERVICES 18.8 15.7 17.5 12.2 18.9 13.4' 19.5 14.6 22.5 17.1

30) Domestic services 8.1 3.0 5.9 2.1 6.3 18 8.0 4.0 11.7 6.7

31) Hotels 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.8 1.5 2.4 20
32) Eating & drinking 5.4 .7.0 5.8 4.5 c 7 §.1 4.9 4.7 4.1 4.2

33) Repair 0,4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 '0.3 p.4 0.3 0.4

34) Laundry
35) Barber & beatity'shop

1.3

1.3

.9

.1

1:6
1.4

0.9
1.8

2.0 1 3 2 1 1.5
4

260 1.3 -1.2 1.5

1.8 1.7

0.8 1.1

36) Entertainment 1.1 .0 0.8 0.8 0.7 0.7 0.6 0.7 0.6

\37) Misc, personal serv. 0.2 .2 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.5, .4 0.7 0.5

TOTALLABOR FORCE 99.9 99.9 100.0 100:0 100.0. 100.0 100.1 loo.o 99.9 99.9
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.indicates the preponderance of males, excepting for textile, which- is female
dominated. Domestic service shows a reverse pattern, with males the slender
band.

It is.unnecessary to comment on each of the sectors and indusvies,
for the graphic presentation is plain enough. Some general comments, howeVer,'
are warranted:

N . N i

rk

I). In the youngest-age c-itegory, 15-24,tfemales often have a. fairly .

broad ba?e, thus resembling a general-age-sex pyramid, but males frequently have
a "notchl!. effect, Aue to the low rep-i-esentation in the youngest age group. Thii.

is understandable for industries-sucl ,. as engineering, legal and medical,'which
require a long training period, but--it alSo is present in many Transformative
industries.

2) Only a-few of the pyramids display'similar configurations on the
male and female sirles. In other words, in nearly all secftors and inclustiqes
there is a clear difference in both the magnitude of sexual representation by
age as well as the configurations the distributions assume. The sexual divisio.1

of labor is manifest in most of the pyramids. L

3) The 1960 and 1/970 pyramids are, as could be expected, hot strikingly
different, especialiy since the percentagemode of presentdtion does not permit
representation of Changesin the size of the pyramids. For exaMple, the. 1970

agriculture pyramid would be only 60% the size of fhe 1960 one if the absolute.
(- figures were,tto be used. What is discernible in many of the pyramids is a .

tendency toward .the flattening of the sides between 1960 and 1970,- that is, for
the proportion in the age groups to be somewhat more equal.

Lef us now turn to a consideration of th'e growth of the population age
' groups between 1960 and 1970. More properly, we should speak of_the change in
the size_of the five age groups, 15-64, during the decade, for we are not using
a cohort approach; that is, taking the 15724 age groups, for example, in 1960
and noting the "survivors" ten years later in the 25-34 age grobp. This approach
is us-eful for thetotal population, but in the labor.force, where many people,
particularly females, enter, leave and re-enter a number Of times, it is not
warranted. ,Therefore, we will simply compai=&-how many versons were in.an age
group in 1960 with the number in 1970 and compute the) percentage change. To

illustr'ate from Table IV-4, che sample size.for the total 15-24 age group is 100,
675 compared to 1..0,115 in 1970,-a difference of 39,440 or a 39.2% increase.
.(These figures are from the 1% Public Use Samplealid they differ from the -

published census reports not only beCause'of s.atipling variation, but also,because
of other differences, i.e., 'the'omissidn in our.ample of persons-allocated to
industry and occupation in 1970.. See Appendix A for a discussion of the 1960 and

A
1970 samples.)

Th
CI

re are striking differences in Table IV-4, differences that'are due
to a number oE actors: size of the population in the.initial period, changes
in participati n rates during the decade, etc. The range of die total population
is from a 39.2% gain in the youngest age group to a,decline of 4.6% in'the 35-44
group. This decline is due wholly to the males,: where there was a d cline of

--__

nearly 1,0%. Outside of the 15-24 group, all the male age categ_)e lori showed quite
low increases or, in the'one instance, of'decrease. In contrast, the females,,
except for low'growth in 'the 35-44 groups, have high' percentage gains. They hi.c1
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Table IV-4

PERCENT CHANGE 'IN AGE GROUPS IN LABOR'FORCE, 19,60-1970'

Age Group Total Male Female

15-24 39.2 26.5 58.4

25-34 10._6 2.8 30.1

35-44 -9.7 6.0

45-54 11.3 5.3 23.0'

55-64 16.6 8.0 35.5'

A

4
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twice the percentage increase of males in theyoungest age group (a remarkable

58.4% increase!)' and, in terms oT-?Frative gain, the difference between the sexes

is even greater in thre., of the other four groups. Unquestionably, the major

'reaSon for these large differences is the substantial increase in female

participation rates-durj..ng the sixties, already mentioned in Chapter II. Since

no prior decade had such a gain C8.9 percentage points, according'to Table 11-65

it seems unlikely that there will be any future decade that will witness as larg6

a gain. To that extent, the 1960-1970 period is unusual..,

. in any event, the percent changc; in age.groUps,.is,so different that

this:factor must be carefully taken into account when considering the relationship

of dge to secteral transformation during the 1960-1970 period. Our attempt to do

so is.presented in the next section.

The Shift Approach as Applied to Age and Sectoral Transformation

The analyses of the age-sex,distributions.of sectors and industries foc-

the 1960-1970 period have been useful, but admittedly.they are limited in what

they can tell us, particularly in addressing the qUestion of change.- At this

point what is needed is a standaM by which to evaluAtt the 19.60-1970 change.

The.familiar practice' of formulating an expected change and then comparing it

with.the actual change,is cur point of departure.

'The standard proposed for the expected change is a simple one;_ namely,

the.growth rate of the total employed lopulation for each of the five age.:

6.tegories (15.-24, 25-34, 35T44., 45-54, 55-64). In other words, the'basic '

asSumptionois that the five age categories for all sectors and all industries will

growatthe same rates. as the respective age categories.for the total population.

Against these expected changes can be placed the actual 1960--1970 growth. The

difference between the two sets of figures,will tell us the extent to which age .

categories for each sector and industry grew more or less rapidly than,expected.;

The sratijtical 'technique appfied here is known as the "shift" technique.

Huff (1967) has applied it to 'Consumer market analysis, while Perioff, et al.

(1960) , Flics (1959) and Creamer (1943).have used it for industry location studies.

The speci-fic pilcOdtire can be explicated bY reference to lable IV-S. (It is the

same for Tables N-6'and At the foot bf the table are the values of the
growth sectors s(k) for ihe five age groups, each representing the intercensal

change for the entire employed population. For eXample, for the 15-24 age, group,

the value is 1.391756, meaning that Yhe, number of persons aged 15-24'incr9ased br

39% during the 1960-70 period. In .contrast, the value for the 35-44 age group

was .954030, a decrease4. about 5% during te decade.

1
Examining tie 15-24 age troup fel. Ihe Extractive sectbr, columns 1 and

2 give.the numbers ( he 1% sample gures) rpported for 1960 and 1970 Coluthn 3.

is the actual 1960-1 70 change while column/4,'Expeted Value 197b; is the

Troduct of the,1960 figures and the'k value (8164 x 1.391756 = 11,362), Column S

is the expected charge 1960-1970 (11,362 - 8)164 =-.3,198) had this age category

changed exactl)Z as 'd d the total "employed in the 15-24 age ,category. ..Column 6,

thesNet ;311.ift, is siqy the'subtraction of the actual froM the expected. In

this case it totals I6,133 because of the negative sign for the actual change. '

) e

.

3

.

1,0

4
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Table IY-5

NET .;i1.11:TS :)F aiuS 31' ThE TOTAL LABOR FORCE BY SECTOR kTi INMT7i1,i1960-1970

labor Fo

Actual Expected uptcte Net Shift as

Change Value Change' Set Percentage Percentage of

Sector ; 1112:I960,1970
1960-70 : 1970 1960-70 Shift 'Net.Shift . 1960,517,e

EXTRACTIVE

15-24 8164

25-34 8461

35-44 10,477

45-54 11,148

55-64 8439

Agric., forestry, fishing

15.24 !, 7493

25-34 6849

35-44 8658

45-54 9554

55-64 7556

Mining

13724

25-34

35-44 ,

45-54 \

3544.

671

1612

1819

1594

881

TRANSFORMATIVE

15-24 31,603

25-34 53,466

35-44 , 60,499

45.54 48,559

55-64. 28,070

Construction

15.24 4766

. 25-34 , 9192

10,453

45-54 8485

.55.64 ,5369

Continued

1.02

.. .

5229 -2935 11,362 3198 -6133 -12.2f -75.1

5253 -3208 9357 896 4101.

,.

, - 8.2 -48.5

6037 -4440 999S -482 -3956 , 7) -37:8

7006 .4142 1Z,407 1259 .5401. -10.8 -48.4

6209 -2230 981 1402 -3632 - 7,2 -43.0

4498 ! -2995 10,428 2935 -5930 -11.8 .79,1

3916

4650

-2933

-4008

7574

8260

72S

-598

-3658

-3610

,

7.3
,,e'

- 7./

-534

'.,,,, -41.7

5514 -4040/ 10,633 ' 1079 :-5149 -10.2 .53,6

5295 -2263' 6814 1256 -3519 - 7.0

,

731 60 934 263 , -203 . .4 40.3

1337 -275 1783 171 -446' .9 '-27,7

1.387 -432 1735 84 -348 - .7 -19,1

1492 '-102 1774 180 -262 - .6 -17.7

914 , 33 1027 146 -113 - ° .2 -12,8

13

38,549 6946 43,984 12,581 . 4435 .103 -17,2

54,500 1034 59,125 5659 -4625 . 9,2 - 8,7

53,423 -7076 57,718 -2781 -4295 - 8,6 - 7.1

53,522 4963 54,0i1 5482 -519 - 1,0' , - 1.1

32,8851. 4815 32,735 4665 150
,

4 ,

5670 904 6633 1867 -963 . - 1.9 -20.2

9410 ,21g .. 10,I6S 973 ° -755 . 1,5 - 8.2

9737 -716. 9973 -460 .236 - ,S - 2.3

9269 '784 9443 958 -174 , . .,3 ,- 2.0

5996 627 , 6261 892 -265 - .5' - 4.9 ,



Sector Industry

Actual.

L'abor Force , Change

1961 1970 1960.70

Expectid

Value

1970 ,

.bpected

Change

1960.70

Net,

Shift

;

Percentige

Net Shift

Net Shift 8S

Percentage of

1960 Silt

Food

16-24 , 2826 2401 - 425 3933 1107 -1S32 3,0 ,/

,

.54,2
4550 3165 -1185 5012' , 482 -1867 5-7 .41

35-44 .

5093 3227 4866 4859 .234 -1632 5,3 -32.0
4S-54 4245 3266 - 979 4724 479 -1458 2.9
;SS-64 2426 2190 - 236 2829 403 - 639 . 1,1 -26.3

_Textiles

15-24 3230 3793 563 4496 1266 : 703 1,4 .21.8
25-34 4581', 4297 - 86 4847 464 - 550 1,1 .12,5
35-44 5617 4510( -1157 5416 - 261 - 896 - 1,8 .15,8
4S-54

55-64

5216

2819

4951 - 265

3420 601

5805

5281

589

468

. 854

131

171 -16.4

4,7

Metal

15-14 2722 3432' 710, 3788 '1066 - 356 - ,7 -13.1
25-34 5495 5136, ,- 360 6078 0 S82 . 942\ ,.. 1,9, .17.1

6416 5304 -1182 6188 - 298 - 884 1.8 :13.6
,15-44'

15-54
/

4984 5830 146 5547 563 283 :6 5,7
4 55-64

,.

2830 .3571 741

.),,

5300 470 , 271, , ,5 9.6

Machinery 1

15-24 6334 9604 3270 8816 ', 2482 '', ' 788, 1.6 12,4
25-34 11,974 15,125 2151 14,341 1373 778 1,6 6.0
15-44 .14,650 1%576 -1054 . 13,951 ,- 673 - 181 ,1 2,6
45-54. 10,482 11,S65 3083 11,665 ' 1183 1900 ,3,8 18,1
/55-64 5720

. 7183 1463 6671 e 951 512 '1.0 ' 9,0
,

Cheinical'

15-2 1249 1716 467 1738 489' 22 .
. 1,8

25-34 1070 ,2859 - 211 3395 325 - 516 1,1 -17,5

35-44 1389 2753 -'636 3235 156 -, 480 I 1.0 .14,2
644 2619 27;84 ', 165 2515 296 -'131 , ,, .3 . 5,0
55-64

-.

1363 ' 1534,,,, . . 171

,

1590 227 : 56 - ,.1 - _4,1

Continued.--
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tontinved

SeZtor I Industry

Labor Force

1960 1970

Actua:

Change

N60:70

Expected'

Value'

1970

Ex7ected

Change

1960-70 ,

Net .

Shift

Percentage

Net Shift

Net Shift as'

Percentage of

1960 Size

Misc. manufacturing

15-24

25-34

15-44

4-54
55-64

Utilities

15-24 ,'

25-34 ,.

35-44

45-54

55-64

.

DISTRIBUTIV

15-24

25-34

35-44

45-54

55-64

Transportation

15-24

25-34

35-44

45-54

55-64

/
.

Communicatfon

15-24

25-34

35-44

45-54

55-64

9409 !

11,522%

12,399

10,610

6053

1067

2279

2362

t

1490

25,384.

28,442

33025
29;348

18,610

2676

6081

7462

6523

4747

1910

2586

1913
,,,.

1271=

759

10,620

12,269

12,036,

11,541°

7470

1,313

2239

2260

2316

1521

360863

.30,160

31,776

32,783

21,771

'3599

6226

6377

6675

4321

3134

:2643 I

2459

1750

784'

.

1211

747

- 363

931

1417

246

-

7- 14002

398 ,

311

...1

11,479

2318

'.-1549

3435

3161

923

145

-1085

150

- 426

1224

57

546

479

25 '

13,095

12,741

11,129

11,808

7059

1485

2520

2253

2134

1738.

i

7

.35,329

31,453

11,793,

32,661

21,702

3725

6725

7119

7262

5536

2658

. 2860.

'1825

r414

885

3686

1219

- 570

1198.

1006

418

241

- 109

216

248

,994

3011

-1532

'3313

... 3092 ,.

1049

644

- 343

737

789

748

274

88 - ,
143

.26

-2475

- 472

- 22:77

411

- 172

- 281

182

- 217

.

1534

- 693

'-.17

122

69

- 126

- 499

- 742

-.587

-1215

476

- 217

634

336

-101

-4.9

- .9

;4

.8

- .3

,

-

.4

- .4

3.1

-1.4,

.2

.1

.

- .3

-1.0

-1.5

-1.2
.

-2.4

.9

- .4

1.3

.7 .

- .2

-26.3

- 4.1

1.7

- 2.5

6.8

r16.1

-12.3

.3

9.5

-14.6
.

6.0

- 2.4

.4

.4

.- 4.7

- 8.2

- 9.9

- 9.0

24.9

- 8.4

33.1

26.4

-13.3

,

Continued
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Continutd
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.

Sector'S Industry

-Labor

1960'

Force

1970

Actual'

Change

1960-70

Expected

Value

1970

Expected

'Change

1960-70

rr .

, Net/

Shift

,

Percentage

Net Shift

Net Shift as

Percentagrof

1960 Size

Wholesale Trade .

a

15-24 .

561 4434 1248 , 313 .6 9.8

53 5820 557 79 1.6 15:1

35-44
711 5640 - 272, , 2,0 16.6

45-54 .

,

1643 5407 548 11, 2,2 22.5

5544 2934 '4034 1100 3421 ,
487 615 1.2 20.9

Retail Trade r

15-24 17,612 25,381 '7771 24,512 6900 871 1.7 4.9

25-34,

35744'

-45-54

14,512

18038

15,275

16,317

163

-1721

16,048

17,209'

1536

- 829 ,

- 773 '

- 892

-1.5

-1.8

- 5.3

- 4.9

16,693 17,856 '1163 18,578 1885 - 722 4,4 - 4.3

55-64 10,170 12,632 2462 11,060 ' 1690 772 1.5 7.6

1

PRODUCER. SERVICES

'15-24 , , 7679 12,157 4478 10,687. 3008 . 1470 2.9 19.1

25-34 91111 13,652 3841 . 10,849 1038 2803 5,6 28.6

35-44 .9316 11,840 2324 9079 - 437 2761 5.5 29.0

45-544 8030 nou 2977 03937 907 2070 . 4,1 25.8

55-64 5613 ..7185 1572 6546 '933 639 1,3 11.4

Banking

P

15-24 2734 4192 145S 3805 ,
1071 387/1/ ! ,8 14.2

2534 . 2605 3850 1245 2881 276 969'. 1.9 37,2

35-44 2059' 2950 891 1964 .

95 986 2.6 47.9

45-54 1767 2386 619 1967 200 419 .8 23,7

5544 1230 _1624 394' 1434. 204 190 .4 15.4

'Insurance
4

15-24 2336 3014 678 3251 915, - 237 .5' -10.1

2544 2785 2920 135' 3080 295 - 160 . .3 - 5.7

35-44 2581 2711 130 2462 . 119 249 .5 9.6,

45-54 .
2083 2634 551 2318 235 316 .6 15.2

55-64 120) 1474 271 1403 200 71 ,
5.9

Continued'
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Cont inued

Labor Force

Sector I Industry 1960 1970

Actual

Change

1960-70

Expected

Value

1970

ftaIITIA,.....

Expected

Change Net

1960-70 Shift

Percentage

Net Shift

Nct.Shift as

Percentage of

1960 Size

Real Estate

. 15-2,' 452 701 249 629 177 72 ,1 15.9

824 1050 226 911 87 139 .3 16.9

. .,,

1290 1411 121 1231 1- 59 180 .4 14.0 '

. .54 1500 1902 402 1669 169 233 .5 ' 15.5

1412 1549 137 1647 235 - 98 L .2 - 6,9

Engineering, Architecture

1 5-24 293 499 206 408 115 91 .2 , 81.1

25-34 626 867 , 241 692 66\ 175 .3 28.0

35-44 527 724 197 503 . 24 221 .4 :41.9

45.54 320, 539 219 '356 36, 183 .4 17 57:2

55-64 ' 201 331 130 234 33 97 .2 48.3

Accounting

15-24 207 534

25.34 426 804

327

378

288

471 8415 33: :57 11788,2

35.44 399 572 174 381 . - 18 191 .4 47,9

45-54 289 '. 458 169 . 322 33 .136 .3 47.1

55-64 - 200 276 76 233 33 43 .1 21.5

,

..

'Miscellaneous Business Servi es
.

15-24 , 1304 2685 1381 1815 , 511 870 1.7 66.7

25-34 1916 3160 1244 2119 203 1041 2.1 54.

35-44 1995 2703 708 ''' 1903 - 92 800 1.6 40.1

45-54 '1465 2390 925 1630 165 760 1.5 51.9

55-64 943 1376
. ,

433 1100 a '157 276 A / 29.3

Legal

15-24 353 532 .,' 179 ' 491 138 ,41 .1 ' 11.6

25-34 629 1001', , 3?2 695 66 306 .6 48.6

35-44 665" 769 104 635 - 30 134 .3 20.2

45-54 606 . 9,2 675 69 23 - 3.8
.698

5544 424 555 131 495 71 60 14.2

Continued-,-
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Continued

,

1

Sector F. Industry

o

Labor For4e

19.60 1970

Actal

Changi

1960-70

Expected

Value

1970

Expected

Change

1960-70

Net

Shift

Percentage

Net Saift

Net _910 as

Percentage of

1960 Site

SOCIAL SERVICES

15-14 14,372 28,-679 14,397 20,002 ' ,5630. 8677 17,3 60,4

25-34 22,126 33,489 11,363 24,468 2312 9021 .18.0 40,8

35-44 25,505 32,902 7397 7032 -1173 ' 8570 17.1 33.6'

. 45,54 23,587 33,575 9988 26,250 2663 ',I 7325 14.6 31.1

55-64 15,116 22,548' 7432 17,628 2512 . 4920 98 32.5

Medical, Health

15-24 466 2771 1715 1470 414 1301 2.6 123.2

25-34 ,'

1621 2671 1050 41793 172 878 1.8 54,2

35-44' 2348 3232 884 2240 - 108 '' 992 . 2.0 42.2

45-54 2142 3468 1326 2384 , 242 , 1084 2,2 50,6 '-
55-f

r:1 4.

iI*1491

179 2383 ' 904 1725 '246 1 658 1.3
44.5 ,

3613 5964 . 2351 . '928 1415 , 936 . 1.9 25.9

'25.-34 3986 '5840 1854 . 4408 422 1437 2.9 35.9

35-44
4 3778 5206 . u1428 3604 ..- 174 1602 3.2 42.4

45-64 , 3539 .5099 '- 1560 , 393? 400 1160 2.3 32.8

55-64

,.

!. 3655 1427 ' 2598 :70 1057 2.1 47.4
,2228

til P

Edueari 1

5634 12,989 7355 7841 :207 5148
10.3 91.4

::---

7351

7542

14,200

12,387

6849

4845

8129

7195

178

347

6071 12.1

10.4 88;::6 8

.-: 8194 11,535 3341 ' , 9119 925

,5192

Z4 6 4.8 29.5

-: 5232 8380 3148 610'2

i,

170 22 8 4.5 43.5

(

,

737 1274, 537 1026 289 248 .5' 33.6

1126 1626 500 1245 112,/ 381 .8 ,3,.8

1294 1731 437 1235 - 59 496 1.0 38,3

..5.".. 1333 ,. 1718 385 1483 ' 150 235 .5 17.6
..,. 1168 1486 318 1362 194 , 124 .2 10,6



; Labor Force

Sector & Industrv 1960 1970

Actual

Change,

1960-70

Expected

Value 0

. 1970

I

Expected,

Change Net

1960-70 , Shift

Net Shilt as,

,Percehtage Percentage of

'Net Shift ' '1960 Size

Nonprofit
4

15-24 373 588 215 519 146 69 .1 18,5

25-34 440 510 100 486 . 46 54 .1

35-44 525 570 53 501 24 77 .2

.12,3)

14,7

45-54 577, 662" 85 642
10

55-64 407 516

postal

109 475 .1 10.1,

15-24 375 743, 368 '522 147 / 221 .4 58.9

25-34 4160 1159 - 1 1283 123 - 124 , - .2 -10.7

35-44 1829,, 1731 98 1745 '7 84 - 14 - ,8

45-54 ,,
,...,, 1429_, 2216 787 1590 i,161,. ,626 1.2 , 43.8

55-64 '740 1082 342 '863 123 ' 219 .4 29.6

Governmen1
\

15-24 2465 4077 1612 3431 966 646 1.3 26.2

2S-34 6168, 6960 792 6821 653 139 .3 2.3

35-44 7865 7616 - 249 7503 362' 113 .2 1.4

45-54' 6182 8506 2324 6880 698 1626 3.2 26.3

55-64 3739 4816 1.077 4360 621 456 .9 12,2

Miscellaneous Sorial & ProfessiqnaL

15-24 119 273 154 165 46 108 .2 90.8

25-34 274 493 219 303 29 ,190 .4 69.3

3544 324 421 97 309 - 16 112 .2 34.6

45-54 191 371 180 213 22 158 .3 82.7

55-64 123 230 , 107 143 20 87 .2 , 70,7

'PERSONAL SEVICES

15-24 13,473 18,638 5165 '18,751 5278 - 113 - .2, .8

25.-34. 12,430 11,344 -1086'' 13,746 ,1316 -2402 -4,8 -19.

. 35-44 15;953 12,159

45-54 15,700 13,875

-3794

-1825

15,220

17,472

-'733

1772

-3061

-3597

-6.1

-7.2

-19.2,

2.9

55-64, 11,149 10,856 *- 293 13,002 1853 ,-2146 / -4.3

Continued
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'

Actual Expetted Expecte
Net Shiet as

d

Labor Force chnge Value. Change Net Percentage Percentage of

ctor & industry 1960 1970 0.70 1970 1960-70 e,' :Ft Net Shift 1960 Size

Domestic

I i

15-24

75-34 1

35i:44 3.:4

49r54 4206

5544 3642

,',c!;

2331 -1663
',

-6,4 ,' -80.8

:

H3: -1446
A119 -3,4. -66,7

161_ -1903 353 - 161 -1742 -3,S .49,6

2441 -1757 4i81 475 i 1,232 -4.5 .53,1

269: . 949, .447 605 ' -1554 -3.1 .42.7

Hotel,

,

15-24 876 13E. 454 1219 343 111 .2 12.7

, 25-34 862 I1C: 240 953 91 149 ..3 17.3 '',.1

,
35-44 ''.

- 1.9!

1245 Tt- - 81 ,1188 - 57 . , - 24 . -

45-54 1505 14 ".;: 102 1675, 170 - 272 - .5 ' -18.1

55-64 '. 1336 1275 - 66 *1558, 222 - 288 'A,6 : ,-21,6

Eating, Drinking
,i I

15-24. 3779 8459 : 4660 529 1 1480 318P 6.3 84.1

25-34 3532 1571 39 ,,3906 , 1 374 - 335 .p . 9,5

15.44 4462 \-4070 - 392 ' 4257 - ZOS , - 187 - .4. 7 - 4,2

45.54 ( 4057 .,4095 ! 38 4515 458 7 420 - .8 -10,4

' 55-64 \
220 2802 399 -'.179 - .4 ,

. 7,4

2403 2623

4

Repair

,-,'", ...,

15-24'
1434 1883 4 9 1996 562 , . 1 3 . .2 - 7.9

... 25-34
2031 2008 , - 23 2246 215,, - 2, - .5 -11.7

1870 - 334 2103 -101 , 231 -',5

'2204

-10.6

35.44

45-54 1815 1871 '! 55 2017 204 - 146 - .3 - 8.1

' 55-64 1013 1204, ''' 186 1187 169
4A

17
, j )1.7

,

,

. Laundry

15-24

25-34

35-44

45-54 !

55-64

Co tinied

....)

935 893 - 45 1306 , 368 . 413 .8 ' .44,0

1182 766 - 416 1307 125 . 541

1649 1084, = 565 1573
. 76 r! 489

1568 1373 . - 195 1745 177 ,, . 372

930 1056 126 ;,, 1085 155" - 29

t

-1. -45,8

49.7

-23,7

, 1' 11 - 3.1

1

I :U

e a
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Continued

/

iector & Indust

LabOr Force

1960 1970

Barber
4.14

15-24 761 1569

25-34 1008 1424

35-44 1185 1103

45-54 1090 1240

55-64 '1- 669 786

Entertainment

15-24 1410 1861

25-34 893 971

35-44 954 901,

45-54 939 976

55-64 719 820

,1

Miscellaneous Personal Services

15-24 ,281 332,

25-34 `143 369

Ig 35-44 540 356

, 45-54 S22 468

55-64 412 404

TOTAL, ',614,055 690,472

k15-24
1.391756

k
25-34

s 1.105851

k
35-44

.954030

k
45-54

1.112897

k 1.166178
,55-64

ActUal

Change

1960-70

Expected

Value

1970 .

Expected

Change

1960-70

Net

Shift

Net Shift as

Percentage Percentage of

Net Shift 1960 Site

.
,

808 4059 298 510 1,0 67.0

416 1115 107 309 ',6 30,7

- 282 1321 - 64 -118, . .4 -15,7

150 1213 . .123 2.7 .1 2,5 I

117 780 211 6 -' .: .9

''

,

451 1962 552 - 101' - ,2 . 7,2

78 988 95 - 17 - 1.9

53 910 - 44 - 9 - .9

37 1045 106 . 69 - .1 ..; 7,3

101 839 120 - 19 / . 2,6'

31 39. 110 - ,.59 - .1 -21.0

26 379 '36 - :10 - . - 2,9

- 184 515 - 25 - - 159 ...3 -29.4

- .54 581 59 1 ;.,113 - .2 -21,6 ,

- 28 504 72 - 100 - .,2 -23.1

76,417 90,472 76,417 ±50,151 i9,9

.

. A.
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Table IV-6

,A
1

,(

NET SHIFTS OP AGE
GROUPS OF TE. MALE LAO FORCE BY,SECTOR AND INDUSTRY, 1960-1970

d

Sector I Indust

Labor Force

1960
1 1970

Actual Expected Expected
Net Shift AS

Change Value Change Nit Percentage
Percentage of

1960.70 1970 1560-70 Shift Net Shift 1960 Size

r.

EXTRACTIVE'
..

15-24
7316 4557'

25-34 I.,) 7626 4701,

35-44 / 9331 5342

45-54

,
9995

6325

55-64 7637 5724 il

le

,

.-2759 9254 1938 4'4697
.18,1 .64.2

-2925 784
217 , -3142 .12.1 . -41,2'

-3989 8428 - 903 -3086 .11.,9 ' -33.1

-3670 10,520 525 .4195 -16.1 -42.0

-1913 8245 608 .2521 - 9.7 -33,0

Agric., forestry, fishini

15-24 6735 3934 -2801 ,8519 1784 -4585 -17.6. ;68.1

25-34 6128 3473 4655 6302 174 -2829 -10.9 -46.2

35-44
7619 4047 -3572 6882 -157 -2835 -10.9. -37.2

, 45-54
8473 4938 -3535 8918 .' 445 i-398c .15.3 ,

-47,0

55-64
6784 4856 -1928 7324 '540 " 1444 - 9,5 -36,4 .

,

Mining ,,

15-24
581 623 ,-42 735 154 - 11/'1 - .4 .19,3

25-34
1498 122,80 - 270 1541

43 . 313 . 1,2 -20.9'
f

35-44 1712 1295 - 417 1546 - 166 , 251 . 1,0 -14,7

45.54 1522 1387 - 135 1602 ' 80 -.215 - ,8 -14.1 '

55-64
855 868 IS 921 68 - 53 . .2 - 6.2

TRANSFORMATIVE

15-24
23,128 27,268 4140 29,253 ,6125 :1985 - 7,6 - 8,6

25-14
43,167 43,139 , :. 28 44,394 1227 -1255 : 4,8 . - 2,9

35-44 ,

46,845 41,009: -$836 42,313
432, -1304 - 5,0 - 2.0

45-54 A7,643 40,383 2740 39,620 1977 763 2.9 *20

55-64 .

22,856 25,666 2810 .24,675.
1819 991 3,8 .,4,3

Construction

15-24 ,4402 5195 791 5568 1166 - 373 - 1,4 . 8.5

25-34 8770 8929 ' 9019 249 . 90
,3 - 1,0

55-44, 9917 9182

,159

735 8958 '- 959 224 .9 , 2.3

4S-S4 7988 874i1 156 8408
420 336 1,3

55-64
5120 5650 530 5528 408, 122 ..5 2,4

Continued
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Continued

Sector & Industry

Labor Force

1960 1970

Food

15-24 2083 ' 1714

25-34 3620 2461

35-44 3669 2365

45-54 3132 2340

55-64 1821 . 1613

Textiles

,15-24 1406 1473

25-34 1790 1626

35-44 2098 1499

45-54 1975 , 1609

55-64 1248
4

1310

Metal
.

15-24 2100 2780

25-34 4819 4468

35-44 . 5633 4535

45-54 4381 5023

55-64 2547 3189

Machinery
,

15-24 4503 6639

25-14 10,647 12,270

35-44 '11,554 10,673

45-54 '8435 10,395

55-64 4967 5827

(Chemical

15-24

25-34

35-44

45:S4

55-64

1 22

787 1119

2561. ' 2331

1815' 2217

, 2204 2251

1165 1250

Actual

., Change

1960-70

Expected

,

Value

1970 .i

'Exp;tted

Change

196040

Net

Shife

. ,

.-Percerlage

Net Shift

1 , .

- 369 2635 i 152 2 921 - 3,5

-1159 3723 103 . 1262' '' - 4.9

11304 3314 - 355 ',' - 949 - 3,7

-192 3296 , 164 4. - 156 - 3,7

- 208 1966 k45 - 353 - 1,4

r)c

67 1778 372, - 305 ,- 1.2 .

- 164 1841 ,51 - 215

- 599 1895- - 203 - 396 1.5

- 36 2079 IN . 470 - 1,8

62 1347 99 - 37 - .1

680 2656 556 124 .5

- 351 4956 137
,
- 488 :1,9 __

-1098 5088,. - 545 - 553 - 2.1

642

642 .

4611

2750

230

203

/4-1T-
/

439

1,6

1.7 r

2136 5696 1193 943

4.

,
3.6

1623 10,950 303 1320 5.1

- 881 10,436 4 -1118' 237 !9

1960 8878 .443 1517 5.8

°860, 5362 395 465, 1.8

332 . 995 208 , 124 .5

- 230 2634 . 73 303 - 1.2

-. 598 2543 272
,-

- 326 - 1.3

47 2320, J16 - 69 - .3

65 1258 93 8

Net Shift as

Peuentagel of

1960 Site

-,44,2 !

-34,9,

-25.9

--130,5

-19.4 F.

41 '

-21,7

-12.0'

*43
- 3.0

5.9

,-.1,09,./L)

- .8

9.4

17.2

20.9

12.4 '

2,1

18.0

9.4

15.8

-11.8

-11,6

- 3,1

- .7
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Clinued

. , ,Actual Expected Expected tl 5hift as

Labor Force Change Value Change Net Percen age A. -1ntage of

Sector Undustry 1960 1970 140-70 1970 1960-70 Shift NPt 511.ft 1..!,:, Size,.

Miscellaneous Manufacturtng

15.24 7126. .7374 248 9013 1887 -1639 . - 6.3

25134 8970 9075 105 ,9225 255 - 150 .8

' 35-44 9064 14515 549 8187 - 877 328 1." ..,'

45-54 7824 1982 158 8235 411 - 253 - 1.0

55=64 4629 5457 828 4997 36 460 1.8

/
k.s_.

1Utilities c si
15.24 721 974 , 253 912 '191 62 :2

25-34 1990 1979 - 11 2046 , 56 .- 67 - .3

35-44 2095 2023 - 72 1892 , - 203 , 131 .5 6..

45-54 1704 2039 335 1793 , 89 246 14,,

55.64 1359 137A 11 $ ,, 1467 108 .. 97. . .,4 - 7.

ID1STRIB1TTIVESERVICES
II r

,

N,
/, 1

15-24 16,610 22,508 5898 21,009 4399' / 1499' .5.8 :,0

-4.34 (21,428 22,414 986 22,037 609 '377 1.5 1.8

1,

. 35.44 '23,351 21)280 -2071

',

2.1',992' -2259 188 , .7 .8

Id I 45-54 19,928 21,096 4168 20,974 122 .5 ,6

55=64 13,271 14,263 992 14;327
,

,1046

1056 .- 64 -' .2

,

- .5

t

Transportation .

.

IS-24 2078, 2572 494 ' 2628 550 '. 56. ... .2 - 2..7

25'..34 5487 5249 - 23B 5643 156 - 394 ' -.1.S - 7.2
'

35.44,. 6796 5556 -1240 6139 - 657, - 583 .' - 2.2 - 8.6

45.54 1 5987 5931 - 56/ 6301 314 - 370 - 1.4 - 6,2

55.64 4404 3941 - 463 4754 350 - 813 - 3.1 -18.5

Communication

15.24 517 1077 560 654 131 423 1.6 81,8

25.34 1490 1614 124 1532. . 42 82 . .3 5,5

35-44 ,1126 1435 309 1017 - 109 ,,418' 1.6 37,1

45-54 589 '992 403 620 31 372 1.4 63.2

551:64 398 399 1. 430 32 - 31 - .1 - 7.8

,

Continued
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Continued

S

tator Force

:960 1970

:_ctL

1960-7.

Enectec

1970

Expeced

Chang,

1960-.

Net

Shift

Pel-cent4e

Nt: Tnifl

as ,

'ercntage of

:960 Size

, 2161) 3114 951 2736 573 378 ,:.5 17.5

4297 5348 1051 4419 122 929 6 11,6

4729 5163 43i. 4271 - 458 '892 3.,4 18.9

3828 5021 119: 4029 201 992 3 ,F 25.9

2387 3160 77: 2577 190 583 2.. 24,4

P,

11,852 15,745 3891 14,991 3139 754 :,3 6.4 .

-1.. 1C.,154 10,203 49 10,443 289 - 240 . ,2 ' 2.4 '

4 10,700 k 9126., -1574 9665 -1035 - 539 - 5.0

9524 9152. - 372 10,024 . 500 - 872 -3,4 9.2

lf)

PP Cir' .Z.. iC8.5 ,

6082

2458

6763

4073

681

1615

6566

3109

. 484

, 651

197

964

1

1.7

3.2

39.2

6248 8090 1842 6426 178 1664 6,4 26.6

1

5842 7002 1160 5277 - 565 1725 6.6 29.5

4966 6271 1305 5227 261 1044 4.0 21.0

3823 4422 599 4127 304 295 1.1 7.7

Ear,',.

c,

690/ 1086 396 873 183 213 .8 30.9

1105., 1924 619 1342 '37 . 582 2,2 44.6

3: 44 163r. 1362 397 872 - 93 490 1.9 50.8

1 948 1046 98 998 50 48 ,2 5.1

807 918 111 8"1 64 47 .2 5.8

Ins.c.r.. 1

513 656 143 649 136 7 1.4

.793 1688 - 105 ' 1844 51 - 156 . .6 - 87

35- 1678 1695 17 1516 - 162 179 .7 10.7

45-.._ 11243 1547 304 1308 65 239 .9 19.2

55-o- 779 833 54 . 841 ' 62 -. 8 - LO

126
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Continut

La':- .7

Sector
'0

Act 0a1

Change

1965-73

F.x-pc '-

1a1'.:'

. )1

Enected

CLange

150-70

Net

Shff'

Pe'rce ta

Net S.

Net Shlf. as

PerCentap c:

1960 Si:E

Real Eilte

15.24 2. 151 131 27i. 58 73 .3 33,2
'

25.34 57 635 61 58
5 2 7.9

35,44 -81 '14: 26 ,
13t, -79 105 .4 12.9

45-54 91e.
__., 1.56 L 1337 52 .4 10,6

55-64 . 99 .A.9 :0 1079 80 .

.104

'-70 -.3 -7,0

Enlineer, Al-chitec', 7e

15-24 20.. 576 172 258 54 118 .5
57.8

25-34 545 t 737 192 561 1 176 .7 32.3

35-44. 449 '.
520 171 406 -43 214 .8 47,7

45-54 267 188 281 14 174 .1 65.2

u)

tv

55-64 118

,:'55

:84 106 192 14 92 A 51,7

Accounting

15-24 110 275 165 1,3S 29 136 .5 123,6

25-34 323 539 ' 216 33:
9 207 '. .8

64.1

35-44 269 318 49 243 -26 75 ' ..3

45.54 198 252 54 20E 10 44 .2 .

22.2

7i-64 142

kiscellaneous Business Seri.1ces

165 23 157 11 12

15-24 . 676, 128.0 604 855 119 .425 1.6 62.

25-34 13:3 2012 699 131 38 661 2.5, 58.3
,

35-44 12-,.5 1681 -436 11 4 .121 557 2.1 44.1

45.54 93: 1411 485 0;3', 49 436 1.7 46.8

i 55-64 63: 813 241 . GL SO 1. .1 t., 30.2

Legal .
.

15-24 45 19 4 57 12 -F,
-17.8

75-34 397 557 160 -408 11 1c? r6 37.5

35-44 42 485 64 380 -41 NS .4 24.9

15-Sd 3E.3 413 20 414 21

-.1

55-6- . 266 340, 54 309 23 .1 10.8

Continue.,

4



Continued

Sector.El

SOCIAL 51:.

15-24

25-34

35-44

45.54

55-64

aba; F077.

.960 :970

Actual

Char.g

1Pi0-70

4436

3335

1988

4257 .

2752

.E.,tnzted

lue

H70

C7,1ngc

.1..,-70

N,;t

5hif:

Lloltage

Net Silift

Ne! Shift as,

hr.:.:entage of.

19F Size

),15

13,275

10,7:3

7,071

15,62.

"1.5,26-,-,

.4,97:

9,82

,563

:.,647

1 993

-,634

1374

34..3,

-123

563

563

3064

2986

3273

3694

2189

11.8

11.5

12.6

14.2

8.4

59.0

24.3

24,6

34,5

31,0.

Nedical

15-24 171 772 201 716 45 156, .6 91.2

25-34 637 739 102 655 1F 84 .3 13.2

35-44 1091 1174 Ib
Q
..,J -I.L.) 116 .4 10.6

45-54 905 1149 244 953 45 196 .8 \. 21,7 '

55-64 662
.0...

139 715 53 86 .3 13.0

z Hospital

'44 15-24 716 :0'..3 497 306 I'j.) 307 1.2 42.9

25-34 1248 .a9 271 :284 36 235 ,9 18,8

E

'35-4.1 1055 10(110 35 953 -102 137. .5 13.0

45.5..
884

1120 236 930 46 191: .7 71,5

55-6.- 637 1:,4 227 688 51 17.7) ;7 27,6

Educatio:

15-2 2138 4736 25'7..48 2704 2032 7.8 95.0

25-: 366; 6: 3773. 104 2336 9.1 64.2

2832 47.:E '530 .274 2150 8,3 75.9

4.,. 2475 37,3 237 130 1137 4.3 44,7

1768 22 1084 141
;43 3.6 53.3

,elfar.,!

1s.:, 351 116 4. 93 .1 7.1

25.3. 720 227 72 -40 20 .2 7.2

35-4.. 223 940 207 th2 .71 1,1 37.9

12 717 5 37 -.1 =4,5

77 7011 129 (:5 46 83 ,3 14,4,

13ri
131



Continued

Labor Force

Sector & Industry 1960 1970

Actual

Change

1960-70

Expected ; Expected

,Value i Change

1970 1960-70

Net

Shift

Net Shift as

Percentage Percentage of

Net Shift , 1960 Sire

Non Profit

15-24 184 265 B1 233 49 32
17.4

25,34 235 290 SS 242 7 48 .2 20.4

35-44 255 318 63 230 -25 88 .3 34.5

45.54 302 338 36 318 16 20 .1 6.6

55-64 250 290 40 270 20 2- .1 8.0

Postal

,415-24
3361 505 169 425 89 80 .3 23.8

25-34 1058 870 a -188 1088 30 . -218 -.8 -20.6

35-44 1644 1431. -213 1485 -159 -54 .2 -3.3

45.54 1206 1870 664 1269 63 601, 2-3 49.8

55-64 585 871 286 631 46 240 ,9 41.0

Government

15-24 1231 1942 711 1557 326 385 1.6 ,
31.3 '0

25-34 4551 4980 429 4680 129 300 1.2 6,6

35-44 5444 5379 -65 '4917 .527 462 : 1.8, , 8.5

45-54 4103 i 5823 1720. 4319 216 1504
36,7

55-64 2516 3504 788 2716 200 588

.5.8

2.3' 23,4

Aiscellaneous Professionals

15,24 62

25-34 180

125

314

63

134

78

185

16S'i
47

129

.2

.5

75.8

71.7

35,44 221 296 75 200 -21
96 ,4 43.4

45-54 128 243 115 135 ,7 108 .4 84.4

55,64
76 135

59 82 .6 ,
53 .2 69.7

PERSCWAL 5821ICES

15-24 5941 8669 ;2728 7514 1573 1155 4.4 19,4

25.34 5758 5292 -466 5922 164 . -630 -2.4 -10.9

35 ,44 6464 5042 -1422 5838 -626 -796 -3,1

.

-12.3

45.54 .
6623 5543 -1080 6971 , 348 .1428 -5.5 -21.6

, 55-64 5000 4508 492 5398 398 -890 -3.4 -17,8

Continued
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% '

Sector Industry

Labor Force

1960 1970

Domestic

15-24 736 398

25-34 307 76

35-44 322 105

45-54 459 ' 174

ft 55-64 447 208

Hotel

504 626.15-24

25-34 398 ,427

, 35-44 528 402

45-54 664 533

55-64 '683 536

Eating, Drinking

15-24 1607 4029

25-34 1301 1309

35-44 t 1596 1348

45-54 1775 1430

55-64 1278 1077

Repair
,

15-24 1292 1661/

25-34 1894 1815

35-44 2026 . 1654'

45.54 1671 1640

5544 943 1062

Laundry

,

Continued

Actual Expected

Change Value,

1960-70 1700

-338, 931

-231 - 316

-217 291

-285 483

-239 4P

122 637

29 409

-126 477

-131 699

-147 737

Expected

Change

1960-70

Net

Shift

Percentage

Net Shift

Shift a:

Pe:ctntage of,

1950 Site

.

195

9

'11

24

36

' ,

-533

-240

-186

-309

-275

-2.1

-,7

-1.2

-1.1

.

-72.4.

'-57,8

-67.3

.61.5

,
..
1

133 41 - -2.2

11

-51

18

.75

,--

( -.3

4:5

-14.2

3S -166 - -.6 -25.0

54 .201 -.8. -29.4

1 .

4

426 1996 3,7 .124.2

31 49 -;.1 -2.2

-155 -93 :.4 -5.8

Y,

fl.

-438 .1',7 .24,7

102 ,.303 .1.2 -23.7 ,

342 27 .1 2.1

54 , .133 -,5 .7,0

496 .-176 -.7 ,8,7

88 -119 -,5 -7,1

'75 44 .2 4,7

113 -196 -.8 -46,1

16 -245 -.9

-64 -213 -.8 -32.1

32 -105 -.4 -17,3

35 58 -.2 -13.1

I .

i

2422 2033

8
1338

-248 1441

-345 1868

\201 1380

369 4634

-79 1948 ..

-372 1830

-31 1759

119 1018

15-24 425 342 .83

25-34 557 328 / .-229

35-44 663 '386 477

45-54 608 535 43

55-64 442 419 .-23

Continued

13i
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Cpntinued

.Z4

Sector & Industry

Barber

Actual Expected Expected Net Shift as'

iLahor Force Change Value Change Net , Percentage Percentage of

)1960 , 1970 1960-70 1970 1960-70 ShifC Net Shift 1960 Size

15-24 / 238

25-34 473

35-44 391

45-54 . 511

55-64 442

Entertainment

15-24 .956

25-34 573

35-44 . 582

45-54 653

55-64 530

Miitellaneous Personal Services

15-24 183

25-34 255

35-44 356

45-54 I, :282

55-64 235

TOTAL 411,806

15-24 m, 1.264833

25-34 . 1.028428

k

35-44 . .903245

45-54 1.052520

. 212 .26 301 .63 -89 -.3 -37,4

e
509 36 487 14 22 .1

397 6 353 -38 44 .2 11.3

378 r-133 538 ' 27 -160 -.6 -31.3

368 -74 477 35 .109 -.4 -24.7

1208 252 1209 , 253 -1 ' ,..1

598 25 589 16 9 1.6

533 -49 526 -56 7 . 1.2

599 -54 687 34 -88 , -.3 -13.5

609 79 ,572 42 37 .1 7.0

I

193 10 231 48 -38 -.1'4 -20.8

230 -25 262 1 -32 -.1 -12.5

217 -139 321 !.35 -104 -.4 -29.2

254 -28 297 15 -43 -.2 -15.2

229 -6 254 19 -25 -.1 -10,6

429.908 18,102 429,908 18,102 -25,993 19,9

1/

55-64 2 1,079587



Table IV-7

'NET 51117T5 OF JIIT, TOTAL FEMALE LABOR FORCE BY SHTOR AND INDUTRY, 1960-1970

Choge

1960-70. ,f

Net ,

Shift

'let Shit as

Percentage Percentage of

Net Shift 1960 Size
Sector & Industry

Labor Force

1960 1970

Actual-

.Change

1960-70

ExpeErid-rxWEFE-

Value

1970

EXTRACTIVE

15-24 848 672 -176 1345 495 -671 -2.9 -79,1

25-34 '835 552 -283 1087 252 -535 -2,5 -64,1

35-44 1116 695 -451 1215 69 -520 -2,3 -45.4

45-54 1153 681 -472 1418 ' 265 -737 -3.2 -63.9

5544 )802 485 -317 1087 285 -602 -2.6 -75,1

Agric., forestry, fishing

15-24 758 564 -194 1201 443 -637 -2.8 -84.0

25-34 721 443 -278 938 217 -495 -2.2 -68.7

35-44 1039 603 -436 1102 63 -499 -2.2 -48.0

45-54 1081 576 -505 1329 248 ' -753 -3.3 -69.7

55-64 774 439 -335' 1049 275 -610 -2.7 i -78.8

Mining

15-24 90 108 18 ' 142 52 -34 - .1 -37.8

25-34 114 109 -5 149 35 ,40 . - .2 -35.1

35-44 107' 92 -15 113 6 -21 - .1 -19.6

45-54 72 105 33 89 17. 16 .1 22.2

55-64 28 46 18 38 10 , 8 --' 28.6

TRANSFOUTIYE

15-24 8475 11,281 . 2806 13,425 .4950 -2144 -9.3 -25.3

25-11 10,299 11,361 1062 13,403 3104 -2042 41.9 -19X

35-44 13,654 12.414 -1240 14,479 825 -2065 -9.0 ,15.1,

45-54 10,516 13,139 2223 15,422 2506 , -2.83 -1.2 -2.6

55-64 5214 7219 2005 7065 1851 154 ,7 3.0

Construction

15-24 364 475 . 111 577 213 -102 . .4 -210'

25-34 422 481' 59 549 127 -68 - .3 -16:1 .

35-44 536 555 '19 568 32 -13 - .1 . -2.4

4S-54 497 525 28 611 114 -86 - .4 -17.3

55.64 249 346 ' 97 337 88 3,6

Continued-----
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140

Expected

Value

1970

Expected

Change

1960-70.

;

Net

Shift

Sector and Industry

pbor Force

, 1960 1970

Actual

I Change

1960-70

Food

15-24 743 687 -56 117J 434 -490

. 25-34,, 930 704 -226 1210 280 -506

35-44 '1424 862 -562 1510 86 -648

45-54 1113 926 -187 1369. 256 ; -443

55-64

Textiles

605 577 -28 820 215 -243,

15-24 1824 2320 496 2889 1065 -569

25-34 2593 2671 78 33/5 782 -704

35-44 3589 3031 -558 5806 217 -775

45-54 3241 3342 101 3985 744 -643

55-64 1571 2110 539 2125 558 ,,-19

Metal

15-24 622 652 30 , 985 363 -333

25-34 677 668 -9 . 881 204 -213

35-44 853 769 -84
A

904 SI -135

45-54 603 807 -204 741 138 66

55-64' 283 . 382 99 383 100 -1

r Machinery

7

15-24 1831 2965 1134 2901 1070 64

25-34 2327 2855 528 ,3029 702 -174

35-44 3076 2903 -173 3262 186 -359

4S-S4 2047 3170 1123 2517 470 653

55-64 753 1356 603 ION 267 336

Chemical

)

15-24

25-34,,

462

509
$...

597

528

135

19,

732

662

270

153.40t

-135

,-134

35-4e, 574 536 -38 609 SS - 73

45-54
415 533 118 510 95 23

55-64 198 284 86 268 70 16

Continued

Net Shift as

Percentage Percentage of

Net Shift 1960 Size

-2.1 -65.9

-2.2, -54,4

-2.8 -45.5

-1.9 -39.8

-1,1 i -40.2

i

-2.5 -31.2

-3.1 -27.2

-3.4 -21.6

-2.8 -19.8

- .1 -1.2

-1.4 =53.5

- ,9 ,-31.5

- .6 -15,8

.3 10.9

.. -.4

.3 3.5 '

-.8 -7.5 ,

-1.6 -11.7

2.8 31.9

1.5 1 44.6

- .6 -29.2

- .6 -26.3

- .3 -12.7

.1 5.5

,

COntinued--* LIL
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0

. Continued,

Sector & Industry

Labor Force

1960 1970

ACtual

Change

1960-70

Expectd

Value

1970

ExpNteL

Change

1960-70

Net

Shift

Net Shife'as.

Percentage Percentage of

Net Shift 1960 Size

Misc. Mfg.

15-24 2283 3246 963 3616 1333 .370 , 1.6 -16,2

25-34 2552 3194 642 ' 3321 70 -127 .6 -5,0

35-44 3335 3521 186 3537 202 -16 .

,,,,-

- .1 - .5

45-54 , 2786 3559 77? 3426 640 133 ,6 4.8

SS-* 1424 2013 56 3930
...

83 .4 5.8

Utilities.

1S-2 346 339 -7 548 202 1 -\209 - .9 -60,4

, 25-3- 289 260 29 376 87 416/ - ,5 -40.1

:67 237 -.30 283 16 =46 -, .2 -17.2

45-5z 214 277 63 263 49 14 .1 6.5

55-6L 131 151 20 178 47 -27 - .1 -20.6

DISTRIBUTIVE
ii

.

15-24 8774 14,355 5581 13,898 5124 457 2,0 5,2

5-34 7014 8346 1332 , 9128 2114 .782 -3.4 .11.1

35-44 9974 10,496 522 10,577 603 -81 - .4 - .8

45-54 9420 11,687 2267 11,583 2163 104 .5 1.1

55-64 5339 7508 2169 7235 1896 ' 273 1,2- % 5.1

Transportation

15-24 598 1027 429 947 149

,

80 .3 13.4

25-34 594 977 383 . 773 179 . 204 .9 34,3

35-44 666 , 821 155 706 40 115 .5 17.3

45-54 538 , 744 206 662 124 . 82 ,4 '15.2

55-64 343, 380 37 465, 122 -85 ,4 -24.8

0

Communication

15-24 1393 2057 664 2207 814 ' -150 '-10.8

25-34 1096 1029 . -67 1426 330 -397 -1.7 -36.2 '

35-44 787

1,

1024 231 835 48 189 .8 24.0

45-54 682 758 76 838 156 -80 - .3 -11.7

55-64 361 385 24 489 128 -104 -28,6

Continued

143
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Continued

Actual Expected Expected

,...y
" Net Shift as

Labor Force Change Value flange Net Percentage Percentage of,

, :or lndu: rv 190 1970 1960-70 1970 1960-70 Shi ft Net Shift 1960 Size

Wholesale

15-24 1023 A1633 610 1620 597 13 .1 1.3

25-34 966 1268 302 1257 291 11 1.1

35-44 1133 1460 277 1254 , :11 206 .9 17,4

45-54 1031 1481 450 1268 237 213 :9 20.7

55-64 547 874 327 741 194 133 .6 24.3

Retail

15-24 5760 9638 3878 9124 3364 514 2.2., 8,9

25-34 4358 5072 714 5672 1314 -600 -2,6 -13,8

35-44 7338 7191 -147 7782 444 -591 -2,6 -8,1

45-54 7169 8704 1535 8815 1646 -111 - .5 -1,S

55-64 4088 5869 1781 5540 1452 329 1.4 8,0'

c
c PRODUCER SERVICES

,

15-24 5221 8084 2863 8270 3049 -186 .- ,8 -3.6

25-34 3563 5562 1999 4637 1074 925 4.0 26.0

35-44 1674 4838 1164 3896 222 942 4.1 -, 25,6

45-54 3064 4736 1672 3767 703 969 4.2 31.6

5S-A 1790 2763 973 2426 636 332 1.5 18,8

Bank
i

1524 2044 3106 1062 3238 1194 -132 - ,,6 / -6.5

25-34 1300 1926 626 1692 392 234 1.0 18.0

35-44
1094 1588 494 1160 66 428 1.9 39.1

45-54 819 1340 521 1007 .188 333 1:4 40.7

55-64 423 706 283 573 150 133 .6 31,4

Insurance

15-24 1823 2358 535 2888 10fir, -510 -2.3 -29,1

25-34 992 1732 240 1291 295 .59 - .3

35-44
)03 1,116 113 957 54 59 .3 6.5, *.

340 147 247 1033 193 54 .2 6.4

55-64 424 641 217. 575 151 66 ,3 15.6

Continued----



Cunt lulled

SectolustE__
Labor Force

1960 1970

ACiiia1

Change

' 1960-70

ixpected

lia1ue

1970

Lxpected

Change

1960-,70

Net
.

Shift

Net Shift as ,

Percentage Percentage of

Net Shift 1960 Sire

Real Estate

15-24 232 350 118 367 135 -17 - .1 -7.3

25-34 252 417 165 328 76 89 .4 15.3 ,

35-44 475 570 95 504 29 t'J .3 13.9

45-54 515 761 246 633 118 128 ,, .6 , 24.9

SS-64,

Engineer Arch,

. 15-24

413

89

540

123

127

34

560

141

147

52

-20

-18

- .1

- .1

-4.8

-20.2

25-14 81 130 49 105 24 25 .1 30.9.

35-44 78 104 26 83 5 21 .1 26.9

55 84 31 65 12 19 .1 35.8

55-64 23 47 24 31 8 16 .1 69.6

r-+

0
,-,

Accuntingi,

15-24

25-34

97

103

259

265

162

162

153

. 134

56

31

, 106

131

.5

,6

109.3

127.2

35-44 130 254 124 138 8 116 .5 89.2

45-54 91 206 115 112 21 94 .4 103.3

Q,.

55-64 58 111 53 79 21 32 .1 55.2

N15e. Busint,ss Serv,

15-24 628 1405 777 995 367 410 . 1.8 65.3

25-34
( 603 1148 545 785 , 182 363 1.6 60.2

. 15-44
,

750 1022 272 795 45 227 1.0 30.3

4554 533 973 440 655 122 318 1.4 59.7

55-64 311 503 192 421 110 82 ..4 26.4

')

Legal

15-24 308 483 17 488 180 -5 16 ..

25-34 232 444 302 70 142 ,6 61.2

35-44 244 284 40 /259 IS 25 .1 10.2

45-54 213 285 72 262 49 25 .1 10.8

55-64 138 215 77 187 49 28 .1 20,S

Continued
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1 Is

J

ctua

Olange

1960-70

Expected

Value

1970

Expected

alange

1900-70

Net

SIfift

Continued

Net -.7itrar
Percentage Percentage of

Net Shift 1960 Size

-Lt.21'il.f..g._

'tabor Force

1960 1970

SOCIAL SERVICES
.

15.24 9183 19,052 9869 14,546 5363, 4506 19.6 49,1
/

25-34 9928 17,856 8028 12,791 2963 5065 22.0 51,5

35-44 . 12,227 17,636 5409 12,966 739 4670 20.3 38,2

45-54 12,872 18,603 5731 15,827 2955 2776 12.1 21.6

55.64 8045 12,725 4680 10,902 2857 1823 7.9 22.7

Medical Health

15-24 , 885 2399 1514 1402 517 997 4.3 112.7

25-34 984 J932 948 1281 \297 651 , . 2,8 66.2

35-44 1254 2128 874 1330 798 3.5 63,6

45-54 1237 2319 1082 1521 284\ 798 3,5 64,5

55-64 817 1582 765 1107 290 475 2.1 , 58.1

Hospital
.

1-,

o
N..)

15-24

25-341

2897

2738

4751

4321

1854

1583 ,.

4589

3563

1692

825

162

758

.7

3.3

5,6

27,7

35,44 2723 4116 1393 2888 165 1228 5,3 45.1

45-54 2655 3979 1324 3265 610 714 .
3,1. 26.9

55-64 1591 2791 1200 2156 565 635 ''. 7,8 39.9

Education

15-24 1496 8253 4757 5538 2042 2715 '11.8 77.7

25-34 3682 8071 4389 4792 1110 3279 14,3 89.1

35-44 4710 7679 2969 4995 285 2684 11.7 57.0

45-54 5719 7823 2104 7032 1113 791 3.4 13.8

55-64 3464 5528 2064 4694 1230 834 3.6\, 24.1

Welfare

\

15-24

25-34

386

406

805 ,

634

. 419

428

611

528

225

122

194

306

3
1.3

\ 50.3\'
75.4

35-44 561 791 230 595 34 196 .9 4.9

45-54 621 1001 380 764 143 237 .1.0 38.2

55-64 591 780 . 189 801 210 -21 - .1 -3.6

'Continued
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Continued

Sector Indust,

Labor Force .

1960 1970

Actual

Change

1960-70

Expected

Value

1970

Expected

Change

1960-70

Net

Shift

Net Shi t as

Percentage Percentage of

Net Shift 1960 Size

Nonprofit ....

15-24 189 323 154 299 110 24 .1 12.7

25-34 205 250 45 267 62 -17 - .1 -8.3

35-44 270 260 -10 286 / 16 -26 - .1 -9.6

45-54 275 324 49 338 // 63 -14 - .1 -5.1

55-64 157 226 69 , 213 56 13 .1 8.3

Postal .

15-24 39 238 199 62 23 176 .8 451.3

25-34 102 289 187 133 31 156 .7 152,9

55-44 185 SOO 115 196 11 104 .5 56.7

45-54 223 346 123 274 51 72 .3 32.3

55-64 155 211 56 210 55 1 .6

Government

15-24 1234 2135 901 1955 721 180 I .8 14.6

25-34 1617 1980 363 2105 488 -125 - .5 -7.7

35-44 2421 2237 -184 2567 146 -330 -1.4 -13.6 .

45-54 2079 2683 04 2556 477 127 .6 6.1

55-64 1223 1512

t,

289 165" 434 -145 .6 -11.9

Misc. Soc. and Prof.

15-24 57 148 91 90 33 58 .3 101.8 '

25-34 94 179 85 122 2g 57 .2 60.6

35-44 103 125 22 109 6 16 .1 15.5

45-54 63 128 65 77 14 51 .2 81.0

55-64 47 95 48 64 17 31 .1 66.0

PERSONAL SERVICES

15-24 7532 9969 2437 11,931 4399 -1962 -8.5 -26,0

25-34 6672 6052 -620 8683 2011 -2631 -11.4 -39.4

35-44 9489 7117 -2372 10,063 574 -2946 I_ -12.8 -31.0

45-54 9077 8332 -745 11,161 2084 -2829 -12.3 -31.2

55-64 6149 6348 199 8333 2184 .-1985 -8.6 -32.3

Continued
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Vt

Actual

Change

1960-70

Expected

Value

1970

-
Net

Shift

Continued

Seotor Industry

Labor Force

1960 1970

Expeted

Change

1960-70

Net Shift as

Percentage Percentage of

Net Shift 1960 Size

Duestic

15-24 3258 1833 -1325 5161 1903 -3228 .,-14,0 -99.1

25-34 2272 1017 -1215 2957 685 -1900 -8.3 -83.6

35-44 3192 1505 -1686 . 3385 193 -1879 -8.2 -58.9

45-54 3747 2275 -1472 4607 860 -2332 -10.1 -622

55-64 3195 2485 -710 4330 1135 , -1845 e -8.0 -57.7

i

Hotel

15-24 372 704 332 589 217 115 30.9

25-34 454 675 211 604 140 71 .3 15.3

35-44 717 762 45 760 43
,

4
44 .3

45-54' 841 870 29 1034 193 -164 - .7 -19.5

55-64 653 734 81 885 232 -151 - .7 -23.1

Eating, Drinking ,

15-24 2172 4410 2238 3441 1269 969 4.2 44.6

25-34 2231 2262 31 2904 673 -642 -2.8 -23.8

35-44 2866 2722 -144 3039 173 -117 -1.4 -11.1

4.5-54 2282 2665 383 2806 524 -141 - ,6 - 6.2

55-64 1123 1546 421 1524 399
I.

22 .1 2.0

Repair
u/

15-24 142 222 80 225 83 -3 4- -2.1

25-34 137 . 193 56 178 41 15 .1 10.9

35-41 178 216 38 189 11 27 .1 15.2

45-54 142 231 89 175 33 1 56 .2 39.4

55-64 75 142 ''' 67 102 27 40 .2 51.3

1

.

LLaldry

15-24 513 .
551 18 813 300 -262 -1.1 -51,1

25-34 .
625 438 -187 811 188 -375 -1.6 -60.0

3'....14 986 698 -288 1046 60 -348 -1.5 -35.3

45-54 .
960 838 -122 1180 220 -342 -1.5 -35.6

55-64 488 637 149 661 173 -24 - .1 -4,9

Continued
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Continued

Se:tor G Indust

Labor Force

1960 1970

Actual

Change

1960-70

Expected

Value

1970

Expected

. Change

1960-70

Net

Shift

Net Shift as

Percentage Percentage of

Net Shift 1960 Site

Barber

15-24 523 1357 834 82E 305 529 2.3 101,1

25-34 535 915 380 696 161 219 1,0 40,9
35-44 994 706 -288 1054 60 -348 -1,5 -35,0

45-54
r7c)
3i,. 862 283 712 133 150 .7 25,9

55-64 227 418 191 308 81 110 .5 48,5

Entertainment

15-24 454 653 199 719 , 265 -66 -.3 -14,5
25-34

' 320 373 53 416 96 -43 -.2 -13.4

35-44 372 368 .4 395 23 -27 -.1 -7.3

45-54 236 377 91 352 66 25 .1 8.7.

55-64 189 211 22 256 67 -45 -.2 -23.8

Ndsc. Personal Sell,:

15-24 98 139 41 155 57, -16 -.1 -16.3

25-34 88 139 51 115 27 24 .1 27.3
35-44 184 139 -45 195 0 -56 -.2 -30.4

45-54 240 214 -26 '295 55 -81 -.4 -33.8
55-64 197 175 -22 267 70 -92 -.4 -46.7

TOTALS. 202,249 260,564 58,315 260,564 58,315 23,001 t100,0

k 15-24 : 1,584018

25-34 1.301432

k 33.44 = 1,060442

45-54 . 1.229582

55-64 1.355134
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The last two columns-of Table 1V-5 arc introduced as aids to interpre-
tation. The Percentage Net Shift column indicates the relative importance of
each of the age categories in each of the sectors and industries for the total
population. Thus, continuing with the 15-24 Extractive sector age group, the
-12.2 means that nearly one-eighth of all negative change by sectors is fdund
in this one age category (6,133 -1- 50,131 = 12.2). Since we are dealing with
net\shifts, the totals should add up to + 1000 (actually +99.9 in this case
because of rounding error.)

--.

Khereas the net shift column reflects the importance of any one age
category for the total employed labor force, the last column indicates the
importance of the net shift for each age category in a given sector or industry.
Thus, -75.1 means that the net shift (-6133) was three-quarters of the 1960
figure (8164). This is one of the largest differences in the entire table,
but it is possible for.the figure to be almost 0 (e.g.,-0.5 for Transformative,
55-64) . Columns 7 and 8 show great differences between them in magnitude because
the bases of sectors and industries are so different.

Having expli/- cated the procedures involved in the shift technique by
reference to Table IV-5, let us state the case in general rather than specific
terms. The shift analysis separates the actual change into two components: -

the expected change and the n._-t- shift. The-expected change within sectors is
the application of the growth rate of all persons in the age category to the
actual 1960 sector and industry figures. This growth rate of the age category
reflects many facrprs -- changes in the total population, changes in age and
sex specific participation rates, changes in age of entry and of retirement.
Now the assumption of the expected change is that all such ftators affect the
groups equally within each sectolc and each' industry. Thus, the expected change
component of the actual change may be viewed as divorced from changes caused by
intersectoral movements of members continu.ng in the labor force, as well as the
differential patterns of the incorporation of entry cohorts into specific indus-
tries and sectors. These latter types of changes are reflected in the net shift
component.

, There iS another way of looking at this point.i13ince age groups are
r .

distributed unequally across sectors in 1960 and since thy increased at differ-
ent rates over the 1960-1970 decade, the expected sectoral distribution of the
labor force could be expected to differ from the 1960 sectoral distribution.
Conceivably, this expected difference would account for the movement out of the
Extractive and Transformative sectors and the movement into the services. Thus,
it is possible that he sectoral transformation could occur solely or predomi-
nantly as the.result f expected changes, i.e, changes in the-size-of age-groups.

This possibility is examined in Table IV-8. The actual 1960 .nd 1970
sectoral distributions of the five age groups are shown, along with the expected
1970 distribution based on the differential growth of age groups. It is clearly .

evident that the expected change al:one do not yield a "transformation" pattern.
The expected sectoral redistribution is so slight as to be insignificant. And
the pattern of these slight changes are not as would be anticipated. If the
employed labor force would have changed as "expected" between 1960 and 1970,
there would have been a movement into Extractive and out of Social services,
the two sectorsothat actually experienced the largest loss and gain, respectively.
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Table IV-8

ACTUAL VERSUS EXPECTED CHANGES IN THE SECTORAL DISTRIBUTION
OF THE LABOR FORCE, AGES.15-64, FOR 1960 AND 1970

Industry Actual 1960
Setor Distribution

Expected 1970
Distribution

Actual 1970
Distribution

Point
Difference

1970.Expected
Minus 1960

Actual Dist.

% Poin;
Difference,

1970 Actual
Minus 1960
Actual Dist.

Fxtractive 7.6 7.7 4.3 .1 -3.3

Transformative 36.2 35.9 33.7 - .3 -2.5

Pistributive Svcs. 22.0 22.1 22.3 .1 .3

Producer Services 6.6 6.7 8.1 .1 1.5

Social Services 16.4 16.3 21.9 - .1 5.5

Personal Services 11.2 11.3 9.7 .1 -1.5 :.

TOTALS 100.0 100.0. 100.0
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Thus, it is evident that the much larger percentage point changes in the last

column of Table-IV-8 are due to sources other than changes in the size of age

groups. In other words, it is due mainly to the new entry or re-entry patterns

of members of the labor force and to the intersectoral shifts of existing labor

force members as reflected by the net shift values.

The net shift figure reflects the portion of the actual change which

was affected by "deviatiprs" from the expect.ed pattern of industry and sc.ctoral

participation. The deAations include the movements from one sector or industry

to another by employed persons, or the entry or exit of greater or fewer number

of persons than expected. EVen more than the comparison of the situation in

1965 when compared to 1970 as provided in Chapter III, the.shift approach is

severely liMited in what can be said about the origins of those entering or the

destinations of those leaving particular sectors and industries. This.is a

familiar problem for those who must rely upon cross-sectional data. To make

definitive statements about inter-ihdustry mobiiity and its relation to age one

needs longitudinal data such as that being accumulated in the Parnes study

(1975).

What can we expect to get out of the shift share analysis? One lead

is to link age structure to change.of employment in a given industry. As we

noted eailier in this report, the 196015 showed a slower growth of employment in

the Transformative sector as compared with the total labor force. As a result,

the share of total employment in this sector decreased from 35.9% in 1960 to

33.1% in 1970. The data in Table IV-5 show that four of the five age groups grew

more slowly than could have been expected on the basis of the growth rates of

these age groups in the total labor force. Only the oldest age group (55-64)

expanded as expected..

The int festing finding of the differentiation by age is the fact thal,

the youngest age roup (15-24) showed the largest difference between actual and

expected growth o ',employment. This suggests that with respect to the total

labor force, relatively fewer new labor force entries find employment in the

Transformative sector:- (Whether this is by choice or not cannot be assessed with

these data, but this point is not germane for our present purposes.)

The pattern demonstrated by the Transformative sector is, of course,

constituted by the patterns of its eight industries. The one important exception

to the sector.pattern 1...5 machinery, which is also the single most importan indus-

try within the sector. This one industry accounts fol.- 7.2 percent of the t al

positive net shift of the employed labor force and only the 35-44 age gro

expanded.slightly less than expected.

The relationship for the proportionately decreasing industries to have
less than expected growth in specific age categories holds in other sectors. It

holds.for agriculture and mining in Extracttve, transportation in Distributive

services,.domestic service, repair, laundry and miscellaneous personal services

in the Personal services sector. In each of these industries,all age groups have

negative net shifts. The consistency of patterns is not as strong for the .

proportionately increasing industries, where there are more cases of positive

and negative net shifts within the same industries.

When one examines the age categories, the absolute nulers by category
vary considerably. There is no regular progression, as would be the case in a
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life table, where each successive age group is smaller than the previous one.
Nearly ,ilways (Personal Services being an exception)11the 15-24 category is
smaller than the 25-34 category, because many persons of this age have not
entered the labor force, as is graphically indicated bythe "notch" in the age-
sex pyramids. At the other end, the oldest'age category (with the one exception

4.
of domestic service) is smaller than the preceding catégory.- But no such general-

,

ities can be made for the three intermediate age categories; they-are distributed
in many patterns.

At the sector level, the results are as anticipated. The Extractive
sector has a heavy negative percentage net shift, acdounting for nearly one-half
(4b.3',) of the total._ Transformative has a negative total of 29.6%, and together
with Extractive and Personal services (22.6%) it accounts for virtually all
()8.5%) Of the total negative shift. In-the TransforMative sector the youngest
age category (15-24) is 17.2% less than expected. Within the sector, constructi-m
folioi.s the overall pattern closely, but food and textiles both have large
negative magnitudes for nearly all-age categories. Whatever the reason, and it
is probably linked to technological factors and changes in product demand, neithn-
industry is able to attract its "share" of workers.

In Personal services-, it is 'domestic service that has high negative
figurus for all age categories. Eating and drinking has an unusual pattern, for
employment in the youngest age category expanded remarkably, the net shift being
nearly as large (84.1%) as the total for 1960. The other age categories are-all
negative, but not nearly enough to offset the 15-24-category. Whether it is
true that youth will be served, it is here evident that youth will4erve, espe-
cially in the fast-food chains that have growh so rapidly since 1960.

Turning to the sectors And industries with net shifts gr- eater than
expected, it can be no surprise that Social services is thedominant sector, with
more than'ithree-quarters (76.8%) of the total positive net shift. It is particu-
larly notable that.all individual Social service industries expanded,faster than
expectled' (except for two age categories in postal services). Moreover, the
majority of net shifts in the various.age groups throughout the Social services
is at least one-third of the 1960 employment in each specific category.

Examining the absolute figures for net shifts, we find nearly little
difference in the three youngest age categories, and the drop-off to age 55-64
is not a sharp one. Education is numerically the largest industry within the
sector, and above average growth was particularly important in the two youngest
age groups. Government, the second largest industry within the sector, not only
had-less impressive growth but it yas concentrated quite equally in the 15-24
and the 45-54 age groups, a most unusual, pattern: The explanation.for this is
not known, but as we shall see, it is the consequence of the male distribution,
since the female pattern is quite different.

Producer services is the other sector with more than expected groWth.
_Its total positive net shift is 19.4%, with Social services accounting for all
but 3.8% of the total positive net shift. By age group the distribution is
relatively even, much more so than for Social services. The industries with:1
the sectors show more variation (insurance has negative signs for the,younger
ages) but basically thy conform to the overall pattern.

1
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By contrast, one remaining sector Distributive, has quite contradictory

industry patterns that make the overall sector pattern of very little change a
deceiving one. Transportation has all negative signs and rtail trade three
out of five, but they are quite small in their effects, none being in excess of

10', of the 1960 size, with the exception of the oldest category in transportatich:
Wholesale trade has a rather even pattern of positive net shifts,by age, but thc
pattern for communication is a broken one.

Before attempting to (Law coriclusions about the total labor force, let

us refer to the male and female distributions (Tables IV-() and IV-7) for whatever,

light,they can shed on the matter. Since males re 62% of the labor force in 1970
they tend to dominate, but the variation in female employment by sector is such
that their impact can be considerable for particular sectors or industries.
Moreover, females have higher growth rateS (k values),for all age groups, and this
translates into an absolute intercensal growth much gvater than for males (5.8
versus 1.8 million). In the absolute distribution of individuals by sex for
1970, it is common for males to have the largest representation in the 25-34 agc
group, but this is not true far females because child bearing and child rearing
tend,to keep them out of the labor force at this time. Female are much more

- likely than males to have their peak representation in the 15:24 age group,
especially in retail trade, Producers' and Personal services.

On .the sector level, feMales have a strong negative pattern in the
Extractive and Personal service-sectors, the difference being that they are much
less important in Extractive, but more important in Personal sertices. In the

latter, whereas males had a 19.4% positive figure for the 15-24 age group, it is
-26.0%1 for females. Within Personal,services, the industries have similar
patterns for males and females, with the'most prominent exception being barber
and beauty shops. .Fer men there is a net negative shift but for women ther,e is
a strong pisitive relationship-,especially in the youngest age category. The

different technology and scheduling in barber shops compared to beauty shops has
been well described by Wilburn (1969).

In the Transformative sector the actual growth of. females in relation
to the 6.xpected growth was much less as compared to males, with the effect some-
what stronger in the younger ages. Internally, the patterns are similar by sex,
with Machinery being the exception, having a positive net,shift for both sexes.

The Social-services are eVen more important for females than for male..1
in providing for positive net shifts; 81.9% Compared to 58.5%. Both Sexes have
greater than expected growth in all'age groups. While young women were brought
into the postal service in larger than expected numbers, their pattern of govern-
ment is a mixed one, with an o.,ferall negative balance.

Producer services does not have as great an impact on thc percentage
net shift for females as for males, with the yoUngest age grwip having a slight
negative shift. Perhaps the demand in banking and insurance in particular, is
being met by the substitution of office machines for personnel. Miscellaneous
business services, a hodge-podge of activities, shows strong growth for both
sexes.

The disparate trends in Distributive, evident in the total figures,
shows up as even more complicated w /WTI considered by sex. For example,
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/transportation is negative in shift for mal s,-but positive for females, save

the old(.st category. The'reverse ratterna are found in communication. Whole-

!;aling, ia an important basis for shift shares for males,t)ut it is- of minor

: importam.:e for females. The sign patterns for retail are similar for both sexe:-:

posit..ve for the youngest and oldest age groups and negative for the intermediate

groups.

The shift approach allows us to consider once more the question of the
relative importance of age groups in accounting for the sectoral transformation.
The data of Table IV-9 was computed from the information provided in Tables

1V-5, 1V-7 and is given for the total population, males abd females in

three panels. We examine.first the upper panel on the total population":.

The first.column shows the actual sectoral changes in the percentage *

distributiolLof the total labor force from 19'60 to 1970, and we see that the
Extractive sector declined by 3.3 percentage points:while Social services in-
creased by 5.5 percentage puints. Each of the other five columns by age shows

the percentage point chonges in the distribution,.that woul'd 'have occurred if
only one age group;thad,thanged as it actually did while the other four age groups
had changed as expected; that,is, had changed such-that their 1970 distributions
across ::ectors had remained the-same as in 1960.. Thus, the second-column of
Table IV-9 shows the change in the percentage distribution of the total labor
force under the assumption that the actual 1960-1970 'changes were experienced by
only the youngest age group, the third column shows the changes that would have
occurred if actual changes were experienced by 'only the 25-34 age group, etc.

The changes shoWn iii each of columns 211(1 of Table IV-9 represent the
differences between the actual 1960 percentage distribution and the expected 19'0
distribution. The latter was computed directly from the "Number in Labor-Force,
1970" and "Expected Va1ue"-co1umns of.Table 11.1-5. For example, uhder the
assumption that only the 15-24 age groups changed-as expected, the 1970 distrih-
ution was calculated tly: 1) summing, for each sector, the actual number in the
15-24 age group in 1970.and the expected 1970 employment values of the four
older age groups, which yields an employment total for each sector; and 2)
divicling each sectoral total by the total labor force in 1970, which gives the
percentage of the labor force employed in each sector in 1970:- This derived 1970

Percentage distribuj,on then was subtracted from the actual 1960 percentage dis-

tribution,. resulting .in a decline in the Extractive sector of the total labor
force of .8 percentage points, a decline in 'the Transformative sector of 1.1
percentage points, an increaSe in the Distributive sector Of .4 points; etc.

(see panel- I and column 2 of Table IV-9).

Columns 2.through 6 of the table enable us to compare the effects of
the actual'chapges in each age group upon the sectoraldistribution of the labor
force.- The results reinforce those obtained from the shift:analysis. It can'be

seen that the youngest age group had ,the largest impact upon the declining
Extractive and Transformative sectors, but a relatively small impact upon Pro-
ducer services and the same magnitude of effect upon Social servi-Ces as the
25-34 and 35-44 age groups. -It is also evident that the three youngest age
groups had subStantially larger effects than did the two older age groups in

only two sectors: Transformative and Social services. Definitely, the oldest

age group had,the least effect,,yet even this age group contributed substantially
to the decline in the Extractive sector and to the growth in Social services.
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Table IV-9

CHANGES IN THE PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF THE TOTAL EMPLOYED LABOR FORCE,
MALES rv;J? FEMALES, AMONG SECTORS, IY:DER THE ASSUMPTION OF ACTUAL

CHANGES IN ONLY ONE AGE GROUP

S( cter

Total

Actual
Change,

Age Group Experiencing Actual Change

15-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55.44

Total Labor Force

E-tractivo -3.3 .8 .5 - .5 _ - .5

T-ansformative -2.5 -1.1 -1.0 -1.0 - .4 - .3

D:stributive .3 4 0 .1 1._ .2

PlDducer's Services 1.5 .3 .5 .5 .4

Sccial Services 5.5 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.0 .6

Personal Services -1.5 .1 - .2 - .3. - .4 ./

Male

E:tractive -4.0 -1.0 ,6 - .6 .9 ..5

Thansformative - .9 .7 - .6 - .6 .1 .0

Distribut.ive .6 .5
,.. .7 .2 .1

PrDducer's Services 1.2 .1 .3 .3 .2 0

Sccial Services 3.4 .6 .6 .6 .7 .4

Pcrsonal Services - .4 .4 0 0 .2 0

Female

E: tractive -1.2 .3 .2 - .2 .3 - .3

Trinsformative -2.7 -1.1 -1.1 -1.1 .2

Distributive .1 .3 .2 .1 .2 1
.,_

Producer's Services 1.4 /.,. .6 .6 .6 .4

Social Services 7.2 1.7 1.9 1.7 1.0 .6

Personal Services -4.7 .7 -1.0 -1.1 -1.0 - .7

1 6 2
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'---There arc no remarkable differences in the effects of the five age groups upon
the sectoral transformation. Moreover, a scrutiny of columns 2-6 with the
first column makes it quite clear that no one age group by itself could have
effected a pattern of sectoral shifts similar in magnitude to the actual shifts
which occurred. These conclusions for the total employed labor force hold for
male and female as well. The magnitudes, or: course, differ by sex, but the
patterns are similar so they need not be discussed in detail.

Conclusions

3ecause of The large amounts of data that have been put before the
re . in this chave7;- it is desirable to end with some general statements
th. ,ly serve to uri core the importance we attach to the role of age in the
tr ormative proce -While here as elsewhere in this report a decade is a
rather short.interval to analyze in terms of structural change, age as a
variaole does demonstrate-some rather clear patterns.

Sex differences by age are a prominent feature of this cnapter, perhaps
best r.bpreciated through the medium of the age-sex pyramids. The remarkable
groWth of female employment during the sixties made this sex more volatile in
change than the much more:slowly growing males. To that extent, females are
more "interesting" to analyze than males.

One of the features of the net shifts presented in Tables IV-S through
1V-7 is the fact that the signs for the five age groups within both sectors and
industries go in the same direction, that is to say, they are either all positive
or all negative. This holds for all sectors except Distributive. Transformative
has a positive 0.3% shift for the 55-64 age group but all other groups are
negative, so it is hardly an exception. On the industry level there are more
exceptions, concentrated in the Transfermative, Distributive and Personal
ser.c25. This pattern of sign consistency could have been predicted for indus-
tri,2s that either grew much less than expected (e.g. agriculture) or much more
(e.g. education), but its general pervasiveness comes as something of a surprise.

Another featur of the net shift is the relatively narroW range that
it displays as a percentage of the 1960 size. That is; die variation by age
category generally is not extreme. If one age group is growing much more
rapidly than expected then the others will also, and vice versa. For example,
for all age groups the range in Extractiye is from -37.8 to -75.1 and in Social
services from 31.1 to 60.4. Again, there dre exceptions to this generalization,
hut the pattern is undeniably present and it is not.an obvious one. The
variation in numbers in age groups and the differential growth of the age groups
could have led us to predict a sUbstantially different pattern, With great
variation especially in the extreme age groups.

The proportion of the total positive net shift 2ccounted for by Social .

services is remarkable; 76.8% for total, 58.5% fel- male and 81.9% for female.
This last figure especially is impressive, since it must be remembered'that the
net shift procedure already controls for the incre:ise in labor force participation
of women during the 1960-1970 decade. The 81,9% is, therefore; in addition to
the strong growth that took place as a result of the overall increase of the age
groups.
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What has-become so apparent by now that it would Fa.dly seem to

bear repeating is the variation and diversity that the variabif of Lige assiles

by sectors and induStries. What is important to emphasize is that there is

nothing mechanical orindeed obvious about the ways through whilch age operates

in the transformative process; it strikes us_as a rather complbx matter and

by no means have the analytical possibilities inherent in the subject been

exhausted.. As. we had reason to lament upon earlier, some of the most important

questions cannot be handled adequately by recourse to census data. Only large-

scale surve - large'because they are needed to provide the necessary - ._..

detail: desig ed to obtain retrospective questions about labor force behavior,

can be expected i-81-provide satisfactory answers to questions about origins and

destinations:
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Chapter V

ITW INTERRELATIONSHIP OF INDUSTRY AND OCCUPATION

If we ara to understand how the process of labor force transformation
takes place we need to have a theory of-work allocation that can encOmliass the
,various dimensions of work position and how they are interrelated. We do not
have such a theory at this.time,'partly because the inclination been to

consider each dimension separately and in isolation from the oders.

Sociologists, for example, have long cOnsidered work almost exclusively
from the perspective of occupation, whici is used:to develop hierarchies of
social.stratification and the forms of social mobility that occur within them.
(See Boudon, 1973,ifor a recent survey of the field.) But rarely do sociologists
attempt to incorporate industry position in the interpretation of social
stratification and social mobility. Perhaps the most norable,example of this
point is the fact that.Blau, and Duncan (1967) inItheir very influential study,
he American Occupational Structure, collected information on industry positions
of the respondents as well as those of their fathers and fathers-in-law, but
they almost completely ignored these data, using industry position only to make
minor refinements in Atheir occupational coding,/but not as an analytical variable
in its own right. Probably the main reason for'the neglect of industry position
in the study of occupational mobility is the fact that occupational positions
can be ranked to form a hierarchical ladder of status, (although there are
evident difficulties with all such rankings)./ In contrast industry positions
do not lend-themselves- to the formation of a/status hierarchy.

But industries and sectors do var in the degree to which they have
different occupational mixes; that is, in yhe varying proportions of high or low-
status occupations they display. This means that the differential growth of
industries and sectors will directly affect the total cwcupational distribution
and consequently will,affect the probabyities of social mobility for those in
the.labor forte.

After al., industry position/logically is prior to occupational'
position. We say logically prior becathse anyone in ehe labor force must simul-
taneously occupy an industry and an-ocbupational position. But the reaiity of
the creation of specific work positions is that specific enterprises/are creatcd
wifthin specific industries. Then, when enterprises are formed, someone within
them must recruit individuals to occupy specific occupational positions. .0f
course, the availability'of certain occupational skills .constrains the.kinds of
industries that develop; doubtless, a number of oil-rich nations have the
investment capital to start high-technology industies, but they do not necessiArily
have tha trained manpower to operate them. Which brings us back to the initial
point: industry and occupation are interrelated, and they should bc analyzed
as such.

Such a 'task in all of its ramifications-is.far greater than can be
attemp,ted here. It would be preferable tb have data directly on-thc enterprisc.s
themselves, rather than to depend on our indirect approach which relies upon
information on individuals occupying particular industry positions as designated
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by the Bureau of the Census. Of course, the ocCupational titles reported f').1.-

individuals,in the census may not accurately reflect their actual work activit,..

Moreover, even accepting the population data on industry and occupation, tl.QiT

full potential will not be eXploited. Even though the three-digit census codes
for industry and occupation provide information.on hundreds of titles, the
analysis reported here will be restricted to the six sectors and the 37 indus-

, tries and just eleven occupational classes. Eventually, research in this area

should make.use of the full range of the two and three digit classification, but

for the largely exploratory purposes of this chapter, fte -iore gross categories

must suffice. Parenthetically, Gibbs and Poston (1975) ?lave demonstrated that
division of.labbr.measures, created from U.S. census induz,ry and occupation
categories, produce much the sfime results whether gross, intermediate or detai'ped,
classifications are used.

It also should be made clear at this point that the purpose of this
chapter is not to seek a comprehensive explanation of why industry-occupationa
configurations, assume the patterns they do. The answers_to_the_quethons that
ariSe from such an endeavor would Lead uS directly into the "motor" of economic
growth and 'development and a consideration of the demand-supply factors that
influence the industry-occupational patterns and their change. This canaot be

attempted here, at least in more than passing fashion. Our concern is with the.

allocation of labor itself and how it is transformed over time. This offers

many challenging prob.lems in its own right. It is assumed that sectors and
industries have differing occupational requirements such that most industrieS
will have occupational profiles (even using the gross occupational categories)
that clearly differentiate them from other sectors and industries. Mdre than
this', it is also assumed that even for so Short,a. period as the 1960-1970 decaue
there can be significapt differences introduced into the industry-oácupational
structures.

r7A,

Logically, there'are four combinatidns of ildustry-occupational change:

Type 1. There is-growth (positive or negative) in numbers, but
no proportionate change in the industry-occupational
cdnfiguration; the pattern therefore remaining the
same.

Type.2. There is a change in the industry-occupational configuration
(possible under conditions of positive, negative or no
growth), but it is accountable for solely by shifts in
the industry distribution, the occupational profiles
within industries remaining unchanged-. For the total
labor force the octupational distribution must change
but not within industries.

Type.3. -Thc reverse of Type 2. The industries.do not change,
but the, occupational distributions within the industries

change.

Type 4. 'With or withodt the growth of the total labor force, both
the industry and occupational configurations change.

1 6 6
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As already intimated, it is Type 4 which is/overwhelmingly encountered
both deveioped and developing countries. PossiblY, under pre-industrial

conditions Type I was approximated, where there was'little economic development
and slow population growth. Of course, Types 2 and 3 are stated in stringent
terms and if they were restated to mear only that the predominant change was of
the occupational structure withiyindustries or 'of the industry structure itself,
these patterns would be empirically more likely to be encountered.

,)
In Table V-1 the occupational distribution for the total labor force

for-1960 and 1970 is given for 11 categories. The only modification of the
conventional one-digit classification is the division of professional into
professional and semi-professional (see Appendix D for allocation). ,As is
well kpewn, farmers and farmer laborers declined by about 5096, Operltives and
laborer over 10%. In contrast,.professionals and:semi-professionals increaSed
by ove.:. 25% and clerical by nearly 20%. The remaining occupationalzategories-
are more or less holding their own.

The configuration for the entire-labor forte-is-well known, but what
should we expect for .ectors and industries? Will they not.have their own sets
of "imperatives" that serve to mold their occupational distributions? The array
of factors that can imOnge upon these distributions -7.i.e., the demand and
supply of trained manpower., the investment decisions of private firms and of
governments, the infusion of technology, the kinds of discrimination practiced
against minorities and females -- is so large and varied that no attempt can be
made to fully "explain" the patterns that can be detected. In,any event, as.
noted in the introductory chapter, we are interested primarilKin how the labor
force changes rather than why, it changes.

Tables V-2, 3 and 4 present the occupational distributions within the
six sectors for 1960 and 1970 and boththe percentage point difference and the
percentage change for the 1960-70 period. (Rather than taxing the reader's
eyesight and patience with comparable distributions for each of _the 37 industries
we will refer to industries only when they seem to offer a distinctive point.)
The ,distributions and their changes are complex and cannot easily,,be sumMarized.

There.is a greater concentration in a few occUpational c:tegories by
sector than was true for the entire employed labor force. To no one's surprise,
farmers and farm laborers together account for over two-thirds of employment in
the Extractive sector'. What does command our attention is the appreciable decline
in this total between 1960 and 1970, something over 10 percentage points.
Although the professional and semi-professional categories grew by only 2
percentage points, their percentage change was over 1.00% during the decade. In
agriculture (mining has a different pattern) the growth of these two occupational
categories may be said to represent a diffusion of expertise. .In agriculture
this means not only professional agronomists and engineers but also increases in
managers, clerical and sales, all a sign of the developing agribusiness. The
1960-70 trend may be expected to continue.

, No other sector has so great a concentration as does Extractive in ju5t
two categories, but Personal ,services, even in 1970, had nearly 60% (58.42) in
service occupations.- Transformative had -2.57 percentage point decline from
1960-1970 in the proportion who were craftsmen, operatives and laborers (68.41%
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Table V- 1

OCCUPATIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE TOTAL LABOR FORCE, 1960-1970

Occupational
Category

Percent in
1960

Percent in
1970

Percent
Point
Change

Percentage
Change

10.20 2.19 27.3Profuszional 8.01

Semi-Professional 3.80 4.79 .99 26.1

Farmers 4.08 1.85 -2.23 -54.7

Managers 8.76 8.50 - .26 - 3.0

Clerical 15.16 18.02 2.86 18.90

'Sales 7.57 7.28 - .29 -3.80

_Craftsmen 14.21 13.75 - .46 -3.20

Operatives 19.34 17.32 -2.02 710.40

Service 11.73 12.68 .95 8.10

Laborers 5.03 4.40 - .63 -12.50

Farm Laborers 2.37 1.26 -1.11 -46.80
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Table V-2

OCCUPATIONAL DISTRIBUTIONS WITHIN INDUSTRY
SECTORS, 1960 AND 1970, BOTH SEXES

(In Percent)

Extractive

Transfor-
mative

-
Distribu-

tive
Services

Producer
Services

Social
Services

Personal
Services

Professional
1960 1.18 .4,19 2.15 11.63 31.18 .45

1970 2.48 5.14 2.44 11.92 30.84 '1.13

Semi-Professional
1960 .97 3.08 .72 . 3.83 11.58 2.72

1970 1.90 4.02 1.43 .5.83 10.65 2.43

Farmers
1960 44,81 .00 ,00 .00 .00 .00

1970 40.56 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00

Managers
1960 1.26 6.01 16.65 14.57 5.07 / 9.43 /

1970 1.83 6.08 13.82
_

12.87 6.19 9.14

Clerical
1960 1.67 11.13 18.49 41.11 22.64 4.97

1970 3.36 11.80 21.14 42.11 22.97 7.71

Sales
1960 .26 3.14 23.74 16.20 .23 1.01

1970 .47 2.64 22.18 15.02 '.28 1.43

Craftsmen
1960 3.54 26.38 11.37 3.46 4.71 9.58

1970 5.91 26.70 12.36 2.98 3.23 9.59

Operatives
1960 9.38 36.33 18.66 2.05 2.48 9.5'

1970' 9..1 35.32 17.57 2.02 1.79 7.58

Service
1960 .42 1.50 2.79 5.90 20.48 59.35

1970 ..78 .1.94 2.80 6.25 22.87 58.42

Laborers
1960 2.60 8.27 5.43 1.29 1.68 3.01

1970 5.91 6.39 6.31 1.03 1.23 2.62

Farm Laborers
1960 28.96 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00

1970' 27.54 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00

Total Sample Size
1960 (51,469) (228,407) (140,844) (43,186) (106,033) (73,902)

1970 (32,571) (238;318) (160,373) (58,842) (157,394) (71,789)
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Table V-2

(Continued)

PERCENT POINT CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE CHANGE OF OCCUPATIONAL CATEGORIES
WITHIN INDUSTRY SECTORS, 1960--1970, B0111 SEXES

Extrctive
Transfor-
mative

tive
Services

Producer
Services

Social
Services

Personal
Services

Professional
% Point Change 1.30 .95 .29 .29 - .34 .68

Percentage Change 110.17 22.67 13.49 2.49 -1.09 151.11

Semi-Professional
% Point Change .93 .94 .71 2.00 - .93 - .29
Percentage Change 95.88 30.52 98.61 52.22 -8.03 -10.66

Farmers
% Point Changei -9.25 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00

percentage *Change -18.57

Managers
% Point Change .59 .07 -2.83 -1.70 1.12 - .29
Percentage Change 46.82 1.16 -17.00 -11.67 22.09 -3.07

Clerical
% Point Change 1.69 .67 2.65 1.00 .33 2.74

Percentage Change 101.20 6.02 14.33 2.43 1.46 55.13

Sales
% Point Change .21 - .50 -1.61 -1.1 8 .05 .42

Percentage Change 80.77 -15.92 -6.77 -7.28 21.74 41.58

Craftsmen
% Point Change 2.37 .32 .99 - .48 -1.48 .01
Percentage Change 66.95 1.21 8.71 \-13.87 -31.42 0.10

Operatives
% Point Change - .07 -1.01 -1.09 - .03 - .69 1.94
Percentage Change .75 -2.78 -5.P4 -1.46 -27.82 20.38

Service
% Point Change .36 .44 .01 .35 2.39 .93
Percentage Change 85.71 29.33 .36 5.93 11.67 1.57

Laborers
% Point Change 3.31 -1.88 .88 - .26 - .45 - .39
Percentage Change 127,31 -22.73 16.21 -20.16 -26.78 -12.96

Farm Laborers
% Point Change -1.42 .00 .00 .00 .00 .03
Percentage Change -4.90 ,-- ---

NOTE: Computed From Table
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Table V-3

OCCUPATIONAL DISTRIBUTIONS WITHIN INDUSTRY SECTORS,
1960-1970, MALES (In Percent)

Extractil,e
Transfor-
mative

Distribu-
tive

Services
Producer
Services

Social
Services

Per3onal
Services

Professional
1960 1.25 5.01 2.68 18.13 25.14 .63
1970 2.56 6.27 3.16 19.17 28.47 1.30

Semi-Professional
1960 1.00 3.43 , .78 5.66 13.67 4.63
1970 1.87 4.48 1.60 8.25 13.10 4.05

Farmers
1930 52.36 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
1970 43.11 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00

Managers
1960 1.32. 7.1F 20.53 20.61 7.69 16.31
1970 1.92 7.53 17.64 18.86 10.43 15.63

Clerical
1960 .70 5.78 8.55 14.52 '5.91 2.59
1970 1.10 5.83 8.38 13.75 13.36 3.38

Sales
1960 .24 3.59 18.32 23.75 .28 1.37
1970 .39 3.19 17.61 22.35 , .31 1.69

Craftsmen
1960 3.86 32.51 15.51 5.55 9.53 22.03
1970 6.50 33.49 17.65 4..98 6.85 21.00

Operatives
1960 9.95 30.91 24.01 2.80 3.83 11.71
1970 9.90 29.24 23.14 2.69 2.90 9.43

Service
196C .33 1.54 2.20 6.95 20.67 .'34.06
1970 .62 2.21 2.20 3.28 2209. 38.30

Laborers
.'. 1960 2.77 10.10 7.46 2.08 3.33 6.72

1970 6.01 7.80 8.67 1.72 2.539 5.26.

Farm Laborers
1960 . 26.29 .00 -00 .00 .:'D .00
1970 v/ .26.09 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00

Total 'Sample Size
1960 (46,312) (178,798) (98,830) (25,352) (51,495) (32,111)1970 (29,296) (181,676) (105,950) (32,074) . (68,326) (31,244)
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Table V-3

(Continued)

.
PERCENT-POINT CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE CHANGE OCCUPATIONAL CATEGORIES

WITHIN INDUSTRY SECTORS, 1960 AND 1970, MALES (In Percent)

Extractive
Transfor-
mative

Distribu-
tive

Services
,

Producer
Services

Social
Services

'Professional
% Point Change 1.31 1.26 .48 1.04 3.33

Percentage Change 104.80 25.15 17.91 5.74 13.24

Semi-Professional
% Point Change .87 1.05 .82 2.59 - .57

Percentage Change 87.00 30.61 105.13 45.76 -4.17

Farmers
% Point Change
Percentage Change

- 9.25
-17.66

.00 .00 .00
...0..;)

Managers
% Point Change .60 .35 - 2.89 - 1.75 2.74

Percentage Change 45.45 4.87 -14.08 ..,- 8.49 35.63

Clerical
. % Point Change .40 .05 - .17 - .77 - 2.55

Percentage Change 57.14 .86 - 1.99 - 5.30 -16.03

Sale?
% Point Change .15 - .40 - .71 - 1.40 .03

Percentage Change 62.50 -11.14 - 3.68 - 5.89 10.71

Craftsmen
% Point Change 2.64 .98 2.14 - :57 - 2.68

Percentage Change 68.39 .3.01 '13.80 -10.27 -28.12

Operatives
% Point Change .G5 - 1.67 - ..87 - .11 - .93

Percentage Change .50' - 5.40 - 3.62 - 3.93 -24.28

'Service
% Point Change .29 .67 .00 11.33 1.42

Percentage Change 87.87 43,51 .00 19.14 6.87

Laboreu-
% Point Change 3.74 4.30 1.21 - .36 - .80

Percentage Change 116.97 -22.77 16.22 -17.31 -24.02

Farm Laborers
% Point Change - .20 .00 .00 .00 .00

Percentage Change .76

, NOTE: Computed from Table
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Personal
Services

.67
106.35

- .58
-17.5:

.79
30.50

.32

23.36

.

- 1.03
- 4.68

- 2.28.

-19.47

4.24
12.45

-1.46
-21.73
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Table V-4

OCCUPATIONAL DISTRIBUTIONS WITHIN INDUSTRY SECTORS,
1960-1970,'FEMALES (In Percent)

Extractive
Transfor-
mative

Distribu-
tive

Services
Producer
Services

Social
Services

Personal
Services

Professional
1960 .53 1.13

.

.87 2.44 36.76 .32-
1970 1.81 1.52 1.04 3.25 , 32.65 .99

Semi-Professional
1960 .72 1.75 .57 1.23 9.64 1.31
1970 2.11 2.55 1.09 2.92 8.78 1.17

Farmers
190 24.62 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
1970 17.82 .00 .00 _00 .00 .00

Managers
1960 .68 1.63 7.32 6.03 2.65 4.34
1970 1.20 1.44 6.38 5.71 2.95 4.15

Clerical
1960 11.25 31.27 42.36 78.75 28.85 6.73
1970 23.59 30.91 45.92 76.06 30.31 11.05

Sales
1960 .53 1.47 36.95 5.52 .18 74
1970 1.20 .89 31.04 6.26 .26 1.22

Craftsmen
1960 .42 3.34 1.41 .50 .27 .36
1970 .65 4.98 2.09 .58 .46

Operatives
1960 3.70 56.71 5.82 1.00 1.23 7.91
1970 3.98 54.80 6.76 1.23 .95 6.16

Service
1960 1.39 1.57 4.21 4.42 20.30 78.07
1970 2.17 1.08 3.99 3.83 23.47 73.92

Laborers
1960 .89 1.37 .55 .16 .16 .26
1970 5.05 1.88 1.75 .21 .59

Farm Laborers
1960 SS.33 .00 .G0 .00 .00 .00
1970 40.49 .00 ..00 .00 .00 .00

Total Sample Size
1960 (5,157,i (49,609) (42,014) (17,834) (54,538) (41,791)
1970 (3,275) (56,642) (54,423) (26,768) (89,068) (40,545)
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Table V-4

(Continued)

PERCENTAGE POINT CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE CHANGE OF OCCUPATIONAL

CATEGORIES WITHIN INDUSTRY SECTORS, 1960-1970, FEMALES

Extractive

Transfor-

native

Distribu-
tive

Services

Producer
Services

Social
Services

'Personal

Services

Professional
% Point Change 1.28 .39 .17 .81 -4.11 .67

Percentage Change 241.51 34.51 19.54 33.20 -11.18 . 209.38

---Semi-Profcssional
% Point Change 1.39 .80 .52 1.69 - .86 - .14

Percentage Change 193.06 45.71 91.23 137.40 -8.92 10.69

Farmers
% Point Change -6.80 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00

Percentage Change -24.62

Managers .

% Point Change :.52 - .19 - .94 - .32 .30 - .19

Percentage Change 76.47 -1166 -12.84 -5.31 11.32 -4.38

% Point ange 12.34 - .36 3.56 -2.69 1.46 4.32

Percent ge Change 109.69 -1.15 8.40 -3.42 5.06 64.19

Sales
% PoiTit Change .67 - .58 ;-5.89

i

.74 . .08 .48

Percentage -Change 126.42 -39.46 -15.95 - 13.40 44.44 64.86

Craftsmen
% Point Change .23 1.64 .68 .08 .19 .44

Percentage Chang 54.76 49.10 48.23. 16.00 70.37
,

122.22

Operatives
li- Point Change .28 -1.91 '.94 .23 - .2S -1.75

_Percentage Change 7.57 -3.37 16.15 23.00 -22.76 -22.12

Service
# Point Change .78 : .29 - .22 - .A 3.17 -4.15

Percentage Change 56.12 -21.17 -5.22 . -13.35 15.62 -5.32

Laborers
% Point Change 4:16 .51 1.20. .05 .07 .23

Percentage Change 457.42 37.23 218.18 31.25 43.75 88.46

Farm Laborers
96_Point Change -14.S.'. .00 .00 .00 .00 .00

Percentage Change -26.62

NOTE: Computed from Table
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in 1970). Professionals Lnd semi-professionals picked up two percentage points'
during the decade and now have 9% of the total employment in the sector.

One generalization that holds for all six sectors is that the occupa-
tional category with the largest share in a sector grows either very slowly or
actually declines, as is seen from the following array for both sexes:

Sector

Extractive
Transformative
Distributive
Producer services
Social Services
Personal services

Largest Percentage Increase
Occupational Category 1960-1970

Farmers
Operatives
Sales .

Clerical
Professional
Service

-18.57
-2.78
-6.67
+2.43
-1.09
-1.57

We have here, a cor.istent pattern, and note that for.each sector a different
occupational category is the largest one, an indication of the differences that
occupations present within industry sectors. One of. the ways the labor force is
changing, therefore,,is for at least some of the other occupational categories
td have more rapid growth.

1

But what .:')out the sexual differences, which are often important in
this study? By examining the largest occupational categories for males and,
females separately, will we find the pattern confirmed?

Sector

Extractive
Male
Females

Transformative
Male
Female

Distributive
Male
Female

Producer Services
Male
Female

Social s.ervices
Male
Female

Personal services
Male
Female

Largest Percentage Increase
1960-1970Occupational Category

Farmers -17.66
Farm laborers -26.82

Craftsmen
Operatives

3.01
-3.37

Operatives -3.62
Clerical 8.40

Sales -5.89
Clerical -3.42

Professional
Professional

Service
Service

13.24
-11.18

12.45
-5.32

In most sectors ther are different occupational categories for males and females
that are the larg.s-st; only Social and Personal services are identical (and for
Social s2rvices, clerical very nearly is as large as. professional). What is
more, only in two sectors (Extractive and Producer services) do the largest
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occupational categories change in the same direction for both sexes. In Social

services, for example, the figure for both sexes (-1.09%) is made up of a gain
for males (13.24%) that is more than offset by the loss for females (-11.18%).
The generalization we posited for both sexes holds only for.females but not for
males.

The meaning of the "cliffusion" of occupational categories witHin
sectors can be elaborated by developing somewhat more the example of professionals
and of clerical. As earlier stated, the professional (and semi-professional)
categories can be conceived of as indicators of expertise. In the 1960-1970
decade it is in those sectors with a low representation in these categories
(Extractive, Distributive and Personal serv,ices) that had proportionately large
gains. On the other hand Social services which had a large share (42% of total
employment) in the two professional categories, actually declined during the
decade. Consider specific industries within the Social services sector. Medical
services had a marked decline, from 54% to 39% of the share the two professional
categories represented of total eMployment. (This decline occurred for both
males and females.) In contrast, service occupations rose for both sexes from
16% to 36%. We interpret this to mean that in these industries there is an
effort to better Utilize the labor of high pro essionals by taking on more low-7-
paid help in the'form of service workers. In contrast, hospitals, as an industry
also in the field of health, showed much les, of a decline in the two professional
categories (40% to 37%), while services incXeased.one percentage point to 40%.
These changes in medical and hospital services during the 1960 to 1970 decade
served to bring their occupational distribUtion closer togeth, Education within
Social services is also an example of a prominent decline in the proportion
professional and semi-professional during the decade: from 67% to 59%, with most
of the decline due to femaleS- This decline.was offset by a substantial rise in
managers for males (3% to 9%) and clerical for females (14% to 23%). In this
instance males doubtless had a net gain in earnings while females had a net loss.

Clerical is an interesting occupational category. For some decades it
has been one of the fastest-growing categories, and by 1970 it had become the
single largest category, representing 18% of total employment. It is also an
instance of marked sexUal differences, for it is the one broad occupational
cateory dominated 6y females, representing nearly three-quarters of total
clerical employTient. In no sector in 1970 do males have more illan 14% of their
employment in clerical, whereas only in Personal services arc Amales less thah
24.6, rising to as high as 76% in Producer services.

We may take the rise of the clerical occupations within industries as
an indicator, of bureaucratization,,for it is this group that carries the burden
of "structural communication" that Weber included.as a component of his classic
definition of bureaucracy (Frisbie, 1975). We can therefore predict that all
sectors and industries should show a relative gain in clerical, even at differ-
ent rates, because 111 are subject, to one degree or another, to the 'pervasive
influence of bureaucratization. But as with the earlier generalization about
the largest occupational category in the.sector, the degree of relative increase
should depend upon theproportion'of the total labor force that is clerical at
the beginning of the period; the higher the proportion the slower the rate of
increase.
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The prediction is confirmed for the total population, with all six'
sectors having positive growth in clerical,and Extractive and Personal services,
the sectors with the lowest 1960 representation in clerical, having much the
largest percentage increases. For males, however, thrce sectors had negative
growth, while two sectors of the females had declines. -On the industry level,for
both sexes there-are instances of negative growth, though all but three are four

percent or less. As already mentioned, medical had a sharp decline (-24%), while
government (-10%) and communication (-8%) dropped less so.

,More could be derived from Tables V-2, 3 and,4, not to mention'a
detailed analysis of individual industries. One could also introduce.black-white
comparisons, but our intention in this chapter is not primarily a consideration
of,,Iiho occupies' what positions, but to demonstrate the interrelations of industry _

and occupation. We have established that there is much variation by occupation
within sectors, as witness the earlier finding that each of the six sectors had
a different occupational category as its largest one. :This suggests that-aL the
industry structkire of employment changes, there are related changes in the
otcupational structure.

The Shift Approach Appliethto Industries and Occupations. Despite the
fact,that many occupations are closely linked to specifi-c-industries such as
farmers to agriculture and transportation equipment,operatives to transpol-tation,
there have been few attempts in the literature to-study the linkage between the
industry structure and the occupational structUe. 'One early effort that
unfortunately never received much attentIon was undertaken by Palmer'and Mi)ler
(1949), who decomposed the growth ofr-eccupations into three components: th
growth effect, the industry effect, and the occupation mix effect. The groWth
effect refefs to that part of employment growth which could have been predicted
on th:! basis of the growth of the total labor fdrce, indepe dent of any changes
in the industry or occupational structures. The industry e fect is the influence
of the chanves in the industry structure of the total labor force on a given
occupation. Finally, the occbpation mix effect refers to.t at part of the change
in an occupation that is due to changes in the occupational distribution within
industries.

This apdroach was later picked up by.Canasekaran (1966) in his paper
"Interrelations Between Industrial and Occupational Changes in Manpower,, United
States, 1960-1960."

Our own.approach received it3 original inspiration from these authors,'
but in the present formulation it has, moved away from the idea of a-threefold
decavosItinn of occupational change to one of two categories: an industry
shift effect and/an occupation shift effect. Actuallyalthough'the industry-
'occupational analysis was-carried out independently.of the age analysis cenorted
in Chapter IV, we gradually became aware of the similarity of the two,approaches,
as was aiso the case of the analysis of the 1965-11970 inter-sector-changes of
employment ieportel.in Chapter III.'

All'have in common the hift share conception of decomposing change,
and all depend upon the idea of comparing actual,with expected change. In this
section, we want to be able to identify what share of the change in the occupa-
tional structure was due to.the changing industry structure that occurred during
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1,

the ijoo-1970 decade and how much (,f thu 0,:cupational chane was due to th,,J

variations in demands for occupation-a-I Q.ategories within the sectors and indus-,

tries. It is not a procedure that is intuitively.readily understood so our first
step in examjning Table V-S will be to explicate the meaning of the various

coiumns, using.profesSionals in that table as our example.

Exptication of Technique. Columns 1 and 2 are the actual numbers of

persons in each of the eleveh occuparional categories. The totals of each

column thus sh.)w the total labor forne in 1960 and 1970, respectively. (It

shodld be pointed out, again, that thse figures were drawn from the 1/100 Public
Use Sample, and they are not directly comparable to published tables.)

In Column 3 the 1970 labor force is distributed among the occupational
categories in exactly the same 1--oportions as is found in 1960. In other words,

we assume that each occupational category grew at the same rate as the total
labor force, thus keeping its proportionate share. 5inCe the labor force expanded
by 16.7% between 1960 and 1970, we multiplied ,each of the eleventeategories by,
the same growth factor (714,839/612,494 1.1670955).

In Ceumn 4, we assume that between 1960 and 1970 there were no changes
in the occupational structure within industries, and therefore permitted only the
industry structure to change as it did., Thus, we distributed the 1970 employment
in a. given industry among the eleven occupational categories in exactly,the same
proportions that were,observed in i960. Consider the example of medical services.

In 1960, '44.8% of total employment in this industry was professional; we thei-e-

fore assume that in 1970 44.8% of total employment in medical services was pro-
fessional. This procedure was repeated in each of the 37 industries, and then
the sum of the. professionals in the 37 industries (75,629) is given in co1.4.
The sur-,is for the other occupational groups-reporterin co1.4 were obtained in
'similar fashion. This'procedure involved 407 multiplicatians plus the summation
of 37 figures for e'aeh of the eleven,. occupational categories. Consequently,

rounding error pl.luced a grand total of 715,157, rather than the expected
714,839 of cols..2 and 3, a .0005 percent error.

ColuMn 5 refers tp the actual change in each occupational category-
between 1960 and 1970. In out example, the number of professionals in the
labor force increased by 23,833.

Expected change (co1.6) /is thedifference betweeh the number of persons
in each occupational category in 1970 that could have-been_expected if each
category had changed in the same,way as the total labor.force (co1.3) and the

,
actual number in .each occupational category in 1960 (co1.1). ',Since there was a
16.7% growth of the total labor force, all figures in,co1.6 areppsitive.
the expected change in professionals (8,193) is arrived at hy subtracting
thp actual number of professionals in 1960 (49,029) f.,om the expected number in
1970 (57,222).

A:.lough the actual Change in each occupational category i important

in its (. _ght, the focus of this analysis is on the relationship between the
occupa: nal structurie and the induslry structure. it is not so muCh the

absolu- of an:Occupation,in which we:are interested, but is relative
growth . "1:. ,rison to the other occupations. :11 other viords, we want to know
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Table 8-5

CIXONM OCCUPATIONAL NET SHIM 1960-1970, FOR TOTAL 5' 'OYNENT

Occupational

Catepry

Number Employed
V

1970 Total

Weighted

by 1960

Occup.

Distr.

(3)

1970 Total

Weighted

by 1960

Occup,

Distr,

Within

37 Indus.

(4)

Actual

Chggo

1940-1970

(2)-(1)

(5)

Expected

Change

1560-1970

(3)-(l)

(6)

Net Shift

(5)-(6)

(7)

fraiti7-04-1-ndastr.
Shift

Effect

(4)-(3)

(8)

IttSo.,,entsof1ietShiftlhOt.

Shift

Effect

(2)-(4)

(9)

Shift

Effect

(8)1(7)

(10)

Shift

Effeci

(9)1(7)

(11)

8960

(1)

1970

(2)

-......e
Professional 49,029 72,862 57,722 75,629 23,833 8,193 15,640 18,407 -2,767 117.7 -17.7

Semi-Professicca1 '23,730 34,183 27,112 31,853 10,953 '3,882 7,071 4,741 2,330 67.0 V 33.0

Parser 24,957 13,201 29,127 15,195 -11,756 ' 4,170 -15,926 -13,932 -1,994, 87.5 123

Manager 53.596 60,751. fo.,551 64,857 7,155 8,955 -1,800 2,306 -4,106 -128.1' 228.1

Clerical , 92,521 128,796 108,331 117,833 35,975 15,510 20,465 9,502 10,963 40.4 53,6
,

Sales 46,140 52,006 54,083 55,502 5,666 7,743 -2,077 1,479 -3,556 -71.2 171.2

Craftsmen 87,025 98,261' 101,566 98,571 11,236 14,541 -3,305 -2,995 . -310 90.0 9.4

Operative 118,415 123,773 138,202 128,757 5,358 19,787 -14,429 -9,445 -4,984 65,5 34.5

Senize 71,76 90,003 83,780 84,130 18,820 11,995 6,915 950 5,875 13.9 86.1

,

Laborers 30,787 31,440 35,931 33,338 653 5,144 -4,491 -2,593 -1,898 57,7 42.3

Fats Workers 14,509 ' 8,961 16,933 8,814 -5,548 2,124 -7,972 -0,099 127 101.6 -1.6
,

TOTALS. 612,494 714,839 784,838 715,157 102,345 102,344 1 321 -320

,
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.1,;;.1'.'0.1.7. '; 901:01');::0V,1, 87 5111F1, 1960-1970, 1'1:41
e11171.

19 /9 Tott.IT- r-
Ileighted

:

A. 1., 70

. ,

.:Aa1cs

,915

Li1r,rrn
A

r

188,410

L 7.

:',ccup. ktual
1l15tr. I Ch111;:e

1960.1970

57 16,113 .

Epected

Co.ou

1960.1970

35,2,19

li,613

11,537

471 ,26!", 3,,462

1,0 ,76 1 ,716

31,684 1 ,S111

,52t)

75,115, -4 ,80

24,361 7,6:0)

21,162,

4 /16i

(2)- (l ' (3) -II)
(5) (t)

11,191 1,375

5,432

316

-I t,61

1,103

2,147

1,401

1,41,6

1,618

1,053

18,616 1,61

C.)ersornts of irt. Shift ( of 'Sh: Dve TO:

10otry Occup. 1od:IA,try Occu?.

Shift Shift 51)1f,, Shift
Kot Effeet Effect Ef1er1 iffect

13)/(2) (9)/(7)
1

(9) (10) (11)

f.S)-(b)

17i (8)

9,016 6,573 3,247
. 1

1

4,64?

.10,143

1,115

3IS

117

524

0,632

-727

-3 r,`,65

-18,131

.1

7,113

2,411 -1,198

1,548 -1,233

1,333 -1,196

117

.3,791

3,191

-8

191

107

A4,61

3,44

-793 66

.5 331

-191

67.3

-67 1

491.4

972,0

43.9

47.3

199 ,1

-172.5

33.0

-95.4

-391.4

-873.0

39 5

56.2

57.7

-9 1

272 5



Table 0-7

oF xcrATIONOL NET AFT, 1960-1970, FOR Ek'10110 BLACK WALES

Omlpat iona I

Catepry

i

i1970

Si.c.ber Ezployed .,

11970

1

Total

Weighted

by 1960

Occuy.

Distr,

(3)

Thtal

Weightei

by 1960

Occup.

Distr.

Within

37 Indus.

(4)

Actual

awge

1960.1970

(2)-1))

(5)

Erpected

thange

1960-1970

(3)-(1)

(6)

Co,.s aits of Net Shift i of Net Shift Due To:

Net Shift

(5)-(5)

0;

Industry

Silift

Effect

(4)-(3),

(8)

Occup.

Shi ft

Effect

(2)-(4)

(9)

Industry

Shi ft

Effect

(8)1(7)

(101

I cup.

Shift
Effect

(9)/(7)

(11)

1960

(1)

r
1970

(2)

irlifessiczal . 604 1,081 633 1,000 477 29 448 167 81 81.9 18,1

Semi-Professicia1 530 1,078 556 714 548 26 522 158 364 30.3 69.7

farxr 1,315 285 1,589 609 -1,210 74 -1,304 -980 -324 75.2 24,8

Wager 588 1,066 61' 649 478 29 449 32 417 7.1 92.9

..,'rical 1,527 2,871 1,916 2,318 1,044 89 955 462 491 .48,4 51,6

Salts 495 757 519 564 162 24 238 AS 193 18.9 81.1

Crafv:atn 3,510 5,245 3,681 3,980 1,735 171 1,564 299 .1,265 19.1 80.9

0eral2ve 8,782 10n8 9,213 10,11..." 1,433 428 1,025 834 191- 81.4 18,6

Surict 5,4!k, ,:-1F1F 5,701 6,17:; 152 265 -119 , 469 -'.,82 -415.10 515.0

L,Nren 7,11, ',,165 7,690 7,691, -1,967 358 -2,325 2 -2,327 -0.1 100,1

4r: 14ari.zrs ,2,.A3. 1 250 2 709 1 039 -1 333 126 -1 459 -1 670 211 114.5 .14,5

l',....K.S 33,203 34,'... 34,674 34,642 1,619 1,619 18 , -18
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18:;

6pJfessic641

F;r:4c

II;Niger

Cieric41

Slle

i:raftspen

Cceritivt

Serriice

EI 13 ,t0:kr-5

COg.717.WY11,1 4 Cv(7UPATIONAL NET S111r7 :960-1970, FOR E1,91,0YE0 10 FE.)4.\LES

(11 f21

26,281

349

2,335

53,98 SI,971

1.

224( 1,156,

7',315 W62

2'1',068 3,9,527

616

853

1197 Totel

197C-T7t17-- r r '

Weighted

by IN)

Occ.tp. Actt;..1 ExIcected

by 1963 Distr. aimge (Iry
Occup. 1ithn 1960-1970 19150,-1970

Div, 7, 37 1ndtvi. (2)-(1) (3)-(1)

(3) (4) (5) (5)

1

I

) 1

Cow,oilents of het Shift 1 'f Net Shift

ir__........._

1r62.0tri, I ()cur
,

Ildq5try ' [Up,
I ,

Shift Shift '
Shift

het Shift Effect Effect Effect Effect

(5)-(6) (4)-(3) 19-(4) 1
(8)1(7) (5)/(7)

(7) (,; (9) (10) (11)

25,172

6,471

9,49

79,:48

21,177

2,977

37,512

)9,7119

2,125

31,667

9,689

658

10,051

61,719

20,566

2,831

31,792

37,567

994

1,157

.

,

z26,691

25,163

2,429

2,459

9,554

1,246

-826

56,074

6,17: 3,109

2,79 1,249

310

2,416

19,440

5,1:0

730

9,202

' 9,711

265

546

56,074

-716

-514

5,723

-2:41

.6,743

-137

981

.1,372

6,495

1,215

-607

202

2,471

-511

-146

-5,720

-3,366 208,9

34 97,3

-109 84.8

-716

3,252

2,230

1,357

-1,023

1,955

-1,068 -304

\-102

-39,1

43.2

18.6

-12,0

84,8

1145 4

-8,9

77,8

-108.9

2.7

15 2

139.3

56.8

81.4

112.0

15.2

-1045,4

108,9

22.2
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TatIoN1

iort

1

!
i

1970 Total

I Me: ghted

I b) 1960

Occup,

1560 I 1976 0istr'.

'0)

197o iiii

8eighted

by re
Occup.

Distr.

Yithiii

37 Ida.

(4)

Actusl

flange

1960-1970

(2)(1)

(5)

Er7ected

Cinge

15C 1970

(3)-(1)

(6)

Net 51'.if'c

(5). (6)

(7)

C') nents of Net Shift % of Net Shift Due To:

Industry

S7iift

I'ffect

(4)-(3)

(0)

Gccup.

Shift

Effect

(2)-(4)

(9)

Industry

Shift

Effect

(0)R7)

(IC;

Occup.

Shift

Effect

(9)47)

(11)

isslonal

-Professional

er

ger

ice1

tyben

anYe

ice

rers

4crker5

-----).

1,123

315

147

:47

L816

16/1

3,06)

14,0i3

23 :'

7,1

:,..,'.

9:3

24

434

6,062

728

400

4,701

12,374

45i,

273

1,818

428

188

316

320

429

212

3,921

17,960

30

901

3,107

673

58

377

4,261

615

315

5,dls

13,698

414

276

28,809

967

618

-17.,

189

4,24,i

392

214

132

-1,694

218

-432

6,257 j

39:

93

41

69

504

93

46

852

3,902

66

196

&157

571

S2S

-164

120

3,74:',

299

183

780

-5,586

152

-628

1,789

245

-130

61

1,9/1

106

193

1,094

-4,262

110

, 425

12

-717

280

-34

'' 59

1,801

113

85

-314

-1,324

42

-3

225.3

46,7

79.3

53.8

51.9

62,2

54,8

140 7

76.3

72,4

99,5

-125.5

53.3

20.7
-..,..,,

49.2

48,1

57.8

45.2

.40.2

23,7

27.6

0,5

' -12

L._

.S 22,143 28,797

,.......__J

78,797



whether an c,ceupation increasc .1,_:creaed its share of total empimeli
between 1960.and 1970 and-what the sources of this change are. To thit end,
we computed the net shift (co1.7) by subtracting the expected change from the
actual change. Positive net shifts indicate that these occupation:11 categorie

::)cre cx-.-,e.::ted, while ny.,;ative net sh:fts are cbtaine:1

actual is smaller than the expected change. Column 7 shows that the actual
growti of professionalsfar -:.xceedec, their expected growth, resulting in a net
shift of 15,640.

(.2olumns 8 and 9 present the components of the net shift. Column 3 is
termed the "industry shift effect," which is t'fle effect of the chan'ws in the
industry structure on the net shift of the occupatiorn-1 ..truct---:. These figuies
are derived by subtracting the :lumber of persons in each occu-, .onal category
-in 1970 had there been no changc, in the occupational structure in 1960 (col. 3:
from the number of persons in ea : c:;:egory in 1970 tThit would have been obser)ed
had ohly the 'industry ,-,.ructure of t".--e lo.br force changed between 1960 and 191
without any changes ia the occupational distribution of employment within each of
the 37 industries (co1.4). To interorc-: co1.8 we need to return to the meanim,
of cols. 3 and 4. Column 3 osits a 1970 occupational distribution based on the
assumption that there were no changes in the occupational and.industry structures
of employment. Column 4, in contrast, permits the distribution of total employ-
-ment Jznong the 37 indust: f.?, to change the way it actually did, holding constant
only tae occupational distribution within industries. Therefore, by subtracting
col. 3 from col. 4, we capture in col. 8 the amount of occupational change that
occurred as the result of the industry changes between 1960 and 1970. A positve
industry shift indicates that changes in the industry structure of the labor
force results in a larger than expected increase in employment in that occupation,
whereas a negative industry shift indicates that the changing industry sl zucture
did not favor that particular occupation. Consider the case of professionals.
Without any changes in the 7)roportion of profes.7ionals in each of the 37 indus-
tries (1.:rirg the 1960-70 period, the changes in the industry structure would have
result in an increaseof 18,407 professionals.

In Column 9 we subtract the number of Lilo numher of persons in each occupa-
tioni category in 1970 that would have been observed had only the industry structun
of tie labor force changcd between-1960 and 1970 witl-out changes in tipe occupa-

tional distribution:of employment within the 37 industries (col. 4)
actual number of persons in each occupational category in 1970 (col. Since
the figures in col. 2 are the- resUlt-of changes in both the occupational distribu-
tion of.employment within industries and the industry structure of the labor
force, :';ubtracting col. 4 from co1.2 yielth. tl ,!.amount of,occupational change
that ocCurred as, the result of change in the occupat,.oi.al distribution of employ-
ment between 1960 and 1970. Positive occupational shifts note that changes in
the occupational distribution'of employment wit n industries favored an incrense
of employment in an Occupationthat was faster than that of the total labor foice,
while negative occupational shifts contributed to a.slower growth of employment
in al occupation as compared to the labor force. In the case of professionals,
the cr.anges in the occupational distribution of employment within industries
would have resulted in 2,767 less professionals than expected had 11t industry
structure of the labor force not changed.

Columns 10 and 11 express-the industry shift effect and the occupational
shift effec- as proportions of the tota' ne: shift. It can be een from these

46.
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the proportionate increase in profccsiohals entirely was due to

s'tructure of the fol-ce. In fact, the proportionate

-fessionals would have been more pronounced had there not been

,

Ler:,reuitiu,n of Occupational ot Shifts. Table :-S si-v)ws that only the

cct.ipaticnal categories decreased in absolute numbers (col. 5) . he

poir!tej out earlier, however, that it is not so much the growth of the labor

force in ahHniutc 7,tim hers which interests us, but rather the changes in the

the various occupational categories. In other words, we

chnTlis in the occupational structure.

Jhe Lhangcs in the occupational structiire 2re given in col. 7, which

)ins Ihe net -,hift betwe,.'n 1960 and 1970 for each occupational catcgor-f. This

c2.1umn i.s comparable to the data in Table V-1: wherever negative net shifts

in col, 7 of Table V-5, table V-1 shows that particular occupational

Lid a smaller share of total employment in 1970 than in 1960. 'These

aircady have bee,. Jiscussed in un earlier part of this chapter and need

h.2.repeutd. The purpose of this analysis, instead, is to identify the

relativ.e magnitude ot the industry shift effect and the occupational shift effect

on the changes in the occupatiopal structure of the labor force between 1960 and

Is;70.

vTill begin with the farm occupations, since their changes are the

.eafiiest to interpret. .

It can be seen in Table V-5 that the number of farmers as

we.1 t.arm ?ri-he --erscri-Ot only grew less rapidly than the'total labor force

but actual:l.y declined absolutely (col. 5) during the 1960's. There

Wore 17,304 fewer farmers and farM laborers in 1970 than ten years earlier. Tle

do-iine of farmers was largely due to the industry shift effect (cols. 8 and l().

's 'iricul.ture declined (which is 't.he only industry in which farmers and farm

wo.rkers are to be found), the number of farmers decri-asv6 as well. But the

occupational shift effect alio contributed to the decline in the numbers of

farmers, 'though to a much smaller. extent (col. 11). Fer farm workers, the

;ifuaTion is a bit different. Although they, too, had a smaller share of total

employmimt in 1970 than in :960, th'is decrease was entirely the result of the

jianging industry structure, i.e. , the dec,'ease of employment in agriculture.

These finding, are quite consistent t.:ith the general changes in riculture

during the past decades. During that time agriculture has more ;. i more taken

on the character of agribusiness; small farmers have declined to a large extent

and a limited number of -f.rms now accounts for an ever-increasing share of totil

cilt i'ited land. Thee developmentsbrought with them the intrcduction ,of large

Corporations and, as a result, an inereasingishare of laborers, professionals,

and even clerical workers is needed.

Fable V-S identifiesseveraioter occupational categories where growth

did not keep pace with the expansj.on Of the total labor force between 1960 and

1070. All throo manual occupations (Craftsmen, operatives, and laborers)
relative decline in their shares of total employment. In the caF-,e

of craft-;Tien, the decline was very muh the result of the shift of employment

from in.:Astries which employ large prOportions of craftsmen to industries that-

employ sma!ler T)roportions of craftsmen. Only 9.4% of the net shift was due to

the fact Ihin industries the'employment of operatives decreased during

Ole 196c similar.general pattern exists for operatives and laborers,
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except that in both of these cases, while the inCestry shift effect was the

main source of the negative net shift, the occupational shift effect contribute

a substantial proportion (34.5% and 42.3% respectively) to the negative net

shift. These findings are consistent with the earlier discussion of the decline

oz- z-le share of total employment le the Transformative secter. Since employmeet

in Transformative industries is concentrated in tnese three manual categories

(in 1970, two-thirds of all workers in the. Transformative seeter were craftsmen,

operatives, or laborers), the decrease in the eiroportion of the 1 )or force in

these industries resulted simultaneously in a decrease in the proportion of t-tal

employment in these occupational categories.

The other two occupational cate7orie5 that expandeel more slowly than the

total labor force are managers and sales workers. In both cases, the negative

net shift was the result of occupational shifts within industries. In fact, the
industry structure of employment changed in such a way as to favor the groWth of

employment in.these two occupations. But since the industry shift effect was

not as strong as the occupational shift effect,managers and sales workers expanded
less than the total labor force.

Four occupational categories benefitted fram the net shifts (professional;,

semi-professionals, clerical, and service workers), but the findings in Table V-5
show eleariy that the disproportionate growth of-employment in these occupational
categories was the result of different patterns. For professionals, it was

whcelly due to changes in the industry structure. As employment shifted towards
services in general, and Soeial services in pasticular, which traditionally employ
larger prvortions of professionals than good3-producing industries, professionals

ae propertion of total employment grew as well. A similar trend is observed for
semi-professionals, but,here.onfy two-thirds of the shift was due the industry

effect. Table V-5 shows, moreover, that the changes in the occupational distribu-
tion of emloyeent within industries had the opposite effect on professionals:
in 1970 proportionately fewer professionais:were employed within industries than
ten yea7s earlier. This deflating impact on the growth of professionals, hewever,
was not etrong enough to neutralize the influence of the industry shift that

favored the growth of professionals.

The changes in the employment of service workers, which also expanded :e,ore
than the total labor force, was nearly the opposite aS ti-eit for professionals.
This disproportionate Frowth very large3y was the result of changes in the
occupatiena/ distributi)n wifhin industries. Since professional and servi

workers are found in services in larger proporticns than in goods-producing
..industries, their opposite Tatterns can be interpreted in relation to each other.
It appears from the trends of professeena.ls and service workers that there is a.
tendency within ;industries to employ service wrkers for positions that formerly
were held by professlOnals. The best example of this are hospitals, in which

nurses aides (who ore service workers) perform more and more funtions that
formerly were carried.out by nurses (Who are professionals)e This trend is
cillite.comparableto the attempts within Transformative industries, for example,
to standardize work as much as possible.--The fewer case-by-cae decisions
there are to be made, die less skilled personnel are needed. It therefore can
be expected that as service establishments become larger_in size ani m;)re
bureaucratized, they willemploy a decreasing proportiln of professionals;
service workers should be one of the occupational categories benefit,-ing from
this change in the,eccupational distrieutioh,
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[UM of the .itive net shifts (10_, ; is

cal oGcupatiohs. The disproportionate. growth of clerichl
a ilmost eaually from the changes in the industry tructure
distribution of employment within industries, with the

-Ihift effect being slightly more important than the industry shift
ese fradings suggest thatiClerical occupations not onl)' expanded as

growth of industries, such as Producer services which use large
i ns clerical workers., but that their growth also resulted from the

in ihe iinin.stry sectors larger proiNtrtions of clerical workers
wo. being carried out more and more within formal

-i.iil-tvpe activities have increased remarkably and with them
Horital workers.

Al ;iTi he :id about the industry versus occupational.. effect for all
employed perYaas, rather than for particular occupational categories? In

t-lo we see that for the total employed, two-thirds of the occupational
chai aciJoHnted for by the industry sltift effect, This figure was arriVed

!rst spmming in col. 7, Table V-5, all'positive nct shifts. (This same
-ould be der;ved by summing total ligative net shifts, sipc'e the two sums

thcr.1 We then summsed the Industry shift of all those occupational
with positive net shifts (col. 8, Table V-5), and the same was done

for the,o,,cupiitional net shift effect (col. 0, Table V-S).

We have also made the same calculations for the 'our sex-race groups, and
wc find (Table V-10) that For white males, white females anCI black females,
changes in the industry structure were an even more important source For occupa-
tional .hange, ranging.from three-quarters to four-fifths of the total. For these
threy groups, very little occupational change was due to changes in the ni..upa-

dh,iribution within industries. The one exception is black males, for
the industry effect was only 42.2%. This comes as a surprise, for as we

will demonstrate later in Chapter VII, black 'males experienced much greater...change
in their allocation to indus tries chan white males.. Ue therefore would have
anticipated that the industry shift effect would have been the larger component..
This finding ugge..1.-; that Lot black males the industry shifts have not resulted
in emoloyment in different occupations to the extent.that could have been
expected. This ryasoning comes up against:the pattern for black females, which

iluite different than for the black male pattern. We don't have the explanation
Cor th- ; d]ffer(ny, hut we suspeCt that the large industry shift effect for
black temale-; is the result of their remarkable decline in domestic service, from
389., In HO to 18'1, in 1070.

-RACI DIFFERENCES IN THE PATTERNS OF OCCUPATIONAL CHANGE

Wy Row turn to a cursory examination of Tables V-6, 7, 8, and 9 where the
same srocednre.a:i For the total employed is applied to the four sex-race groups.
Our main attention will be devoted to those instances where there are significant
deviations from that demonstrated by total employment.

Farmers and farm workers display much, the same pattern for the fOur sex-
race_ groups as for the totSl labor force. In each ihstance the relative decline
of'these two occupational categories mainly resulted from the industry shift
effet:ti, chat is, the decline of employment in agriculture, the, only industry in
which these workers are ."-to be found.
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Table V-10

COMPONENTS OF OCCUPATIONAL CHANGE FOR TOTAL EMPLOYED
AND RACE-SEX GROUPS, 1960-1970

NET SHIFT DUE TO:
industry Occupa- Occupa-

Total Shift tional Industr tional
Positive Effect Shift Effect Effect Effect
Net Shift (Number) (Number) CPercent) (Percent)

Total Employed 50,001 3,3,600 16,401 67.7 32.8

White Males 23,288 17,627 5,661 75.7 74.3

Black Males 5,201 2,197 3,001 42.2 57.8

White Females 12,273 9,948 7,325 81.1 18.9

Black Females 6,378 5,029 1,349 78.8 21.2
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censiUer the three manual occupational-categoriesncrafts-
ana lai:erers. For craftsmen all sex-race groups experienced

sh.ifte Although the components of this shift differed aM6ng thL
itrl.t.r...:Hces largely can be neglected, since craftsmen are almost a

eery fon females. Moreover,' the industfy shift effect and the
,nie,1 shift effect, in relation to the size of this occupational category,

eele minnte for three of the groups.. Only black males experien?od a spbstanthe
_nnatienal shift effect and, consequently, a 33 percent increase in the share

inilrievment in craft occupations. For operatives we again observe a difference

ea,e wiut.es ex-perienced a proportionate decrease whereas blaclts had 'a prd-

te inurease, This finding is not unexpected, for we earlier had
ii ft:at the propnrtion'of black employment in -the Transformat:ce

r in,u-yaseC in the 1960-1970 decade. The figures show in fact that the
- net shifts for blacks mainly were the result-of changes in the industry

cemponent was- the sole so.urce for black females).

laborers there Is a sex difference for net shifts. For males the pro-
dechned while it increased for females. There are differences by sex

T-.1..e in wny the components produced,these shifts, but the combinations
eei for each group and therefore cannot be readily inCerpreted. It is

intele.nine tO 1102, however, that for bInckliniles the proportionate decrease of
lanerere mainly is du e.! to the occupation:il shift effect. In other words, it yas
less ti, increase (if biaek,males in Transformative industries (see Chapter

,e)ntributed to this shift from laborers to operatives, but rather change:
ia the ww,' black males were employed within industries.

As in the case of laborers, the trends ot managers a'fid sales workers are
nuite different for the four race-seX groups. On the one hand, similarities

exist in the sense that for all groups hut white females there were positi,ve'ne
fi Lyr die two occupational categories. On the other hand, however,-the

changes in the industry structure and changes in the occupational dis-
tribntien within industries contributed to the net shifts of these two oceupa-
tions 1iffer among the four race-se5; groups.

Let us filv take up the case of managers. For all four rae-sex groups,
He indnstr? shift effect favored an increase in the number of professionals,
nat the magnitude Of this effect differed widely among the groups. The effects

et. the nceupational shift differed mainly NA race; fOr whites, changes in the
eccunational distribution within industries had a negative impact on ihe growth
of managers, whereas forblacks they favorekj)the growth of this occupational
cate"gor:. Vie should note, however, that for whites the share of employment in
manageliil occupations changed very li.tLle and .hat the ijidustry shift effect and
the occupntional shift effect also are very smal in c.omparison with the number
of whites in 1960 that were managers. For that eason, the-influence of the
industry shift and'the occupational shift for mana'ein; is relatively.unimportant

for whites.r But this is not so for blacks. The net shift for black males
represents an increase of 76.4% over'the number of,black Males in 1960 that were
managers and a corresponding increase for blacks of 48.6%.. This is the more
.remarkabl-r as the net shift is independent of the growth of totaYemployment of
,these two groups. For black males the industry shift effect. s negligible a>
'source for the net shift of managers. On the one hand, tht share of employment
of hinck males in Personal services in which managers are an important occupa-
tional category declined, but this decl,ine was neutralized by the disporportionate
growth of black males in other industries, such. as trade,.banking an-d government,
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in which there are also many managers. Table V-7 thus shows that the increase

In the share of black males in managerial occupations predominantly is the

result of occupational changes within industries. 'For black females, the shift

of emplaFment towards industries with high proportions cf managerial occupations_

Was more pronounced. As a result, the industry shift effect and the occupational
shift effect contributTi in equal proportions to the positive net shift of
managers.

The shift for sales workers and their components are very similar to those

of managers. But two differences merit il_tention.. First, in the case of.white
females the industry shift effect and the occupational shift effect contributed

to the negative net shift of sales workers, although the latter by far was the

more.important factor. Second, the small net shifts .of sales workers for white
males is somewhat misleading, since they are the result of substantial, although

opposite, effects of changes in the industry structure and in the occupational
distribution within industries. The figures in Table-V-6 show that the change
in the industry structure greatly favoted an increase in the share of total white
males in sales occupatiuns, but this trend was countered, with almost the same
magnitude, by decreases in the proportions of sales workers within industries.
As a result, there was almost no net shift.c

The proportion of employment in clerical occupations Increased for all sex-
race groups. For black males and white and black fema-les, -changes in the indus-

try structure and the occupational distribution within industries contributed

similarly to the positive net shift. White males only had a very small positive

net shift. The small magnitude is misleading, however, for it was the result of

offsetting effects: the industry shift effect favored the growth of clerical
employment whereas the occupational shift effect disfavored these occupations.

Service occupations are similar to-clerical to the- extent that white males
have a different pattern than the other three groups. For white males the share
of employment in service occupations increased in contrast to the decrease for
the other three groups. The situation of black females supports our earlier
statement that the large industry shift effect on their occupational changes
mainly was the result of the decline of black females in domestic service.
Employment in this industry is exclusively service-,work (98.9%of all bliick

females in domestic service were in that occupational category in 1970). As

the figures in Table V-9 show, service work-not only is the major occupational
category-for black females; it also accounted for the largest share of total
net shifts.

Professionals-and semi-professionals have a basically congruent patt-ern
by sex and race. In the case of professionals, the main source of the poitive
net'shift were the changes in the industry structure. For females the industry
shift effect was the sole source of positive net shift, since within indus-
tries there was a decreasing demand for professionals. As for semi-professionals,
both industry and occupational, shift effetts contributed.t6 the net positive
shift. In thisiinstance we observe a race rather than sex difference in that
for whites the industry shift effedt was the predomdnant source for the positive

- net shifts, while for blacks it was the occupational shift effect.
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Tne ;)attern of professionals and Hcni-orofessionals for the four sex-race

Liemonstrates that all groups reinforced the increase in the shar,2 of total

empioyt in these two occupational categories. In most other categories,

offsetting patterns were observed. For whites, the share of employmont

as oper%itivas decreased, whereas it increased for blacks. In the case of

iahc,rer, males decreased while females increased. Similar sex-race differences

can be found in the relative importance of the" industry shift effect and the

occupational shift effect for occupational changes of the four groups. In the

case of professionals, for example, we observed that the occupational changes

within industries did not 'favor the employment of females as professionals,

...hereas they reinforced the growth of male professionals. These off,;etting

;latterns are the'result of differences in the allocation of males and females

-;ind of whites and.blacks to industries and occupations. For that reason, the

next tw:: chapters examine the position of females and minorities in the labor

force.
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Chapter VI

The ;,:rowing importance of females in the service sectors is one of
the -:,ore preinent- and interesting aspects of the soctorai transformation of
the Liao: force. This chapter willAiddress itself to'a variety of topics:
why -,,e,:q2n arc e:Iterin,_: the labor market, what industries and occupations they--

wnat Uegrc of sex-typing is occurrin, and the implications for women's
411.: :::ture employment.

Female iaboi- force participation must he analy:cd differently than
male :thar force participation. In the prime adult years, 25-55, upwards of

er,:ent of males are in the labor force and there are strong sanctions
fav,ring work: even those who could qualify as members of the leisure class
entcaliy roport some foil], of. employment. But increasingly the woman has

several options. She can remain unmarried or decide on a childless marriage
and work full-time; she can enter, leave and,re-enter the labor force accord-
ing to stages in her family life cycle; or she-can marry and be a housewife
only. Although similar options always have been available to men, it is the
traditional view 'that women have to raise children, and it is the relation
betwcen home and work that currently makes female labor force participation
such a compiex and important subject.

. The literature.on women in the labor force is growing rapidly.
Bowen And Finegan (1969) produced a major study on labor force participation,
joining-others like Bancroft.(1958), McNally (1969) , and Cohen (1969) to

nam3 only a tew. Other important aspects include women in.the professions
(Blitz. 1974: 1973) and the relationship between marriage, fertility, and
female labor force participation (Sweet, 1973; Kiser, et al., 1968). Yet
another group of studies has been concerned with the.societal conditions for
the parti,,Apation of women in the labor force (Oppenheimer, 1970-; Youssef,
1974). The Human Resources Center of Ohio State University,under the direction
of H. Parhes published an extensive study entitled "Dual Careers: A
Longitudinal Study of the Labor Market Fxperience of Women" for the U.S.
Department of Labor (1970). All these studies agree that a woman's decision
-to enter the labor force is influenced by her marital status, age, race,
education, presence and ages of,children, husband's earnings, and even other
characteristics like health and attitudes toward home.

ippenhoimer (1969) has related the historical participation of women
to their f mily life cycles.- In 1900 the highest work rate for women was for
those unde 25 years of age, which means, that women worked until they married
and then dr 01.1cd out cf the labor force to raise a family. -This pattern
changed af er 1D50. Si.ngle women still have the highest work rates: Married
women still drop out of the labor force to raise children, but 'they increasing-
ly re-enter, he labor force,in their late thirties. The data thus show the
labor fore 0-anticipation af women to have .two peaks: between 20;24 and
45-54 years of age.
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HTart.ment of 1270) which suggested that tr presence

7)r,-;,..nts women from participating in the labor force, C.7e no longer

of_ 'sch.loi-age chil'iren. (The data for the preceding and

. fo o..iuz para4rns cre ubmitted to by the P.S. DfTartm,-nt of Lahnr,

ls Bureau.)

As a result of this trend, the labor force participation rate of

oow 'rlds One peak in the 20-24 age group instead of the traditional bi-

prt.icipation curve. The April, 1975 data serve as an illustration of

s:tu;Ition: 6'.5 percent of all women aged 20-24 participated in

:=or the 25-34 age group, the rate decreased to 54 percent,

level fnr women aged 35-44 and 45-54. (with respective

1.illes of S6.2 and 54.8 percent).

There has been much specul2tion in recent years regarding women's

:artici:)ation. Factors identified 'as responsible for this increase

inclad,... the shift away from physical work in the economy, the work experience

A;C_0:IYM during World Kar II, the women's rights movements,'the increased
of labor7saving devices in the home, and'the trend towards lower fertility

witnthe increased ability to control the timing of Fertility. The

:r;eport of the President, for example, emphasized'hoW the recent

sharp decline in birth rates will have a marked impact cn the size and age-

sex of the labor force in future years. If the present twb-child

family persists, then labor force projections will show a 70 percent increase

the nuMber of economically active females aged 25-34'during the 1970's.

In oilier words, lower fertility means less family duties for the married

woman and this affordS more time to be in the labor force,

Victor.Fuchs in his book The Service Economy (1968),contends that

,--C:105,2 most lo,cuptions in the service sector do not rely on physical

strength, women are able to comPete on a more equal footing withMen. On

rhis basis he foresees that the' advent of a service economy should make fel.

reater equality between the sexes. Fuchs also notes that services are

,itractive to women because such jobs are more amenable toimrt-time work.

1-;ut Fucns' definition and prediction of equality can be challenged.

he shown in this chapter, a considerable amount of sex-typing on both

he occupational and industrial level prevents women from attaining higher

.:,tatus or higher-paying jobs. Unless basic female role changes are made, the

"service economy" will bring with it the same stereotyping as was brought

forth by the industrial revolution. Women are still the chief child raisers

in this society and until the responsibility is more fully shared, women will

continue to -drop out of the labor force at a crucial time in their careers.

Beyond this is a world view'which sees the male and female spheres in mutually

exclusive terms. Fuchs is correct in postulating that the reductibn Of ,.jobs

requiring physical strength will open many opportunities for women; however,

as the war-i-ime experience showed, women have not been able to preserve those

gains. Throughout recent decades, something else has dominated: consumer

discrimination, employer discrimination, employee discrimination, and the

ambiValence of women themselves, to name a few.
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Fuchs recognizes ,this prublern of rules ih many cf his other articles

el,n women. He claims that role differentiation is the major explanation for
t'he earnings differential bealween men 3;1,1 wom.en. He belieees these roles

early in childhood witli s.ceialieatien proeeee, and eventually affeee
labor force attachent, choice of oCcui)ation location and hours of work,
post-school investmcelt, and consumer and fellow employee attitudes.

It,mUst be pointed out that no matter what is defined as a,"woman's
job," the highest paid positions in the field gc usually to a man. Cooking
is 'woman's work,' yet the best and hi.ghest paid cooks are men. Women care
for the sick, and supposedly that's why 4omen are nurses. If so, why are
tney not doctors? Women are,reportedly more dextrous with their "small hands"
than men, and that's why women sew, yet why are they not neurosurgeons? Role
differentiation explains much of earnings differential between men and women,
yet there-seems_always to be an element of power and control from those on
top v.,) are usually men.

. Traditionally, the wOman's role primarily has been that of nuturing
her family, and even when women enter the formal-labor force it is noteworthy
how closely work roles Correspond to home ebles. Domestic service is the
most obvious example, but nursing, teaching retailing ("waiting""on custo:lers),
and even employment in the textile and food iridustries are clearly relate,.i to
"traditional" family roles. Clerical work may appear to be an exception, but
most secretaries in their relation to their male bosseS have'a nurturant role
and the label office wife, is well applied.

It is the purpose of thp chapter to examine whether or not the
concentration of Women in service'jndustries of one kind or another has
brought about major changes in th& way women are employed. In 1960 the four
service sectors combined accounted for almost three-fourths of the total fe-
Male labor force, and by .1970 this proportion had increase'd to 78 percent
(see Table VI-1), In contrast, the respettive values for males are 48 and 53
percent. It is of interest that as far hack as 1920 the proportion of females,
occupied in service industries (58.5 percent) was greater than'the 1970 pro-
portionate share of males in these industries. Despi-te the early concentrp-
tion of females in various services, these industries continued to absorb
proportionatelymore females than did non-service industries during the l960's.
In addition, since females increased their proportion of the total labor force
from 32.8 percent in 1960 to 37.6 percent in 1970, thc share of services has
become increasingly important. In the future, even if males and females
maintained their 1970 employment shares in each industry and each sector, an
increase in the proportion of.the labor force that is female would bring about
additional growth of service emPloyment, due to thg fatt that females are more
heavily concentrated in services than in the other industries. This presupposes
that Women will not enter the Extractive and Transformative sectors at a
faster rate than they do.now. If in 1970, for.example: the labor ferce had
been one-half wale and one-half female, services would have accounted for
65.5-percent of total employment.(provided no change in the labor force dis-
tribution of males and females) instead of the actual 62.4 percent. Thus, if
in the future the proportion of women in the labor force increases even more,
a close examination of the way women are now employed is quite important.
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Table VI-I

PERCEN-rAGE 315171BVTI0N OF THE U.S. LAEOR rcccE 5Y INDUSTRY
INTE9X2DIATE ISOUSTRY GROUPS BY SEX, 1960 ANU 1970

530109,5,

1.3155

1960

Differ-
ence )4ales

1970

Differ-
ettle

Fe-
;tics

10.7 7.4 -3,3 6.5 I./ -5.3
9.2 2.2 -7,0 5.3 1.0 -4.3

2) '4:rinf. 1.5 0.2 -1.3 1.2 0.2 -1.0

41.3 /..:.I... -11.1 42.5 20.9 -19.6
31 Cnnstruci:on 8.7 1.0 .7.7 8.7 0.9 -7.8

3.4 2.3 -1.1 2.4 1.4 -1.0
8) ,cAt:1e 2.1 6.2 4.1 1.7 5.1 3.4

P.eta1 4.6 1.5 -3.1 4.5 1.2 -3.3
7) !Lic.hinery 9.5 4.8 -4.7 10.4 5.0 -5,4
8) Chimica1 2.2 1.0 -1.2 1.9 0.9 -1.0
91 !i:sz. manufactL:ring 9.0 6.0 -3.0 8.3 5.9 -2.9

i0) 1.9 0.6 -1.5 1.9 0.5 -1,4

III: SI8PZIFOIVE SERVI)')S 22.3 19.9 -2.9 23.6 20.1 -5.5
11) Transportation 5.9 1.3 -4.6 5.3 1.5 -3.8
12) Commonicazicn 1.0 2.0 1.0 1.2 2.0 .8
13) wholesale 0.2 2.3 m1.9 5,0 2.6 -2.4
14) Rciaik 11.7 14,2 2.5 12.0 14.1 2.1

IV. P7O9UCER SE;)VICES 5.9 1. 5 2.6 7.2 1.9 2.7
15) Ban'eing 1.2 2.7 1.5 1.5 3.2 1.7
16) Insurance 1.5 2.4 .9 1.5 2.4 .9
171 Roal Estate 1.0 1.0 0 1.0 1.1 .1
18) Engineering 0.4 0.2 .2 0.6 0.2
19) Accounting 0.3 0.2 - .1 0.4 0.4 .0
20) Milo. business serv. 1.2 1.4 - .2 1.7 1.9 .2
21) Legal services 0.4 0.6 .2 0.5 0.4 - .1

SCCIAI SERVICES 11.9 15.9. 14.0 15.1 31.9 17.7
22) Aedic,1 services 0.9 2 1.7 1.0 4.0 3.0
23) )305p:cats 1.1 5.1 1.3 7.6 6.3
24) 5:4onation 3.1 1 6.3 5.1 14.5 9.2
25) Wc1Fare 0.6 1,4 .8 0.9 1.7 .8
26) '4onpkofit 0.3 0.5 .2 0.4 0.5 .1
27) Postal servizes 1,2 0,4 1.5 0.5 - .e
28) Government 4.3 '4,2 - .1 5.0 4.0 -1.0
29) Misc. social serv. 0.2 0.2 0 0.3 0.3 O.

VI. PERSONAL SERVICES 7.4 19.1 72.4 7.0 15.0 1.0
30) DOM.eltic scryLCCS 0.6 8.3 7.7 0.3 4.0 3.7
31) Hotels 0.7 1.6 .9 0.6 1.5 .9
32) Eating S drinking 1.8 5.2 3.4 2.1 5.2 3.1
33) Repair 1.9 0.3 -1.6 1.8 0.4 -1.4
14) Laundry. 0.7 1.1 1.0 0.5 1.2
35) Barber 1 beaoty shop 0.5 1.4 )9 0.5 1.6 1.1
36) Entertainment 0.8 0.8 / 0

0.9 0.8 ... .1
37) Misc, personal serv. 0.3 0.5 .2 0.3 0.3 0

PaTAL LABOR FORCE 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
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Thf_! distinctive characteristic of working women is their degree of
-a -timE wor?. Dual Careers (1970) points out that 78 percent of women in
the labor forct work full-time Hver 3:-) hours u :eckl while 22 percent work
-;-art-time. Black women are more I ivLoAurk part-time than white women,
mostly because blacks are more likely than whites,to be in domestic services.
Outside of domestic service, Black women are less likely than. whites to work
part-time. The amount of part-time work.is important for many reasons.
First, if women are the main part-time workers in,a society then the effects
of-the characteristic "female" may be confused with the effects of the
characteristic "part-time." This discussion will have more relevance later
when sex-typing is introduced, but the point is that if women work part-time
voluntarily (see Dual Careers, 1970), then women automatically will choose
and be chosen only by those industries that have a need for part-time workers.
Hewes (1962) studied women part-time workers and reported that service indus-
tries are particularly suited to the employment of part-time workers because
these industries have marked fluctuations in busines, pressure during day
or week and unusually long .hours of operation. Hewes silbwed that only 6 per- =
cent of manufacturing and 8 percent of agricultural jobs have:women in part-
time work. Most women employed part-time are in service and private house-

' hold (29%), wholesale and retail trade (27%), and other services like finance,
real estate, entertainment, education, and welfare (26%). Therefore,-sex-
typing by industry, is, in pax, a result of the need for part-time workers.

The negative effects of part-time work is that-if these married wom-
en are supplementing the family budget, this may s.erve to depress. or dampen
wage or salary scales because of their w llingness to accept somewhat lower
pay. Salaries and wages are further lowered by the fact that part-time work
is usually characterized by high productivity (Bancroft, 1958)

, so the emplOyer
is getting more and paying less. Another consideration is that part-time work
usually lacks. on-the-job training and, as will be discussed later on,_job
training increases the marginal product and thus.raises wages. Another
negative effect is that part-time workers pose a threat to the security of
full-time workers because part-time workers do not or cannot unionize to the
extent of full-time workers. Last, part-time work must be examined because
the effects of part-time employment might be confused with the effects of
role-playing. Perhaps the desire to work part-time is a better explanation

role-playing as to why women are secretaries and saleswomen. Yet full-
time female workers arc also concentrated in services.

For an analysis of the female labor force, ,the Extractive sector has
become lo,fgnificant. Mining traditionally had very, few females, and agri-
culture did not,employ more than one percent of all economically active-female
in 1970. A1though percentage distributions do not yield information about
interindustry movements per se, it :an be safely assumed that the vast majority .
of females who werein agriculture in 1970 either had been in that industry in
1960 as well, or were new labor force entrants (see Chapter III).

Among the remaining five industry sectors, the Transformatjve and
Personal service sectors experienced declining shares of female employment
during the 190's, the Social and Producer services sectors increased their

2 0 2
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teiuteve seref.ces e.ee vixtuall
e.,-en the coreceneratiee ' females in the various. e _tors

Ile :,eireeise that eroporflonate1y less women than men are employee
induseries, and this eiffeeence widened further durin ehe

decade. The tee:tile industry, which tradftionally has employed a large
TeeT'io'n of females continues ceo be the only transformative industry te

en:I-dee eelat:ve1e and absolutely more fer.:ales than maies. Kith the one
e,:eeet , the mz:fhinery industry, however, the share of fetale employ-eent

Ineustries of the Transreieriative sector during the .L)6-:0
the ee,r- rrervl es that ter male emeleyment.

,'.icissicn of t't-,e heeeeeeeeej-t-: cc servi..:es en the introducror

:eae te expect that eet ell services are ceJeally female
el. ih let7e. 12,60 and 1970 the Dietribetive services sector employed a

.7hen ef ferie1ee. :el twe industries -- trapspertati,
-- account fDr effere7lce. Transportation traddtien-

eee neaviiy maieerientede but with the increasing bureaucratizateon
:1 ihjustry and its new forms'c,' teche--oe.y, female employment has become
.,eeec huh:II-cant, eNcepting :that of vehicl.e H,e:eitors. As a result, the share

emelfferLent ie this industry rieeliee:1 during the 1960's, while female
:ei.mcnt lecreased. ':raesportation is not -,:he onlY industry to experience

eis kind of Lhaeg. Probably the most influential reason why female white-
lot woei,. has inerc._!ased so greatay is the increasing paper work involved at
ry ef soeiety and the employment structure. Both large and small
rco need cleric:el workers in increasing numbers, and they do not hesitate

to hi r on eetra secretary because the additional easy is perceived as small.
est Producer services exemplify this pattern. .

Not only did specific service industries increase their nroportion
:alai female employment, shifts also occurred on the sectoral level. In

reroportionately fewer females were employed in the Personal services
seetec than ten years earlier: This relative decline, however, was due
'timost -2xclesively to the diminishing role of domestic service, whose share
el= total female employmen: dropped from -.3 percent in 1960 to 4.0 pereent in
70. If demeetie sete:ice is excluded from the Personal services sector,

ticchmnie in the proportion employed in this sector is observed during
toe 190-70interval (11:2 and 11.0 percent, respectively). Among Personal
,services, repair is the main industry that employs relatively fewer females
than males. But the type of work involved in repair services' such as
autopobile mechanics is tradltionally viewed as a male occupation.

The two fastest growing sectors.in terms of female employment are
eleariy Producer an.:1 Social services, and it is.here where the ,differences
in the proportions :pf males and females employed are the most pronounced.
While some of the Producer.services (mostly'professional) do employ slightly
iarger share of males than of females (i.e., engineering and. architectural
s.erviees and me,o I aervices) , thc two most impoctaut industries in this- sector,
banking and financing services and-insurance, employ a much larger proportion
of females than of males. Since these two Producer services are also the most
dynamic ones Of this seetor,.the female Olare of employment in the Producer
services sector is even larger in 1970 than it was in 1960.
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ii tle

rd Col of governmonc ,

Soci.al services rroiooe.fieaitey

e,e es,p:oy:,leilt of females is

:mest one-third of all females
ledical-and health
_Ourth of all females
ideed, with the excep-
,0 and 1970, all other

ne of female employment

during thr-,.t period. fent.ee educatinn for the first time

exceeded that i no Li :ad I gaie a 1 a,most F6ur percentage points.during

the I96u jeede very doubtful that the

rate at whicicem;lioymee-i- increaing can be

maint'Ainei ,arylo, Arlo longer is a

"growth" -industry -- hi (....:.1wc-HA th,it Social services will

contiaue oe iim ;c ai,sorb ;in ;_;i1a.'Q' of ail female employment.

'The veiative to the distribution

of male-: ean he !H1-.10h!.;!.:r; H f&male of the total

labor force wii.h t-he propertien ep,10-!.oyment in 'each of the 37 Indus-

tries, me vi-2 tc C a ind\ictni en im which females accOunt

for a hierice,emi reyoctiee tem. -jr e ie Lhe total labor force are

servre ;edits int y he, I I is. Moreover, among the

industri-es :rUVLOfl loi,:er than that of the total

labor force, ouiy 1:iustr:e.::: as cf 19e0, and this dropped

to seven :11 1.9.

Ydun s_iforeh(...es in ;1:i. rmiliont j15trihution among industries

between malceT, aad females are (0.1te_ imi, rtant n Lemselves, they raise the

question ris to 1:heir mplii.ntiuich .for :he oece:,arional distribution of females__

and the monetarv rewardF, of; thel a econc.;mic a(..tivities. On the basis of the

relationship COV-SvfCri ia Hat tl'po-rt i?cween industries and occupations

(see Chapi.er h. i i e2,1pyct.-d arh more hi-ghly concentrated in

serviee eccuee -.ens c:iT1 it f.';: ttt -.'.11v1-\7;f1(-nt share in seryice

indiu; t ma)or4ty of service

industi-Lei.-; are it ,olould be ex-pected that

feMales eet-e e . ,e teChnicni, clerical,

and .sal ati.j.1:JLed that relatively -

fewer f(.2.i !-; laborexs, and

faem

(1972) as the

cate.,..,
,s, Zellner argues that

:ound was 5W6 of that

reived 6y H.!6f1 0111 :0'sr, of all employed

woffen were co:leetrj'e'] qley -eirce:,ented $O% or more of

-.4o.e'e-eeeeptitionse:-Onethe-orher

hand, 20 i--,L,:hpatroas where they represented

t I ;tI !
oL- tile employed Men were in

such oc:0:-;ai-,,o;c ;,Te:preece for males in these
. I to the left. Demand
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Table VI-2

PROPORTION OF THE U.S. LABOR FORCE WITH 1.2 YEARS OR MDRE OR SCHOOLING BY SECTORS
AND INDUSTRY GROUPS BY SEX, 1960 AND 1970

Secrets mid Tnthistries

1960

Fensler,

1970

FemalesMales Mnles

I. EXTRACTIVE . /5.7 31.9 39.6 . 50.8
1) Agriculture 24.3 28.2 37.5 45.4
2) Mining 34.4 73.2 48.7 82.5

TRANSFORMATIVE 40.7 43.8 '54.4 54.5
3) Construction 33.7 61.2 46.0 76.3
4) Food 3616 36.2 48.5 46.9
5) Textile 28.9 26.0 39.0 35.4
6) Metal 45.6 52.0 50.6 61.2
7) tiachinery , 49.5 52.7 63.9 62.0
8) Chomical 56.2 66.4 70.4 71.4
9) Misc. manufacturing 37.8 45.6 53.2 56.5
10) Utilities 46.2 78.0 60.7 86.0

DISTRIBUTIVE SERVICES 45.2 55.0 58.1 65.1
11) Transportation 35.4 64.2 50.6 75.1
12) Communication 74.9 71.2 87.1 84.1
13) Wholesale 54.6 64.0 77.7 73.1
14) Retail 45.5 50.4 55.7 60.9

IV. PRODUCER SERVICES 7/.4 76.4 81.9 84.1
15) Ranking 76.0 80.0 86.0 87.0
16),Insurnnec 79.1 78.2 89.3 86.5
17) Real Estate 50.5 62.0 63.7 73.5
18) Engineering 86.2 84.2 92.2 91.1
19) Accounting 91.6 83.6 96.0 97.2
20) Misc. business serv. 61.8 70.6 72.0 78.6
21) Legal servicoi 95.0 34.6 98.2 90.0

V. SOCIAL SERVICES 66.7 75.2 77.7 80.3
22) Medical services 85.1 67.7 86.0 69.0

1 23) Hospitals 51.1 63.3 65.7 72.3
24) Education 76.0 85.5 83.2 87.2
25) Welfare 70.4 59.3 78.9 77.1
26) 'Nonprofit 52.5 66.3 65.5 76.1
27) Postal services 66.2 61.8' 74.3 75.5
28) Government 60.1 78.9 74.5 84.0
29) Mi;c. social serv. 81.4 85.2 89.3 88.3

VI. PERSONAL SERVICES 34.3 77.7 45.4 40.5
30) Domestic services 18.6 16.2 19.9 26.2
31) Hotels 37.9 34.3 50.0 44.4
32) Eaxing G drinking 32.4 29.2 40.8 40.0
33) Repair 33.7 54.7 45.5 65.6
34) Laundry 36.2 25..9 44.1 15-.9
35) 8arber 4 beauty shop 31.8 52.1 49.3 65.3
36) Entertainment 41.0 51.2 52.0 60.8
37) Misc. personal serv. 51.7 45.7 68.4 62.9

TOTAL LABOR FORCE 44.7 53.3 59./ 66.0
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curves, which are usually sloping. shos that as the price of an item (or labor)
,'.oes down, the quantity demanded rises. Tnerefore a shift in a demand curve
io the Hft quantity of labor can be

hought fon a lower r i This lowess Female employment -in masculine occupa-
tions. A Female dominated sector results from a reduction in-demand for women-
in the masculine sector, which subsequently increases their supply to those'
occupations.in which males are not preferred to females. The results are that
since demand is loWer in the masculine sector, wages for women are lower, and
since supply is increased in tn Hnine sector, wages for those women are
also lower.

Francine Weiss1,.. with Zellner's findings. She

'asserts that occupational sc is as pervasive now as it was at the turn
of the century. Weisskoff pointeJ out thaL well over half of all working women
.in both 1900 and 1960 were employed in jobs in which.70 percent or more o'f,
workers were female. She showed that the-increased participation of women in
the labor force has not been absorbed through an across-the-board expansion of
employment upportunities but rather through a growth in traditionally female
jobs or-through the emergence of new occuRations that rapidly became sex
typed.

As an ex.planation of this patern, Weisskoff explained several
institutional factors that favor segregation of the se,Nes. The family unit
with its traditional,relationships between men and women socialize 'people into
their,respective roles. On the supply side gik.ls are taught to aspire to and
train for what are conOdered to be appropriate\ female occupations. Frequently,
the odocatiOnal system further intensifies this problem by channeling women
into traditional 'feminine pursuits. The demand side deals with thp hesitation
of both workers tind customers in allowing woMen-to enter "non-.feminine"
occupations. Many employers are' not willing to experiment with female employ-
ment in traditionally male occupations, even /hough.neV labor legislation (such
as the iqual Employment Opportunity Commission's guideiines) have eliminated
the most blatant discriminatory hiring practices.

ssk.r)ff explains tia: pai, differentials between female and male
wbren,-, 1.n terms of supply and demand in duAl labor markets. Demand is greatly
rc'sisiyt.A1 of The :;upply of wwnen available for work

hi.gnly responsive to changes ih c.:1: wage rate and emplOyment opportunities
la genc1H. 11 ons leE;I:Its in lower earnings
foc

..,,rey,iim)n by sex is essential to any kind
of econ,omic iota iiti; for women. 'ici:-Hkofl cancluds tliat if women enter the
m;ile sector in quantity this will have the additional positiVe effect of

'.;PITTTI.!n...pr.edominately female occupations-and will-in ,turn

attract more men to those female occupations. NuFsing is a profession anxious
to attract men in order to ease the .shortage and to raise wages and working
condltions.

the other.hand, Isabel nih ill (1.977) suggested that equal pay
eariungs of i.:Omen uCcauSe jt might increase the

crowding in t-aft oc,ctipations. IF employers in male-dominated occupations

'1S2
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cannot hire women for a lower price they may not hire women at all. And, if
men cannot be paid a higher price in female-dominated occupations, they might
not seek those jobs, all of which would lead to further segregation. Although
equal pay laws may guarantee equal wages,to women working side by side with
men, they tend to reduce the training opportunities available to woMen which
is a major source of sex differential.

Sawhill used Becker's theory of human capital to explain the lower
status of women and the segregation in the market place.f Becker differentiates
betveen general and oh-the-job training. General-training (education) is paid
for by the work- .ne-job training is pai o by.the employer. With
general tr 'r pays and then collec the return on his invest-
ment. .Cons.., LLn n,.; firm's goal of optimizing profits, presumably the
firm will only paY for training where it can collect on the return. Naturally,
the more on-the-job training iS required the more desirous a firm is in
keeping turnover low. The argument runs that woMen are not gbod.training
investments because of their intermittent labor force participation patterns.
They are less likely to receive on-the-job training and thus be able to raise
tbeir income. Investment in training of individuals steepens the age-earnings
ijrofiles over the life cycle,but sinCe^ women's participation pattern is best
described by a bi-modal life-time curve, theit age-earnings profiles are.
relatively .flat. In the case of on-the-job training, the shape of-age-earnings
profiles depends on the extent to which employers share returns with emp'-yees
in order to reduce turnover. Certain types of jobs rrYvide a mixture of
general and on-the-job training and women generally confinec to those jo.ts
of little or nc trainiN. In othe- words, sex-typ ccurs part_y because
of differcc on-the-jcn -ain .g which is ratic led by saying women
have intermi _ t labor'for:c pafticipation. The on ay for women to make
up for this is more gcleral training which usua comes in the form of
increaseded :ion.

EDUCATIONAL. ATTAINMENT

Table VI-2. shows th womenat am the whole have a higher proporti-n of the
labor force in eac;1 industry with 12 years of schooling or mote than do men.
In 1960 53. nercent of all employed females had twelve yearS of schooling or
more, compar with only 44.7 percent of all employed males. This difference.,
was reduce minimally nirini :he 1960's the respc:!ctive 1970 values being.
66.0 and 59.2 7=rc:nt.

:7-e sector in whiOl- :he male figure is :;ilher than females, is
-IersorA 5,,:and domestic service,Jaundty_and rn.:els...account for-:this _

hree employing women with a low level of education. On the
indust7: le the marked a vantage of males in legal and medical industries .

is due tot:f -.le dominance s lawyers and physicians. Turning to.sectors
and industri n which femal f). have an educational advantage) we,find a
marked diffel e in the Extractivesector and in the industries of mining,
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Table VI-3

Fkl2CLNTA(;L DISTRIBUTION OF THE U.S. LABOR FORCE
BY MAJOR OCCUPATIONAL GROUPS AND SEX, 1960 AND 1970

04:eupation
Males

(1)

1960

Differ-
crice

(3)

=(2)-(1)

Males
(1)

1970

Differ-
once
(6)

=(5)-(4)

Fe-

males

(2)

Fe-

males

(2)

Profe!.,,sionals ; 6.7 10.4 .3.7 9.2 11.8 2.

-;c.,mi

pro/cssimuiiona i
t 4.0 3.4 -0.6 5.2 4.1 -1.1

' irnt,.? rs 5.8 '0.6 -5 .2 2-.8 0.2 -2.6

..ilut;:,(.r. 11. 3.9 -7.2 11.4. 1..; -7.6

( i, rica1 7.. 31.4, 24.1' 7.7 :7,5.1 27.4..:

Sii.,.'s 7.2 8.3 1.1 \ 7.2 7.3 0.1'.

Lraftspersons 20.5 1.2 -19.3 \21.0 1.8 -19.2

Operatives 20.8 16.2 -4.6 .19.2 .. 14.2' -5.0

Service
workers 6.4 22.7 16.3

, 8.1 20..".; H_2.2

Laborers , 1.2 0.6 -6.6 :).5 i '! -.5.5

\Farm workers 2.9 1.3 -"1.6 1.7 \ 0.., -1.2

Total Labor Force 99.9 100.0 0.1 100.0 100.1 0.1
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edoett on Hied iccount oil for t en fcm;. le pro Fes ls
I , an,1 I t pro: ,rt Tec.reased only minimally to .5 percent.

.1 propertion of females in professional!Ht
females are heavily concentrated

NthY uwo tr,ditionallY fetfT,ttt ,J :nations of teachers and nurses.

out at there have heen only mddest improvements
of the staftr: mr womon in the pro:- The male-dominated professions
if law, medit ine, architecture, lir:: engineering hak-,-.6 opened up slightly to
women llot te::ial.n over 9t) percent. -;0111(.` t;ccupat ions have i inprgved gretly,
;iich edi t, reporters -t,:e re 1 percent i.n 1870 and are now
I 0 percen ; ' 'is He assertetl (hatnur.ies, elementary school teachers
librarians remain .)mal Aominatej professions. The conclusion of hi
was that women have dcnt.- well lu the,professions numerically, but they are
till c-nfined to those professions of low t:,tatus and pay'. He further points
At th,-: managers :nd o'f[icia] in today's society contain a larg-21- proportion

higT .)restige j As, ani 01J -e occupations are virtually closed to tomen..

The U;'') shc ,J little ir no change for women in the male
':-(7)105,!'1111:1i Js betwee: 160 and )7°. John Parrish (1974) noted that

. o ) census .;ely ref ycted decisions made prier.ro 19C.,-67
to profe :Anal sch ls, so he feels that chAnge m ole

tf:OC .V11 t ,):1 for examule, that fema -

'111 1. schooly ,oc), la:- 'or now, and that it is reasoh,inle
exp r: at the c women vii Abtain cit)grees'in the fieids of architecture,

H.ntis-r , ..agineet-ing, law, t:,edicine, ettometry, pharmacy and veterinary
i e mai: ained tha: caan).- has occurred in the last few years'

in -he preH, As half ce) , Intr. nevertheless he acknowledged ihat even
o) trip, ollLent in male-dominated professions, still.

')ould leave the)r roportion i, behtnd thfl of men.

f. -tm,; :, th'e data i; tble Vi-T further, it can he seen that the.main
dIfferen:.'es t AccoptitiA onaI ist...ibutl le)tween males and fema.es occur
primarily a )tit,. Y-rt.'tper ons, and service workers. Females
are, , dch mo cs.h.:entrated in an:: service occupatiors hardly
any i.tC'cs-. )rkers Purii: the 1960':;, the cone( ratio7. of.females
in clerical ,ccopations.continn I, so that Ov 197(/ more th;in ,01(.! of )very three'
fc'111;1 in n ..,) forc(- c l, kcr

one sex pre
of female

tne

,;:te:, .Heri.oll .-,e Hon: Aris , identified wit femat t, crafts
. the hon-Agrlco ;HirAl occupations ,

i.p ,..,-,. i -, siii:i I : e a '. iii 1, 11;1 t of Lenin 10.;
ri i n i'Li i't .. ''.-((r.:('' I. .. It oH-i.ortily 'la t :le nr,)pim-, ions of

. .............
:,.....: ',. .....r:,..;.t.,pc.r.,;ottc-, ,, ---.,) ,p,7ry :117t1C -:r1:*, Ihe

o ',Tat Lois re the t occupa tii roup in wh i ch
Hese occut)tions account, :or the :;11-e,.,V proportion

mien- throughout the 1:47)0's out one of evry five Cemates
s in a service occupatio.
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4 While the analysis of the occupational structure is important in its

r:,.tht, the main concern here'is with. occupational differenceS between male!:

nd females within industries. Since it has been shown that the occupational

StructUre is not independent from the industry structure, the faLL that females

arc more numerous in service industries certainly explaAns, at least in part,

why proportionatelymore females than males are !.-rvice workers.. Given the

focus of this study; the mure important question is: To what extent does the

occupational distribution differ by,sex within detailed industr'ies? ThP ma'

objective here is to demonstrate which occup6t;ns gig the

industries. It must be noted, however; that r ouh l groups are

- categoric::: for such an analysis. As the c'ase of

protH Is ...nstrated earlier, many differences between males. and females

exist .ltnin these major grouping -,Whatever the shortcomings of these gross

categories, !lie probably tend to uilderstate rather than overstate the

differenc s. 11..-v Observed diff-nnnCes, therefore, should be interpreted as

,...)nservaz:ve

La h .
ndustry must bc: .xamined to see' if there are Any large differ-1 )

eaces betee. tne number of men and women in a particular occupation. As

noted ear!i:, clerical occupat generally' show the largest difference

between tie er-ent female and percent male. The second largest differenc(

is usuali: f on in the categor 'crafts-workrs.", Aside from 'these two

occupaticAal L:aegories, there he single o.:cupational group which reVeals,

sex-typit.; cjl industries. Personal se:vices, .'imales predominate in

-"service cor ." In the Trans:: nm_tive sectar, operatves are more likedy to

be female.: t:--an males, witH ...-rgest 'gap being 34.=; percentage points:in

textiles. I1( wever, the sex-tyTin of occupations is industry-specific, for in
the chemi::al and utility industri. ,

operatives ar6 7 and 17 percentage points

more mal; than females, respecti A.y. In the transportation ind4iry Men

comprise -4) pc.ncentage-points mor of operatives than women. The other indus-

tries in the i lstribiitive service: wholesale and retail, both have' large gaps

between the ip:Ther of men and WOM:IA employed n sales._ However, what is

interesting i: -:hat'in wholesale, the sales workers aro mainly men, while in

rctail, which lower paid, sale!' workers are mainly women.

In ti: ProduceT;,services sector, the occupational differences between

males and fem _vary from one industry to the'next. Banking is male-dominani

in mam -rs; .surance and real estate are male-dominant in sales workers. As

to Lcd ectea, engi.neering, accounting, and legal services have a high concen-

tratioi ma -s i professional occupations. In legal services, in 1970,

for ix 1.5 ;:rcent of total male,employment was professional, compared
to orli :ce7t for, females. On-the other hand, 92.5 percent of all

female were :n .c:e74_ca-l-positions,-compared to-I.1-perCent:fdr fly

The oppo to is true of Social services where in medical Services,
and'edt tion women predominate as professionals because of)their

large ::-Oportion c- nurses and teachers. Welfare has 42 percentage p),ins

more as semi-pifessionals than,women. And jastly, within Personal
servic females a- dominant in the,service occupatiohs.'

2 i
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What must he pointed out is that even in many case where no differ-
ences exist between male and females in terms of their occupational distri-
bilIon the fact remains that individual job categories within accupations are
often :lex-ryped, A restaurant either has waitresses or waiters. .ly bo/1,

A factory ,;enerally segregates -the wOmen operative from the rm rative.
Becau-se of traditional practices, men and 1 s.rk sia
equal basis in equal numbers. H would 1 oi
ex;r. Ile, r(Torters. and entertainen=. :.us is coil ge professo-:; woL.d

Hided hecause although women might he working Ide by side .:ith
tney are rarely equal in number.

The analys:s.of sex-typin, of .:ullatIe7ls amot industries, however,
ta:%e into account the fact that the -:,a1e FoporU . of employment varies

,tly from one industry to the next. J: 90 percent o. .2mifloyment in industry
female, a domination of females in mcst occupatIona categories within

t industry i-s likely. In this case it ould make mor sense to refer to a
tVJ) lily of an industry rather than of zi:1 occupation. On the other hail); if
indutry B femaieaccount for 25 percent of total em-)loyMent yet 90 per-
t of all Cferical workers in that industry is female, then a case could be
.e for,die fact thaz clerical occupations in industry 0 are sex-typed. The
ent of indusry and occupational sex-typing will he e unlined in the
lowing sect-I:on.

Sex-typing of industries. If females were di,=-ributed among particul _

.austries in the,same manner as their..2istribution within the total labor force,

.en 37.6 percent of total emloloyment Ir each industry should be f'emale in 1970
32.8 percent in 1960) , according.to OUT figures from the Public Use One Percent
amples (sce,Table V1-4). Obviousfy, tnis_is !lot the :_ase.. While any deCision
i:-; t 9 what employcent proportion cori,tutes sex-typing is arbitrary, an indus-
try will be labeled female-tlominated if females FIccount for at least 15 percent-.
age points mdre of the, ndustirS employment thaa they Uo of the total labor
force. Correspondingdy, an inaustry is' male-do; .nated if the female propOrtion
of imploymeat is.i5 perce tage points ress than -1-he female share of the total
lab,' r force. Thus, given iat in.1960 32.8..pers-nt of the total labor force
was female, ans industry is emale-dominated if female= account'for more tian
47c- percent.ofiudustry employmentjafld male-orlented,IF females account for
les than 17.8 percent of:industry eMPloyment. The respective vafue!;.for 1970
are 52.6 percent for tne-female-domInafed industry and 22.6 for the male-
dom.nated tridustry. -.

--, \

:he :]Lr,i in "I'abhe V1-4 shoi,..,t n ( !:0 )wing industries to he fe:7.ale-
dom.nated (in C-creasing order):
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Table V1-4

THE TOTAL LABOV
TIERMEDIATE

1JNI.1! STATES, 1960-1:

INDUSTRY
(;ROUPS:

Sect.rs .1111 110.strIcs

1960

Rank

1970

Rank

Percent
Female

Percent
Female

1. ExTRACTIVE 10.0 10.0
1) Agriculture 10.6 33 10.5
2) Miming 6.2 36 7.9 36

11. TRANSFORMATIVE 21.7 25.8
3) Construction 5.4 37 , 6.0 374) Food 25.0 24 26.5 255) Toxtile 59.6 4 63.8 5
6) Matal 13.4 31 14.2 327) Machtnery 19.9 27 22.4 27
8) Chemical 18.4 28 21.3 28
9) Misc. manufacturing 24.7 25 28.7 24
10) Utilities 13.6 ,30 13.2 33

I I I . DISTRIBUTIVE SERVICES 29.8 55.9
11) Transportation 9.9 3, 24..5 31
12) Communication 51.1 11 48.9 13
13) Wholesale 21.2 26 23.3 26
14) Retail \ 37.1 17 41.5 17

IV. PROD(JCER SERVICES 41.3 45.5
15) Banking 53.1 9 56.6 10
16) Insurance 44.5 14 49.1 12
17) Real Estate 32.9 20 38.3 20
18) Engineering 16.3 29 16.2 30
19) Accounting 30.5 23 40.2 19
20) Misc. business serv. 36.4 18 40.4 12
21) Legal services 40.4 15 46.7 IS

V. SOCIAL SERVICES 51.4 56,6
22) Medical services 53.9 5 70.1

. 323) Hospitals 73.2 2 77.3 224) Education 62.1 3 61:.3 625) Welfare 44.9 13 52.7 1126) Nonprofit 45.6 12 46.8 :1427) Postal services 13.0 32 20.2 2928) Government 32.0 22 32.8 2329) Misc. social serv. 34.8 19 17.8 21

VI. PERSONAL SERVICES 56.5 56.5
I30) Domestic services 87:1, 1 90.1
' 1

31) Hotels , t5.1.9 10 58.9 9:
32) Eating 4 drirking 57.8 .6 59.3 8
33) Repair 6.7 35 11.4 34
14) Laundry 54'.8 8 60.6 -

--'35) Barber & beauty shop 55.5 7 67.6
36) Entertainment 32.3 21 35.1 2:
37) Misc, personal ser. 16 42.9 16

TOTAL LABOR Ff7CE 32.: 37.6
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19(0, 1970

c)oinetic -rvi cc
Hospital
Wucation
Textiles
Medical :vices
V.ating av d-inking places

. liarher beeity shops
Laundry byeing ;iervices
Banking ;--2 fidancing
Hotel anc lodging places
CommunicL ion

5.).3

40.4

29.3

Domestic service
lhosçii tal

Medical Services

52.S
39.7

32.S
26.8 Barber and beauty shops 30.0
26.1 2().2

25-0 Education 25.2
Laundry 6 dyeing services 23.0

.22.0 Eating 6 drinking places 21.7
20.3 Hotel and lodging places 21.3
19.1 Banking and financing I 9.0

18.3 Welfare 6 religious services I 5.1

(The num) rs refer to the difference between the percent female in the total
labor for:-e and the percent female in the partictilar industry. In 1970, for
example, '-.( percent of the total labor force was female, yet females.
accounted :or 90;1 percent of total emploment in domestic: service); Wit,h the
two except:0ns of communication and welfare and religious service, each the
lowest ran-:ing in 1960 and 1970, the industries that were fmale-dominated
1900 reMai:.ed that way in 1970. Except for textiles, all female-dominated
industries are services of one kind or another, but most of them belong to the
Social ser-ices and Pprsonal services sectors. Not surprisingly, domestic

, service is the most female-dominated industry; females make up 90 perCent of
total employment. Domestic service clearly is the example that first comes to
mind when :alking about a female-dominated industry. Next to d omestie service
in terms 0:- female-domjnation are hospitals; although the proportion.female
Ipwer than in domestVc' service, hospitals are a'much more rapidly growing
industry yhich makes th c! diffe.rence in the sex compos.rtion of employment irre
signifiCant than that in domestic service, which has been steadily declining.
Females ac,aunt for about. three-fourths of total hospital employment. Again,
femal-es trAitionally have-been employed in medical positions, and the continued
employment If women fas nurses-and other health personnel only continues an
earlier tr nd. Although the remaining industries listed above arc quite sex-
typed ayw- 11, none of them reaches the de,gree of female domination that
charaeteri -s domestic services or hospitals. The extent to which employed
females ar -;ilbj-ect to sex-typing by industries is revealed by the fact that
al,out one-b,:f of all females in the hdior, force'are eMployed'in a female-
dominated :Laistry-. The-trend during the 1960'5 showerd further that this
cone-entrav Is'on,the increase.

industries that are male-dominated, i.e. in.which tlie percent
-4(--ite of- r-tal-emplelyment at-least IS percentage: points lower than the
percent 'female of the.total labor force, are found among alhindustry
bil,t most C.T' them belong to the Extractive and the Transformative s(:ctors. The
data in Tab VI-4.permit us to determine which indus-tries are male dominated 'and
these are 1 ted *low (in decreasing order of- male domination:1

2 't
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1960

Construction -27.4

1970

Construction
-26.6 Mining -29.7

Repair ,,ervices -26.1 Agriculture -27.1
Transportation -22.9 Repair services -26.2
Agriculture -22.2 Utilities -24.4
Postal service -19.8 Metal -23.4
Metal -19.4 Transportation -23.1
Utilities -19.2 Engineering= -21.4

-16.8 Postal service -17.4
Chemi:cal .-1.6.3

Machineri -15.2

(The number, again, refer to the difference between the percent female of the
total labor force and'the percent female in each particular industry).
Corresponding to the case of female-daminated industries, the two most pro-
nounced male-dominated industries can be regarded as typical male'industries,
namely construction'and mining. Most jobs in these two indUstiies require
physical strength, are often dirty, and are somewhat hazardous, all of which
are characteristics that traditionally have been ascribed to male work. Most
other male-.dominated industries could be similarly. characterized. Among them,
however, 0.re industries where the sex-typing is much Fess interpretable than
it might lye been in the,remaining industries. Consider postal service, for
example. 'Jliy are females excluded from this industry, even though over 80:.
pe'rcent of employment is classified as clerical workers, which in every other
industry is female-dominated? It is true that being a postman is not the same
kind of job as sitting at a desk doing strictly clerical work, but now that
nearly all mail is delivered by motor vehicle ar by cart, it is not a physically
demanding job.

Even if it is accepted that the nature of construction work and of the
other male-dominated industries does, not suit females (which'one might very well
choose to reject since this implies assumptions about_ the work capacity of women
that is based more on social conventions than on biological facts), the increas-
ing use of capital equipment in.construction and in many Other induStries and.
the related ,trend towards the creation of operative positions should proiircle
more job opportunities for females in male-dominated industries. As the figures
in Table VI-4 and on the.prior page indiaee, however, the exclusion of females
from male-oriented industries has increased rather than decreased.

.As was Treviously mentiofied; dii.interdependence exists between tlje
intlustry structure and the occupational structure. Although we.saidarlqr
that logically the industry comes first in determining positions within the
labor force, the occupational struCture nevertheless is quite important for thc
analysis of the female labor force paTticipatioff. ,On the.one hand, industries
"mediate" between the struaure.of production and the occupational labor supply,

.i.e. an agricultifral economy-requires less sales workers tl'an would any other
form of economic organization:, Yet on the other.hand, it/Is'Up to the employer'
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..,f1(.)m to s(.1ect for what positions. While it may be that in order to perform
construction tasl<s it is desirable to have a certain proportion of total
employmerit as craftsworkers, this Still leaves the employer with a choice
as to (W116..m he considers best qualified for those pOsitions. Moreover, in
some deses such as in education, the supply of female teachers is clearly
larger-than that'of male teachers, and the reasons for a larger proportion of
females therefore must be seen within the training context itself. For '
various reasons, fewer males choose education as.a major field in college
'that; do females.

If employers systematically recruit woMen for clerical and service
occupations, and not for managerial and crafts occupations, we should then
expect to find relatively fewer females in industries where craftsand '

managerial.occupations prevail. Conversely, we would expect relatively more
females in industries where clerical and service occupations dominate. For
purposes of analysis, We therefore assume thatrffie percent,female in each of
the eleven major occupational groups is the same in every industry as it is
in-.the total labor force (see Table VI-S). These data clearly demonstrate that
females are empooyed in quite different octUpations than males, as was pointed
out in the previous section. Although in 1970 females accounted for only
37.6 percent.ef the total labor force, about three,-fourIths of all clerical
workers are females. On thebther hand, females are virtually excluded from
crafts'occupkions. By assuming'no differences in occupational seZ-typing
among industries, we cap examine the extent to which some industries are more
sex-typed than others-..--.

Following this assumption, the expected percent female in each
industry cAn be computed by taking the_inter-industry differences in:the
occupational structure into atcount. The following formula is used for
.that computation:

11

PF. = E (PF. x N:. /100) / (Ni)
1

d=1

were PE.is the expected percent female in the ith industry, PP. is the percent
female iA the ith occupation of the total labor force, N.. is Jthe -total
number, bf'persons in,the ith occupation within the'ith 31industry, and N. is
the total employment in .the ith'industry.' Illustratively, the data in
Table V1-6 show that in 1970-38.0 percent of all saleswbrkers were females. Silica,
there were 28,638 salestorkers in retail trade (according to the 1/100 Public.

_Use Sample) we weuld-expect,28.;638-x-.:38 t0,882 femaleS.t6 be sale.workers
in retail trade. Summing !these expected values for all eleven occupationsin
retail trade gives us the,expected number of females in that-industry:
DiViding this sum by the total number of'persons employed in retail trade gives
us the expected percent female. A comparison of the'expected With the actual

.

percent female permits us to assess the extent to whith sex2typing of females
varies among industries. If the difference i; greater .than an absolute value
of 10 percent, the industry is considered to be sex-typed. Female-dominated

`4 6
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Table ,V1-75

PERCENT FA\LE IN MAJOR OCCUPATIONAL GROUPS:
UNIII,D STATES, 1960-1970

Occupation 1960 1970

Professionals .42.2 43.5

Semi-
professionals 29.4 32.6

Farmers 4.6 4.4'

Managers 14.6 16.6

Clerical workers 67.4 73.5

Sale worke'rs 35.7 38.0

Craftspersons 2.8 4.9

.0peratives ,27.3 30:9

Service workers 62.9 60.2

Laborers . 3.6 8.4.

Farm workers 17.6 14.8

Total Labor Force 32.8 37.6

2 i 7
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is the term arplied to those industl-ies wit:1 a ..-)ositive,difference of more
thin io percentage points. and male-dominated applied to those industries

a - od. ryeniage peintz.

fhe t?...e following industries

male dominated

to

Homestic 35.A Posta] -11.5
31.2 Engineering -20.8

Hospitals -J8.3
Laundry .26.2 Transportation -16.9
Nledica.F 23.7 Accounting -15.7
[ducation Ig.5 Utilities -13,1
Communication 11.1 I es a le -10.7

sec 11.4 GoAernment -10.1
CheMicals -10.1

temalectOMitiated

1076

male dominated

Dome;t;c Postal -14.7
.1extlies S2.5_ Engineering -24.6
Laundry 30.3 Transportation -22.7ho,pital-25.]
11edical Utilities -14.6
Ftlac IS.' 1.,11olesale .-13.2

Real Estate -12.3
Chemicals -12.3
Accounting -11.8
Government -11.0

Ir. 1Ye,: taere are e.]],t- female dominLteU and IliaC :lale dominated industries.
F;--m- the :..ost then,e dre the werff classified in Tahle VI-
A as sex-l-yped witkuut tadin2 the ()cell: 4tional stinClin't: into account. lahle

' 6 is a measuret!,ent of the indust-ry'efl'ect
(-)11 sex-tYPing, whereas Table V1-4

r:he effecc occup;:t:Ion and industry on sex-typing.
The di1:1'erence nczween the aetudl and expected numhef of females shows how
much 11-iutc4 The smaller the difference,
the iee-; sex-typed 1...ae indusOry is. it the difference is positive then there
are More females tnan would be e-x-iAecte(0, and if the difference is negative, s;
there are fewer femaies than expected.

Comparing Tables V1-6 and V1-4 in terms of.female-;clominated industries in
1960, it can be seen that miscellaneous personal services have a higherpro-
portion of female employment than,was expected, whereas eating and drinking
places, barber .and befi.uty shops, banking and financing, and hotels and l'bdging
places do not employ more feMales than should have been expected on the basis
of their occupational structure. Thus, given the,fact that females are
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_Table V1-6

EXPEL.TE ACTIJAl. PROTOPTION FEMALE 87 SECTORS, AND IN1jUSTRIES

1960-1970

gcczors and Induszrics

1960 1970
Ex- Differ- Ex- DIffer-:
pected ktual en'ce pected Actual ence

I EXTRACTIVE U. 10.0 _72.2 15.4 10.0 -5.4
ij Agriculture 10.4 10.6 .2 21.6 10.5 -1.1
2) Mining 24.5 6.2 1.18.3 28.1 7.9 -20.2

11. IRANSFORMATIUE 15.5 21.7 6.2 27.9 23.S -4.1
3) Construction 10.9 5.4 13.0 6.0 -7.0
4) Food. 25.3 25.1 - .2 30.3 26.5 -3.8
S) Textile 26.1 59.6 / 33.1 31.3 63.8 32.5
6) Metal 23.0 13.4 -9.6 27.6 14.2 -13.4
7) thchinery 21:9 19.9 -2.0 30.2 22.4 -7.8
8) ChemiCal 28.5 18.4 -10.1 33.6 21.3 -12.3
9) Misc. manufacturing 24.8 24.6 30.5 28.7 -1.8
10) Utilities 26.7 13.6 -13.1 27.8 13.2 -14.6

D1STRIBUTIVEISERVICES 27.8 29.S 2.0 35.9 33.9' -2.0

11) Transportation 26.8 9.9 -16.9 37.2 14.5 -22.7

12) Communication 39.7 51.1 11.4 43.8 48.9 5.1

13) Wholesale 31.9 21.2 -10.7 36.5 23.3 -13.2'

14) Retail 10.1 37.1 7.0 35:6 41.5 5.9

IV: PRODUCER SEUICES 43.6 41.3 -2.3 50.3 45.5 -4.8

IS) Ranking 48.6 53.1 4.5 55.6 56.6 1.0

16) Insurance 46.0 44.5 1.5 53.7 49.1 -4.6

17) Real Estate 35.8 32.9 -2.9 50.8 38.1 712.5

18) Engineering 16.8 16.0 -20.8 40.6 16.2 -24.6

19) Accounting 46.2 30.5 -15.7 52.0 40.2 -11.8
;20) Misc. business serv. 38.7 36.4 -2.3 45.6 40.4 -5.:
21) Legal services 49.6 40.4 -9.2 56.6 46.7 -9.9

V. SOCIAL SCRVICES 45.2 51.4 6.7 49.2 56.6 7.4

22) Medical ervices 46,4 70.1 23.7 51.6 70.1 18.5

23) Hospitals 46.3 73.2 26.9 51.2 77.3 2h,1

24) Education 42.6 62.1 19.5 47.6 6.8 15.2

2S) Welfare 39.6 44.9 5.3 45.5 52.7 7,2

26) Nonprofit 44.0 45.6 1.6 45.8 46.8 1.0

27) Postal Services 55.5 13.0 -42.5 64.9 20.2 ,-44.7

28) Government 42.8 12.0 -10.8 43.8 32.8 -11.0
29) Misc. social serv. 35.2 34.8 - .4 41.4 37.8 -3.6

PERSONAL SERVICES .
43.9 56.5 12:6 47.1 56.5 9.4

30) Domestic services 55,9 87.1 31.2 56.5 90.1 33.6
31) Hotels 45.3 51.9 6.6 51.8 58.9 7.1

32) Eating 6 drinking 50.9 57.8 6.9 54.1 59.3 5.2

33) Repair 12.0 6.7 -5.3 17.8 11.4 -6.4

14) Laundry 28.6 54.8 26.2 36.3 60.6 30.3
35) Barber beauey shop 58.2 55.5 -2.7 60.0 67.6 7.6

36) Entertainment 37.3 32.3 -5.0 41.6 35.1
17) Misc. personal serv. 28.2 39,6. 11.4 33.5 4/.9 9.4
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overrepresented in service occupations, their shares of employment in the latter
three Personal 'services was within the expected range. Similarly, as clerical

.:ccounti for a large nroportion of employment in banking and financing,
an1 ilerical occupations are clearly female-oriented, the employment share
of females_ in banking and financing 1,ias to be expected as well.

Concerning males, the differences betweeh industries in Tables VI-4
and V1-6 are somewhat larger. Constructions agrieulture, repair services, and
metal-industri es are not listed as male-dominatea industries in Table VI-6, but
they appear in Table VT-4_: Give- the occupational structure of these industries,
.women are represented in the eXT _eted number, which is. Pow. Industries like
postal services, engineering, mi:tng, and transportation are classified as
sex-typed in both tables. Accounting, utilities, wholesale, governMent and
chemical industries,are added to Table VI-6. Given the occupational structure
of these industries, women are- underrepresented.

In 1970 the only changes in Table VI-6 for female dominated industries
are that miscellaneous personal services and cOmmunication.are not present,
and real estate is added as a male-oriented industry. These .changes are
e'reflective of the fact that during the 1960-70 period the differences between
the expected and the actual employment of females in female-oriented indus-
tries declined, whereas the differences generally widened for male-oriented
industries. The exceptions are: accounting, which was male-dominated, both
in 1960 and -1970 but less so in 1970; we1fare,,which was female-dominated in
1960 and 1970 but more so in 1970; and various Personal services:(domestic
service, hotel .and lodging places, Taundry services, and barber a4d beauty,
shops) which became more female-oriented in 1970. Aside from these industries
all other industries either became less female-oriented or more male-oriented.
The reasons for this lies partially iil the fact that as a result of the
increasing labor force participation of women between 1960 and 1970 women gained
proportionately in every occupational category except for service work and farm
work (see Table VI-5). These gains raised the exp'ected.share of female employ-
ment in each industry. (Table VI-6) and therefore lowered the difference between
the expected and the actual. employment as far as female:dominated industries
arc concerned. What is significant is the fact that in those industries where
females already were underrepresented in 1960, the employment changes during.
the 1960-70 period further widened the gay between the number of women expected
and the actual number of women.

'While industries in which the actual percent female differed from th(
expected percent female by no more than fen percentage points were not
considered to be sex-typed, this may 'have been the result of the facit that in
some occupations within a-particular industry, females made up a significantly
Jarger proportion of employment than would have been expected, but that this
overrepresentation was cancelled out by the effects of female underrepresentation
in other occupations within that same industry. This possibility is examined
in the following section.

The best example of this phenomenon is legal services. The difference
between the.actual and the expected in the legal industry is -9.2 in 1960,
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ind -J. J. hut wo: .n coiL i'ijzA: '_) _: pe-cent - 9 3 perceat i:; l' A :n '
197,, cly , of c1(..ical 'ori: -rs Ln -his in -tr.., ,diere at: C.c .

:,:i r 1],..:r :It ), re Y, r .essic
1-1 this This i:. t r (2 :: ise 0: ing v. is no

.-6 bera :repro intatic 2n in rical -.

resentat 'ssior . posit. , :elle . .,ch otivy
..)at. ourred i: whic has an '7:Jprese- ,ion of
cleri. Id an-ov ion ' male s_ 1,-, .rkers

i-6 sorts u: t. Astry ;ex-typi:. u. the ccipat 'nal
sex-ty . patienal -x-tyi-___g 1_:; less easy tc c bc. .11,o me- ind
women ..-_i occupatiorA roles that they fall i. 7,:. tr 'or.
Industry r ing should Oe eas r to ern :cate, b, _t ... involves
shifting trained p ..son: to diff:: int indu.

Th rowing domi: servicc has the dens a1 of ffecting
women i any other :oup :he lab( force. one of the pr me char-
acteristic-, i "service econot is the m,ve away.from ork, which'
is illustriec hy the increase of white-collar jobs. Yet women are not equally
distributed in the labor force even in white collar jobs due to roJe di:"er-
entiation and their intermittent labor force participation patterns that
limits human ipital ;investments, especially over the length c the work life
cycle. If oh assumes that at birth the mental capabilities c' men and wome
are equal, t"- it is only role prejudice (which also accounts for the bi-model
participat.o: -Arve) that prevent' an equal distribution of men and women in
most jobs, o_eupations, incustriei-, and sectors.. Role prejudice occurs when
there are gehetic differences in- the population which are visible Iit 'not
pecessarily ii:nificant for role performance. Kenneth K. Boulding
(1975: 252) addressed this question in a beautiful analogy of the genetic
differences between blood types and the genetic differences between sees.
He stated,

In ordinary life we are quite unaware of a person's blood
type. Consequently, it can be-safely assumed that there
are no role prejudices against blood types of different
hinds unless these happen to be associated with other char-
icteristics which are socially visible. For the major types,
this association is fairly minimal, Consequcntly, we would
he very surprised to find a distribution of blood types in
any occupational group or income group of any size which is
markedly different from the distribution of blood types
in the population as a whole.

The genetic division of the human race into men and women
qualifies in most societies as the major form both.of
discriMination in the existing labor force and of role
prejudice. This is not surprising as the.genetic differ-
ence between sexes is far greater than it is among races
in terms of the structure of information of the genetic

2 2
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ME SiCCT AND NDUSTR1 POSITION OF

:th iffero ces, throug'
a' tao 5, t.,,ral Hai IflI stry changes

ea U S ia saa, tosaik. this chaptc.
cki aid t leir posit an vi -N-vis :he whites.

:can- :ter dfl poilation c the itthwes: will be cons
tr sece 1 1 gest 71inority i. the ,S.A. The contrast be-
is Anspi ti , for while the: both are much below the wh_

th demonstrate SO7le imp:rtant differences, e.s
for the 'exiciia-Ame.,-icans. First, hcwever, we turn our att7_±:at
differer. es.

BLAGI S IN 111E LABOR FORCE

After the early emph::,sis black studies on the
DuBois, 1)70(7909): Frazier, 1959], Myrdal's An American
investigations deilling with a wi-de range of social and eco-
the black population (Pettigrew, 194; Glenn, 1969; Price,
studies noted that blacks had gained in many respects, be it

s rc

cl,s,

tint

has
refer-

rocas,

,sser -ae

, it

71.,e baoritles
soc. sccnomic
prot 'm of I anguag-2
to

: str at e [e.g.,
set ti stage fol.

char -istics of
M- ,f these

come, e acation, or
occupational status. As pointed out by Glenn (1969), however, much ,f t1-1:,; progress

was rather moderate and did not serve to reduce much of the gcp exis:ing Detween
whites and blacks in these characteristics. Furthermore, in !:ime respects the
status of blacks relative to wh,:es even declined. The ratio ofnonwhit to .01ite
infant mortality (age one month to one year), for example, ir reased fre -2.) in
1950 to 2.76 in 1965 (Glenn, 1969:52). It thus is the cense- tus of most :)f the lit .r-
ature about blacks that the post-war changes did improve the socioeconom C position
of blacks, but that :hese improvements did not substanti:Aly narrow the fference
btween whites and blacks along these dimensions.

The various civil rights ._,gislation during the 1960's raised e acc:ations
taat at last the relative position of blacl-,s would improve to the point aerc the
,:ifferences between whites and blacks would be substantially reduced. 17-.. a recent
assessment of these changes Farley and Hermalin (1972) asked the questi, -1 whether
or not the'1960's had been a decade of progress for blacks. They conclacied that
the last decade did indeed improve the Position of blacks: thei7 Mci,..,c.r,ce of poverty
was lower in 1970 than in 1960, they had higher.educational attai arit arA occuvied

h:?tter posiiions a the labor forte. But they also noted substa- .al lifferences
:)ctween various 1--roups of blacks. The socioeconomic improvement
:-unger than for tlder blacks and females did muCh better 'than
tites. )-11 the -ther hand, Farley and Hermalin pointed out ths-
'hind the statt: of whites. Even in 1970, for example, only
ack'illies were employed in professional and managerial occupL

; percent of wr.:te males in 1960, ten years earlier. Similar
differences can t)e pbservedfor White and black females (Farley

Again, young blacks did much better than older ones in
status. In sum, although the improvements of.blacks, particula-
are clearlYvis:ble, they have not been achieved uniformly for

One reflection of improving social conditions is educati
this of curse ,ill affect young people more than old people: In
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171dis ter s'hare -

than white males duria; i'd:t this differens
is somena- r .eading as It results fom MHt two industries: ho5nit7lis ard

-e: ine o,:cnnational h()sHtals,
biac;..s gen -m. nai:e menial tasks, as 7L, whe:v there
is 11.,t so _m social differen:ia:li the exJeptioa of O1..k i r,er-

vic.?-=, in blacks al-e less s17,11-1

1 remarkable
thL'Il shares of black and white males.

Females. In .Jd'..tast to the increasihg similarity of industry composition of white
and black ..r.oloyment, much greater variation still exists between white fe-
males and lack Cemales (see Table V11-2;. In l960 this was largely due to the
enormously 'gh i::'oportion of black women in Personal services. At that time this
one sector sco'-ed fur over one-half of all black females in the labor force!
In compari a, a .y 15.2 percent of white females worked in this se'ctor. Most of
the differt ces mere accounted for by domestic service which employed over one-third
(37.5 per nti f_all black females, in contrast to only 4.7'; percent of white fe-
males. Tir ed, ,f.,this industry is excluded from the Personal services sector, the
differer a t -relative proTaortions of black and white employment is very smal:.
Despite- ih: 1. e concentration of black females in domestic service, their share
cf emplh inct Social services for 1960 was not much smaller than the corresponjing
proporti a for .a1te females in this sector. .ithin Social services, black females
were .,7As ,.ipresented in education.- Another interesting difference is that
white wo- pru 'rtionately were more autteius than blacks in medical services,
while th, was true in hospitals. Since medical services are mostly privatu
whereas i )ito ; are usually public 0.1- at least non-pnafit), it appears thdt black
females it asier to get employment in larger bureaucracies than in the smaller
offic ri. e physicians or dentists. Furthermore, as in large orgahi :at ions
such as i oita. a substantial tiart of employment involves low-status occunations
such a: ( , nurses' aides, and cleaning personnel, all of which largely
have hecn uscup. uy bl c k s in rile pd..-;t, Thw,, the difference between medical
services dal nos,iltals in terms of whi: and black female employment is not dli
that surprising.

Y;ILI th, exxption of the Extractive sector where the shalv 4)f emphy!:wn/
of b1;lij females iS somewhat larger than the corresponding, share for white females
(although this s ,.:tor is SO small that it dues not account for much of the differ-
ence in the indu. try composition of 1)1 a01 and white cmpluyment), :r-eat difference',
exist in Lie (,ecLurs. I:1 :he ir.i.formativc sectur in loo, the ratio
of the share of .smployment of white fe.riaic.:, to the :;h;-ire of hlack females was'two:
it was three in Ustributive services and Cour in Producer services. In these threo
sectors, no indiidual industry showed a smaller relative proportion for white fe-
males than for liiiack females, with the sole exception of real estate. The differ-
ences are particAlarly noteworthy in Producer services: proportionately the total
sector employed four times as many white females as blacl, females, but banking and
financing iceounted for ten times as many whites as blacks, and, legal services six
times as any: This discrepancy is probably the most remarkable one, as most of
the,se ser:Ice5 dre industries whose employment expanded only relatively reeentLm
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EMNIC STA'i2IS 51TLLi STATES, 1960-77

19-0
Sectors And Tbdustr ies

1960

W161te Black white ila.:4

I. EXTRACTIVE 2.1 4,0 1.1 1.7

1) Agriculture 1.9 4.0 0.9

2) Mining 3.2 0.0 0.2 0.0

,

II, TZA5FCP.M.171VE 25.2 11.6 21.5 15.7

3) Constru...ticm I.; 1.0 0.4

4) FOod 2.3 1.9 1.3 1.6

5) Textile 6.6 3.3 5.0 4.9

6) Metal 1.6 0.7 1.3 0.7

7). Mach in e ry 5.3 1, 6 , 5.1 3.5

8) Chemical 1.1 0.1 1.0 0.6

9) Misc. manufactur1ng 6.5 2.5 5.1 4.0

10) Utilitiem 0.6 0.2 0.5 0.3

:71, ISTRIBUFIYE SEWICES 21.c 7..3 21.4 70.5

11) Transportation 1.4 0.? 1.6 0.9

12) Communication ,..- 3 0.5 2.0 1.9

13) Wholesale 2.5 0.9 2.7 1.2

14) Retail ;5.4 S. i 15.2 6.-

IV. PROVtiCER SERVIC1S .7 2.3 10.5 S.;

IS) Bank.ing 3.; 0.3 3.4 1.6

15) Instil-vice 2.' 0.4 2.5 1.3

:17) Real Estate 1.1 0.7 1.1 0.7

28) Engineering 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.0

:9) AccounL1n4 0.3 0.0 J.s 0.1

201- Misc. business serv. 1.5 0.5 2.0 1.2

21) Legal serv1ces 0.6 0.1 0.7 0.2

:.7k::Ai. SCR:ITC:ES 26.: 22.4 52.5 5 ...5

2'..' Medical services 2,- 1.6 4.1

23) Hospitals 6.0 7.6 7.1 11.4

24) Education 10.4 7,7 14.5 13.-

25) Welfart 1.4 1.1 1.6 2.0

26) Nonprofit 0.5 0.1 0.5 0.5

;7) Postal services 3.3 0.4 0.4 1.3

28) Government 4.3 3.6 3.9 4,2

29) MISC. social serv. 0.2 0.0 0.3 (1.1

VI. PERSONAL SERVICES 15.2 52,4 13.6 29.1

30) Domestic serv1ces 4.3 57.5 - 2.2 17.7

31) Hotels 1.4 2.8 , 1.3 2.4

32) Eating and drinking 5.2 5.0 ' 5.2 4.1

31) Repair 0.3 O. 2. 0.4 0.2

34) Laundry 1.3 4.4 1.0 2.B.

35) Barber 8 beauty shop 1.3 1.6 1.7 1.1

36) Entertainment 0.8 0.5 0.8 0,5

37) Misc. personal serv. 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.3

TOTAL LABOR FORCE 99. S 100,C 99, S 99.9

c)
'1



During the 1960's, however, the distribution of the black female labor
-force by industries changed drastically. As a result, t.he differences between white
-and black females became much reduced, allilough they still are larger than the
ciifferences between white and black maies. In just ten years the share of employ-
ment of black females in- domestic service decreased from 37.S percent to 17.7 per-
cent. ;chile this. nroporion is still much higher than the respectie white share,
a decline of_sL,ICh maglnitude in so short a time as one decadc is quite remarkable.
Aoreoverrif domestic service is excluded from the Personal services sector, almost
ecival shares of 'black and white females work in these industries.

Of all industry sectors, Social services 6-:Oerienced the largest employment
expansion of black females during the 1960's. In 1970 white females still'had a
higher share in medical and educational services than did black females, but the
difference has become almost negligible. Furthermore, although domestic services
accounted for the-largest individual share of the black female labor force in 1970,
the shares of employment in hospitals and education have come very close to it.
As was already earlier observed for males, postal services increasingly seem to
attract blac1c females. Combining the employment in hospitals, education, postal,
and government -services, itcan be seen from Table VI-2 that the public sector
'acCounts for 31 percent of total employment of black females in contrast to 19 per-
cenLin 11960.

By 1970 the employment in the Extractive sector had reached such a small
proportion of the total labor force for both black and white females that it had
lost any impact on the industry distribution ef the labor force. _It is noteworthy,
however, that during te 1960's the shares of employment of whit, and black females
in the Transformative sector have become much more similar, due to the fact that the'
proportionate employment in these industries increased for,black females, while it
decre,ased for white females. In 1970 the main differences between the two labor
force groups were in construction, metal, machinery, and miscellaneous manufacturing
industries, in which black females were relatively underrepresented.

In contrast to the relative convergence of the employment shares in Extrac-
tive and Transfonnative sectors and Social and Personal services, the difference
between-black and white females in Distributive and Producer services were largely
maintained during the 1960's. Retail trade deserves particular attention because
white females are more than twice as important as blacks-in proportionate terms.
Again, this small proportion of black females appears difficult to explain, and the
same factors seem to be at work as was the previously discussed case for males..

Despite the fact that the share of employment of white females in- Producer
services was twice thut of black females, there are indications to suggest that the
gap is decreasing. Consider banking and financing, for example. In 1960 only 0.3
percent of all black females were employed in this industry, yet by 1970 this share
increased to 1.6 percent. Thus black -females madp eVen faster gains in this industry

6 than black males. Part of this expansion is undoubtedly due to efforts of financial
institutions to gain part of the consumer market of blacks.

2 3
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The discuss: f I or force trehds during the 1960's for blacks mhd
white reveals that'-he (11--'-Ten ; in the employment dis-,tribution b industry has

,.c., pr. :tiers of .he labor fc)rce of whit.es and blacks

in :ed ihtfilrie, Live one riore inilar in 1970 than the: were in 1960.
Th.!; U. nd holds A5 1 as femal s. The 0atter7-1 is clearly demonstrated
:,v the iv in Table fer to the index of dissimilarity petween thc
em loymeh iistributi a a a )1acks ahL whites. While in 1960 15.9 percent

te le white labor for.:e would have had to be re-distributed
L:1 achieve e tr . ions of th'.:,'two labor force groups among in-

.es, would a shift of 11.6 percent in 1970. The convergence
is m ch rn. -c striking . .rliere the proportion that would have to be redi-
trb._ited _e2lined fro:-:, 41 7)erzer: to 15.6 percent between 1960 and 1970. This
dras-ic (1:.crease primaril tMe :-esult of t1le declining share of employment of

'biac few-Iles in dome-tic _rvice, but it must he noted thatj'ersonal services in
genc7:11 employed lowec 7- rtitmy of black feMales in 1970/than `they did in 1960.
Thes,_ dat:. Indeed sigaif ver7 Important trend for the employment of black females.
Whilc in ..)0 the majoric f bacc females was employed in the traditional position
of srvair in its varic. -Linifestations), ti-e major part of employment of black
females 1 3t this charac: -tstio C.Jring the 1960's. 'Much employment in the Social
servIcs, and particulari n h:)spitals where it is a similar type of work as that
of an- -r7,,iitiJnal employment pattern of black females, except
in a re :reaucrati: Eut this is not the case for many other positions.
And (2 n .re the ci J7= 2:7p1,71yment has meant less a change in the type of work,
the t .t the sa2.. carried an 1n a different organizational context is
an i-lr rtanT considei- :ie-ing a maid in a household-and a janitress in a hospital

sinilar work, the latter case it has lost its character of being a
or1:2nted consumptic,n. And importantly, the latter pro-

vides cpporainities rga:.i2ition to press :.or higher wages and better working
cor itions that are en tc the former_ I-1 that, sense, the change-in the employ-
mer of bla2k female. 1960's is ver: important indeed.

Educ at ic n

..:'emen-,s differ ceatly by industry. Employment in eating
an drinkn places, ::::ample, requires less education than does work in medical

jces. 'This is rat :lenyie fact th..A the task of a janitor in a clinic is
les. skiled than tha.t 07 a manger in a restaurant, but if 'all positions in an int
dusTry ar. c combined, monLaal serices requcre more skills than eating and drinking
pla:es. These differemc educational requirements are likely to be refieCt-ed,in
the cduca'lional attai.cer cf persons in the labor force. Thus, the educational
att.linmerv: of persons '=1.o:Jed in medicill services is likely-to be higher than that,
of person employec1 i acting and drinking places .

ihe data in Lcies VII-4 and VII-5 clearly reflect these differences. Per-
sons in cial and Prr.:11cer services have mor education than those employed in theA

remainin!:, industry se7nrs; this holds for males,and females, and for-blacksiAnd.
whites. Twelve years schooling or more was chosen as a measure for educational
attainm.:.77:: since the c-7m.letion of high school is a major requirement for many
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Table VII-3.

INDEX OF DISSIMILARITY BETWEEN THE INDUSTRY DISTRIBUTIONS OF

BLACK AND WHITEMALES AND BLACK AND WHITE FEMALES BY INDUSTRY SECTORS:

UNITED STATES, 1960-1970

Industry
Males Females

Sectors 1960 1970 1960 1970

Extractive 2.8 0.5 1.2 0,3

Transformative 3.6 3.1 6.8 2.9

Distributive Services 2.7 3.0 7.2 S.4

Producer Services 1.9 1.7 3.7 2.7

Social Services 1.8 2.1 3.8 4.0

Personal Services 3.2 1.3 19.3 10.3

Total labor force 15.9 11.6 41.9 15.6
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Table VII-4

PROPORTION OF THE MALE LABOR FORCE WITH 12 YEARS OF SCHOOLING

OR MORE BY INDUSTRY SECTOR, INTERMEDIATE INDUSTRY CROUPS,

AND ETILNIC STATUS: UNITED STATES, 1960-70

Sectors and 1ndustrles 1960 1970

White Black White

,

I. EATACIIVE 29.2 4.6 43.6 1. 7

i) Agriculture 29.1 4.3 41.8 8.3

2) Mining 35.5 12.7 50.4 21.8

II. IWA)4SFOUATIVE 43.3 1 7.3 51.0 34. 5

31 Construction 3(.: 13.6 45.8 :2.1

4) Food 39.1 16.2 52.4 31.2

5) Textlle 28.3 24.3 40.6 30.4

6) Metal 4:.0 19.2 53.4 34.(

7) Machir,cr., 26.5 65.6 45.2

85 CrlemIc2.1 55.8 19.0 72.5 46.3

9) Misc. c.)8ufactur,ng 1P.3 13.9 55.8 31.3

10) Utilitins 50.1 13.5 64.6 3.3

III. pISTg11.4:71)L SE2(.ICES 1 8.: 21.1 60.3 7 6.9

11) Transportatioc 77 , .1 20.0 52.5 36.1

12) Communication '5.8 40.4 88.0 67.9

13) Wholesale 57.8 18.5 68.1 14.6

14) Retail 47,4 22.3 57.4 36.3

IV. PROMCER SUVICES 74.3 32.6 113.0 51.3

15) Banking 77.4 51.8 87.2 63,6

16) Insurance 79.t 57.6 89.8 76.7

17) Real estate 51.6 25.4 68.2 32.0

18) Engineering 86.5 48.3 92.6 65.9

19) Accounting 91.9 37.5 96.3 90.0

20) Mist, business serv. 64.3 26.0 74.7 45.6

21) Legal services 95.9 64,5 98.4 81.6

V. SOCIAL SERVICES 69.0 41.6 83.0 60.1

22) Medical services 8.3 64.0 87.6 61.2

23) Hospitals 55.2 34.5 69.8 48,7

24) Education 78.: 56.3 55.4 63.6

25) Welfare 72.9 46.4 81,9 59.1

26) Nonprofit 55.6 30.3 57 52.6

27) Postal services 0 t., . 0 64.6 75.2 59.8

28) Government 51.9 43.7 76.4 59.6

29) Misc, social serv. 82.3 52.5 90.3 58.4

VI. PLRSO":41. SEUICfS 3 7.1 22.4 4 &2 -70.0

3(3), Domestic services 22.7 14.1 :3.4 11.9

311 Hotels 41.8 23.0 54.8 29.6

32) Eating and drinking 34.7 23.3 43.2 24..8

33) Repair 15.2 20.7 47.1 31.8

34) Laundry 39.7 29.2 49.0 28.9

35) Baiber Ei beauty shop 31.9 31.7 50.5 42.0

36) Entertainment 43,6 25.1 54.0 14.2

,37) Misc. personal serv. 54.4 32.0 71.1 44.8

TOTAL LABOR FORCE 47.4 01.7 61.8 3 8.5
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Tablo VIT-5

PROPORTION OF THE FEMALE LABOR FORCE WICH 12 YEARS or SCHOOLING OR MORE BY INDUSTRY
SECTOR, INTERMEDIATE INDUSTRY GROUPS, AND ETHNIC STATUS.

INITED STATES, 1960-1970

-s-C-Cf6RXi;iT
_

INDUSTRIES

Mlites

1960

Blacks Whites

1910

Blac

1. EXTRACTIVE 39.5 6.0 51. 7 16. 71) Agriculture 35.4 5.9 53.7 14.52) Mining 75.4 20.0 82.8 76.9

11. TRANSFORMAT1VE INDUSTRIES 44. 7 33.2 55.9 49.53) Construction 64.7 25.7 78.0 39.14) Food 38.5 22.1 50.6 35.95) Textile
25.5 14.8 35.1 45.96) Metal 53.5 33.4 62.9 51.27) Machinery 53.2 44.4 62.6 61.08) Chemical 67.5 38.3 72.1 66.39) Miscellaneous manufacturing 46.5 33.3 58.2 15.910) Utilities 80 0 37.3 87.4 70.0

III. DISTRIBUI7VE SERVICES 55.8 41.9 66.4 60.411) Transportation 66.7 31.2 76.3 59.512) Communication 71.3 64.6 84,5 81.9
13) Wholesale 66.5 30.9 75.2 6:1.3
14) Retail 50.8 43.0 61.4 56.1

1V. PRODUCER SERVICES 77.2 51.6 85.1 11
15) Banking 80.4 58.3 87.4 79.816) Insurance 78.3 72.4 86.8 82.3
17) Real Estate 64.0 41.5 75.9 44.9
18) Engineering 86.4 41.7 91.0 91.7
195 Accounting 83.8 66.7 88.1 94.6
20) Miac. business services 72.0 41.4 80.6 58.9
21) Legal services 84.8 66.7 90.6 72.6

V. SOCIAL SERVICES 77.0 60. I 82.6 66.222) Medical services 69.5 45.5 71.5 48.7
23) Hospitals 65.7 49.2 75.5 57.824) Education 86.8 72.8 89.2 73.3
25) Welfare 61.4 41.8 79.1 67.726) Nonprofit 68.6 38.5 77.8 60.0
27) Postal services 62.9 54.9 75.3 75.5
28) Government 79.5 74.1 85.3 76.3
29) Misc, social services 86.6 25.0 90.0 81.3

VI. PERSONAL SERVICES 32.2 17.2 46.1 ^2.2
30) Domestic services 19.2 14.0 29.5 16.0
31) Hotels 38.5 21.5 50.3 23.5
32) Eating and drinki% 30.3 23.3 41.2 30.0
31) Repair 56.3 39.3 67.0 74.2
34) Laundry 29.2 20.6 40.6 27,3
35) Barber 6 beauty shop 53.8 42.9 66.3 55.2
36) Entertainment 52.9 32.1 62.1 47.5
37) MA5C. porsonal 50rvicns 46.7 39.0 65.4 42.1

TOTAL LABOR FORCE 56. 7 30.9 68.7 49. 7
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positions ui the lahmr market. To that extent, the difference between persons who
have 12 yeArS of education and those with only 11 years is much greater than the
difference between II years and 10 years of education.) At the one extreme, per-
SURS employed in Peronal services and agriculture have the lowest educational
attainment. In 1960, however, black males in Personal services. had more schooling
than black males in either the,Transformative, Distributive, or Extractive sectors,
which suggests that ten years ago blacks in these industries were employed in
different positions than in 1970. Particularly remarkalne is the low educational
attainment of blacks in agriculture, which even in 1970 is below that of domestic
service. Although whites:in agriculture, too, have low educational attainment, it
1,:-Yel'teless is much closer to that of other industries.

In addition to the fact that educational attainment differs by industry,
the data in Table VIJ-6 reveal that these differences are not the same for whites
rtnd blacks. For example, taking males, it can be seen that in 1960 the share of
dil blacks who "comPleted at least 12 years of schooling was 45.8 percent of the
shire of whites, while proportionately as many blacks as whites employed in barber
mid beauty shops completed 12 years of schooling (Table VII-6, C61. 1). In both
19o0 and 1970 educational attainment of black males in relation to that of white
males generally was higher in Social and Producer services dian in other industries.
Of the 19 industries in 1970, for example, in which the proportion of black males
with 12 years of schooling or more was at least two-thirds that of white males,
12 were to be found in Producer and Social services.

A comparison of Tables VII-4 and VII-S shows that in absolute terms
black females have more schooling than black males. Inspecting the data in Table
VII-6 it can be seen, in addition, that the amount of educational attainment of
black females in relation to that of white, females compares, more favorably than
in the case of white and black males. By 1970, only six industries (agriculture,
real estate, domestic service, hotel and lodging places, repair services, and
miscellaneous personal services) showed the.proportion of black females with 12
years of schooling or more to be less than two-thirds the proportion of white
Femaies with the same education. Moreover, there were four industries (textiles,
engineering an,d architectural services, accounting and bookkeeping services, and
postal services) in which_proportionately more black females than white females
had completed at least 12 years of schooling. (It should be noted, however, that
the number of black females in engineering, architectural, accounting and book-
keeping services was so small that these results could be due to sampling errors.)

Comparing the"change in educational attainment from 1960 to 1970, the
.

data in Table VII-6 clearly reveal that blacks had larger increases than whites.
In 1960 proportionately less than one-half as many black as white males had 12

.

years of schooling or more, increasing to almost two-thirds in 1970. For black
females, the proportion increased from slightly over one-half to more than two-
thirds,

lhis relative increase in educational attainment of black males and females
can be observed in the vast majority of industries. It is primarily in Personal
services where whites have made more rapid educational gains than blacks. The

2 3.;
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Table VII-6

RATIO OF PERCENT BLACKS WITH 12 YEARS OF EDUCATION OR MORE TO
WHITES WITH 12 YEARS OF EDUCATION OR most, BY SEX:

UNITED STATES, 1960-1970

PERCENT

SECTORS AND
INDUSTRIES

Male
1960 1970

Female
1960 1970

I. EXTRACTIVE 15. 8 22.2 15.2 2 6.4

11 Agriculture 15.3 19.9 16.7 27.02) Mining 35.8 43,3 26.5 92.9

II. TRANSFORMATIVE INDUSTRIES 40.2 60.5 743 86.6

3) Construction 37.6 45.3 39.7 50.1
4) Food 41.1 59.5 57.4 70.9
5) Textile 82.9 74.9 136.5 130.8
6) Metal 45.7 65.5 62.4 81.4
7) Machinery 52.5 73.5 83.4 97.4
8) Chemical 32.3 66.6 56.7 92.0
9) Misc. manufacturing 14.5 59.7 71.6 78.9

..10) Utilities 26.9 46.9 46.5 80.1

III, DISTRIBUTIVE SERVICES 44.0 61.2 75.1 90.9
11) Transportation 53.6 68.8 46.8 78.0
12) Communication C3.3 77.2 90.6, 96.9
13) Wholesels 32.0 50.0 46.5 71.8
14) Retail 47.0 63.2 84.6 89.8

'

IV. PRODUCER SERVICES 43.9 61.1 66. 8 83.5
15) Banking 41.1 72.9 72.5 91.3
16) Insurance 72.4 85.4 92.5 94.8
17) Real Estate 47.4 46.9 64.8 59.2
18) Engineering 55.6 71.2 48.3 100.8
19) Accounting 40.8 93.4 79.6 107.4
20) Misc, business services 40.4 61.0 57.5 73.1
21) Legal services 67.3 82.9 78.6 80.1

V. SOCIAL SERVICES 70.4 75.1 78.8 80.2
22) Medical services 74.2 69.9 65.5 68.1
23) Hospitals 62.5 69.8 74.9 76.6
24) Education 72.0 74.5 83.9 82.2
25) Welfare 63.6 72.2 68.1 85.6
26) Nonprofit 54.5 78.3 56.1 77.1
27) Postal services 97.0 92.8 87.3 100.3
28) Government 70.6 76.7 93.2 89.4
29) Misc, social services 63.9 64.7 28.9 90.3

V/. PERSONAL SERVICES 60.4 60.2 53.4 4 A. 2

30).Domestic services 62.1 50.8 79.9 54.2
31) Hotels 55.0 54.0 55.8 46.7
12) Eating and drinking 67.1 64.4 76.9 72.8
33) Repair sp.s 67.5 69.2 -66.0
14) Laundry 73.6 59,0 70.5 67.2
35) Barber S shop 99.4 83.2 79.7 83.2:beauty
36) Entertainment 57.6 63.3 60.7 76.5
37) Misc, personal services 58.8 67 0 83.5 64.4

TOTAL LABOR FORCE 45. 62.0 54.5 72.3

2 3
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reasons for this are not all that clear, but it is interesting to note that in mest
of these industries proportionately much less blacks were employed in 1970 than in
19o0. . It could well be that the age structure of blacks in these industries has
changed, such that in 1970 more older people were employed there. Since new labor
force cohorts usually have higher educational attainment than the previous cohorts,
the absence of new black labor force entries into the Personal services sector might
have reduced the amount of schooling in these industries in relation to that of
whites.

-

In the same vein, many of the gains in educational attainment of blacks
in the other industries are most likely to be due to the better schooling of the
younger labor force cohorts. As was pointed out earlier in this chapter, the
majority of the consequences of the various civil rights legislation passed during
the 1960's will benefit the younger members of minorities the most, as they can
benefit,from increasing educational opportunities. While the amount pf these
opportunities should not be overestimated--there still exists too much inequality
in the school system primarily based on racial differences--it nevertheless can
be expected that new labor force entries have higher educational attainment than
their predecessors.

The preceding discrsSion of education may :eave thc ii th an incon-
plete impression of the relationship between educatIon and ti all rion of employ-
ment to jobs. T repeat, iniustries certainly differ. in thei .:a7:ona1 require-
ents. ReU:iv i less education, for example, is needed to rm Jomestic work
than is the :as. with legal services. Relating these requiren to the fact
that the, mei: m ,ducational attainment of blacks is loweithar t of whites, one
7iight wish tc c elude that jt is largely education that determ -s the allocation
3f blacks to iludstries. lus the comparison between males and i'em.les in the
previous cha, r demonstrates, however, education plays only a minor part in the
allocation of females to positions. To be sure, it can be expected that those
members of the labor force whose eduptional attainment is low are more likely to
be employed in industries with:few skill requirements. The point to be made here,
however, is that for the majority of positions in the labor force.black.; do have
the "necessaiy" education. As was pointed out by Fogel (1967), education often
is used rather as a selection criterion in the hiring procesS'and it bears scant
relationship to the skill needs of a particular work position. Furthermore, as
on-the-job training betomes more and more important for productivity, the argument
that it is because of lack of educational attainment that blacks are in different
industries increasingly has lost its plausibility (if it ever had any),. Thus,
even a narrowing of the gap between black and white:educational attainment will not
necessarily reduce the differences in the allocation of these labor force groups to
certain positions.

Bergmann and Lylej1971) in their analysis of occupational status differ-
entials between blacks and Whites provide further evidence for this line of reason-
ing. As they put it (1971:433):

"Explanations of the differences in Negro occupational standing among
metropolitan areas or among industries which run in terms of differences
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in circumstances having little or nothing to do with employment discrimina-
tion are not supported by our results. Variables bearing on the quantity
and quality of education do not help in predicting Negro occupational
standing by area."

Instead, Bergmann and Lyle found the Sentiment towards blacks in communi-
ties to be one of the most powerful variables to explain black-white differences in
occupational status. This finding does not imply that educational attainment should
not improve th?. position of blacks, but it "may change the pecking order among the
Negro community more than it changes the overall status of the Negro ommunity
relative to the white community" (Bergmann and Lyle, 1971:433). One of the most
dist ,sing findings in their study was, the fact that industries with a high in-
volvement in Federal government contracts are characterized by large occupational,
status differentials between blacks and whites (1971:431). If this pattern prevai.

. it will further curb the chances of minority members to achieve e ual --articipation
in the labor market,

:ion in the
ment of the
expectation
distribution
the differen,_

t. exisience f m
.1mr L'orce betweel bl

)ulation grolips
it Aese differences
' ites and blacks.

white and black

itner fa s that rn. a fo an equal compe
and whiTy.i:, the fact chat Juc: iOnal attai

1.1 differs significant y she .id i ad us to tI:
be strengly reflectyd in he cupational

:he following section a 1ress.J-s tL s aspect of
mployment.

Oc,upational Status

Males. The data in.Table VII-7 show that the occupational differences
between black and white males was largely maintained during the last decade. The
'proportions of employment of black males were smaller than the corresponding white
proportions in all major occupational groups, from craftsmen to professionals (the
only exception occurred in 1970 when proportionately slightly more blacks than whites
were clerical workers). Blacks quite clearly are concentrated in the low-status
occupations: operatives, service workers, laborers, and farm workers. In 1970 these
Occupational groups accounted for 64.5 percent of all black males in the labor force,
as compared with 32.1 percent of all white males (the respective figures for 1960
are 72.8 and 33.6 percent).

These data indicate that the proportion of blacks in ow-,,idtus ocpations
decreased faster than did that of v. , es and, AS a result, occupational differentia-
tion by race also decreased slightl from. 1960 to 1970 (the index dissimilarity
in 1970 was 33.5 compared with .39;1

.1 1960). But it musi also be ioted that white
7iales continue to hold better occur ions than do blacs. In 1970, for exam-,Ae,
proportionately three times as many Aacks as whites were in 'low-status occuoations.

_Whatever progress .black males have made in'occupational terms, the discrepancies be-
tween white and black males are still very pronounced.

It, repeatedly has been noted in this study that the industry structure and
the occupational structure are by no means independent of each other. Since it was
pointed out earlier that blacks are in .. different industries than whites, some occu-
pational differences could have been expected. While it is instructive to point out
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Table VII-7

PERU' 'AGE 17r7TRIBUTION OF THE MALE LA-,:JR
FOR, BY M'4;., OCCUPATIPNAL GROUPS AND

. ETHINL UNITED STATES, 1960-1970

1960
1970C II White

(1)

c-1( Difference
(3)=(2)-(1)

White
(4)

Black
(5)

Difference
(6)=(5)-(4)

-,als 7.4 3 -5.6 .9.9 3.1 -6.8

Su ,sionals 4.2 .6 -2.6 5.4 3.1 -2.3

Fa7me : 5.9 -1.3 3:1' 0.8 -2.3

Manavrs 12.1 1.3 -10.3 12.4 3.1 -9.3

Clerical 7.5 5.5 -2.0 7.6 8.3 0.7

Sales 7.8 1.5 -6.3 7.9 2.2 ' -5.7

Craftsmen 21.5 10.6 -10.9 21.6 15.1 -6.5

Operatives 20.3 26.5 6.2 18.1 29.4 11.1

Service Workers 5.5 16.4 10.9 7.2 16.1 8.9

Laborers 5.7 22 1J .4 5.5 15.4 9.9
Farm Workers 2.1 7.8 5.7 1.3 3.6 2.3

TOTALS 100.0 100.2 100.0 100.2

2 3
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the oc upational ill.-;t2TRJ12:- Of h, . lo; , 4 wh .

bla,:ks in the 1,,nor seu-. 1:1 \11-7), 's (Hun. important io
examtuo the exstoul to wh maint differept occupations in the
'same ;Hi:us

The low-status oc...1: a t.s .opc:.:tives service work-rs, laborers, and
farm workers; account for tile s: .11st proportiot-s of both whi:c and black emplc:ment
ip !Social and Producer servic,s. their shares of employment in PerSonal ser-
ices and agriculture is much hi sec ';able V11-8). Thus it can be observed

the proportion of.biacks ah whites iz low-status occupations in general de-
Aids upon the occupatjonal -requirements of the various industries. But besides these
functional" differences amon._.; itTustries, additional differences e.:ist in terms
t' ethnic status; i.e., some Ind: :tries are characterized by a large concentration
blacks in low-status occuputias in relation to the percentage of whites. Thus,

-Ithough for the total labor ==-or the pre-)ortion of blacks in low-status occupations
s abont twice as high as tha.: o whites, It is at least three times as high in con-
t.ruction, utilities, communicat IN.1.1-1:1g, real estate, engineering, and medical

services. These industries mcst :herefore be considered as particularly unfavorable
for 'the employment oi7 blacks in gher-sta::.us occupations.

As far as the 1960-7, :lanes are conterned, it can be noted that the
overall de'cline of blacks, in low-status occupations was due more to their changing
employment distribution among industries than to occupational improvements within
industries. That is, the proportion of white and black males in low-status occupa-
tions changed-quite similarly during the 1960's. For example, consider the textile
industry: its total employment--whites as well as blacks--is increasinCy concen-
trated.in the lower-status occupations, primarily as operatives. Both whites and
blacks thus are subject to the different employment needs arising from
and organizational changes.

7 les. fThullig that Olaclo_ stafr. the le-status positions n the
labor f,,rce as for females as for males (see Tab_e VII-9). But w6P2reas
black males are primar-ily operatives, black females 'ire m.--,stly service workers. This
Wan very 1)1"oFirdill as reently as 1960 whc,n 62.'1 percen-: ()I all -black femn'es in
the labo: F6rce servcc workerF.,. ih 17.4 percent of all employed

fem,ie wo7-e rvice occuHitions at th:it time. On the other hand, while
1-omale .ro wori:ers, t_his occupation accounted for only S.1

peccent of Hack femalc:s in.1960. hir6A females stronLy left Personal services
durin the i9o0's, proportionately 1,_,%.:er Hack "females were service, worker (Table
VI1-9). Kilt even in 170 the mosl. iTmortant dIfferences in the occupational distri-
bution between wilLes znd n:, s; ,Iti;o service occupations in which blacks
predominate, and ck:ric;Li or.cupations where Anglos are concentrated. The employment
prgportions of blacks and-whites in the other occupational groups remained fairly
stable in relation to jich other. in 1960, for example, the share of white females
that were professional was 4.7 percentage points higher than that of blacks, while
this difference was 4.1 percentage points in 1970. Besides sCrvice and clerical
occupations, only the proportions in operatives showed more changes during the last
decade. Apparently as a consc-quence of the growing share of black females in Trans-
filrmative industries, proportionately mucc females were operatives in 1970 than in
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Ile VII-6

PROPORTION OF MALES THAT rl'..E OPERATTES, SERVICE WORXER
LABORERS, AND FARH n'ORKERS BY EllINIC STATUS:

UNITED'STATS: 19,A-1970

Sectnrs Jnd IndostrIcs

)960

Black Whit, Slat's

I. EXTRACTIVE 33,4 66,9 36. 81.7

1) Agriculture 29.2 66.7 50. 87.5
2) Mining 57.5 86.2 IT 23.1

IT. TRANSFORMAT1VE 39.4 77.! 35 69.0

1) Construction 23.3 63.2 ( 38.5
4) Food 55.1 87.9 5e. , 86.7
5) Textile 58.3 79.0 84 i 94.1
6) Metal 44.2 78.1 44 76.2
7) Machinery 38.6 75.6 5: 7 78.6
8) Chemical $7.4 85.3 32-4 83.2
9) Misc. manufa,turing 45.6 85.3 30 7 75.9
10) Utilities $0.2 86.3 22.7 71.4

DISTRIBUTIVE SERVICES 50.1 76.9 37.2 64.7
11) Transportation 53.0 88.9 52.9 82.0
12) Communication 3.9 41.4 2.9 20.7
11) Wholesale 23.6 80.9 24.9 68.9
14) Retail 23.3 67.7 53.8

IV. PROMCER SERV1CF7 c.6 49 2

15) Rankin.... 3.3 :7 _ Til .

167 Incur 1.5 1., 1-5
:1.6 19.4 6:-3

10) Lnginecring 4.2 :3.0 3.: 22-0

19) Accounting .4 33.3 .6 3-3

20) Misc. business Z2.6 6).5 25.8 60 3

21) Legal services 1.3 23.6 1.0 --9

V. SOCIAL SEW10ES 25.1 :::.1 75.2 4::-:

22) Medical services 6.0 12.3 49.

23) Hospitals 40.8 ::.0 38.4 71.-

24) Education 19.5 18.6 43.1

25) Welfare 17.9 25.3 15.9 34.4

26) Nonprofit 25.9 75.3 23.4 48.7

27) Postal services 6.3 20.2 6.8 20.r

28). Government 36.7 59.6 39.0 52.1

29) Misc, social serv. 4.2 41.2 7.2 29.:

Vl. PERSONAL SERVICES 46.5 83.! 49.1 '4.0

30) Domestic service7 89.0 99. 86.6 6.

31) Hotels 62.9 96. 47.9 86.o

32) Eating & drinking 84.1 92.. 69.4 89.1

33) Repair 12.1 54.. 19.1 36.6

34) Laundry 61.9 92.: 53.7 84.7

35) Barber & bcauty shop 95.8 97.5 98.6 99.5
36) Entertainment 31.8 71.4 40.6 63.2

37) Misc, personal serv. 58.3 75.6 15.8 43.3

TOTAL LABOR FORCE 34.6 71,8 3t.I 64.5
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Tahle VII-9

PEVENTALL DISTOIBUTIO T:1F El.).!ALE

AND ETHNIC STATIIS:
LABOR iOVCO BY MAJOR OCCUPATIONAL
1)`;ITED STATES, 1960-70

GROUPS AND

1970
OCCUPAT I ON ti-27 Black Di fference Iii te Black Di fference

(1) (2) (3)= (2)- (1) (4) (5) (6)= (5)- (4)
-

Professir- 11.0 6.3 -4.7 12.4 8.3 -4.1

Suh-pmf, s s 1

Fanners

3. 7

0.6

1 .:,

0.7

-2.2

0.1

4.3

0.2

3.3

0.1

-1.0

-0.1

Managers 4.3 1.1 -3.2 4.1 1.5 -2.6

Clerical 34.7 8.1 -26.6 37.2 21.1 -16.1

Sales 9.2 1.5 -7.7 8.0 2.5 -5.5

Cractsmer. 1.3 O. 7 -0.6 1 . 8 1..)4 -0.4/
._

Operat ives 16.4 13.6 -2.8 13.5 16.3 2.8

Service h"orke rf-, 17.0 62.4 45.0 17.3 43.0 25.7

Laho re 17.s- 0. 5 1. 1 0. 6 0.9 1.6 0.7

Earn Worker!, 1.0 3.1 2.1 0.4 1.0 0.6

100. 1 100. 1 0. 0 100.1 .100.1 0 . 0

2 41.



1960. C.orrespondinglv, the employment share of white females in operative occupa-
tions declined as whites moved out of the Transformative sector.

Y:hile the decline of the employment share of black females in low-statOs
,)ccupations from 80.2 to 61.9 percent suggests improved conditions for the employ
ment of blacks, it most again be examined--as in the case of males--to what extent
this improvement resulted from the sectoral transformation of black females, and
to what extent it reflects better positions within the industries themselves.

The data in Table VII-10 reveal that the vast majority of employment in
Personal services involves low-status occupations. 'In 1970, for'example,, over 90
percent of all black females employed in domestic service, hotels, and barber and
beauty shups were in low-status occupations, and in two other industries--eating
and drinking places and laundry and dyeing services--this proportion was over 85
percent. Thus, a 'good case can be made for the assertion that most of thet-occupa-
tional improvements of black females resulted from their shift from Personal services
to other -02.ctors wher e black females are less concentrated in loW-status occupations.
In comparison to the dramatic decrease 'of the proportion of black females in Personal
services, the bccupational improvements within the various industries were much less
aiTarent.

It must be noted, on the other hand, that although Producer services, of
ali sectors, Mows the smallest share of black females in low-status occupations,
comparison with whites reveals that this results only from the fact that these
industries in general do not make much use of low-status occupations. Indeed, black
females in relation to, white females show the highest concentration.in low-s.tatus
occupations in Producer services. All these industries have in common proportion-
ately at least three times as many black as white females employed as operatives,
service workers, or laborers, although this ratio is only two td one for the total
labor force. Other industries with similarly high relative concentrations of black
females in low-status occupations include utilities, miscellaneous social and prof-
essional services, and repair services.

This analysis of the occupational status of black males and females sug-
ests that blacks, in general are employed in better occupations in 1970 than they

were in 1960. This improvement,/however, is due more to the fact that they work in
different indostries than to 'occupational improvements within industries. Even
within the rapidly growing Social services blacks are frequently employed in the
traditionally black occupations of orderlies, pol-ters, nurses' aides, and janitors.
It thus appears that the occupational distribution can be considered as a zero-sum
game, in which each industry is characterized by a certain functional occupational
distribution which is dependent on technological improvements and organizational
changes. (liven this asqumption, any significant occupational improvements of blacks
(in relation to whites) must mean a worsening of the occupational positions of
whites, given the same technology and organization. If this assumption is true, .

most improvements for blacks then will rest upon'technOlogical changes, unless,
blacks gain additional power that would enable them to make improvements at the ex-

' pense o,f whites.

2 4 3
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LihIc

VAI I VI SI lc
I N AOkr HP I piNIC

i1.0 1950-1970

mU r

1960
Wh'te Black

1970
White-- Black

1. 1 ATRA0rIV1 54.3 82.9 43.4 85.2
1) Agriculture 59.3 82.9 33.0 82.22) Mining 5.4 83.3 49.3 76.8

TRA)4SfORMATTY 51.1 87.1 54.6 80.01) Cunstruction 5.4 53.1 20.8 50.54) 57.5 92.0 54.6 80.15) Thatil, 97.5 94.4 49.1 80.36) Metal 43.2 79.6 45.4 72.4
f..Q.chincrx 51.7 88.1 37.6 69.55, Chemical 24.5 76.8 31.3 63.491 ttsc. r.anufacturing 52.5 80.9 55.4 72.7Lit Ilitivs 4.4 61.6 4.1 21.6

OISTR:BlITIvE SEVICES 9.7 44.8 11.3 26.0
Transportat:on 19.8 74.8 33.1 46.8
Communicat:on 1.7 20.9 3.6 4.0

13) Kholesale 11.8 72.8 14.4 50.314) Retail 8.8 40.5 9.8 25.3

IV. P2,0DUCER SERVICES 4.4 45.3 4.7 27.6
15) 1an1..in,: 2.7 51.3 1.8 8.4
15) insurance 1.6 12.0 1.0 4.5
17/ Peal istate 12.2 63.9 9.0 57.8
18) LngineerinR 2.8 25.0 2.0 25.0
19) Accounting .9 .0 .3 8.1
20) Misc. business nary, 10.5 53.6 11.4 40.4
21) Legsl services .7 21,4 .8 12.2

V. SOCIAL SERVICES 18.8 47.3 21.7 43.5
22) Medical services 22.4 25.2 43.8 72.9
23) Hospitals 35.4 73.2 36.8 70.5
24) 'rd,2cation 12.9 29.7 13.6 27.7
25) welfare 32.1 57.4 18.6 31.1
2t,) r-npmfat 18.3 74.(1 15.7 44.4
27) Por,A; iervIcf)5 1.9 16.0 2.9 8.3
28) G.vcrlirrent 5.7 21.2 7.5 18.3
,!,.)) Misc. soial serv. 3.9 42.9 5.6 23.3

30.7 97.7 76,6 94.7
301 Dom,-,!IC .3orviccs 98.9 96.7 96.2 99.5
;1) 44.6 90.3 64.5 95.1li 64.0 89.7 83.5 87.4
1'; 13.4 55.6 13.4 55.1
34) Laun,11-: 56.5 88.2 51.1 85.2

Blrh,r H..auty ihm 97.4 97.1 96.0 98.5
37.3 79.0 31.9 59.7
15.2 46.9 48.3 58.7

Tor-AL 176C'.7. FCRCE 35.3 10.2 32.1 61.;
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Income

On the basis of the previous findings about the educ;Itiomil
att3inment ana occupational status of blacks, it comes as no surprise that their
medi3n income is lower than that of whites.. In 1969, the median income of hlaa

Wa:- about tl.:0-thirdr That of white males (see Table VII-11). Although this.
is an increase over the 196i proportion, it is relatively small given the fact
that dui.' J, the 1960's the low-wage industries of the Extractive and Personal ser-
vices sc. -tors accoun7e - decreasing shares of employed black males. Moreover,
in a sultantial numhe7 ndustries (17 out of 37), black males in 1969 earned
less in relation to wIlltes than they did ten years earlier. This situation is
particularly noticeable in the Transformative sector. Despite the increased share
of black ;:ales in this seccpr during the 1960's, their median income in relation
to that whites declir_eC in five of the eight Transformative industries. Of all
industry sectors, black ma_es in 1970 compared most favorably with whites in the
Social an6. Personal services sectors.

The data for income demonstrate again that in comparison with whites,
black females do much bet-.-r than black males. Noteworthy is the large increase
ia relative median income f black females during the 1960's; in 1969, their
median income was 92 percent of that of white females.

This high proportion is mostly due to the'fact that in an increasing number
of industries, particularly in the Social and Personal services sectors, black fe-
males have a higher median income than white females. The previous discussion
showed that this cannot be the result of occupational status, for blacks in general
arc in lower status occupations than are whites. The high ratios for black feMales
in the Social and Personal services sectors are, in contrast, largely due to the
fact that they work more hours. This is demonstrated in Table VII-12 in which
the mean number of yearly hours per black worker is given as proportion of the mean
number of yearly hours for white workers. As the data in Table VII-12 show, black
females work more hours in 1969 than white females in all Social and Personal ser-
vices except in repair services and barber and beauty shops. (It must .be pointed
out, however, that in the case of income we are dealing with medians, whereas the
data for hours refer to means. Since in the case of hours, we Cannot assume a normal
distribution, there should be a substantial difference between the mean and median
of hours worked per year. For that reason, the data here are suggestive and do
not prmit a.conclusive interpretation.)

lhroughout this section, it has been noted that in relation to 4hites,
black rcniales compared more favorably than black males. What are the reasons for
this tuation? Two explanations re offered here. For one thing, the previous
cnapter showed that_females in general are in less favorable positions than males.
Thus, once the sex diTTeTential, in terms of the labor force situation, is controlled
for not much additional discrimination occurs. Second, black females have a much
higher labor force participation rate than white females. In general, there s a
positive association between female labor force participation and socioeconomic
status. Moreover, black females are more likely than white females to be head of
household. In 1970, 9.0 percent of all white households and 27.4 percent of all
black households were headed by women. (At the same time, however, these data dispel
the notion that. the "typical" black family has a female household head.) In sum,

2 I
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2) MIrlin.,

.193

.4?

71. "TPANSFO:'.(A7:
.33 .?

3)

4) Food .57 .1-0,- nfl
S) TextlIc .

. . .7'....!' 1.n6 .91'

6) Metal
7) 1.12
3) Chemic,11 .71 .65 .53

9) Misc. monuf,...:Lurli, .44 .60 .57

10) ',A:II:Ir.:5 .- .71 .35 1.;-..7

OF.:7";dBU71.'i St.;:VICES .53 .fi

113 TranspurtatI:m .::,', .;31 .5') :,',.

12i Cor4mufilcaLlon .14 .35' 1.11

1Si h1io1e:,a1e .70 .7ii .,,..

14) Retail .73 1.00

fV. PRODUCER SEPVICES
IS) Bankini.:

.53 .HIF, .71

16) Insura,cc
17) Real l.:;:atc .52 .53 .95 .-..,,.

18) Engineerin, ,4I .49 .44 .,"4

19) Accountink .1c.) da:r. .67 1.22

20'2 Misc. buIlness serv. .72 .74 .44 .FIP

21) Legal serv:ces .23 .26' .00 .77

v. OCCIAL 1.04

22) MediciJ .3:

23) Hospitals
24) ;:c1Licat:en 1.0

2 Welt-m-(2 .61 .77 1.9- 1.06
70

, :'',,

76

1.3

.54

.84 1 6.

1.1t

:

.8, .6- .90

.5)" .66

....,7 .92 1.03 1 2,,

.46' .61 .75

TOrAl. LABOR frki;,E .65 .92

1Y70 va,u,Is lower Lh,.171 1960 value:-,.
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1, , . t:
.-.-1

ticl.

i f no t. t t- i t e fc.? es .

: 1.

1

L r: :.:, HI .- ' t

7. :le HU: iv large minor] ty for wh
ceasti, Wit a a a :mper:ta:.t. de rat on si!-.5e the scope
oi=" this lin,..et;tation is thc national situaton. On the other hand, however, much
can be gained from a comparative analysis of different minorities. Since Mexican
Americans are the second largest minorit',. in the Hnited States, the last sectionof this chapter examines the difference:, between Anglos, Mexican Americans, and

The s Niat ion Mexican A:leri cati:; di ffers from that cif the othur too
:;rollps in several ways. For example, the native lanoage of most

Mexi cal; Americans is Span sh which brins with it a whole set of cons iderat ions
that are spec i al to this minori ty grotr,. rice a substant i l proportion of Nexi-
can Americanspart icularly the o I der ,zenerat ionsonly has a partial knowledge of
the 1:.rigl ish language it can be expected to have many difficulties in the labor
market As a resul many of them. are 1 itulo to hold relatively low-status posi-
tions.

c at ion i roUps o(..7curS on
the a s ot. t;..ni St icS Such sex or skin color Many" yet bo no means
al 1 Mexl \meri -ans n7.1 be exriected to fare re 1 at i ve 1:-
i)ettt.

AnIericiso ',here ;:l'e
151,0 ',I i;" 111rt,-": ;" :It ,V.1.0!IpS (notable except ions i

H:le H;nann,-A i; ; G bl or- et- 19-n:
, 1 9 ' 5 f ; , I 0 ( I apr ni-?;11-11:: 0 (in 0 -11

the made,ps.,..,,- IT 1, it i H:11- -:11-(- . 11rit 1 9 6 0 , the Len--,1.1; finre;u1
I cut.: 11 1,-;ito", only in t;1,, 11 vii Soutllwestern State s
i Ari ass, Hrl fort:

!-le , LIII Texas . Although the 1 9 7 0 censu!--.
perm i , ;t:1 ri nat. ion al level there are sti 1 1 ma.inyprHbftms !---,ee e.g. Hernandez, et al., l9751. A!-; Poston and
A 1 vi rez ( I 9 7 ; note: can Ameri cans iier se were not enunie rated in the
1 9 60 cons is ; J nm toad they were identi. fled on an ex post facto bas is by the Bureau
o f the hens us as wh i reon s o I Span i s h aj rname Pr i s app roach i s un s at i sfying
for obv I ons reasons ; not. al 1 l\lexi can Arne ri .,:ans have l-;pani sh surnames nor is everyonewith a span I sh surnarie l,k-N Cni.11 Amer i c an . and I a rg,e a s consequence tin i s p ro
dure tended to iinderest i mate the number o 1 Mexican Americans in the United

States in i toll; then, we sh:11 1 re Fer to whit es without a Spanish surname

19,1



'6.:11 be c.allod "exican
): io use upper ra,,er

!,

rea:;ens of comparability with the 1960 census, we will restriet the
alalysls ol t,:,e three ethnic groups to the Soutl,;estern states. This geographical

t:nfortmately limits the investigation to the level of industry secte7s,
data base does not permit an examination of more detailed in-

A: throhOot this cha:ti', the following discussion again
1::e:: rnales and females,.

The ih.instrY 1-;tructnre of 1,1ale kribloyment. The most striking difference
allocation between t e three ethnic groups is the large concentra-

:-ai a: American males in the Extractive sector. Although the proportion
,f American males in these industries decreased, substantially during the
,me's Crum 22.') to 11.3 percent,. thus refleczing the increasing urbanization of
1...?..lcan Americans (Crebler, et al., 19701, it still remained the highest among the

,roli:)s in 1970 (Table VII-I3).

ih!erestin trend appears in the Transformative sector. In contrast
proportion of employment for Anglo males during the last decade,

and 1Iexican Americans have extended their shares of employment in this
secor. Since the ,,'ages in this sector in general compare quite favorably with
other Ind:1st-ries, this trend might result in a relative improvement of the labor
force posit-ions of these two minorities.

We noted earlier for the national labor force that Blacks were strongly
underrepresented in Jroducer services. The same situation prevails in the Southwest,
and 'lexican Americans are even less represented in this sector than Black males.
1_7:1 the basis of these findings, it can now be, stated that Producer services in
general tend to exclude minorities from employment, and this exclusion has not
lessened much during the 1960's.

The uyerriding finding of the analysis of the industry structure of the
t;:r-- ethnic groaos in the labor force is, apart from the relatively high share of
',1exican American males in the Extractive sector, the great similarity in the way in

:ch the are allocated to the various industry sectors.

The Industry Structure of Female Employment. In contrast to the similarity
in the industry structure of employment for males, pronounced differences exist
a,mong the three ethnic groups for females. Clearly, the most outstanding feature
of Table VII-13 is the high proportion of Black females in Personal services in
19o0 and their subsequent move into Social servic,sis during the 1960's. This remark-
able concentration of employment in Personal services is unique to Black females
ahd it not a general feature of minorities. The share of employment for Mexican
American ferxilec; in this sector never came close to that of Blacks. Black females,
however, are not concentrated throughout the Personal services sector. The employ-
ment difierential between Black females and the other two ethnic groups is due to
one industry, domestic service. In 1960, 39.9 percent of all employed Black females
worked in domestic service, compared with only 11.0 percent for Mexican American

0 1:
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Anglo females. if (ioiestic serv)ce is oNciuded t'rom

-i.- ne sig-nific differences exlit snaref-

sectir between the three ethnic grotu,-35..

iar,:e concentration of Bia6: females in domestic service is ihfficult

of the fact that the other minority groun, tiexi can American

le-s

fe-
ii to be employed as maids. Given the fact that Blacks

share a rather similar socioeconomic situation, a similar

:Ti7ter7: could iia'ce been expected. On the other hand, .1exican American

TiC icwer labor force participation rate than Black females (lower

of Anglo females). Onre again, the fact that the socioeconomic

tw) groups is similar could have led to the anticipation that they

. , in the labor force at a higher rate. This situation demonstrates

the labor force status of Blacks cannot be generalized for other minority

fll~loucTh apcioeconomic status have been used in explaining diff2r-

es Hacks and Anglos in the labor force, it does not explain all the

,hrfe:'ences between Blacks and Mexican Americans. As more data on Mexican Americans

1,cailable, a detailed study comparing Mexican Americans with Blacks should

is a much better understanding of the process by which minorities are employed

than 0 have at present.

Again, it must he noted that for females as much as for males, Producer

services exclude Blacks and Mexican Americans from employment. Although the gap has

slightly decreased _luring the. 1960's, particularly concerning Mexican American f):.-

males, in 1970 Anglo females still are relatively twice as numerous in this sector

than are Black females. One might want to examine this situation in conjunction

with the trend in the Transformati-e sector where Anglos experience a proportioru,te

employment decline. In contrast, minorities either expand their share of employment

or maintain it at a constant level. This trend raises the possibility that one of

the future employment differences between Anglo females and minority females could

show an hicreasing absorption of minorities in the lower status occupations of

);Teratices within the Transformative sector with Anglos holding the more prestigious

clerical positions ip Producer services.

One additional observation is warranted. One of the main findings in no-

gari thc) different industry allocation of Blacks and Whites was the imderrepre-

entation of Blacks, and particularly of Black females, in retail trade. A similar

situation exists in the Southwest, although in 1960 the share of employment in re-

tail trade t,'as quite similar for Black and Anglo males (11.2 and 12.3 percent, res-

pectively). ft is only during the 1960's that the employment gap in retailing emerged

between Anglo and Black males. For females, howeVer, the situation in the Southwest

is very similar to that for the total labor force. But in contrast to Producer ser-

vices, the exclusion of Blacks from retail empioyment does not extend to Mexican

Americans as well. This is particularly true for Mexican American females
whose shares of employment in retailing are much closer to those of Anglo females

tUan to Muck females. Again, the reasons for this remain unclear at this point.

But it seems to have nothing to do with differential rates of self-employment or

unpaid family work in this industry among the three ethnic groups. In other words,

Mexican American females do not have larger shares of employment in retailing because

they are more likely to own their stores or work as unpaid family members. The

)
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Lts. I ha:,

s the assertionthat Blac:s ri
M.-xican A eri,:ans sHHII:" socioeconomic status, it is useful
bere to exam:so aspe,:t thm.. " al attainment. It must he expeced
t 0 (11! %. -1'; Americans in the 1:ibor force _1-za.. :s less ....le:Jr tu what cxtent this

:1 : . 1.),) IT

.1ment than -'-ngles, it mi,,Jit differ
will be examined in the

e tmt.. the ihlt were expla.lned in the earlier oart
, t c:,:rpter aeilt with nLl attainment on the national level, th,
proport:on of tne lah,r cemplctod at least twelve years of schooling is
c:-Losen here as tne indicator educatioh Li attainment of the labor force.

jata ih Table clearlY show that Biaci. as well as
Mexican American males al-e less likely to have 12 years of schooling com-
pleted tnan is An6o embloyment. '6I.e can :omPtite the relative proportion for minor-
ities ihiving completed tnis le:el of edocation by dividing their proportions by thc
corresoonding ones for Anglos. Following this procedure, for every 100 Ariglos in
the labor force with 12 years of schooling or more in 1970, there are 69 Blacks
with the same educational. attainment. The corresponding relative proportion for
Mexican Americans is 60. Although these figures are substantially below the Anglo
values, the gap in educational attainment between Anglos and the two minorities
nevertheless has become narrower during the 1960-70 decade (the 1960 figures for
Blacks and Mexican Americans were hS and .10, respectively).

i.hcdot.: :110 1-e at ive eilticat i 1 att.dimment of the
-ectors. Black males do relatively

best In lo :-1: relative educattonal ottani-
(' 1 ;1 h() r foro,2. 1 at i ye lo low

. i ri)or force i I arge1y the re, -
silit l_;1, in the Lxtractivc sector, which.,

ot
, ::11-11:e110e the total value'25 more thin for

the cae in tin remaining !;ector. their educational

,):1 American differentials in
educational attaiL:;;ent, ;:y 0 10 Hi-14 demonstrate that- by and large, Black
males lue.e nigher educational attainment Han Mexican American males. In 1970, for
example, .1-.6 percent of ali Blaclx males ia the labor force had at least 12 years of
schooling completed compared to .11.1 pecc:sint of all employed Mexican American males.
This finding holds for ;Ili industry :-.:tct except Fxtract ve industtri es and Producer
rervicos, in whiji American:. :t :ligher uroportion of employment with 12
.years 211); corlill et ytj. ;0',:cwf)rt.11y the large educ:it ona 1 di fferential be-
tween Hacks and Mexican Americans in the Producer services sector. Although pro,)or-
tionately even fewer Moxican American males are employed in these services, the ones
thlit 0 ry higlity educated.
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SD, AND ETHNIC STATUS: 5OUTKE5T, 1960-1970

1960 1970 1960-1970 CHANGE

SECZ

Anglo Elaa

Mexican

Aurican Anglo Black

Mexican

Anerican Anglo Black

Ican

American

!qales

I. EXTRACTIVE 34,5 9.0 5,9 52.1 15.4 17.6 17.6 6,4 11.7

II. iRANSFORMATIVE 50.6 25,5 22.0 62.2 43,9 38.1 11.6 18.1 16.1

III, DISTRIBUTiq SER-

VICES 53.8 25.8 23.7 66.1 46.1 43.9 12.3 20.3 20.2

IV. PRODUaR SER-

VICES 77.9 39.3 54.6 86.5 57.3 73.1 8.6 18.0 18.5

V. SOCIAL SERVICES 72.4 53.4 45.5 84.0 67,0 62.4 11.6 15.6 16.9

VI. PERSONAL SER-

VICES 41.6 2:,'-- 16.7 54.4 34.4 32,7 12.8 6,6 16.0

TOTAL 53.8 29.4 21.3 69,1 47.6 41.1 15.3 18.2 19.8

Females

42,6 9.6 6.2 70.6 44.01 14.6 28.0 34.4 8.4
I. EXTRACTIVE

11, TRANSFORMATIVE 59,3 40.0 22.9 70.4 64.3 37.9 11,1 24.3 15.9

III. DISTRIBUTIVE

SERVICES 60.7 45.2 38.8 71.3 67.7

,

54.4 10.6 22.5 15,6

IV. PRODUCER SER-

VICES 80.5 64.1 71.0 86.1 70.1 79.2 5.6 6.0 8.2

V. SOCIAL SERVICES 79,3 65,5 59.7 85.0 71.3 67.4 5.7 1.8 7.7

Vl. PERSONAL SER-

VICES 37,0 24.9 11.7 50.1 29.0 29.0 13.1 4.1 17.3

InTAL 63,2 37.5 31.6 74.8 57.1 49.7 11.6 19.6 18.1

25)
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witn tht.:

being , feTaie= 111.2.1er ej.uca-

t:onal attain--en.. In ! relatice n :1

In'l th,.= cha:',e: that
females have hi d I 1 hrr.c y:

:

=

ar: ffy ri Hot

1)-1 bc-tween
their -;011 1 e:1st 12 yc7,--,.rs

s the ,;na:'e f i-jo: I. fcr I s in the kxtracthe sector and part:culariv
in the Perunal service :z,octor, both characteri:ed b.: a 101.: doc.ree of educational
attainment, decreatio:i s,ibotort h11 y Wiring :_he 19w)--0 bomb, the educational differ-
ential betl..er'n Flack females became sn.11cr. A simi 1 ar t rend can he ob-
served for 11exican Ameri.,..:an females whose educat:(1 attain7,ent a...,proached that of
Anglo females much more in 1970 than in 1960.

Ac, note," ih the comparison of. 91 1101. and 11exh:ah An? Hac.=

females, al so, h;:ve a nii,her proport ion o t r2mol(iyment wi th :2 year'; n: schw)1 in-
er more than do ft.xi,_:111 American females. Itlis holds for all indutr.,-

except :n the case of Producer services.

The Fact hat 1Ie x can A-ieri es a for lema 1

educat ional attainment in Produersr SCrl,'luus Olion islacks s Ii;!ee1 interest in

:,-,-ituation seem:, to he independent of thy share of employment in thee services for
the two ethnicgroup::. In the case oF Hacks are relatively more numerous in

prodilour t1:1 :merican females nro:,ortion-
ately outnumber h.ick temale in that ector, t(1 th;it edm-

cat ion not all that the slrlre ennlov-nt f

part ieular popul lit 1On 1 11 1 L
("Cr.

hi th(' other LIM!, - 7v5 that .:taL !,nt -1o:e

closely related to the tvpe of ;.y,, cxdpiri,,

i n 90110 rn 1 have a ,2n11(.,,, dcp.rue. In 1- Lit t CIIS 0 101 11 1 11 5 C cc t j 111

shott d 1 COd IC. IN exIct I 11;1 t hecaue r i 102Cr ediu-at lunIl 1 at tainmt.nt Ill ack s

in gene tu I will hold hi ghe r-!;1 a t- us ot-,:211:11 Ion:, than ;lex can American,:. oreo,,cr,

the occupational status of both minorlties will ...libstantially he below that of
Anglos. These expectations are examined in Tables V1I-19 and VII-16,

Occupational Status

Male: It is hardly surpriinl.; to Find in Aahle hat III 0 I maltm
hold better pos i t ions than Mack or Mes i01111 Amy r can male hut I t

how this difference is maintained in all six industry sectors. For exaMple, ',h;;Hs

)
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An-19 11;t6

44el1cw.o

A;;.erian_
kelican Mexicsn Maim

Ar,lo 810, APericlt kftslo flack /seri= 8:410 8116, kstrica

6.2 27,6 3,1 10.7 45.9 0.0 29.6 50.6 21.5 19.1 26,7 6.0 10.1

o.9 12.4 1.2 11.2 14.1 16.3 13.0 2.7 0.2 1.0Cra'..'.s%6riers S.; 1.4 35.6 19.: 20,1 15,5 7,5 14.1 5.3 8,0 8,4 11.0 7.8 15.1 24.6 10,5 lt,S'.; .3.1 S i10 35.7 21.8 35,8 12.2 5,0 2.0 5,6 31 7.3 9.1 10.9 13.1 14.4Sales,Serrica,

kouser.old

Wr.,riers 0.E 1,0 0.3 5.5 7.7 2.4 20,1 23.0 14.5 31.1 67.2 14.6 18.1 16.6 22.8 29.3 51.0 46.1Facers 47.4 23.3 12.2
Pv.

1.0orers

f ass)
24.0 66,3 79.3 6 32.3 ;5,5 5.4 26,9 19,9 1.3 1,5 10.6 2.8 10.6 10.0 5.9 19.2 9.9
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kanagers 14.. 1.5 .4
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,, 07.9 1.8 9,2 25.1 9,1 11,0 44.1 11.2 12.5 56.9 17.6 13.7 24.6 10.7 15,7C:er14;(1 L

4
.I.

1
2.4 1.0 5.5 4.6 4.6 6.6 10.6 1.7 12.1 12,0 17.5 12.0 20.0 14.4 3.6 0.6 2.4Craftsiorke m 11.1 4 .8

c ,

.,.. 11.1 25,7 32,7 17.7 15,5 17,6 5,0 0,9 6,6 7.S 8.6 11.8 22.2 17.3 17,4Ordergives 14,4 7.2 113 20,t 51,6 31,4 19.7 14.2 51.0 2.4 1,0 7.4 2.4 1.4 5.4 1.4 13.4 11.0Szles, ,Servic

gooello14

Workers 1.3 1,4 1.1 5.9 (:.8 3.5 21.1 17.0 11.7 30.0 56.6 32.1 19.0 30.6 21.6 15.1 46.7 41.1Filler! 30.9 9.2 7.1 _. .0. .q. 0... ...I .... .. 6. ....
L4borers (inc

fasa) ?".4 73.4 76,1 4.7 20,6 14,7 7.0 14.9 14.3 1.4 4.3 3,9 2.3 5,0 4.1 5.5 10,3 1.4



are muc'n more ikel. to b.:: professiinhls arc mahaers tnan elae:
or Blacks. Anglos are also more 1.1::e1y to be craftsmen, whereas anj
Americans arc holJing operative positions. (it is only in Producer and ocial
vices, in which Professional and service occnrations are the dcl occonticr,al
categcr:e:-: th:It Anglos are less liheiy to he craftsmen the: either Hae'ss
ican .Amer:icarisH Mciccver, Elaci. and !r.exi..:an America:, mo ]e. hace much higher pr.,
portions employed as laborers than do Anglo males. This diiferentiation is the mosi
pronounced in the Extractiv .? sector in which at least 70 pe-cent of F,lac1::s and
Mexican Americans were laborers and farm laborers in 1970, com,oarod to only 2-.:
percent of Angles.

the LndinKs are ni arrPrising and are con:3istent
reported in earlic c.tions of thi, 'inter as well :iS ma.ny stddies
Slack empic..Tment, :ore interesti aspect concerns the connar Mexicc.-
Americans ahd Blac: 1:: terms of occei:_ational status. As we stated carlier, *cbc:

higher educational attainment of Fila71.: males woulj lead us to expect th= o

higher statds occupations than !,lexic,in American males. The data in Table
however, de not support this expectation. Despite their higher educational attaie-
ment, Black males generally are in lower-status positions compared with Mexican
American males. In a:: sectors, there are proportionately more Mexican American
professionals and managers than Blacks with these occupations. On tho other hand.
'Black males are more represented as laborers than are Mexican Nmericzin males. Tbes
it is not too surprising that in the one sector, Producer services, in which Mexican
American males Jo have higher educational attainment than Black males, their occupa-
tional status is significantly better than-that of Blacks.

Females. As among males, Anglo females hold higher-status positions than
Black or Mexican American females (see Table. VII-16). The differences, however,
vary from sector to sector. Transformative industries, for example, employ Anglo
and minority females in quite distinct ways. In 1970 close to one-half of Anglo
females in this sector were employed in clerical positions, whereas over 70 percent
of Black and Mexiean Arerican females were operatives. The increased share of employ-
ment of minorities in chis sector thus involves largely the low-status, blue-collar
position of operatives, with Angles increasing their share in the clerical positions.
On the other hand, the occupational distribution of employment in th- Distributive
sector is very similar for the three ethi:ic groups

In eeaceal, the eifference between Anglo and mihoriy
occupational status is not as large as is the ca_;(2 of males. In other words, Black
.and Mexican American females are employed in better positions in relation to Anglo
females compared with Flack anj Mexican American males in relation to Anglo males.

Turning our attention to the occupational differences between Flack and
Mexican American females, the situation differs from that of males. J.emales of
both minority groups are employed in very similar occupations, save for the Extractive

-and Producer services sectors. In the Extractive sector, Mexican American females
clearly occupy the lowest occupational status of the'three ethnifc ,.rotins: over
three-fourths are employed as laborers and farm laborers. On Oe other hand, Mexican
American females do better than Blacks in Producer services.

or:
_I

1,1
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Al though the findings for l'efmill'H nOt ;110V; inUch di fference between

hlacks and Mexican Americans, it should he pointed out that this similq.rity is more

characte ic of the 19m) emi,lovmeui than that of 19()0. Even in 1Th0,

feami es arc I Lss 1 i ,; He in cl hos t ions than ,'!OY.i Lell

Amerli.an females, and more likely to he operatives.

These findini;s support, mostly for males but to a lesser extent fcr

female, the belief that discrimination against a minority group which can be readily
identified hy physical characteristics, plays an important part in the employment

of Blacks. The data presented here are too incomplete to addrcFs all the reasons
that could account for the difference in occupAtional status bete..r! Blacks and
Mexican Americans. But it cannot be discarded that Mexican American_ as a minority
group are less readily identified (which is one of the reasons why we do not have

more data about this population group). After all, Mexican Americans are classified
as whites by the bureau of the Census. Thus, their employment "blends in" more
easily with that of Anglos than in the case of Blacks. At this point, the inter-
pretution of the empioyment differentials between Blacks and Mexican Americans must
remain fragmentary, but the data presented here demonstrate that much could be
learned about the employment pattern of minorities by a detailed comparative study
including at least the two largest minorities in the United States, Blacks and
Mexican AMericans.
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Chapter VIII

OiSit,PSION AND THE SEGMRAL PATTER_N OF LMPLOYMENT

In the last three chapturs we have ,aensidered how industries differ in

rd- their occupational requirements and how these sectors and industries

d]ffer hi the way in which they atill e fcmu|e s and minorities. We have also

established that the schedulingof work diffos substantially from one industry cc

another. Although the mean number of year-hours per worker was quite similar

across industries, some industries 'had J high proportion working A standard

work week, while other industries employed large proportions of part-time

workers in addition to those persons working more than full time. Moreover, the

continuity of' employment differs among industries. In some, persons predomi-

nantly work tb, entire year, whereas in others there is much intermittent employ-

ment.

All of these factors ultimately are reflected in monetary-terms. Pro-

fessionals have higher earnings than operatives,,females earn less than males,

blacks icss than whites, and persons working-1'611 time the entire year receive

more earnings than those working intermittently. In a- fundamental and very real

sens:e, therefore, earnings and given our concern with the labor force we

nocesarily must speak cf earnings rather than income represeIJ an extrem,

important "outcome" of the sectoral and industry distribution and of thu entire

sectoral transTormative process.

Since our orientation thrbughout this report has been on a macro

level, we do not take the earnings of particular individuals and relate them to

other personal characteristics; rather, our concern is with the distribution

or dispersion of earnings. Within this context we can expect the changes in

the industry structure of employment between 1960 and 1970 to have had an

impact on the dispersion of earnings for both the tbtal employed labor force

;is well as for the four sex-race groups We have had occasion to examine.

Unlike previous chapters which emphasized the demographic and sociological

features of the sectoral transformation, the approach of this chapter is very

much csconomic in concept and methodology.

This chapter will address the significance of earnings dispersicn as

7art of th,: devlopmentai process, an evaluation of the industry sector ,ursus

human ,'apital approaches in accounting for the change in earnings dispersion

lUSH-1u(19, and the patterns of earnings dispersion by sector and industry whet;

disaggregated into the four race-sex groups.

THF SI:IC.1'012AL AND HUMAN CAPITAL APPROACHES TO EARNINGS DISPERSION

nne of the staudards by which economies are judged is the equity with

which its product is shared by its participants. ,Although defining an "equitable"

distribution of income is a normative problem on which it may he difficult to

achieve concensus, in most prastical circumstances the issue facing gove:rn-

ment and its citizenry is whether the existing distribution should he m;Ide more

or less equal. and how this objective ran be accomplished. Since mot economics

are contihD:illy changin ir; structure and size, a precondition for ticcessfill
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policy-making ia this area is an understanding ot how the forces already at work

in an economy affect its income distribution.

In modern economirt thinking there has been a tendency to separate
questions reghrding the efficiency with which resources are allocated from in-
quiries into the criteria by which the product resulting from a particular
allocation is distributed. The basis for this dichotomy has been the beliel
that there always exists some combination of taxes and transfers that can
translate the results of the market allocation process into the desired distribu-
tion of income. Although this is true in principle, the government has done
little to alter the marked-deteimined distribution of income.

The problems involved in using tax and transfer programs to achieve an
income distribution that departs markedly from the one resulting from the market
allocation process have been ably stated by Thurow (1972: 6):

Although there aro no technical difficulties in reaching any
desired distribuition of income from any market distribution
of income with tax and transfer policies, large overt
redistributions of income from one individual to another
may be difficl.11t to achieve politically. This may be
especially true if those to be aided are in the minority.
Taxpayers may well be willing to tp_LE low income
individuals earn a larger income but unwilling to give
low income individuals a higher income. From the point
of view of self-respect, low income individuals may also
wish to be aided indirectly rather than directly. They

may wish to "earn" their own living. (emphasis added).

For many people, interest in the question of income distribution is
prompted by the belief that the inequality in incomes in the United States and
elsewhere differs from their judgment as to wliat an equitable distribution of
income should be. While there are undoubtedly some who would argue for a
greater range in incomes, presumably to generate greater incentives in the
market place, it seems fair to characterize the sentiment of the majority as
preferring greater to lesser equality.

While Thurow and others have investigated the effects that would
accompany variations in the distribution of education and training opportunities
available to the population, there is another, and perhaPs older, tradition in
the literature which focuses on the income distribution effects accompanying
economic development. Here economic development is taken to mean not simply a
rise in per capita income, but the tiie change in'the economic and social
fnhrtt: of a society that usuaily occurs as developmeat proceeds. ThH section
of the report examines the relationship between the industry structure of
employment and the distribution of earnings. Although the analysis relies
o'latively recent data for the United States, it is believed that some of to
questions investigated are of sufficient generality as to be relevant to a
broader, more historical, context. We begin with a brief review of the
literature.

The view of the relationship between economic development and income
emerge:; froi: the dat:i.th;:t have heen surveyed is ambiuous.
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luterHatioLil vross-ses.tienal data tends to tlidicate that income inequality is

in countries at higher stages of development (Lyciall, 1968); however,

loneitudinal studies do not present such a clear picture, for in some of the
developed countries studied by Lydall in the twentieth centuryeearnings
Lue,peility foi1ed to decline at all as d.velopment proceeded. in any event,

these correlations --c "gross" and fail to indicate whether it :s development

Ler se (as meaured, for example, by higher levels of income per capita), or
other concomitants of growth that are associated with the smaller dispersion
in earnings among more developed countries. Indeed, Chiswick (1971) presents

1 dence thot economit- development exerts no effect on inequality independent
of its influence on the distribution of schooling and the rate of economic

growth. However, the relevance of this distinction is questionable. The term
economie development, as opposed to economic growth, usually refers to the
amalgam of change (demographic, economic, and institutional) that typically
occurs in the course of raising the level of well-being of a population.
Consequently, one suspects that most students of development would be rather
critical of the use of per capita GNP to summarize a country's state of develop-

On the other hand, the question of the paths through which economic
development affects the income or earnings distribution is a highly intei-estin

one.

KiLlnets (1958, 1966) had earlier researched thi, question. in com-

ating differences in income Lequality between nations, Kuznets emphasized
that differences in productive structure were a major explanatory tactor. He

sligesvcd that the way in which countries developed had a major influence on

the ineome distribution. Ine hypothusis he advanced is that earnings distribu-
tion ie manufacturing industries tends to be more unequal than the earnings
distribution in agriculture, Thus, as the labor force shifted toward more
employment in industry, the aggregate concentration of income was expected to

increase. He predicted that lLter stages of development would bring about
greater equalization within industry and therefore, a lessening of inequality
to the level characteristic of more developed countries. Since further study
failed to bear out this generalization, Kuznets (1971) shifted his attention
toward inter- rather than intra-sectoral differences in earnings. Many under-
developed countries are characterized by enormous variation in output per
worker between industry, agriculture, and services. Thus, Kuznets argued that
only as sectoral productivity levels began to converge would incomes also
converge. The United Nations Economic Commission for Latin America (19/2).
Langoni (1973) and Fishlow (1973), also have emphasized the sectoral pattern
o( employment and the distribution of earnings among sectors as important
foeters in understanding comparative inequality among nations.

hi the spirit of the- studies cited above, the analysis of census

data 1-, direct-:d towards deteemining the effect of tho sctoral pattern of
employment on earnings inequality within the United States. It is generally

believed that in an economy where most prices are market-determined, the
earnings distribution, which is a major component of the income distribution,
depends on the industrial pattern of final demand and the distribut:on of
marketabte skills among the population. Although there is no neccs!;ity to
regard these determinants of earnings distribution as competitive, they have
rarely been synthesized into a pluralistic model of earnings determinJtion.
Patil(-r, one vin identify, on the one hand, what we shall call a sc,toral
LI-Troach to the earninga,distribution and, on the other hand, a human capital
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4flpfoACh to I H I uestion. in its extreme versioe, the ,,e,toc.ii po itioa, which

we associate with the work of Clark and Fisher, assumes that the distrihution
of earnings primarily reflects 17lie allocation of employment among the. three

sectors of the economy, the primary, secondary, and tertiary. le essence thi,

distrihution of earnings within each sector L; rarded :1; an intrinsic, un-
changing, characteristic, with the pattern of final demands for goods and
services determining the sectoral pattern of employment. Thus we haee a theory

of the earnings distribution that places great weight on the nature of
aggregate demand.

In contrast, the human capital approach (Recker, 1904: Mincer, 1971)

is a supply-side theory of the earnings distribution. Advocates of this view-

point see the earnings distribution as a reflection of the skill-mix of the
labor force and the rates at which these skills are rewarded. Studies which

use this approach to project changes in the earnings distribution have assumed

that the returns to the productivity-related chara,:ieristics of workers --e
constant over time and thus changes in the distribution of earnings are
regarded principally of changes in the distributien of labor force skills
(Chiswick and Mincer, 1972).

These approaches to analyzing the earnings distribution nate-n:11y
leacl to different perceptions about which policies will he most successful in
effecting the:desired distribution of earnings. Adherents to :he sectoral
approach are likely to advocate policies that alter the speed or the pattern
of growth by which an agrarian economy transforms itself into an industrial
or service economy. An important issue for these advocates might he the
relative advantages of a program of rural versus urban industriali-iation.
Human capital theorists, on the other hand, have focused on the role of edu-
cation in economic development and have considered the. Consequences of altering
both the distribution of educational e.-Tenditures and the average level of edu-
cation for the earnings distribution. Given these diverse approaches to the
analysis of the earnings distribution, we believe the data to be examined
bears not only on the usefulness of each approach ;us a predictivq,device but
also has implications regarding the appropriate focus of public pTicy.

We propose to evaluate the merits of these two appjoaches to analyzing
the earnings distribution by comparing how well they predict the changes in the
dispersion in earnings in the U.S. that occurred between 19S9 and 1969. In

addition, we will suggest how the sectoral and human capital apprcaches can he
comlYined inte a single model. which 'vJe evaluate relative to either of the

two simple approaches.

The earnings distribnions we consider here aeply only to white aini
black males, although at a later point we shall introduce race and sex data.
The data we employ are ehe same as used throughout this repert (see Appendix A),
but for this section, we chose a 10, sample of white males from the original
sample. All blacks, however, w--- included. Female workers were excluded
because of data considerations, liese data are poorly -suited for the analysis
of the earnings distribution among women in the human capital framework because
of the emphasis this apprcach places on labor force experience and post-school
Investment. These data are hot explicitly reported by the census, hut in the
case of males they : usuolly inferred hy assuming that individuals participate
in the labor force (entinuously after leaving school. However, in the case ot

2 6



womea. ere an Intermittent pattern of labor force participaTion 11' ptlYp0"-Th

of child bearing and child rearing is well documented (incer and PolacheLk,

this assumption 15 clearly inappropriate. BeL:ause there Is no alter-

:-.ative way of meas .ring labor force experience we find satisfactory, wumcn have

leen excluded l'rom the analysis. Our decision to conf3ider white and hlack males

mparately is ;lased on repeated findings that the structure of the human capitH1

earnins functions estimated for each group differ markedly (W'ziss, P,l70;

Ilarrion, 1973).

i-au:;cs it is crucizIl that we be able to identify a workeri::: sector of

cmuloyment, we have adopted sampling criteria that are different from those

used in most previous analyses of U.S. Census data. Specifically, we have

slected only those workers classified as employed and "at work" or "with a job

but not wc work" due to illness or vacation. Excluded from the sample are

persons who are unemployed or nonparticipants in the labor force.

One implication of this selection procedure is that the difference in

the rates of return to schooling between blacks and whites is far less than that

reported in other studies. The reason is.that the lower rates of return to

schooling usually estimated for blacks occur, in part, because increased.edu-

cation does not insulate blacks from unemployment as effectively as it does

whites. As a result, even if schoOling increases the rate of pay of blacks to

the same extent as it does for whites, the rate of return to schooling would

not be as great for blacks, Since the amount of time they work at this higher

rate does' not increase the same. By limiting the analysis to employed persons

we have removed the employment advantage experienced by educated whites which

tends to equalize rates of return.

A second property of the data must also be noted. There is a lack of

congruence between the time period to which the, earnings data refer and the time

period reflected in the data on industry of employMent. Because the earnings

data describe annual earnings, they refer to the calendar years 1959 and 1969.

In contrast, the data on industry of employment are reported for the reference

dates of the censuses, wnich were conducted in April of 1960 and 1970. Thus

the observations for industry and employment data do not coincide in time.

AlThough there is an obvious potel_ial for bias in this procedure, in th at some

males have different industry employment at the time of the census than they

did during the prioa year for which their earnings were reported, we have no

way of Knowing the dlrections or magnitudes of the biases and therefore have

not attempted to "correct" the data.

The sectoral approach we are evaluating considers the industry pattern

ot employment as central to the distribution of earnings. That this type of

analysis traditionally has heen in terms of sectors rather than of industries

surely reflects the paucity of good data as much as it does the judgement that

set.tors, rather than industries, are the appropriate units of analysis. The

six-sector classification that has been used throughout the report is employed

!lie socioeconomic characteristics of the labor force that we conside.'

are few in number and are dictated by the human capital models we employ, as

LI:2v1(yed principally by Mincer (1974) . These models will be elaborated in

the following section.

?OP
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lller is, of course, no entirely satisfactory wav to summarize a
complee earnings distribution by means of a single statistic. Each of the
various measures that have been proposed, such as the Gini coefficient, the
coefficient of variation, and the variance of the natural logarithm of earnings,
have characteristic features that make them more sensitive to certain changes
in the distribution than to others. (An evaluation of various measures of
dispersion in terms of their implicit normative criterion and their sensitivity
to specific changes in the distribution has been done by Atkinson, 1970).

The measure used here, the variance of the natural logarithm of
earnings, has several desirable properties that commend it above alternative'
summary statistics. First, by virtue of the use of logarithms, it is a relative
measure of dispersion. This means that proportional changes in earnings over
time have no effect on this statistic. This is desirable, for we would not
wish to confound purely inflationary effects with real changes in the distribu-
tion of earnings. This property also is relevant when making international
comparisons, since it implies that this index of dispersion does not depend
directly on the value of any country's currency. In addition, the implications
of the human capital approach regarding the effects of changes in the distribu-
tion of the skills on the dispersion in earnings are most easily expressed in
terns of the variance of the natural logarithm of earnings, hereafter referred
to as log-earnings. (This derivation appears in Chiswick, 1974 and Mincer,
1974.) Let us now consider how well the approaches we have discussed explain
changes in the variance of log-earnings between 1959 and 1969.

Changes in the Variances of Log Earnings: 1959-1969

The variances of the natural logarithm of earnings of males 16 years
of age and above, ciassified by race and sector of employment appear in Table
VIII-1. The statistics for the entire labor force by.race are reported in the
arst, row of the table. Note that in each racial group the dispersion in
earnings declined between 1959 and 1969, the larger change occeIrring amone
black males. Our objective in this section of the paper is to consider the
reasons for these changes in earnings dispersion.

We first consider how far the simple.versions of the sectoral and the
human capital hypotheses will take us. The sectoral position can be stated more
concretely With reference to the data in Tables VIII-1 and MI-2. We interpret
the structuralists as arguing that the dispersion in earnings within a sector
can be rega7ded as a characteristic that is intrinsic to that sector, at least
over a period as brief as a decade. A less rigid version of this position is
.that relative to the changes in the' dispersion in earnings within sectors,
themvementofworkersamongsectorsisamuchmoresignificantcomponeatof
the change in earnings dispersion.

A cursory examination of Tables VIII-1 and VIII-2'lends support to
this view. The rankings of the sectors between 1959 and 1969 appear rather
consistent. The Extractive sector and Personal services usually have the
greatest earnings dispersion and these sec.z.ors have been employing a. decreasing
share of the labor force. The sectors in which earnings arc less dispersed arc
the Transformative and Social service sectors. The latter especially has
increased it share of employment over the decade. These observations suggest
that the sectoral view, has promse, since the movement of workers from sectors
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Toh 1e V I 11-1

VARIANCI: OF THL NATURAL LOGARITHM OF EARN1NG:-; BY P.ACI

SLCTOR OF i1MPLOYMENT, 1959 AND 1969

White Males Nonwhite Males

1959 1969 1959 1969

All sectors 1.308 1-.202 1.318 1.042

i-xtrActIve 2.635 2.522 2.069 1.653

TrasIormative ,.768 .750 .812 .729

Distributive services 1.235 1.211 .031 1.027

Produci,-.r servicc.s 1.207 1.365 .90() .0h7

Soci,i1 servic.2s 1.017 1.041 .7h2 .991

Person:11 ser-,:ices 1.763 1.937 1.361 1.515
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Table V111-..).

THE SECTORAL DISTRI1311TION OF MALE WORKERS, 1960 AND

_

1970, 13Y

White Males Nonwhitc Males
Sec0r 1959 1969- 1959 19-6-9

Extractive .102 .062 .138 .061

Transfomative .427 .411 .385 . .418

Ditributive services .228 .239 .190 .201

Producer services .060 .073 .030 .048

S,.)cial servic-_-,s .116 .149 .134 .180

Personal services .067 .065 .122 .092

lb-07
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M tors

; tIt'd Inv in the Vdr NI1CC 10g-eiirn !qi

IcNt

-r-I eosition call he evaluated quantitatively

iae v:mmaaves of the natural logarithm of earnings prevailing e: eh

I

5ical of. the relative dispers'on in earnings hi Hat

larie v:11-2 indicate the changing weights to be attached te diese

irI-nces in order to predict thc change in earnins disuers

19h9.

:..tal variance in log-earnings within yach racial groir CJH he

inio within-sectors and between-sectors components as AN analvi;is r

Tie *thin-sectors variance is simply the weighted avera. of the

varian,e in yach sector, the weights being the proportion of person employed

in thc given sector. Thus, it is easy to see how the changes in si h)ra1 weights

hetweci: 1959 and 1969, 'hich placed increasing weight on sectors wI.h less

coald reduct the within-sector variance in log-carning

I. raiz i t mighc seem inapprop-:i ate to hold the sect 'rxl meal:

r . o, decade in order to compute the change io the be tt% -I211-;;C:f.:to rs

IR* ii ()by 011s that mean earnings in each sector hay.. i :4(1 :IS

H reOt economic growth and inflation. However, the fact that t-!ic2 varian6

logarithm lf earnings is independent of scale implie: that the

variance ,otained by weighting the squared deviation of the

-i.e!ocal means from the grand mean of earnings, will be insensitive ti pro-

changys in the arithmetic mean in each sector. Therefore, t: e

,eeum5tion that thy mean level of log-earnings in each sector is colnita,9 over

Liu- de: ade weaker than it may appear, for it implies only that the ay.

rate ol incru:uvEie in earnings is constant across sectors. 1%;(2 predict the i.Toet'ud

itangy in the between-sector dispersion in earnings between 1959 and 19o9

[he mean of log-earnings to be constant in each sector and varying ;He

suctral weights. We First calculate the new grand mean and then r:711

()!' the sectoral moans from the new grand mean. These estimitc.

..aucud values of thc between- ,c1 within-sector dispersion in enrnills

:n i,ith the actual values calculated for 1959 and 1969, appear iu

:.ah racial group thu component of earning; al

,;thineetor variance, accounting for around 90 percent of the 1.,)1J1

eareing, Although the proportions of the variance in log-ea rning:. 'is:curving

het.,:een sectors will of course depend on thu fineness of the seatorai

iirodpings, the general, impression conveyed hy the data in Table 1.; that

are not likely to he sensitive to the particular aggregates chosen, within

the range of detail provided by thc :.msus data. To illustrate, we calculated

the variance when work,. were allocated to thc 37 indostric

in t11,.., report. vir- found that the within-industry variance was nearly as large

uhe within-sector varL ,
being no less than 80 percent of the total

-ince in log-earnings for each racial group.

These findings indicate that to explain the causes of disn,,_

mmYnt in rime one must have N theory of the within-sector variance :P

dowiJiver, it does not follow that thc within-sector component looms so )

lar::e in the explanation of the c_:_h= in earnings dispersion. In fact, for
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PkEPICTED AND ACMAL VALUES Oh VARIA:'.CES IN
1959-1969: THE SECTORAL APPROACH

LOC-NARNINCS hi PACi:,

Rice Sex
(;roup

1959
Actual

1969
Predicted

1969
Actual

Predicti'd

Chaiw,c

1969 1059

Actual
Cl..wle

1969 - i959

White Males
Total variance 1.308 1.221 1_202 -.087 -.106

Within sectors 1.187 i.131. 1.137 -.050 -.950

Between sectors .121 .091 .065 -.031 -.656

Nonwhite Males
Total variance 1.318 1.096 1.042 -.223 -,277

Within sectors 1.071 .958 .975 -.111 -.097

Between :-.ectors .247 .138 .067 -.109 -.180

2 1 ?,
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dc.:H :he ,:aage in ii_etween-.tector dispersion IN earei.-i

ciin:i,e in the wilhin-sector component hy a factor of two. in :ri

toral ipe;m.iich would do poorly :1'; an explanntion of ;Hie : HenHr

Ih eirnings, since it regards the within-sector di, 1

A7JH 'good predictor of changes in earnings disherH

Let a: now iee how consistent these changes are tie: .

set=lral model that attributes the change in earnings disp:rsioli

gri,ups ent:ryly to the weigh-c!=i assigned to each sector. Thy

iititHtics appear in columns (4) and (5) of Table V111-5. In general, tie

entoral approaci: undernredicts the reduction in earnings dispersion th

),:uirred between 1959 and 1969. It accounts for 82 percent of the ciruigc

wnite males, and SI percent of the change among black males.

The !;ectoral calculaticns
underpredict the reductions in the liet..en-

.ser ,somponent of earnings dispersion most seriously. For both white an.:

the model predicts roughly 60 percent of the actual redaction :1

hetween,sector variance. Evidently the assumption that the change in meih

e iii;ii; in each sector increased at an equal rate between 1959 and 1-969 is

inappropriate. L)ince the sectoral approach, as we have formulated it, offers

ne as to why relative changes in mean earnings may vary :11;u1W

`'.ector, could, in principle, be dominated by one.which considers how

i,cr:n:a are determined in each sector.

The human capital approach discussed above has the HIsnii to ,i_ j:.::-

for T:1 1:1ci'; of ch:IFV,OS in the earnings distribution desc.ribed in Tahle '..H1-. ,

Put sir:iply, this approach seeks to determine the market prices paid l'or th(-

variou prodpctivity-related characteristics of workers and toexplain th(!

ic:vel and distribution of earnings in terms of the distribution oF these chai-

acteristics among the labor force. By holding these prices cuistant, the effeT-:

of changes in Secterai means and variances, to the extent they reflect changes in

the characteristics of-the labor force, can be captured by thi_ approach.

l'ie maintain our stratification of the labor force byracial groups ai.(I

estimte eparate earnings eqUations for each one. The general form of the

earning:, equation is:

1
jn I = b h, S + b Ex + h_ ln (Wks) + u,

o 2

(Se. ti.ner, 1974, for the derivation of this equRtion.)

:,2re thc _iriable is the natural logarithm 'of the Indiviclual', anhuai

thc. person's educational attainment, Ex /ears of Iabor $or,

In (Wks) ;
the natural logarithm of the number of

individual wored during the year, and u is a disturbance term, assumed t.o

the app'z'ontiat properties.

An expression for the:varia. - of ln (Y), our index of dispersion, can

he derived :;traightfor-wardly From equaLion (1) and appearr; as follows:

215
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Var in (7) = b (S; - b,- VLr

2
b Var (ln wks) -4- 2b.b Coy (S, hx) 4- 2b hi

,

1 :,

3 .

- -.,

'

Cov (S, In Wks)4 2b b Loy (NK, ln .;ks)+
2 .;5

Var (u).

ThIs specification departs in a minor way frem ChiswicL a:1J ;-

by treating the rates of return to schoolin and ,,?perience as u;:r,m-
not random variables. However, the results reported by Chis.ic1.
pumc justification for these modifications, for he obtains an illarproprHte
for the additional variables he includes in his equaticn under the assumr1H
that rates of return are random variables.

Table VIII-4 reports the estimates from the 1959 data uf euuatioT,
for males of each race. These equations fit the data reasonably well, the
typically being around .30; all variables are significant and have thc
signs. We hesitate .to compare the coefficient:; in Table VI1I-4 to those PCT)or'eu
for these groups by other writers because, as neted above, we have define
sample somewhat differently.

Nevertheless, our results can be used to predict how the disper!on
earnings within similarly defined groups would change in response to chau
the distribution of labor force characteristics between 1959 and 1969. Thi:,;

calculation is performed using equation (2). The independent variables in thi
equation were assigned values obtained from the 1970 census; the regreeeien e--
efficients and die lie7:iances of the error terms, assumed to remain const,iht
between 1959 and 1969, were given the values reported in Table VIII-4.

Table VTII-S compares the actual changes in earnings dispersion
occurred between 1959 an:.' 1969 with those changes that were predicted hy thi
method described above. In general, the human capital model dous poorly-
narrowing of the distribution of earnings is underpredicted for Loth rac;a1
groups and the model does most poorly in the numerically impota: te:iteocv

,,flite males.

While these results are hardly supportive of the hiunan capit41
they do not constitute a complete test of the model. This is because preyieus
work (King, 1975) has indicated that a principal reason for the modePs 6iIure
le, that a major souree of change in the earnings distribution over the decade
attributable to changes in the residual variance. Since the way we have
expressed the model assumes the residual variance to be constant be,:tween :u1,1

1969 it is unable to capture the effects of these changes. Wnethee this
shortcoming of the model depends on whether one believes changes in the rosiduH
variance are exogenous or endogenous to the human capital framework. Mincer

e (1974), for example, has argued strongly that changes in the residual variance
are explicable wie the context of the human capital model and has prc:.ented
considerable e' . e to that effect.
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-e be ebress:_d a.

= Resid. t .

/
Th- H. n the residual variance in each secto- for each raL:e wt.s predi:t:ed

ti. repor i in Tajile These DreTh.ted
e:i,-lotirint: weights, formin..; tn,_ first tHm-m

(3:], and the secorL2- term 'odS ZiicO
-tiral residuals and t-)cei- c-nan.,',e in sectoral employent me

_sa:culatHns :hang( or -.1_75 in the :.esHnil varlane:

,ies and -.059 for blabk ni 105. Combining these results H7i1 those

oorted :h iablejIII-S, we find tnat the ,,:ombined human capital-sect ral

roach grossly overpredicts the reduction in within-group earnings :nis: mality

in,: white males, -.1F,3- .zimpared to the actual change of -.056. hut come

ra her to the actual change in the within-sector dii-:bersiTin among hl n__-k

- b the actual change of -.097. This is virtually the

::tc yrn o' accuracy exhibited hy the aggregate human caa.tal iodei.

it should be remared, however, _nat evi- if treating the reHdual

.

in ectors a adage' os womild enable us to perfectly predict the

in the within-see.er dmyersion i
earnings, the poor performance of th(

comhined in predicting change in t-ie herween-sector variance would

severel,. it .;eneral 3ccuracy. I mood, the simple sectoral approach

viti)erfo, comhinc apprbach hi :Lich a large margin that evo i. with rerf,,c:

]:-edEctMin the chan2- in the residual variance within secto-s crc

model would do jui- marginally better d .h the sectoral model, and *,heh oh]-

LARMN-

7he prior sn;;,:,ests ass0mtioh
the re-,urn: weel.,s worked, experien,-i , ai io

is i 0 i industri is nor warranted when chnges in ti,e

of earn!nc,s ...er time are to hi: explained. The preceding section demon' ml

tnat t .ect approach yieids predictlions ahout changes in th' di -pel 10h

:.'jr;)1;h;', that are superior to those obtaineu from the human carital

111 other words, as the allocation of em. loyment. to industries changes, it can he

expected that .1-her..., are also changes in the dispe.rsion of earnings for int tetAi

lnhor force, sim:o the variance of earnings within industries differs from one

,:tE'lry to another. ln r-der to illustrate how the sect:oral t-i-ansformation

affe,_.' I ,hanges -he dispersion of earnins between 19S9 and

earnings for sectors and industries are discussed in

the rrei, secti

The in the variance of earnings among sectoi.

.t Tab le V i they persist across each of the racu-se... categorie
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161 Lntertaivrnent 2.325 2.033 1.134

37) MI ,onal serv. 1.571 1.352 1.66

1067.1 LaFLOR ;-ORCE 1.308 1.202 i
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Table VIII- 9
(Continued)

VARIANCE OF EARNINGS BY INDUSTRY SECTOR, INTEMEDIATE
INDUSTRIES, ETILNIC STATUS, AND SEX, 1959-1969

sc;tor ,11,1 fndustries .White Females Black Females

1959 1969 1959_

I. ftiACIIVE . 4.457 4.006 2.199 2.543

1) Agriculture 3.996 4.343 2.180 2.514

2) Mining 1.970 .910 1.065 . .844

I I . TRANSIORMArIVI .822 .791 .856 .758

:5) Construction 2.612 2.225 1.51-9 1,148

4) Fond 1.254 .840 - , 1.065 932

5) Textile . .573 n.a. -,638 .613

6) Metal .599 n.a. .649 .551

tichinery '.663 .602 .695 .674

8) Chemical .372 ,631 .....956 1.138

9) Misc. manufacturing .9E5 .898 .773 '.771

-10) Utilities, .303 .834 .592 .1350

111. DESTR1SUTIVE SERVICES 2.064 1.543 1.583 1.304

11) Tranr?ortatien 1.416 1.105 1.951 %941)

12) (:ommonication n.a. .794 .496 .817

13) Minlesale n.a. 1.314 1.252 1.072

14) Retail, 2.207 1.604, 1.639 1.03

IV. PRODUCER SERVICES 1.262 1,405 1.108 .904

15) Banking ,641 .634 .910 .749

16) Insurance .674 1.002 .545 .J69

17) Real Estate 3.140 1.829 1.329 .970

18) Engineering .588 1.568 1.229 1.106

19) Ac.ounting 1.676 2.222 .233_ 1.691

20) Misc. business serv. 1.986 1.640 1.330, 1.137

21) Legal services 1.348 1.389 1.380 1.009

V. SOCIAL SERVICES 1.576 1.179 .986 1.022

22) Medical services 1.415 1.282 .859 1.154

23) Hospitals 1.483 .774 .801 .766

24) Education 1,592 1.310 1.158 1:190

25) Welfare 2.480 1.349 1.048 1.182

26) Nonprofit . 1.9,37 1.460 1.138 1.245

27) Postal sorvLces .683 1.272 1.329 .700

28) Government .993 1.028 .743 .894

29) Misc, social serv. 2.580 1.953 .420 .950

V1. PERSONAL SERVICES 2.092 1.972 1.137 .716

30) DomestIc services 1.607.- 1.821 1.012 1.003

31) Hotels 2.449 2.085 1.074 1.189

32) Eating & drinking 1.927 1.802 1.345 1.492

35) Repair 4.341 3.238 1.502 2.138

34) Laundry 2.400 1.416 .950 1.113

35) Barber & beauty shop 1.526 1.484 1.544 1.417

36) Entertainment 2.032 1.892_ 1.079 1.542

37) Misc. personal serv, 1.649 1.838 2.064 2.575

TOTAL LABOR FORCE .1.883 1423 1.512 1.278

'14

n.a. ..not available
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in both 1959 and 1969, but there is a substantial range aCross the-different
industrids. AlthOugh..the variance of,earnings fortotal-white males, for:
example, decreased from 1.308 in 1959 to 1.202 in 1969, the sectors show aiffering

-pv..tterns. The variance of earnings dropped slight1;- in-the Transformatfve and
Distributive services sectors, whereas it increased significantly in Producer od
Personal services, As ws pointed otit earlier, the decrease in thc variance of
earning:s for all.white males resulted largely from the proportionate.decrease cf
white male.employment in the Extractive and,Persoul services seetors, where the
variance of earnings is the highest.Black males experienced a similar pattern;
there were large deCreases in inequality in the Extractive and Transformative
sectors, birt the inequality rose in all of the other sectors. White females,-
on the other hand, experienced a.large decrease in inequality from 1.883 to
1.423 which was adompanied by decreases in the variance in all six sectors with
the sharpest drops in Social services,-Distributive and Extractive sectors.
-The variance,of black females decreased similarly, with the exceptions f the
Extractive and Producer services.

Sectoral.differenceS,exist independently of the race-sex hierarchy.
When the six sectors arc rank-ordered in terms of the magnitude of variance, a.

clear pattern emerges (see Table VIII-10). The Extlactive ami Personal services
sectors have the highest variance in every case, except for black females.
Sectoral differences for the latter vary a great deal.between 1959 and 1969.
Thi.s may Le the result of the dramatic decrease in the share of total black
females in Personal services. Over one-half of all black females were eiliployed
in that sector in 1960, but this proportion was reduced to 27 percent in 1970.,

. The Transformative and-Social services secior's have die least varianuc,
with the exception of white females in 1960 and black females in 1970. The.DiF-
tri.butive and Producer services seCtors often trade positions, but they remain in
the middle of the ranking.

The inequality in the Extractive sector is largely the effect of agri-
culture, which has a mix of very high and,very low earnings (Table VIII-9).
Mining,.on the other hand, is fairly homogeneous. One obvious difference betwen
these two industries is the predominance of unionized wage labor in mining and the
combination of self-employment and non-unionized farm laborers in agriculture.
Personal serVices has characteristics similar to agriculture in this respeyt
the hotels, eating and.drinking places, repair and laundry services, and barber
and beauty shops have high percentages' of self-employed workers, and \little ,

unimized wage labor: In addition, employment in these industries teiids to be
More transientdhan employment in the'economy as a whole.

The Transformative sector cleanly has the lowest variance. This
particyilarly significant for males, for they are.heavily concentrated in this
sector'. It is also the most Unionized industry sector and, of its industri,es,
metal, machinery, and chemical 'industries have among the lowest variance of
earnings-of all.industries. These.three industries can be classified as modern
indUstries, in contrast to the more 'traditional industries such'as textiles and
food. A'gain, the former group of industries is 'More unionized and uses less
part-time employment than the remainder of the Transformativc,sector.

Differences Within the Distributive, Producer, and Social services
sectors are more difficult to elialuate. Transportation and communication have
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Table VIII-10

INDUSTRY SECTORS RANK-ORDERED BY VARIANCE OF EARNINGS, 1959-1969
.

White Males

-

1959 1969

- 2.522EXTRACTIVE EXTRACTIVE
PERSONAL SERVICES 1.763 PERSONAL SERVICES 1.937
DISTRIBUTIVE SERVICES 1.235 PRODUCER SERVICES 1.T45
PRODUCER SERVICES 1.207 DISTRIBUTIVE SERVICES 1.:11

SOCIAL SERVICES 1.017 SOCIAL SERVICES 1.C11,

TRANSFORMATIVE .768 TRANSFORMATIVE .750

White Fel.lales

EXTRACTIVE , 4.457 , EXTRACTIVE 4.G0(,

PERSONAL,'SERVICES 2.092 PERSONAL SERVICES 1.97")

DISTRIBUTIVE SE6ICES 2.064 DISTRIBUTIVE SERVICES 1.543
SOCIAL SERVICES ° 1.576 PRODUCER SERVICES 1.205
PRODUCER SERVICES 1.262 SOCIAL SERVICES 1.179
'IR..ANSFORMATI .822 TRANSFORMATIVE .791

Black Males

EATRACTIVE 2.069 EXTRACTIVE 1.(63
PERSONAL ,SERVICES 1,361 PERSONAL SERVICES 1,515
DISTRI8UTIVE SERVICES .930 PRODUCER SERVICES 1.1)(17

PRODUCER SERVICES .900 DISTRIBUTIVE SERVICES 1.n27
TRkNSFORMATIVE -812 SOCIAL SERVICES .991
SOCIAL SERVICES ..762 TRANSFORMATIVE .7'9

Black Females

,EXTRACTIVE Z.199 EXTRACTIVE 2.500
,,,IpSTRIBUTIVE SERVICES 1.583 DISTRIBUTIVE SERVICIS 1.304

PERSONN. SERVICES, 1.4.372. SOCIAL SERVICES .1.022
PRODUCER SLUICES 1.108 PRODUCER SERVICES .924
'SOCIAL SERVICES .986 TRANSFORMATIVE .758
TRANSFORMATIVE .856 PERSONAL SERVICES .716"
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low v.alues for males, but not for females (unionization again doubtless plays ;1

role for males); retail frade is higher in variance than any of the other Dis-

tributive services. Again; the proportion.of emi3Joyment working part-time seems

to be related to this situation, for even in trdnsportation a large share of

female employment works part-time. It can be expected that the more.the labor

input of-workers within an industry varies, the larger will be the variance.in

earnings in that industry. r)

Banking andlisutance serv.ices have the ieast'Variance of any of the

Producer 'services. In:contrast, accounting,,miscellaneous business, real

&State, and legal services, all having a ly.Igh proportion of self-employed

(see Table VIII-4), show' the highest variance. Ea'rnings variancé.in Social

services is more difficult.to evaluate; fOr it differs widely among the

race-sex gtoups. However, postal services and government,are uniformly low

while. Welfare and medical services are uniformly high-in variance of-earnings.

Although unionizatiOn is not an important influence in Social services, the

contrast between postal services and government, on the one hand, and medical

services, on the other hand, suggests that bureauciratieation of work has an

effect similar to that of unionization -in reducing the dispersion of earniings.

This situation seems to be.due to thfact that within bureaucracies there iS

more of a continuum from low to high tatus occupations and-a greater bunching

of earnings, whereas in medical services the occupational sttucture is char-

acterized by a high concentratibn of employmentrin professional occupatiOns.

In 1970 64.596 of all males in medical services were professionals. As these

professionals have earnings that 'are substaptially higher than thoe of any

other occupational group in medical s-ervices, we can expect the yariance of

earnings to be high as well. This line of reasoning is supporfe'd by the.fact

thaf the variance of earnkngs in medical services is Much lower for women who .

also are much less concentrated in professional occupations. Moreover, the

dispersion of.earnings for males, white and black', in hospitals is far less t4vin

=that in medical sexvices (see Table VIII-9). In the case of black males in

1970, for'example, the varianCe of earnings in hospitals vas .828 as compared

,,,with 2.012 in medical services. Again, fewer males employed in hospitals i're

professionals compared to those in medical services. For white males in.1970,

the difference was 44.6 percentage points, and it was 23.0 fot black males.

Since hospitals have a much higher degree-of formal organization than even those

medical offices in which physiCians.form a pool, these findings indeed-suggest

that bureaucratization and formal organization tend to reduce.the varianee of

earnings.

.

Thete was a significant deCrease in the var)ance of earnings,during

the 1960-1970 decade for all four race-sex groups, but this in'itself is

difficult to interpret except in the most general way. Overall, we can say

there was'an important decrease in inequality and"Ais is a favorable trend;

but on the level of particular industries thiS'need not nlways be favorahl.e

for'the individuals involved. Consider the example of black males in employment

The variance of earnings here:rose ftom .5f0 to .781, but.the greater resulting

"inequality" may in truth mean that black males, who were formerly relegated

to low-status jobs in which the'earnings xariance was low, had an opportunity

during the decale.to obtain m6ie better-paying,positions, thus-increasing the

inequality. The dispersion of earnings, therefore, must be inerpreted 'with

care. A loy variance of earnings in a given' industry signifies only: that fits
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workers had "ery similar earnings. But this cotqd mean many different. things:

all workers could be in low-status occupations, or all could be professionals,

An industry with a high variance of earnings aldiost certainly means the existel.ce

of low-paid .andhigh-paid individuals. In that sense,the amount of.vari...ance of

earnings in an industry can be interpreted as an indicator of the variety of

different positions or the eccupationalmix that exists in this industry. Thi7;

interpretation is.quite similar to the meaning of-the variance- of earriings

the total labor force. As we noted in the introduction to this chapter, varia:ce

of earnings increases during the early stages of industrialization and,diecreases

in the course,of further.economic development..

)

Since a-change:4n ,t.he variance of earnings can be the reflection of

many, dirferent situati-ens, it is helpful to relate these changes m the

actual frequenc?,, distributions of earnings. When an important criterion for

comparison; sucn as race, is selected, the use of the variahte or mean can,be

extreiii&ly misleading; many different odd-shaped distributions clin give rise to

the same aVerage.. For instance, the mean for any group can be raLsed substan-

tially by introducing a small number of high-earning observations, but this

says little about changes in the welfare of the overall group.

- .The frequency distributions for all four race-sex groups are given in..

Table V1II-11. 9ince the rise in both nominal and real income during-the decaoe

shifted the entire distribution upward for every group, we will interpret .the. :

data through the graphs in Figure VIII-1 and VIII-2 which,revehl'signi,f'icant

differeaces in,the'shapes of the.curves between the race-sex groups i,n'N,960_ano .

N
1970. The mostyisual:difference4in these graphs is that between the sex. sti.

Females have relatively smooth curves thatare steeply declining from lew earnings,:

to high earnings, with only a moderate-second peak in the $2,000-5,000,categories

.for white females in 1959-and 1969 and black females in 1969. figure VIII-2 thus

shows that tir deck-ease-in the variance of earning for females mainly resultec,

from the, decrease of the peak.in the lowest inCome category. For males, there

is no one single peak that is as extreme as the lowest "income category for

females, although for black males the $0-999 category also is the largest. One

of the most pronounced changes occurred for white males Who show a high con-

centration in the $10,000-14,999 category for 1970._
,

What is striking about the disttibutions is the importance of ihe lowestv

income category, which even for white males accounts for the second highest pro- I

portion. This group of vexy low income'is disparate in composition and therefore

somewhat difficult to interpret. It IncludeS those who were new entrants and re-

entrie's to the.labor force during some part of the year, asWell. as the "reguli-r"

part-time, part-year workers, since $1000sand under is-less 'than Poorest-

paying occupation,and is far below subsistence income for One year. While 23.6%

of white Indies in 1959 were in this category, 271% of black. males, 32.,, of

white females,. and 51.2% of black females earned less than $1,000 -- a strikinp

cpntrast. In 1969, however, the differences were less acute 15.21, of white 4

males1/13.4% of blaCk males, 20.8% of white females' and 26.3%. Of black femares

were in the bottom group. The range is reduced froM 27.ii% in 1959 .to 9.9% .

in 1969.

it appears from the graph that the $2,000 mark in, 1959 and the $3,00(i

mark in 1969 are especially significant, since frequencies here are in a" trougl,

which is betWeen the very low incomes On the one hand'and the less-steep higher
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Table VIII-11

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF EARNINGS BY RACE AND SEX, 1959 1969

Income
Category

White Males 61ack Males White Females Plack Females

1959 1969 1959 1969 1959 196t1 1959 1969

..$ 0-999 . 23..b 15.2 27.1 13.4 32.8 20.8 51.2 -23.3

1000 -1999 5:3 4.6 13.8 6.5 .15.2 11.4 2(.0 11.1

2000 -2999 6.6 3.3 18.0 7.5 17_8 10.5 13.2 13.3

..;'

3000 -3999 9.9 3.9 15.7 10.8 16..7 13.3 8.5 14.6

. .

. 4000 -4999 13.2 = 4.6 13.4 _10.9 10.3_ 12.6 4.1 11.1

5000 -5999 1-4.4 6..4 '7.8 .11.2 1: 4.3 10.6 1.3 8.7

6000 -.6999 10.2, 7.8 2.7 10.7_ 1.7 7.8 '..5 5.8
.:.,

7000 -7999 .' 6.2 9.2. .9 9.7 .6 5.1 ,_.' 3.7

8000 -8999 3.6. 9.2 .4 7.1 .3 3.0 .0 2.2

9000 -9999 2.1. .7.3 .2 4..5 .1 1.7 .0 . 1.3

.10000-14999 3.6 "20.0 - .1 - 6.5 .2 2.8 .0 1.7

15000-19999 .8 '5.1 .0 , .8 .0 .3 .0

.20000-249,99 1.7 ,..0 .2 .0 ..l. .n
,

,.3

25000 and more:, -.4 .' 2.0 . .0 :2. .0 .1 .0 1

.s. 100.1 -190:3 100.1 . 100.1 100.0 100.1 100.0 100;1

A

1
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incomes on the other. This strongly &Tiles that the bimodality is in fact a

result of unemployment: 'But unemployment affect6 the distribution of earnings*

in diffuse wa:"s. Persons who-are unemployed'at one point in time find employment

Litcr Oil, 11.1d others become unemployed who had jobs before./ Thus, rather than

from the lahor fo rce for aq entire year, as many as 15':, of a 1,,roup

as b1,1,k females may absorb the effects of a slow-down by suffering a

:'eductiou in earnings for part of the year.

A

Although some "unemployment"-may be a voluntary absence from the labor

force fur a limited time, it is likely that changes within a race-sex group

between 1900 and 1970, especially among pales, hre largely a reflection of

diffrenees between the two years in the demand for workers. While differences

hetweeh men and waten largely may be explaihed by desire of some females for

J.)r, flexibility in work commitment, it is difficurt to beleve that this

4'taste" fi)r part-time work among females would change so radically over ten

years. This shift seems, to be evidence of deMand factors. Unemployment rates

may not reflect these differences in demand for women, particularly since

miirried females arc less\.likely to collect unemployment insurance or register

offiL'ially as unemployed, It is also 'important toTnote that high variability

1 wees worked for-blacks is not a result of depigndirfor part-time work. Low

incomes and sporadic employment are related in a cireular fashion, There

litle incentive to stay with a job that..pays poorly, and there is litt-le reaKot

\ to i'ay a worker well if he is likely ,to be transient.

CONCLUSIONS

This chapter, it will be recalled, began .with a consideration of the

accuracy with which three approaches to' the .analysis of the earnings distribution

predict changes in earninv dispersjon in the:14.S. between 1959 and11969. , It wis

found that the simple assumption:that the variance in earnings within each sector

was constant between 1959 and 1969 and the mean levels of earnings increased'

proportionally enabled us (simply by considering the effects of sectoral hifits
in employment) to predict the change in earnings dispersion among white and bla,:k

males tolerably well. On'the other haDd, assuming that,the rewards to the edu-

cation and experience of the labor fbi'ce remain fixed in relative terms over 'th .

decade leads to poor predictions of the change in the earnings distributions of

both white and nonwhite males.

Although the a,:curacy of this approach can hc iiirproved hy considering

ehanes in. the residual variance to he endogenous, as we have done, ours is al,

ad hoc approach which requires much further theoretical and empirical work on 't!te.

nature of the residual varainee in earnings functions before its approp.Tiatenw;;

_can he judged. That the empirical relationships we have estimated hetw4n the

residuai.varaince,and the human capit.al variables may not be stable i a iridicated

he the fact,thnt the predictive equation was mor'e accurate for' white males than

for black males and did poorly when applied at the'sectoral level.

We conclude, therefore, that the sect,oral approach offers A useful'

view of how the earnings distribution in the U.S. has changed over time.

The hifluence of the sectoral transformation of the labor force on

-,chnngc:1 in the dispersion of earn.ings were demonStrated,by our discussion thc
differences in earnings dispersion among sectors and industries. The data

;
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showed'that agriculture and Personal services have i high dispersjon of

for all four race-sex groups. -Srice these'industries employed proportionat,.1%-

fewer persons in 1970 than ten ycars earlier, a.decrease -in the ovrali dl--

nersion of earnings was to be expected.

Although the human capital approach_ has the attractive fe5turt. o!

being derived from neoclassical principjes, the parameters-of the model-do

seem sufficiently stable for the model to serve well as a predictive tool. -1
observation is somewhat puzzling because cross-sectional tests of the litan

capital model have generally been stroagly supportive of the framework. When

re'gressions are run across individuals in various industries or states it is-

usually concluded that constraining the parameter estimates to be identical

across these units diminishes the explanatory power of the model only marinail..

Findings of this type suggest that at a given moment in time the variations
in the parameters of the model are of no practical' importance and the
that they are constant may be a good one. On the other hand, the strucrure

the model does vary considerably overtime.

_It would-be useful of course i...o.understand and predict ;low the
mev!rs of the human capital model are lkely to change over time, but it !,eems

fair to say that there.is no macro theory of human capital and little is klio4n

about the determinants of the model's. parameters. This is a major op in-tlic

theory of human capital and an area where further-research could be fruitfully

applied.

2 9
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Chapter IX

THE SECTORAL TRANSFORMATION AND THE NATURE OF WORK
TN A SFRI7CE SOCIETy

The purpose O: :If_ been to focus attention on ways by
, which the industry stru U.S. has been changing, In- co :able
detail we have examined yariuus tacets- of he sectoral transformatibn, emphasiz-,.
'I-lig the "how" ofthis change as.kell.as,the "who" in -terms ofthe sdcial charac-,
teristicsof ihose occupying different -industry 'positions. Other...than-Chapter

, VIJ1, where we addresed the problem of the relationship between industries and
'the dispersion of'earnings, little attention has been directed to the consequences/
of the sectoral transformation. A ' .

i

In the last chapter wedepul from dur approach, which has,relied heavily--
some readers may say excessively--upon the presentation and analysis of large

- masses'of data from the 1960 and.1970 censuses, to. take a number of general,-'
rkher speculative, comments onSome of the conse-quencesi'mainly sociological,
of the sectoral transformation. Are emphasize the movement into serVi-ce work ancl
its implications- e of the themes throughout this report has been that Work

service industri s differs from.that in goods-producing industries, and We
&ball want to explore the significance of this statement from the standpoint of
the following dimensions: the conditions of Work, work satisfaction, alienatibn:
and the nature of Social 'classes. We will, therefore-, take up some:of the pbints
touched upon in Chapter I when we addresSed the queStion of whether or not there
would be a Service Revolution.

A general caveat should be ntroduced at this point. We'took special
pains in the Introduction.to argue that the Fisher-Clark three-sector classifi-
ccation scheme was inci-easirigl' Inadequate because the tertiary or service sea-or
was too, heterogeneous tb.be:useful tor analytical purposes. It' wasjor this reason
that we broke down the tertiary sector into the four.service.s6ctors that, are 6sed
throughout this report.. Yet in the Prior paragraph we were Contrasting the ser-
vice industries with the goods-producink-industries. Aren't we,failing.to fellow
our own advice?

The answer is that'for certain purposes it is warranted,to speak of
.services as an-entity, especially,in instances such as the above when.we were
making a basic contrast between services and goods-producing industries. For
most purposes, however, it is.preferable to refer to the four.service sector§ ani
even at times_to_sppcif.e.rv.ce industrjes,...Jt._should_be.-stressedr-fo:r:-examP1,3y------

U.S. there has,not been a shift,of,employment towards services per s.?,
in the last several detadesbut very predominantly a shift to _Social and Producer..
services. personal service-5 haye kcreased'as-(a proportion of total employment
while Distributive services have--done Ilttle more than hold their own. One of

-,the distinguish(i,ng features of the service society is the lack of servants; it
not so much. individuals who serve, but rather firms and organizations. Increase!
per capita:income,and the concept of the welfare state in industrially advanced
countries has enabled most,,if by-no Means all, bf the_groupsof societyto.bave
use of serlAces (i.e., education and health).that formerry-had.been the privilege
of only a few.
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The industry changes\over the last 100 years, as was sketched in'Chap-
ter II, have been impressive. In 187b-more than one-half of the labor Porce
(52%) was in the ExtractiVe sector;.it had declined to a mere 4% in 1970. In- a

century of fantastic increases in the production of manufactuTed.goods, the
Transformative.sectof gained inbits.pr.-nortio--to share from 23% to 33%. By

contrast, Social services, grew from just in the 1870-1970-period (see
Tables II-1 and 11-2).

No one can say with any authority what the industry distribution will
rook like in 2070, or even in the year 2000. It is clear, however, that the Ex-
tractive sector no, longer Can play the deciSive role it did in the 1870-1970
period, simply blecause it.has dwindled to spch alow figure that it cannot decline
much more. Even should Social-and Producer services contindt to increase their
relative share in the coming decades it is, unlikely-that the two together will
exceed 40% ofthe total by 2000. In other words, we don't believe that any sec-
tor will have the relative weight as in/ 1870 and the consequent dynamism of the
Extractive Oector. Therefore, the greatest changes imsectoral distribution pro-.
bably have 1-keen made. This does not mean that further changes will not take
place nor, more importantly, does it imply.that sinte,the major partof the sec-

transformation appears to be behind us it loses its significance,and impOr-
iancq. We viould argue that many of the effects of this change are nOt yet Clearly
peiceived, and in-part this-may be due to the delayed effect many settoral changes
haVe on sOcial institutions. An example of this point is unionization. The fact
that servAceS are much less unionized than in the Transformative sector at.the
present time does not necessarily mean that,this relationship will continue to
hold. Perhaps.50 years from now there will be little difference between the two
in degree of unionization.

- _ .

Returning iO the present situation, Vidtor Fuchs, to whom we have turned
repeatedly in the course of-this investigation because of his path-breaking book,
The Servi_ce Economy (1968), raises a number of provocative and important points,
mainly of an economic-nature, in a last chapter entitled, "Some Implications of
the GroWth-rof 'a'Service Economy." They -Merit brief review, becauSe they merge
into the More sociological considerations to be taken up later.

, Fuchs ,believes that.the move to a servite economy has made increasingly
unreliable 4 keY.economic statistic, the sross national product, because current
measures af real qutput in most)of the,service industries have behn unsatisfactory. .

Because cif the inherent problems in-measuring output and productivity in the setvices
.,,,,,---even-though-substantial-impyovements-tan7be-made-;--it-is-only-reatistit-to-anticipatt-

"that these efforts are likely to leave considerabletiargins of uncertainty.".

0
. feature of the problem of-pxoductiyity in services has t6 do with

changes in demand. It iS,difficult to'determine the productivity of a/n'umber of
*services withoutknowing differences in peak and non-peak-demand.and fhe "size
of transactionteaning how,much is traroacted with one custOmer making one

- fidrchase. 'Productivity may be enhanced pore by increasing the size of the tran
an

s-

. )

action than by increasing the number-Of trsactions.
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Another economic consideration with demographic and sociological over-

tonesshas tO do with the conceptions of labor and capital and the "embodiment"

of technological change. Economic discussions of embodiment until recently hay...!

stressed physical capital, assuming that capital is a fixed factor and that

labor is variable. This may apply in manufacturing but it is nat satisfactorY

in describing the situation in services. Labor-embodied technological change
takes place when successive new cohorts to the labor force bring with them the

advances in knowfedge nnd new piocedures that make for that change. AsA7uchs

notes (1968:197), orcept of labor embodiment is likely to be most relevant

when formal schn-' lb security are important, as in the professional and

technical occup nns, tee-fourths of all professional and.technical workers
are employed in L. sector." . (0.

Finally, Fuchs introduces a factor affecting productivity,in the Ser-
vices that gentraldy is neglected in economic analysis:, "the consumer as,a factor.

' in production." Ivlay services depend upon the knowledge, experience, mOtivation

and even the hon'esty of the,consumer. Providing examples that range froM the

school room...to the supermarket and laundromat, Fuchs shows that the consumer
"detuallY,works" and if he doesn"t funcqpn proper];'y then the service "product"
is likely to be inferior. Such considerations are tarelir to be found in goods-

producing industries.

This last consideration Of productivity in the services shows how
closely an conomic,analysis can-get to a sociological one, for in considering

producer-consumer relations we enter the sociologicalrealm of interpersonal
relations and norms governing behavior. And it is here where Fuchs, in his in-
terpretatibn, has a tendency ta go astray. .To counter thZ well-known arguments
that "industrialization has alienated the wOrker from his.work, that the individ-

ual has no conta&t.with the final fruit of his'labor, and that tge transfer.from

a craft society to one of mass:production has, resulted ,in the loss df personal

identification with work" (1968:189), Fuchs_maintains that the coming of the ser-
vice economy "may imply a reversal of these trend's" for it makes possible the

"personalization".of work; "...the direct confrontation between consumer and
worker that otcurs frequently in services creates the possibility of'a..more cor-
pletely human and satisfactory work .experience." Since everyone can summon

plenty of personal examplesofAistinctly unsatisfactory relationships with
werkers in service industries, be it government "bureaucrats" or auto mechanics,
the question is why all too often the "possibility" of satisfactory rolations
does not work out that way in practice..

SOCIOLOGICAL.DIMENSIONS .OF WORK IN SERVICE INDUSTRI.ES

Let us begin with a discussion of the conditions Of work. Chapter V
demonstrated that-the growth of services has been accompanied7by an expansion of
employment- in professional, semi-professional, clerical, and service occupations.
At the same time, changes in the industry structure haVe not,favored the growth
of manualOccupations, -which have ,been experiencing decreases in their share of

(,L2
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total employment. The former set of occupations have in common that they usually
do not requirephysical strength, although there are exceptions, such as some
work in hospitals. Three of these four expanding occupations are white collar
and do not involve, workineconditions as hazardous as often exist in mining or-
steel production. In this sense, the,growth of services and their related expan-
sion of white collar and service occupations can,be ifiterpreted as an improvement
in the physical conditions of work-.

It also was.mentioned-earlier that work in many-service indlistries is
more flexible than ,00ds-produCing industr. This flexibility is due to a
number or Ichs (1968) called attention to the.fact that the size of .

establis. - smaller in services than,in manufacturing. Small firms
usually require less formal organization of work than large establishments-and

- therefore permit more flexibility. But there is another, more important, differ-
.ence between services and goods-produding industries; namely, the extent to which
work is segmentalized. Work in many manufacturing industries is carriegl out-on
an assembly',Iine basis With each person perforning only a segment of the total .

process of production. Since this type of production'depends on eadt worker do-
ing his task, the absence of a few workers can disrupt the'entire preductOn
processi' For that reason, the technology requires a continuous and reliable input
of labor. Even in manufacturing industries,and establishments that do not employ
.assembly-line techniques of proiduction, taskS'usually are very standardized and
therefore can be s'ched41ed quite.rigidly.

This *rigid Scheduling of work cannot b 4ne in most services, since
,mucti of service work involve4\c1ose contacts wit e,conSumer whose needs and
preferencel need to be taken into consideration. ivices rarely can be stord
so it is di-fficult to establish long=term product 1 schedules that smooth out
variations :in'demand. Production in services, tha-efore,-is less segmentalized
and a person's work,depends less on the work of o7,-' In that sense work
services more self-contained than,in Transforma_ve industries. :This situa-
tion woul suggest that workers,in-ervices can ic tifY more with their work
as compared with.other industries.

o

But it is quite obvious that this identification with work does not
exist in all:Services. Clerks in retail trade and service personne,1 in eating
and drinking places are good examples of these exceptions. What.needs to be
taken into consideration, however,. is the fact that a large part of/this Work is
part-time employment._ The bulk of workers in thes-e positions are youne and
consider their jobs.as only tenporary as, for instance, those making planssto
fins1j .5ChoUL . .Npt ..much-identification-with-work-r...ay-be--expected-er-is-neede'
in these, dlesies. It is important to, note, however, that services,Ndue to their
greater flexibility of work scheduling, at least offer oppotuni4es.to those
who volua=mily seek part-''time employment. (As we stressed before, this inter--,
pretatiol. 6j.kes not imply'that we consider all part-time employment to be volun-
tary.)

. .
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In general,'it can be expected that many service establishments 1,411
attempt to introduce more capital in order to increase productivity. Many shorl-

order' food places, .for example, increasingly resemble assemblygines. Inevitabli

this win mean4hat services will become more formally organized and their work
more rigidly scheduled: This si-tuatioR alreadyiexists in a-number of.services,

such as communication, banking, and insurance. But the case of insurance,
.-whi1e the rationalization and bureaucratization of work goes on in the giant

home- officeS, there are thousands of self-employed insurance.agents vho head
t" most, a small office. Even,tliough this 'trend towards-rationalization will

make work in.servicesaore simielar to.that in goods-;prtducingindustries, there

are IiMits-:-to that convergence. Many services suc4.as education and health for

1
a number of'reasons riihot become as capital'intehsive as goods-producing indusr.
tries.

What does all this mean for the individual worker? 'In a study of in-
dustrial work and workers' consciousness, Kert,and Schumann (1970) found,that.
autonomy of work was an important determinant-ofWork satisfaction. Autonomy
,in.thi's case referred to the degree-to which workers were able .to schedule their
own work. Among the various..groups, maintenance workers expressed the highest
degree cf s tisfaction. The main task of these .workers was . to repair mach-

inery ti ad t=ken doWn_ Despite the time pressure under which they worked,
for the .tir_ia-zlon of production depended oh their promptly repairing the

machines, --7.e ma_tntenance workers.considered themselves to be experts who were
able to d_er771-1Te how much time their work took and could themefore best orgaliae
their 140-1Th

1

fl- any instances, work in servites_ has the same qualities. /Consider

the example o7 social 4orker, for whom Ithernme sPent on a particula-r case
largely ::(7.en.1:: on the problems involved .]Ti1arly, legal services require a
certain annt of research for which-the la or input not always can be precisely
predictei_ TAnd even in thetase of poStal serVices, mail-delivering persons
are able P:(2. Irche.iule the pace ,of their work within given limitations.' These

exatples not_ Imply that there dre no time constraints on the work. Ta be

sure, sc, .xl waTkers have a certain ease load,.as do lawyers, and the maLl has
..to be deli :ert.td to a certain(number-of househälds. But.all three cases have in
common, 4-itinc-igh the first two more than the last, that the workerS are'in a-
position ma.ke their own-decisions aber:t how to Iliqcle their tiMe among the
_clients. TT -.:prefbre could be ypothesid that persafts-emplexed in services
have gre t. satisfactfon an those -.71 Transfomativindustries

i

of Social services, in articular, is interesting for an
,

examinat_ Drk-t-atiSfattiO ------ These--s-_rririces--increase--with-ecopomie-p-rogpess-7
and make al). La-zcording to Mande (1970:2r), the creative-part o the 1.1bor

force. The±r ,gyowth =

t t.

that a larger and latg,r,sectIon of mankirid aye freed ftoin
-ol-igation of carying on, uicTeatve work. Here'We have not a

E.,:rv',var from i dreary past but:the harbinger of a wonderful future.
automatic machines will do ll the work needed to produce goods

N



for current use,.men will, all become.engineers, scholars, artists, ath-
\ letes, teachers, or doctors. In thiS sense, but in this sensc only,

the future is indeed with the "tertiary sector."

One need not share Mandel's optimistic vision of the future to grant that Social
seervices are distinguished from all other industries in that thei-r main goal is
the enhancement of the quality of life of the population. Persons employed in
these services therefore can think of themselves as helping other individuals, a
feeling that.can compensate for other possibly dissatisfying aspects of their ,
work. Moreover, Social services, by and large', are nonprofit, although fheir
professional and administrative personnel receive substantial salaries. ,

Doing.creative work, on the other hand, does not necessarily-provide
for\-)ob satisfaction. There is Aso the possibility that persons in Social ser-
vice Are not really'interested in.serving the public, for as Fuchs (1968:188)
reminds us: "Teachers Cari ignore their pupils;'dectors* can think more of their
bank balances than of their patients.' To assume that the interests of workers
in these services are totally congruent with the interests-of their clients
would indeed be naive. But despite.these possible conflicts between the pur-
'veyor\of a service and its consumer, Sociai services at least offer a potential
for wok-satisfaction that most other indUstries do not have.

Work satisfaction is closely related to the concept of alienatiOn, as
far as its so4al-psychological interpretation is conpi9rned. Aljenation of wor
recently has received agreat deal of attention. .In general, it has been under-
stood as the workers' inability- to identify with their work and to derivu.satis-
faCtion.from their economic activities. This subject has been a recurring'theme
ii the .sociolOgical literature, as witnessed by the studies,of Blauner (l9()4) and

/--- eman (1959; 1972). The Major dimensions of alienation, as defined in tfiese
studibs, are.(1) powerlessness, (2) meaninglessness, (3) isolation, (4) pork-
lessndss, and (5) self-estrangement. Applying these dimensions to the employment
situation in services, ,wa would expect to find A-lewer degree of alienation in
'services than in goods=producing industrsN But of courSe, one aiso'should ex-
pect important differenceS.Namong servicWs tilemselves. Mare persons,emloyed in
communication, banking, retail trade, or eating and drinking .plac.es are likely

. to feel more alienated than those in other services'such as education, health,
governmenc,'-or advertising. While here we can onlyspe'ulate about the degree
of alibnaflion, the discussion does suggest that the unit of industry s a usqul
analytical category, especially when combined with ocCupatien, to examine--differ-
Ances in work satisfaction And alienation among workers-.

In (Contrast,to tihe social-psychological approach to alienaition that w(.
findLi the 'gbciti1ogicaljiterature7:alteriatiOninitsbinal'condepttonwnsm
structural:concept. _This.distinctien is important for it closely relates to tho
concept ofsocial class. As will 1:Pe seen later on, both 4onc.epts merit re-exam-
ination with the advent of a service-dominated laborforce.
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..\1 thou,: ;. 0( ,oncept oF at idiuit Con was first developed by Hegel, it - in
r. use of the term tiiat has most influenced sociological thinking. For Marx .

al ienation becomes man i fest in two rel; tionships that are closely connested:
man and his labor, an,: man and his pro( ucts. .

In his Economi c and Phi losaphie Manuscripts of. 184.1' Marx (1963) diffe
ent i ate. betwei_in unal ienated arid alienated labor. 4 Mali emoted labor is Marx'
t e ciii fo r man: c nr(`)duct ice act i vi ty that is creative and wh ich enables ii ini to

"aPPropyliitc". nature. It is through th is form of labor that *man. develops hist
poe t ion in ihe env i ronment. In this sense, anal ierw! ed labor 1 thc

basis to r s in I i Ilmen t of his persona 1 i ty. AI iunate ' ,.,st ,
p re vent s mini from le velop nig h ful l poten't la . The prototype thiar

rmdrx wont d 15c work on an :is;emllv line. The repetitive tasks and the harrow
anpl on of sk II c' that man encounters in this work situatiOn do not permit
01 III t

1 OVC r h ropmen

major :-ormi of ald cn.v i.on i s the scoa rat ion of., man. from his
i s ,nat lou :Tsui t from the -chat actor Of ahenated abott

juc: doc:,; :tot belong to the worker 'any more. "I-
, tin means of protHiction bill the means or

19SS: 510). in hat sense, tli workc
and his Product , but til so over the con,ditions

t ir Ii oF t t enat I on are .seen by Marx as the nece,ssary
deim-i of lo em or product ion. Es st . it i al to this type of

nr,,,,, lot., :( I t " rl!- - t I.. / C t (.. Li t. 0 I 1 , I S the di v i i, ion of fabor, wi thotit
whic: capilAphst i t':,:etti on . It is mAinly the division of labor that .
'iti I'N ,IC ,i'; r 1 ,' 7:iC to t he ful I de ye lopment of ,man' s creat ivity. But

tla:- s ;in.! ':erv :ts-. 10 oc I i HP, Out . what exactly he means by the di vision-
o:' ,,ilor. Is it d i ii, ioi of labor into di fferent occupations s'uch as' farmefs,

4) Mill' wetders, dri,.irs. or nurst.-; that craates :ilienation,.ar does ithis _

cotic ept re I er tj ,e se )1,--ii_int. .
I i :-..at i on of the productio:.i of a particular, .commodi.,:y

L1. ito 'wilily di fro rei -and- I imi _(i s-..asks? . Marx r, . ated both moan ings. of the divi'.on
,.. labor to the (t -dr-re:ice of al I emotion , but 1 t is pr.marily the segmental i 7.,at, on.-- ,-.. -..

and :.necia i I :,71 t ion .1'' work ,ti. tt he sees as the main ev_ I of indust'tral capifalist
,

soci e t y , :ot o n l y does the , . . _ v i s ion of labor form the has isi. of alienation, to-
:lei he i w i t ri t.he a i i ena t ion' ahbrt arld the scoarat ion o 1. man '-f-som II i s 'product
I t il,o I -.1,1' to: t he -cmi, rgenc--.. of the two c lass-es in industri'al,..society, onc who
cOnt rtri'; 1 -12011; 0 I prQduct i on aha th,..:., other which is employed by these menns

i

------. ' -rt '.. r n i n t-,---wr ----- ici-ilo t-e -411,at-44.-.-r-x:--large-1,.. was....prco.cc.uptied with.--
Jditions ,)t- work in m:thufc.:turing. As ' Iiiie (1967:127) nicely puts it:

paiadigm of-economic ,ictiv.ity iS the bringing into being of shoes and
..

hips :ind 'ioaling wax, not th-.polishing of' shoes, theipiloting of ships, or
-ne'packaging of sealing-wax." The main,reason far Marx' interest in the good:,-

rOduring indwitrics is his-eva;aation of "making" as a socially superior act i-
n on I y "do:rqt" o r "know in -.". 1--)11 ly that work\ is prOduct ive act i vi tv -which
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' is objectiqed, i.e.', which reaves a permanent mark: "For Marx, a poet who kept
his poem to hi.Mself, like a painter who destroyed his painting as soon as. was
complcted,, would not count as a produCer." (Kline0967:428).

Thi,s brief summary of Marx' concepts of alienation, the division of
labor, and sObial classes raises many important questions. Fur example, can a
socialist economy abandon the division of labor? The qiistion that is important
for the present disc).ission, however, is, "Hasthe shift of employment1-war'
services changed theconditions of alienation 4nd )n of soc'ial class(
Since both concepts areJey elements in they Merit a re-
6ca'Mination in light of the past empla e t changes.

We noted earlier that one of the characieristj_cs of serviCes is the
absence of a tangible product- In that sense, work in some services can be con7
sidered to be,even more rienating,for labor and product become one. An example
of this are sales workers. Their work iS'labor.and product at the same time. It
fis labor in that it can be exchanged for wages,.and it is a "product'; for the cus-

,i tomer 'in the sense of assiEting him in his needs. or/ the other hand, however;
large parts of service worh are less conducive:to precise schedulilgi Much ot the
work in services; moreover, cannot easily be divided into segments. To that
extent, services should be expected to have a lower division of labor and their
work therefore should be less alienated.

This alone, however, does not rermit'the conclusion that societyis no
-longcr divideclinto social classes, for the separation of man,from hi meari\s of
production still exi'sts. But onejparticular feature of services needs attention:.
its largest sector, Social services, largely belongs to theTublic sector. Thefe-
fore, the relationship betwee:-. capital and labor is different. in thisisector than
in privately owned industries. Althodth many employees in hospitals or univer-
sities, for example, still have not miith autonomy over their work and condi-
tions, this'situation no longer is the exclusive result'of the domination of
capital (which in any event'is not privately owned), but it increasingly stems
from the different interests of the eMployment groups,within-a certain institUtion

,and the board governing it. In that sense, theorganization,of these employment
roups becomes rather crucial for impfbvements in their positions within the

various establishments. It is mainly this development that makes the concept of
social classes no longer as useful as it once was. As, Teuraine (1971:81) puts
it:

Productivity, efficiency,,the rationality of educatiorial poli-cies, land
management, the organization of communications and authority in qarge
organi;ations--it is more useful to analyze theSe elemOts of cconomic
progress.than the 'trad#tional production factors' carqtal,)abor, and

- land,--No-longer-isiythe-conterittati-Oh-df-aVaTIabie-Surpluses.but the
rational'organization,of human and technical equappent that governs
economic development. Under Yhese con&tions, the idea of two
class-Les that constitute separate milieux, one tedUced to subsistenc ,

the...zither to managing surpluses, loses its importance. /

:3 Lri.
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The re iection of tpe class concept as a practical toel for socidlOtgical
analysis cannot mean, however, that Ipost- industrialism is the advent of the classI
less society. We are very far ,from that! What it tles imply, however. the

need to identify prestige, .power and social confl in termt nf int'' 1;iou)s

as they result from a common Wo-7-' situftti on, coal , .. ns , and . i fiances. milar
to the approach taken 1.);it..: .1., -1.' 10'7,9 . Empiri.. , .) .)ii ei.1.- -. ._ ioloiy, in
any event, has- never convinc tii..,iy demonsti'ated how the more or less arbitrary
dix,isions of occupatidn, income, or socioeconomic status are 'related to the..
theoretical notion of, social, class as lini,ed to the pricess of production. It

here wherv we can most --rofi t from the .se of the concept of industry, .for
'interest gro6ps are ident 1 :table through .-.--tle concepti cif occupation and indiistry
crombined (although' other, c t to ria may be -7,troduced). This new analytical ,tool .

could contribute substantilly to the connection of our theoretical concepts Arith

thei r empi rical measurement in mobirity s.7.udies".which ultimately should lead V)
. a better comprehension of the changing ,chiracter of the service soCiety.

-. The impo'rtance of interest .tgrou;)s can be illustxat with thp example
. of. prctfesionals. While in the past, pro fessionals have conside d theMselves

to be out...ide the traditional fork of labor rm--
.- conflict between emplo ers and e.,

ploy`ees, r cent st riles .by teachers an'd nurses' represent a change. i that attitude
It t'hus ca be expected that profesionals in the 'future .increasing y will form

, collective., bargaiiiing organi zations, be they formal unions or specia profe'ssion-
al associat ions. In that senset the jew, degree- of unionization to whsich Fuchs
(1968:185) referred, is not likely to hold in the future.

I ' . . .
While professionals,' by the very nature of thei r expvtise, are in (a

posi.tion to bargain for particular bone fi ts, this bargaining power .can eve4,--be
achieved by wO:rli grdups with 17.uch less' status. This i5, due to, the tendency, .

particularly inOocialt, service , to spread responsibility for the proper delivery
(;!' services more Wdely. Let us again consider the example of health seriiices.

ls, pliHiciar T ,and gurses carry the primary responsibility,',
hospital o-i*a..nizationt depends to a large extent 'on nurses' 1
personnel . No hospital can function: over an extended time'
)eration of thes employment groups. In. this context,

-A1 tneugh in hosRit,
the function ing of
aides and non-medica

< period wifhoutr the coo
---.Marx' dilt,tinction beta en classn itélf and class for Ptself is esSential, for

iin intereS1- 'group 'defined by structural Characteristics; such as- occupation and
industry, betomes _an "interest group for itself," i.e., a political force, only
when pi [ comprehfrs;'l't5 position within the network of .an organization or society
This s ituatPbn 'has peen linked by 7ouraine 0971: 7) .to the concept ofalienation:

.

..

file traditIonal forms -of social dominatibn have .been pi-ofdbildly trp.ns-
. formed (in postindustrial licci ety)... We continue to-sileak of "economic

exnloitation" but this"proCess is more and more difficult to isolate.
. The term doses its- objPtctiVe meaning When forced:rodFfilie-b-Crte-dnL:"----

- sci 6nsness of social contradicrioner e:t)ressed as "alienation ,"
that much criticd zed notion wil:.ch tis., nevertheless, more useful than
ever.

0 '1'
0,10
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As long as.,employmeri: gi aware Of tL .iiienated eharact,) of their

work oosition (even though it' iti,.4ht. differ from ()lie position to another), their

"dependent particirtioan i1l continue to avoi6 social*conflicts. Once they

i-each-a cons,,:iousness of their employment situation,-they,are -in a posirvn to
overcome the soCial contradictions by collective means.

This discussion has demonstrated that alienation. in the 'Structural sease
4as a meaiiing completely rev,ersed-frem the gne referred to in the social-psycho-
logical approach of Seeman, (1959) and others.: While the social-psychological
approach/views the alienation ef'a,worker .as a subjective epressiOn of, work
'satisfaction in:its -various components, the str=tural meaning df alli&Qtion

refers Jo objective conditions of work ,situations. in the latter sense, the
Workeris consciousness of hiS alienation is to be. interpreted' positively, for it
is a necessary condition'fOr the elimination of alienation.

,

o

Our discussion demonstr tes further, however, that much.more informaiion

is.needed about,the,nature'of worlç in.services. ,s011 the one liand, much, work.in . -

Social services is Creative'and thereby'unalienated. Other serviCes,.on the
,other hand, are.aLienated simir to that in goods-producing indurieS,..yet the
worker,may fiad_greater work S1 isfaction in services which would make an aware-
neSs of alienation much less likely. ,ft,is an examination of these,Sour concepts
.c,-cenditions of Work, work satisfaction*, alienation and .dependent partidipation--
which offers the 'most promise for'a socLQldgical study of the implicaiens,ef
a serv.ce cociety.

' SOM.POLICY IMPIICATIONS OF THE SECTORAL TRANSFORMATION 47
. .

Throughout this report a constanttheiv has been the utility and
fru.itfulness of looking at work from the vantage point/of industry position.
Our readers should now he prepai-ed td decide fbr themselves whether they
concurin this orientation. Aut-aside from the eyaluatien of thetsucceSs of
this endeavor injireviding for a.betterUnderstanding af how the-transformationA
of the labor, force actwilly takes place,-thee is the related but independent/
question of what this:;implies for manpoWer4pelicies. In teems of this Olicy,
what sorts of strategies.can be' sugges.ted that emerge from this report?

.,
.

Banal as it appears to be, ourTir5t recommend.tion is for more
research ,on the nature of3F.erv:.:-2s. Since few new anal .5es about serVices
have aPpeaTed sinc,,, Fuchs' study his statement.still stands (1968:. 13):i,

Perna.ps,tha most_uuent_need of. all ,i/S For more and ketter-qualiiy1 '. .

.

. ,.

.
data concerning the service inaustri.eg,e'Although -fh-C-DETtdE'Slares
isnow a servic economy, .the&statistical reporting syste4i largely. .

ifc.flects the intbrests b.nd condifion-of nn economy dominated by
ageiculture and industry. We need mare analysiS, but me also need
the factual basis that will, make thy,e analysis more,fruitful. 94e*

unmi,.stakable.-findirigof this stiiar-is that there,are significant' gaps
in our st,atisticalinformation cmicerming service output, employment,

, prices, wages, investment, and pr-ifit5. These gaps must be filled if.
,
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we are fully to understand this sector.or, indeed., if we are to
understand the economy of whith it is fhe major part. :

.,. .

A good'example of he inadequacy of statistical information about-..;orvices
is the U.S./Censils ComMerce which reports statistics for only selected
services. And even for these, the 'amoun of information is.a good deal less
than can be fourid in the M.S. Census of fanufacturing. Thus, while we fully
concur witlyFuchs that employment, output, and productivity must be seen in
their ,interreltatioaships todfully understand services, me 1;till devote the
following section to some iMPlicatiens for manpower policyas they derive from a
study of employment. 7

C .

One important area that needs more attention than it has.received,is
, the work life cycle. Only within this framework can we evaluate the meaning of

work for individuals. Such an endeaver, of course, cannot be- aqquately under-
taken With census data,.for it revires compete work,histories of individuals.
Rut some 6f.the findings in this tePort nevertheless have interesting implications.

. Consider the ease of eating and drinking.places. It was found in Chapter Irrrfhat ,
this industry has:one of thejowest yearly hours per tapita (it ranks-34th of 37
industries). In other words, a substantial part of employment,in this industry is
part time and intermittent. Other industries such a.s domeStic service or 'barber
Jind beauty shops can be similarlycharacterized.

Before concluding that-here is a situation requiring policies that
would promote stable employMent and the reduction of part-time employment, we 1

haVe to lOok more closely at who is occupying these. positions. A significant
,

práportion bf total,employment is made up of teenagers and .tollege-age students
who take this. wcAN/On a part-time basis while they finish their schooling.' Another

,..

.segment is made up of women who are supplementing the faMily income by.working
on a part-time basis. _Neither of these groups want full-time employment, and from
the-standpoint of their employers fhis arrangement also is best, given the great

(variation in demand',(daily and often seasonally) for labor. .

. .

,

.

Moreover, these industries give many persons their first work
xpe.rience which often is useful in securing later employment. In that sense,
thefperipherality of wotk in many,industries can be, as Morse (1969) reminds us,
beneficial both to theemployer ind the employee. .

This,di,scussion of part-time-employment in terms of specific labor
force groups,and sets of industries leads to a mort general distinction that we
beli-eve.to be essential'for-manpower policy. This concerns the relationship -
'between structure and pOpulation..,More specifically, we need to know the
requirements of the:economy-for labor and the characteristics and qualifications
Of persons of working age. After 'all, the general goal of any employment

ch ,..b.etKeen_the,.,deatanci fq,17,1qP2T.. P.4.jh-e s 9221Y

qf labor.

* In this context We think that the interrelation of the industry
structure 'and the Occupational structure is of particular rellevance. It is

.,,urndeniable that manpower poliCies in the United States' preponderantly have 'been
very ell oriented t6wards the occupational sphere, particularly thos.e manpower
programs designed to train individuals for occupational positions. As has been



,

'

pointed out, some of ttle..0 pyograms have been busily engaged in preparing-individ-

uals fur jobs that did not exist. Perhaps ir more attention had been :given to the

dyliamics of the industry formation this miscalculation of the. demand for Ial)or

.would not have happened.' -Our position is that 3 careful analysis of sectoral and

,iirdustry changes in "eccnt 'decades is inieful as a guide for the,future.

The emphasis oa the occupational dimension of.work is-onot all that

surprising, sinceboth ..sociology and economits have giVen much attentionto the

characteristics of.individuals and employment. It is in this tradition that

Blau and Duncan (190) studied social mobility and .status- attainment, and the

human capital approach takes a similar perspective. But as was demonstrated in

Chapte.rjllf, there arc several.limitations to the human. capital approach'when it

isapplied in the..context ofiptructural.changes such as the.sectoral transformation4

of the labor fOree. Undoubtedly, the characteriStics of individuals, their,family

background, education, etc, and the influence of these.variables on the employMent

history of these persons is valuable'and ne'cessary, but-it has tended to over:

shadow the little work tl-mt has been done on the structural'aspects.

One of.the most important questions in termS of the structure of

o.WpIhyment is the variability in the occupational "mie within:industries,. i.e.,

the variety of.positioris. SoMe of these positions, for example, may ihvolve yer::\

flexible Work which more easily coul0 accommodate part-time and intermittent

employment'than would.be the case with Other positions. Similarly, the educa-

tional requirements also can So expected to vary substantially.

The interconnection of indirztry and occupation is important in

sev'eral other. ways. We demonstrated in Chapter V that occupational changes

result from two sources: changes in the.industry structure and changes in the

occupational dkstribution within industries. This distinction iS.very fruitful, ,

for it shows how much of he overall change in the occupational strUcture is the

result of a different use of individuals Within industries., This again relates

to the flexibility of emplOyment Within given industries that was discussed

above'.

The other Major implication of this proCedure concerns the moil's

situation of women and minorities. As noted before, the sectqral transforma-

tion- of thejabor force has been crucial for the eMployment of women, since ovsr

75 percent of all employed women are to be/found in services. Similarly, blacks

experienced very substantial changes in their allocation`to industries between'

1960 and 1970; the proportion of black-males decreased in the Extractive and

Personal services sectors -and black females:showed a proportionate decrease in

Personal services that was truly impresSive. Since the Extractive,and Personal

serviees.sectors are characterirzed by a_large proportion of.low-statuS

occupations, the shift of blacks-to other sectors has improved their employment

situation in-substantial ways. EvenAsthen those industry shifts do not result,in

a chaa& oi'-ffitttipat'iorr-thrs---"hori-zonta-V-L.or;si.tusmobiJity..can,result:in_an

improved oi:cupational standing for -the individual. Consider the extreme Fag-e----

of domestic.maids who
becoMe janitiwszSes in a hospital. .Although their task

in both_employment situations is..'cleaning.up after other people, the context,

.
'of this work is quite different In domestic service, ihe wo,rk relationships

are largely'paternalistic, whereas in the hospital they are.more formally

organized% One advantage-of.work in larger organization is its greater likeli-

hood to be covered byoiabor legislation such as-minimum wage laws.

3
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We conclude, therefore, that the sectoral transformation of the
-

labor fofce geperally has_helped to better the employment sitUation of blacks

(and Mexican Americans, as was Shown for the Southwest). Moreover, the sectoral

tra0ormation also narrowed the gap between blacks and,whites in terms of
occupational standin' and earnings, although this increased similarity was- more .

prOnounced for females than For males.

We must add to this, however, that the narroring of that gap was

"somewhat lesS than expected, It ...can'be seen:from the 1970 data' that women and

minorities still were concentrated in low-status occupltions 'compared to.white

males. This-discussion has important implications for policies concerning the

employment of women and minorities. Sincethe sectoral transformation of the

labor force did not bring the work status of these employment groups up to that
-

of white males, we should not have.expected industry changes to be a substantial.

source for future improvements; the major part of the sectoral transformation of
the'labor force probablY has already taken place. This leaves the possibility that

changes in the occupatiorl] distribution within industAes will result in improve-
.

ments for women-and minorities%. But as we demonstrated in Chapter V, for instance,

woMen were Jess likely to be employed as profeVionals in 1970 than ten-years

earlier. Thus, there are S.ome doubts that Changes'in technology and organization ,

of work within industries will.lead to significant improvements of these employ-

melt groups in relation to,white males- Theseffindings suggest that changes in

industry.structure and in the occupational aistribution within industries

dO not automatically give.women and minorities the wort status of white males.

2 This vdew-ipplies that-a great.deal'of the equality between employment groups/

will have th_come at the expense of white males In other words, increasing pi-O.-.

portions of higher-sptus positions will have to be staffed by women and minori-

ties and whie males iherefore are likely to indiease their share in the lower-

status occupations. Onir if we assume that the number of high-status posAions withih

indUstries.can be .increased at will-,.could greater equality Of employment be ,

achieved without affecting the position of white males. -This, againi- emhasiZes

how much more information We need'about the flexibility of Wbrk in given indus-

," tries.

- Policies aimed-at achieving greater equality of.employAnttof course

must take into consideratiOn that the work life cycle ofdifferent empioymenf

groups could vary. But the past ten years have brought about.so many changes in

sex-foles, for exaMple, that it no longer can be taken for eanted th'at the

employment of women-is'inherently .less stable than that of men. Infact, there

already is some evidence thati when occupational status is controlled for, those

industries with a, high proportion of female emplOyment have lower quit rate's

than industries in which there are only a-few women employed: Thus, close *

governmental monitoring df hiring practices arid assistance of the governmeni-to

firms and institutions will be an important sourceJor the achievement of

among the various race-sex_groups in the labor force.

3 1 2.
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_Appendix A

Dl':;CUSS1ON OF THE 1/100 P.HBLIC USE SAMPLE TAPEi;

The data usedin this tudy were taken from the 1960 and 1970 1/100 Public

Use Sample tapes made available by the U.S. Bureau of thc Census. The.format of

tllese data represents a great change from the way, in Oieh census data .traditionallv

have been made available. All information on the tapes-is arranged by persons;

for each yerson, his or her aAe, sex-, ethnic status, lndusrry, education, oceupa-

tion,e_tc ris given... This format permits detailed eross-c-lassification of pers.ous.

by more thOn-40 social, ectimomic, and demographic ,chai.acteristios. Thi.s type or -

information permits the investigioor to treat census data-in the same manner as

hc would a seCondary analysis of Sample surveys. That is,,he can manipulate iil1

thy variables included in the census as he secs fit. Thi.S potential is particularly

uSeful for the present st:.d-, for many of the Variables selected there are no

cross-classifications published in fhe census reports. The sample, used for thiS

study is based on questions from the 15 percent sample._

How then do the data repOrted'in. this.study gompare with the published

, census reports? For this research we considered all employed persons who were

e4ther "at work" or "with a job but not at work" due to illness or vacation (see

'Character R31-, "Employmen.t Status Record," Codes 1 and 2, in the Description

and'Technical Pociiiiientation of the Public Use Samples, U.S. Bureau of the Census,

1971/and 1972)* The, present'sample thus consists Of All emOgyed., and therefore

.must also he compared ilfth the 'published information for the employed. .This

concept is narrower than that of the experienced labor force, for it excludes

the unemployed and members of the armed forces.

The only adjustment that wat made with the employed concerned those

persons with work status not reported who in 1970.were allocated to the industry

groups. These individuals had to be excluded from the preSent sample and there-

-fore mustTbe subtracted from the published figure**. 'The following listing shows

the size -of the sample (multiplied bk 100)-jand the number of the employed in 1960

- alld 1970 as given in'the Subject Reports of the 1960 and'1970 censuses, Industrial

Characteristics, Tabres 2 and .32, respectively (U.S.. Bureau of the Census, 1967

s, and. 1973).

Published data

,-persons that Were allocated

1/100 sample (x 100)

.Diffevence

Difference as percent of,17100
sample

, .

1960'

64,646,563

1970

76,805,171

4,874,g68

64,84,100 71,928,700

262-,263

.00407'

. 313'
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A 1 though i t can he leen that the difference between th,e sample and the publ i shed.
,d3ta was -Iiihch larger in 1900 than'-in 1970, th 1960 difference is negligible as
a proporcion of the total sample. We, therefore conclude that the site of.our
sample:Nis` Comparable with the information from published census sources.
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,Appendix-B

ALLOCATION OF 1NDUSTRILS

The following listings.show how the indw:tries Us reported in the 1960
and 1970 Public Use Samples were aggregated to yield .the 3.7 industries used in
this study. The numbers refer, respectively, to those g'ven,in the 1960 and 197y1
:Description and Technical Documentation'of the'sampl&s. (l.S. Bureau of.the (ensus,
1971; 197.2). ,thaf'were used in making up the work tapes?

1960 Allocation

Agri.culture: '.016, 027-.028

Mining: 047-049, 057.'
ConStruction!'066

4.- 'Food: -268-269, .24:279, 287-289, 297-299
5. 'Text4le: 307-309, 317-319, 327
0. Metal: 139,, 147,i 149, 157-158,7/66, 169
7. Machinery: .176,.178, 186, 206,,219, 227-228, 236

Chemical: 346, 349, 357, 359:-..377-378

9, 'Miscellancous'Manufacturing: 107-109,. 118-119, 127-128,
249,1 259, 328-329, 337-339 379, 387-389, ,397-398'

157-138; 216, 218-

10. .Utilities: 467-469, -477-v479./

11. .Transportation:, 407-409, 417--419,'427-429
12: CommuniCation: 447-449
13. Wholesale: 507-509, 527-528, 536,-539, 558, 566, 588
14. Ret-ai1: 607-608, 617, 626, 629, 636, 646, 64-8, 657-658,

687-689, 696, 698
667-668, 677-678,

Banking: 706, 709
16. -Insurance: 717
17. Real Estate: 718

18. Engineering: 888
19. .Accounting: .8139

20. Mriscellancous Business Service: 727,736
21. Legal Services: 849

Medical: 826
,23. Hospitals:.

24.-

,838.
Education: 856

25. Welfare.: 876

26. NOnprofit: 887
CA.

27. Postal Services: 907
28. Govbrnment: 917, 927, 937
29. Misc.ellaneou$ Professional --Service: 897
30. Domestic Scrvices:' 769 .

31.. Hotels: 776

32-: sEating and Drinking: 669

33.

34.

4,
Repair Services:"7756, 766
Laimdry: 779

35. Barber and Beauty ShOp: -786

-o

Continued

3 1 5
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Appendix B, continued ,

3. Lntertainment: 807-809

37. Miscellaneous Personal Services: 789, 797-798

1970 Allocatioh

1. Agriculture: 17-19, 27-29

2. Mining: 47-49 57-58

S. Construction: ' 67-69, 77-78

4. Food: 268,269. 278-279:287-289;297-299
5. Textiles: 30 --309, 317-319, 327

6": Metal: 139, .17-1\49, 157-159, 167-169

7. Machinery: 177-T79, 187-189, 197-199, 207=209, 219, 227-229, 237-_238
S. Chemi-cal: 347-349,,357-359, 367-369, 377-378 ,

9. Micellaneous'Manufacturing: 107-109, 118-119, 127-128. 137-138, 239,
247-249, 257-259,- 328-329, ,337-339., 379, 387-389, 397-398

fo.-T Utilities:, 467,469, 477-479 , ,

11. .1h-anspoTtation: 40-/-409, 417-419, 427-429

:12. Co,mmunication:i.. 447-449 . L.
13. Ilholesale: 507-509, 527-529, 537-539, 557-559,. 567-569, 587-588

14. Retail:, 607-609, 617-619, -627-629, 637-63D; 647-649:657-658, 667-668,

6777679, 687-689, 697-.698'
15-. Banking: 707-709
16. Insurance: 717

17. r Real Estate: 718

18. Engyheerinpj. 888

19. Accupting: 889

20. Miscelaricous B6siness Service: 727-729, 737-739, 747---7

21. Legalpervices: 849

. 22. Meal Services: 828-829:837, 839, 847-848
23, Hespitals: 838

24. Education: 857-859, 867-869
25. :Welfare: 877-879
26. tionprofit: 887

27. 'Postal Services: .907

28: . Government: 917, 927, 957
29. 'Miscellaneous Social Services: 897

30.- Domestic Services: 769

31. Hotels: 777-778
32. .Eating and Drinking: 669

33: - Repair Services 749, 757-759

34., Laundry: 779.

35. Barber and- Beauty Shop: 7877788

36. Entertainment: 807-809
37. Miscellaneous Personal Services: 789, 797-798
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-SE X PYRAMT_DS' OF ;')FCeTn0dRiSx ACr*.`E INDUS :ES , 1960 -AND 1970
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Appendlx
(continu--
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Appendix c
(continued),

PRODUCETZ SET:
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.ppehdix C
conti nued)
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(cdntinued)

MEDICAL SERVICES

1960 1970
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(continued)
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GOVERNMENT

1960 1970
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I 1
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Appendix D

ALLOCATION OF OCCUPATION'S

By and large, we have used the same one:di.git occupational categories as
given in the 1960 and 1970 Technical pescription and. Documentation of the Public
Use Samples (U.S.. Bureau of the Census, 1971; 1972). For both years, private
household workers were included-in the category service wbrkers. -In 1970, trans-

port equipment operatives were combined with operatives to make the categories
comparable with the 1960 divisions. The only major change that we made was the
differentiation of professionals into: (a) professionals and (b) semi-professionals.
The foflowing listing contains the Public Use Sample COdes for these two occupa-
tional categories.

Professionals:

Semi-Professionals:

Profesionals;

Semi-ProFessionals:

1960

000, 012-014, 020-022, 030-032, 034-035, 040-043, 045,
ODO-054, 060, 071, 080-085, 090-093, 101-102, 105; 111,
130-135, 140, 145, 150, 152-154, 160, 162, 172-175,
182-184, 194

010, 015, 023, 070, 072-075, 103-104, 120, 151, 161,
163,165, 170-171, 180-181, 185, 190-193, 195

1970

001-002, 006, 010-015, 020-024, 030-036, 042-045, 051-
056, 061-065, 071-073, 075, 091-096, 102-105, 110-116,
120-126, 130-135, 140, 142, 144-145, 163, 10, 181, 194

oo3lpo5, 025-026, 074, 076, 080-086, 090, 100-101, 141,
143:150-156, 161-162, 164-165, 171-175, 180, 182-185,
190-19S,--195
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